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Preface 

What this book is about 
This book is intended to help the user respond to messages that may be issued 
by the IBM* GDDM-series of licensed programs. It contains descriptions of 
these messages, and where necessary, offers advice in fixing the problem. The 
information in this book must not be used for programming purposes. If you 
need to know more about where programming interface information is described, 
or about the definitions of the different types of information in the GDDM library, 
you should read the GDDM Library Guide and Masier Index. 

The GDDM Messages book provides help with the informational, warning, error, 
severe, and unrecoverable messages that can be issued by these IBM licensed 
programs: 

• GDDM/MVS 
• GDDMIVSE 
• GDDMIVMXA 
• GDDM-GKS 
• GDDM-Interactive Map Definition (GDDM-IMD) 
• GDDM-IVU 
• GDDM-PGF 
• GDDM-REXX 
• GDDM-CSPF 
• GDDM-OS/2* Link. 

It does not provide help with other GDDM* mes!)ages, in particular, 
GDDM/graPHIGS* ; see page 3. 

The first three programs defined in the above list are known by the term "GDDM 
Base." 

Note: GDDMIVM is stabilized at the Version 2 Release 2 level. 

GDDM abend codes are described in the GDDM Diagnosis and Problem 
Determination Guide. 

Who this book Is for 
The GDDM Me~sages book is intended for anyone who receives a GDDM 
message while using GDDM or any of its utilities. The messages that are issued 
by each utility are also listed and described in the User's Guide for that utility; 
see page vii. 

* IBM Trademark. For a complete list of trademarks, see page III. 

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1980, 1990 v 
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What you need to know 
This book assumes a basic knowledge of the program that issued the message. 

How to use this book 

vi GDDM Messages 

When you get a message. first check the alphabetic characters of the identifier; 
these tell you from which part of GDDM the message originates. They are 
defined on page 1. They indicate where in this book you will find the message 
described. 

Then check the number of the message; the messages are listed in numeric 
order for each part of GDDM. 
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Book structure 

X GDDM Messages 

Chapter 1. Introduction ... pages 1 through 7 
This chapter describes the elements of the message identifiers and 
the format used to document the messages. It also describes the 
conventions used to represent the message variables, and a 
description is given of the GDDM default error exit. The chapter 
ends with a summary of the message numbers, grouped according 
to the part of GDDM from which they originate. 

Chapter 2. GDDM messages... pages 9 through 183 
This chapter lists all of the GDDM messages in alphanumeric order. 
All GDDM and related utility messages are documented in this 
chapter, including those resulting from GDDM Assembler macro 
processing. 

Messages from GDDM/graPHIGS are not included. 

Glossary. Abbreviations used in this book ... page 185 
This glossary defines the abbreviations used in the Explanation, 
System action, and User/Programmer response text that 
accompanies each message, and in the messages themselves. 
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Summary of amendments 

Changes to this book for Version 2 Release 3 
Various editorial changes have been made throughout the GDDM Messages book 
to improve the clarity of the text. 

Chapter 1 has been updated to include a section that describes how to analyze 
the abend and return codes contained in some messages. 

Chapter 2 has been updated to include new and changed messages for this 
release for ASCII device support, bar codes, and ADMGDF/ComplJt~r Graphics 
Metafile (CGM) interchange. It has also been updated with the information from 
Technical Newsletters (TNLs) SN33-6335, and SN33-6353. 

Message variables have been added to a number of GDDM Base messages to 
improve their usability. 

Note: Some of the messages in this book were previously published in other 
GDDM books. 

Changes to this book for GDDM Version 2 Release 2 
Chapter 1 of the GDDM Messages book has been updated to include information 
on the format of GDDM-REXX and GDDM-CSPF messages. 

Chapter 2 of the GDDM Messages book has been updated to include the 
messages that can be issued by these new or revised GDDM features: 

• GDDM/MVS 
• GDDMIVM 
• GDDMIVSE 
• GDDMIVMXA 

• GDDM-GKS 
• GDDM-IVU 

• GDDM-REXX 
• GDDM-CSPF. 

New messages are also included for existing GDDM features; these are shown in 
the appropriate places. 

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1980, 1990 xiii 



summary of amendments 

Changes to this book for GDDM Version 2 Release 1 Modification 1 
Chapter 1 of the GDDM Messages book has been updated to include information 
on the format of GDDM-GKS and GDDM-IVU messages, and also information on 
the GDDM-GKS default error-handling procedure. Chapter 2 of the GDDM 
Messages book has been updated to include the messages that can be issued by 
these new or revised GDDM features: 

• GDDM/MVS 
• GDDMIVM 
• GDDMIVSE 

• GDDM-GKS 
• GDDM-IVU. 

New messages are also included for existing GDDM features; these are shown in 
the appropriate places. 

Changes to this book for GDDM Version 2 Release 1 

xlv GDDM Messages 

The GDDM Messages book has been updated to include the messages that can 
be issued by the new GDDM features, namely the Intelligent Printer Data Stream 
(IPDS), image, and the 5080 Graphics System. 

New messages are also included for existing GDDM features; these are shown in 
the appropriate places. 

Some existing messages have been adapted to allow for new GDDM features 
such as CICS Pseudoconversational. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the format of the messages issued by GDDM* and how 
they are documented. It also describes the GDDM default error exit, and the 
GDDM-GKS default error-handling procedure. 

Message format 

General format 

The general format of GDDM messages is described first, followed by brief 
descriptions of how some messages may vary from the general format. 

This is the general format of a message issued by GDDM: 

AAAnnnn S MESSAGE TEXT 

where: 

AAA is the product code. It identifies rrom which part of GDDM the message 
originates, and can be one of: 
ADM GDDM-Base, GDDM-IVU, GDDM-PGF, GDDM-GKS. 
AEM GDDM Interactive Map Definition 
AFM GDDM-GraPHIGS* (not listed in this book) 
EAK GDDM-CSPF 
ERX GDDM-REXX 
GQD GDDM-PCLK (not listed in this book) 
GQF GDDM-OS/2* Link. 

nnnn is a four- or five-digit number in the range 1 through 99 999. 
S is the message severity code. The code letter defines the importance of 

the message. The messages can be: 
I Informational. These give help to the user; action by the user is not 

usually required. 
W Warning. These draw the user's attention to a problem or potential 

problem; action by the user may be required. 
E Error. These tell the user that something has gone wrong; action by 

the user is probably required. 
S Severe error. These tell the user that something has gone seriously 

wrong; action by the user is required. possibly with the assistance of 
the systems programmer. 

U Unrecoverable error. These tell the user that a problem outside the 
user's control has occurred in GDDM, or the system or subsystem 
under which GDDM is running. For help. see the systems 
programmer. 

The severity code is separated from the message text by blanks. 

* IBM Trademark. For a complete list of trademarks, see page III. 

@ Copyright IBM Corp. 1980, 1990 1 
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GDDM Base and GDDM-PGF messages 
Messages issued by GDDM Base and GDDM-PGF have a product identifier of 
ADM. They have a message serial number of four digits. The severity code can 
be one of "I", "W", "E", "U", or "S". 

For example: 

ADMOOO2 E GDDM IS ALREADY INITIALIZED 

These messages are listed and described in this book. 

GDDM-GKS messages 
Messages issued by GDDM-GKS have the same format and the same product 
identifier as those issued by GDOM Base or GDOM-PGF, except that the severity 
code is restricted to "I", or "E". These messages are listed and described in 
this book, starting on page 126. 

GDDM Interactive Map Definition messages 
Messages issued by the GDOM Interactive Map Definition (GDDM-IMO) have a 
product identifier of AEM. They have a five-digit serial number. They have 
severity codes of "I" and "A". 

For example: 

AEMOO287A FLOATING MAP BEGINS IN COLUMN nnn 

These messages are listed and described in this book, starting on page 147. 

GDDM-IVU messages 
Messages issued by GDOM-IVU have the same format as those issued by GDOM 
Base, except that the severity code is restricted to ''I'', "W", or "E". These 
messages are listed and described in this book, starting on page 136. 

GDDM-REXX messages 
Messages issued by GOOM-REXX have the same format as those issued by 
GDDM Base, except that the identifier begins with "ERX" and the severity codes 
are restricted to "I", "W", "E", or "S". These messages are listed and described 
in this book, starting on page 177. 

GDDM-CSPF messages 

2 GDDM Messages 

Messages issued by GODM-CSPF are similar to those issued by GO OM Base. 
They differ in that the identifier begins with "EAK", followed by "B" for 
background messages, "F" for foreground ones, or "V" for the EAKVIEW module. 
The severity codes are restricted to "I", "W", or "E". These messages are listed 
and described in this book, starting on page 173. 
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GDDM/graPHIGS messages 
Messages issued by the GDDM/graPHIGS licensed program are prefixed with the 
characters "AFM"; they are not listed in this book. For information on these, 
refer to: Messages and Codes for graPHIGS, SC33-8105. 

However, those messages that are issued by GOOM when it is using graPHIGS 
to access the 5080 Graphics System are listed in this book, starting on page 99. 

GDDM-PCLK messages 
Messages issued by the GOOM-PCLK licensed program are prefixed with the 
characters "GQO"; they are not listed in this book. For information on these, 
refer to: GDDM-PCLK Guide. 

GDDM-OS/2 Link messages 
Messages issued by the GOOM-OS/2 Link licensed program are prefixed with the 
characters "GQF". These messages are listed and described in this book, 
starting on page 181. 

Structure of message information 
In this book, the messages within each group are listed in numeric order; 
however, not all numbers have been used and. therefore, the list is not 
continuous. 

Under specifc circumstances, only parts of some messages. appear; these are 
known as "message inserts." For example: 

ADM0205 E FIELD POSITION IS INVALlD{, DEFINITION n} 

where {, DEFINITION n} is lIie message insert. 

Some messages can show more than one insert; they are all shown within left 
and right braces, and are separated from each other by vertical lines (I). For 
example: 

ADM0705 E {KEYILABELIHEADING} LENGTH (=n) IS INVALID 

where the insert can be KEY, LABEL, or HEADING. 

For each message, information is provided under these headings: 

Explanation: A statement of why the message was issued and a description of 
any fields in the text. 

System action: A statement of what GOOM does, if anything, about the situation 
to which the message draws attention. 

Programmer response: or (in the case of the messages that can be issued by 
GDDM-IVU, the Image Symbol Editor, the Interactive Chart Utility, the Interactive 
Map Definition, or the Vector Symbol Editor), User response: Instructions for the 
programmer or terminal operator. 

Chapter 1. Introduction 3 
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Conventions used for message variables 
Some messages display text or numbers that vary according.to the 
circumstances giving rise to the message; these are known as "message 
variables." The conventions used to indicate the type of the variable are: 

a alphanumeric text 
f numbers, in floating point decimal 
n numbers, in integer decimal 
x numbers, in hexadecimal. 

However, if there is more than one insert of a particular type, a number is added 
to the above letters. For example: 

ADMOO86 E INVALID PROCESSING OPTION VALUE n1 FOR CODE n2 

where n1 is the first numeric value (in integer decimal), and n2 is the second. 

Note: The GDDM-IMD messages (AEM00011 through AEM00416) do not follow 
the above conventions; instead, these conventions apply: 

c character text (alphanumeric) 
n numbers, in decimal (integer) 
x numbers, in hexadecimal. 

GDDM-REXX messages (ERXnnnn) also do not follow the convention; 
instead they show message variables as ' .... '. 

Some alphanumeric variables, such as file names, may contain spaces or other 
. non-printing characters, and so, where necessary, they are separated from the 

surrounding message text by single quotes, as in this example: 

ADM0304 E INVALID FILE NAME, 'a' 

The GDDM default error exit 

4 GDDM Messages 

The GDDM default error exit produces GDDM messages. Each time the default 
error exit is called (regardless of the severity code), an indicator message is 
produced, which, if an error has occurred, is followed by a message from the list 
in Chapter 2 of this book. 

The indicator message has the identifier ADMOO55 or ADM0346 followed by the 
severity code character of any associated error, or "I" ifthere is no error. This 
is followed by the alphabetic name of the function called, and the application 
program's return address as defined by the contents of Register 14 at the time of 
the call. For example: 

ADMOO55I {a1, CALLED FROM} a2, AT X'xxxx' 

where a1 is the GDDM function name, and X'xxxx' is the hexadecimal value in 
Register 14. When shown, a1 contains the name of a GDDM function issued by 
GDDM as part of the processing of the function a2. 
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Message ADM0346 is issued under IMSIVS subsystems and contains, in addition 
to the above two pieces of information, the program name and the Program 
Specification Block (PSB) name if different from the program name. 

When the default error exit threshold is set to zero and no errors have been 
detected, a series of such indicator messages is produced, effectively tracing the 
application program's calls to GDDM functions. The messages produced by the 
default error exit (which follow the indicator message when an error is detected) 
are described in Chapter 2. 

You can change the error-exit threshold and action; refer to the description of 
FSEXIT in the GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 1. 

Other methods of tracing the now through GDDM programs are described in the 
GDDM Diagnosis and Problem Determination Guide. 

The GDDM-GKS default error-handling procedure 
When an error is detected during a call to a GKS function, the GKS default 
error-handling procedure produces a GKS message, which is written to the error 
file. Each time the default error-handling procedure is called (regardless of the 
severity code), an indicator message is produced, which, if an error has 
occurred, it is followed by a message from the list in Chapter 2 of this book. 

The indicator message has the identifier ADM3500 followed by the severity code 
character "I," indicating that this is an informational ,message, followed by the 
text of the message proper. 

ADM3500 I GKS ERROR n IN FUNCTION a 

where n is the GKS number for the message and a is the name of the GKS 
function in which the error was found. 

Chapter 1. Introduction 5 
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Message groups 
The messages issued by GDDM are grouped according to the part of the GDDM 
program from which they originate. as follows: 

GDDM program 
GDDM Base 

GDDM·GKS 
GDDM·IVU 
GDDM·PGF 

GDDM·lnteractlve Map Dennltlon 
GDDM·CSPF 

GDDM·REXX 

GDDM·QS/2 Link 

Message groups 
ADM0001 through ADM0498 
ADM0750 through ADM0999 
ADM2000 through ADM3499 
ADM5000 through ADM5199 
ADM3500 through ADM3999 
ADM4000 through ADM4094 
ADM0500 through ADM0743 
ADM1000 through ADM1229 
AEMOOO11 through AEM00416 
EAKBOO1 through EAKB1.00 
EAKFOOO through EAKF050 
EAKV001 through EAKV005 
ERX0001 through ERXOO20 
ERX0098 through ERX0113 
GQF0002 through GQF0029 

Interactive Chart Utility messages 
Two groups of messages are issued by the ICU: 

• Those with numbers starting from ADM0700 draw attention to errors that 
occur when the utility is called from an application program either by a 
CHART call or a CS-prefix call. saving or loading chart format or data. or 
printing. These messages are listed and described on pages 56 through 59. 

The CHART call and th~ CS-prefix calls are described in the GDDM-PGF 
Programming Reference manual. Some of these messages may also occur 
during operator interactions with the utility. 

• Those with numbers starting from ADM1000 are informational. warning. or 
error messages issued during the interactive use of the utility. Some are 
returned to the application program; others are displayed on the terminal 
being used. These messages are listed and described on pages 71 through 
88. 

When the utility is being used in this way. other error messages. which do 
not originate from the ICU. may be generated; for example. Presentation 
Graphics routine messages in the range ADM0501 through ADM0588. or 
sUbsystem messages. 

Assembler macro processing messages 

6 GDDM Messages 

Messages that are issued during the use of Assembler macro processing are 
also listed. For more information about the macros supplied with GDDM. refer to 
the GDDM Installation and System Management books for your system; these 
are listed on page vii. 



Introduction 

Abend and return codes 

VM messages 

MVS messages 

VSE messages 

This section describes how to deal with messages that contain sUbsystem return 
codes. 

This is an example of a message that can be issued under VM/CMS: 

ADM0310 E SUBSYSTEM 'FSWRITE' ERROR 13 ON 'MYCHART ADMCDATA A1' 

Refer to the CMS Command and Macro Reference, SC19-6209. Under the 
description of the FSWRITE macro are listed 27 error descriptions. Number 13 is: 
Disk is full. 

This is an example of a message that can be issued under MVS/TSO and MVS 
Batch: 

ADM0302 E 'WRITE' ABEND/ERROR CODE X'D31'·4, ON 'MYCHART 
ADMCDATA' 

Refer to the OSIVS Message Library: VS2 System Codes, GC38-1008. Under the 
description of ABEND X' 037', there is a reference to message IEC0311. For 
information on this, refer to the OSIVS Message Library: VS2 System Messages, 
GC38-1002. Under the description of the message IEC0311 is listed one error 
condition, reason code 4. This means: Dataset full, 

Messages and codes issued by VSE/SP and its component licensed program are 
described in VSEISP Messages and Codes, GC33-6310. This applies to version 3 
of the VSE System Package. For version 2, the equivalent manual is SC33-6181, 
with the same title. Where a message or code is not fully described, there is 
usually a reference to the appropriate manual for further information. 

VSE wait codes, cancel codes, and macro return codes are listed under VSE, 
near the back of Volume 2 of the manual. Return codes from other products 
such as VSEIVSAM and Access Method Services (loCAMS) are listed in the 
appropriate chapters. 
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messages 

Chapter 2. GDDM messages 

This chapter lists and explains the messages issued by GDDM and its related 
utilities, namely: 

• GDDM-GKS 

• GDDM Image Symbol Editor 

• GDDM-IVU 

• GDDM-PGF Interactive Chart Utility 

• GDDM Interactive Map Definition 

• GDDM-CSPF 

• GDDM-REXX 

• GDDM-PGF Vector Symbol Editor 

• GDDM-OS/2 Link. 

The chapter gives advice on how to deal with the situations that the messages 
describe. 

For messages that are issued as a result of values being outside their defined 
ranges, detailed information on these values and their ranges can be found in 
the relevant call descriptions as follows: 

GDDM Base calls: 

GDDM·GKS calls: 

GDDM·IVU calls: 

GDDM-PGF calls: 

GDDM-REXX calls: 

GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 1 

GDDM-GKS Programming Guide and Reference 

GD.DM Image View Utility 

GDDM-PGF Programming Reference 

GDDM-REXX Guide. 

The Bibliography on page vii gives the full titles of the User's Guides that 
describe the GDDM utilities. 

tID Copyright IBM Corp. 1980, 1990 9 



ADM0001 - ADM0014 

ADM-prefix messages 
ADMOOO1 U GDDM STORAGE ANCHOR IS INVAUD OR HAS 

NOT BEEN INITIAUZED 
Explanation: One or more of the following occurred: 

• A GOOM subroutine was called without FSINIT or 
SPINIT having previously been called successfully. 
Previous initialization may have failed. 

• The Application Anchor Block passed by way of the 
reentrant interface does not contain the same GOOM 
storage anchor value as set at GOQM initialization. 

• An application program using the non reentrant interface 
was link-edited such that calls to GOOM were resolved 
by multiple caples of the GOOM nonreentrant Interface 
module. 

• An application program was link-edited such that calls 
to GOOM were resolved by mixtures of reentrant and 
non reentrant Interface modules. 

System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
in one of the following ways, corresponding with the 
explanations above: 

• Ensure that GOOM is correctly initialized. 
• Ensure that the Application Anchor Block is correctly 

passed on each calL 
• Ensure that only one copy of the GOOM nonreelltrant 

Interface module Is used to resolve all calls to GOOM. 
• Ensure that your application program is link-edited with 

the correct GOOM interface module(s). 

ADMOOO2 E GDDM IS ALREADY INITIAUZED 
Explanation: A call to F51NIT by way of the nonreentrant 
interface was made without an Intervening call to FSTERM. 
Syslem acllon: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
so that FSINIT is not called when GOOM is already 
initialized. 

ADMOOO3 E INCORRECT NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS (=0) ON . 
REENTRANT GDDM CALL 

Explanation: An Application Anchor Block, required for all 
calls to GOOM using the reentrant interface, was not 
present. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call so that the 
required arguments are present. 

ADMOOO4 E INCORRECT NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS (=0) ON 
SPI GDDM CALL 

Explanation: Neither an Application Anchor Block, nor a 
function request code, required for all calls to GOOM using 
the SPI (systems-programmer interface), were present. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call so that the 
required arguments are present. 

ADMOOO5 E INCORRECT NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS (=1) ON 
SPI GDDM CALL 

Explanation: A function request code, required as a second 
argument for all calls to GOOM using the SPI 
(systems-programmer Interface), was not present. 
System action: The call is Ignored. . 
Programmer response: Correct the call so that the 
required arguments are present. 
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ADMOOO6 E INCORRECT NUMBER O~ ARGUMENTS (=2) ON 
SPINIT GDDM CALL 

Explanation: A systems-programmer Interface (SPI) 
Initialization Block, required as a third argument on the 
SPINIT call, was not present. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call so that the 
required arguments are present. 

ADMOOO7 E EXTERNAL VARIABLE 'ADMUOFF' NOT 
RESOLVED FOR NON-REENTRANT GDDM CALL 

Explanation: An application program using the 
nonreentrant interface to GOOM on CICS has not defined 
the external variable AOMUOFF. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Define the external variable 
AOMUOFF in your application program, ensuring that ilis 
correctly Initialized. 

ADMOOOS E VALUE OF EXTERNAL VARIABLE 'ADMUOFF' 
CONFUCTS WITH TWA LENGTH 

Explanation: An application program using the 
nonreentrant interface to GOOM on CICS has initialized the 
external variable AOMUOFF with an offset less than zero or 
greater than the TWA (transaction work area) length minus 
8. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct either the value of the 
AOMUOFF variable or the length of the TWA. 

ADMOO13 E INVAUD STORAOE EXIT RETURN CODE 
Explanation: During initialization, a request for storage 
was made to the storage exit routine passed through the 
systems-programmer Interface (SPI) Initialization Block. 
The exit routine returned an unexpected return code. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the application GET 
storage exit routine address passed in the SPI Initialization 
Block is correct. Check that the storage exit routine is 
returning correct return codes. For a description of the 
interface to application storage exit routines, refer to the 
information on" storage exit routines In the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADMOO14 E AMODE(31) APPUCATION CALL BUT GDDM 
INITIAUZED IN AMODE(24) 

Explanation: GOOM was called by an application running 
in 31-blt addressing mode. This call is not an initialization 
call (FSINIT or SPINIT). GDOM was initialized in 24-bit 
mode and cannot process calls made in 31-bit mode. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Contact your systems programmer; 
GOOM should have detected during initialization that it was 
running under MVS/XA. 



ADM0040 E APPL GROUP ID n INVALID OR BELONGS TO 
ANOTHER GDDM INSTANCE 

Explanation: A call to GDDM specified an application group 
identifier n that does not exist, or does not belong to the 
instance of GDDM being used. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call by using an 
application group Identifier that has been created using this 
instance of GDDM. 

ADM0041 E APPLICATION GROUP IDENTIFIER n IS INVALID 
Explanation: A call to GDDM specified an application group 
identifier n that does not exist. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call by using an 
application group Identifier that has been returned by a call 
to ESACRT and has not since been deleted. 

ADMOO42 E INVALID DEFAULT IDENTIFIER n 
Explanation: The default Identifier requested by call 
ESQEUD Is not supported. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the default identifier and 
run the application program again. 

ADM0043 E INVALID CODE PAGE IDENTIFIER n 
Explanation: The code-page Identifier parameter is neither 
o (no object tag), nor In the allowed code-page range 1 
through 65 534. 
System acllon: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the code-page Identifier to 
be within the defined range, and run the application 
program again. 

ADMOO44 E INVALID LENGTH n1 FOR QUERY CODE n2 
Explanation: The length In bytes of the encoded user 
default specification list Is Invalid. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the user default 
specification length and run the application program again. 
For details of the general format of an encoded user default 
speCification, refer to the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference, Volume 2. The format of the application code 
page encoded user default Is described In the GDDM 
Release Guide for Version 2 Release 2. 

ADM0048 E DEFAULTS ERROR. EXTERNAL DEFAULTS 
MODULE IS IN PRE-RELEASE 4 FORMAT 

Explanation: The External Defaults Module (ADMADFC, 
ADMADFI, ADMADFT, or ADMADFV) has Invalid contents, 
and appears to be In the format required for releases of 
GDDM before Version 1 Release 4. 
System action: The initialization call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the Incorrect External 
Defaults Module. If necessary, change It to a Defaults 
Module In the correct format. 

ADM0049 E DEFAULTS ERROR. INVALID UDS LIST LENGTH n 
IN a 

Explanation: The length n of an encoded user default 
specification (UDS) list is wrong, and more processing of 
the list Is prevented. The encoded UDS list would have 
been specified either on an SPINIT or ESEUDS call, or by 
an External Defaults Module. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the length of the encoded 

ADM0040 ~ ADM0055 

,UDS list, either in your application program or In an 
External Defaults Module. 

ADMOO50 E DEFAULTS ERROR. INVALID SYNTAX OR VALUE 
AT 'a' 

Explanation: A user default speCification (UDS) contained 
Invalid values or syntax at the point a. Note that the syntax 
of the current UDS In conjunction with any preceding UDSs 
may be at fault. 
System acllon: The current UDS (and any other UDSs In a 
list of UDSs) is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the current UDS or the 
preceding UDS as necessary. 

ADMOO51 E NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS IS nl, SHOULD BE n2 
Explanation: A call to GDDM had fewer arguments than 
were defined for the routine that was called. The most 
common cause of this message Is that a program was 
linked with the reentrant Interface, but the GDDM calls were 
coded in the nonreentrant formal. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call so that all required 
arguments are present. 

ADMOO52 E UNSUPPORTED FUNCTION CODE X'l(l(' ON SPI 
GDDM CALL 

Explanation: A call to GDDM using the 
systems-programmer Interface (SPI) specified a function 
request code that Is not recognized. Note that this error 
arises only if GDDM was Initialized using the SPIN IT call 
with "parameter verification" requested. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the function request code. 

ADM0053 E DEFAULTS ERROR. 'a1' UDS KEYWORD 'a2' IS 
IN CONFLICT 

Explanation: The keyword a21n the NICKNAME or 
ADMMNICK user default specification (UDS) was repeated 
incorrectly or is mutu~lIy exclusive with a previously 
specified k~yword (that is, the APPEND and REPLACE 
keywords). 
System action: The UDS (and any other UDSs in a list of 
UDSs) is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the UDS. 

ADMOO54 E TOO MANY ARGUMENTS. SHOULD BE n 
Explanation: A call to GDDM had more arguments than 
were defined for the routine that was called. The most 
common cause of this message Is that a program has been 
linked with the nonreentrant interface, but the GDDM calls 
were coded in the reentrant format. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the excess arguments. 

ADMOO55 I {a1, CALLED FROM }a2, AT X'l(l(l(l(' 
Explanation: This is the Indicator message described in 
"The GDDM default error exit" on page 4. The variable a2 
contains the GDDM function name, and X'l(l(l(l(' Is the 
hexadecimal value In Register 14. 
When present, a1 contains the name of a GDDM function 
issued by GDDM as part of the processing of function a2. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

Note:' While this message Is shown here as Informational 
(severity" I"), when the message Is Issued during 
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ADM0056 - ADM0065 

the running of a program, it takes the same severity 
as the message following it. 

ADMOO56 E REQUEST REJECTED BY USER EXIT. REASON n 
Explanation: An Installation- or application-provided Call 
Intercept exit rejected the application-program request with 
the application-defined reason code n given In the message. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Find out, from your systems 
programmer, the meaning of the reason code and then, If 
necessary, correct the logic of the Call Intercept exit. 

ADM0057 E DEFAULTS ERROR. INVALID COUNT n IN UDS IN 
a 

Explanation: An encoded user default specification (UDS) 
list contains a wrong count field n, which prevents more 
processing of the list. The encoded UDS list would have 
been specified either on an SPINIT or ESEUDS call, or by 
way of an External Defaults Module. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the encoded UDS list, 
either In your application program or In an External 
Defaults Module. For the details of the count field for the 
default option you are setting, refer to the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADMOO58 E DEFAULTS ERROR. INVALID LENGTH n FOR 'a' 
UDS 

Explanallon: A source-format user default specification 
(UDS) (of type a) has a length n that Is either negative or 
else greater than 32000 characters. The source-format 
UDS would have been specified either In an ESSUDS call or 
in an External Defaults File. 
System acllon: The UDS (and any more UDSs In an 
External Defaults File) Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the length of the 
source-format UDS, either In your application program or In 
an External Defaults File. 

ADMOO59 E DEFAULTS ERROR. LABEL 'a'iN SOURCE UDS 
TOO LONG 

Explanation: A source-format user default specification 
(UDS) has a lal?el a that was longer than 8 characters. The 
source-format UDS would have been specified either In an 
ESSUDS call or In an External Defaults File. 
System action: The UDS (and any more UDSs In an 
External Defaults File) is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the source-format UDS, 
either In your application program or In an External 
Defaults File. 

ADMOO6O E DEFAULTS ERROR. SOURCE UDS FOR 'a' NOT 
COMPLETE 

Explanation: A source-format user default specification 
(UDS), of type a did not contain any text for Its value. The 
source-format UDS would have been specified either on an 
ESSUDS call or by way of an External Defaults File. 
System acllon: The UDS (and any more UDSs In an 
External Defaults File) Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the source-format UDS, 
either In your application program or In an External 
Defaults File. 
The type listed In the message should be ADMMDFT, 
ADMMNICK, DEFAULT, or NICKNAME. If this Is not the 
case, and If the source-format UOS was specified by means 
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of an External Defaults File, check that at least one blank 
precedes the type. If the type was positioned in column 1, It 
will have been Interpreted as a label, and subsequent text 
for Its value will have been wrongly Interpreted as a type. 

ADM0061 E DEFAULTS ERROR. UDS {TYPE 'a1'1 KEYWORD 
'a2'1 CODE n} NOT ALLOWED IN a3 

Explanation: A user default specification (UDS) with type 
a1, keyword a2, or code n, cannot be defined using the 
route a3 Identified in the message. 
System acllon: GDDM will fall to Initialize. 
Programmer response: Remove the UDS. If posSible, 
define It using another route. The available routes are: 

• A SPINI r call 
• An External Defaults Module 
• An External Defaults File 
• An ESEUDS call 
• An ESSUDS call. 

For full details of specifying UDSs for these routes, refer to 
the GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADMOO62 E DEFAULTS ERROR. UDS {TYPE 'a'i CODE n} 
UNKNOWN 

Explanation: An unknown user default speCification (UDS), 
of type a for source-format UDSs, or code n for encoded 
UDSs, was defined. 
System action: The UDS (and any other UDSs In a list of 
UDSs) is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the UDS. For 
soUrce-format UDSs, the type should be ADMMDFT, 
ADMMNICK, DEFAULT, or NICKNAME. If the type Is one of 
these, check that at least one blank precedes the type. If 
the type has been positioned In column 1, it will have been 
Interpreted as a label, and subsequent keyword text will 
have been wrongly interpreted as a type. 

ADMOO63 E DEFAULTS ERROR. 'a1' UDS KEYWORD 'a2' 
UNKNOWN 

Explanallon: An unknown user default specification (UDS), 
of type a1, keyword a2 was defined. 
System action: The UDS (and any more UDSs in a list of 
UDSs) Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the UDS. 

ADMOO64 E DEFAULTS ERROR. VALUE IN {'a1'} UDS 
{KEYWORD 'a2'1 CODE n} IS INVALID 

Explanation: A user default specification (UDS), of type a1, 
keyword a2 for source-format UDSs, or code n for encoded 
UDSs, has an invalid value. 
System action: The UDS (and any more UDSs In a list 01 
UDSs) Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the UDS. 

ADMOO65 E DEFAULTS ERROR. UDS {KEYWORD 'a" CODE 
n} NOT VALID ON THIS SUBSYSTEM 

Explanation: A user default speCification (UDS), with 
keyword a or code n Is not supported on the subsystem 
being used. 
System action: The UDS (and any more UDSs In a list of 
UDSs) Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the UDS. For details of 
the UDSs that are valid for the subsystem you are using, 
refer to the GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 
2. 



ADMOO66 E DEFAULTS ERROR. {'a1'} UDS {KEYWORD 'a2', 
CODE n} HAS TOO MANY OPERANDS 

Explanation: A user default specification (UDS), of type a1, 
keyword a2, or code n, has too many operands. 
System action: The UDS (and any more UDSs in a list of 
UDSs) is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the U OS. 

ADM0067 E INVALID RETURN CODE, n, FROM USER CALL 
INTERCEPT EXIT 

Explanation: An installation- or application-provided Call 
Intercept exit completed with an invalid return code n. The 
valid return codes for this type of exit are 0, 8, and 12 in 
register 15. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Call Intercept exit. For 
Information on this type of exit, refer to the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference. Volume 2. 

ADM0068 E INVALID ARRAY COUNT OF n SPECIFIED 
Explanation: A call to GDDM had an invalid array count n. 
The count must be a number greater than zero. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call by using a valid 
count. 

ADM0089 E DEFAULTS ERROR. 'a1' PROCESSING OPTION 
'a2' UNKNOWN 

Explanation: An unknown processing option keyword a2 
was defined in a NICKNAME or ADMMNICK user default 
specification (UDS). This can be caused by you specifying 
an option that is supported by the current release of 
GDDM, when you are in fact using an earlier release that 
does not support this option. 
System action: The UDS (and any more UDSs in a list of 
UDSs) is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the U OS. 
Check which release of GDDM your application is using, 
and change the keyword to one that Is supported by that 
release. 

For the proceSSing option values you can specify in a UDS 
for a nickname, refer to the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference, Volume 2. 

ADMOO70 E NO ALTERNATE DEVICE 
Explanallon: An FSLOG, FSLOGC, FSCOPY, GSCOPY, or 
FSCLS call was Issued, when there was no alternate device 
in use. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the call is preceded 
either by an FSOPEN, or by a DSOPEN and DSUSE for an 
alternate device, and that these calls ran correctly. 

ADMOO71 E INVALID PARAMETER COUNT 
Explanation: An FSOPEN call was issued with a negative 
count parameter. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0066 -' ADM0078 

ADMOO72 E INVALID PARAMETER CONTENT TYPE 
Explanation: An FSOPEN call was issued, with the first 
fullword of the array parameter nonzero. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADMOO73 E ALTERNATE DEVICE ALREADY OPEN 
Explanalion: An FSOPEN call was issued when an 
alternate device was already in use. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Precede the FSOPEN call with a 
DSDROP, DSRNIT, DSCLS, or FSCLS for the existing 
alternate device. 

ADMOO74 E INVALID DEVICE IDENTIFIER 
Explanation: A DSOPEN, DSRNIT, DSCLS, DSUSE, 
DSDROP, or DSQDEV call was issued with a negative 
device identifier. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADMOO75 E INVALID DEVICE FAMILY n 
Explanation: A DSOPEN call was issued with a 
device-family parameter n that was not In the range 1 
through 4. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value or 
nickname, and run your application program again. 

ADMOO76 E INVALID DEVICE USAGE 
Explanation: A DSUSE or DSDROP call was Issued that 
either specified a usage code other than 1 (primary) or 2 
(alternate), or one that was not valid for the particular 
device family (a famlly-4 device cannot be deSignated as 
the alternate device). 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADMoon E DEVICE ALREADY EXISTS 
Explanation: Either: 

• A DSOPEN call was Issued with a device Identifier for 
which another device is already open, or 

• An FSOPEN call was Issued, and a device with an 
Identifier of 1 (either opened explicitly with a DSOPEN, 
or implicitly with a previous FSOPEN) was already 
open. 

System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Precede the call with an FSCLS or 
DSCLS for the existing device of the same identifier, or 
choose another identifier. 

ADMOO78 E INVALID NAME COUNT n 
Explanation: A DSOPEN or DSQDEV call was Issued with a 
name-count parameter n that was not in the range 0 
through 6. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value or 
nickname (for DSOPEN), and run your application program 
again. 
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ADM0079 - ADM0087 

ADMOO79 E INVALID PROCESSING OPTIONS COUNT n 
explanation: A DSOPEN or DSQDEV call was Issued with a 
processing options count parameter n that was either 
negative or exceeded the Implementallon maximum. 
Syslem action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value, or 
nickname (for DSOPEN), and run your application program 
again. 

ADMOO8O E DEVICE IS NOT HARDCOPY. DEVICE TOKEN WAS 
'a' 

explanation: A DSOPEN call was Issued (or the DSOPEN 
function was Implicitly called) for a famlly-1 device that was 
defined as a printer, but the device query reply did not 
have the hardcopy flag set. 

Another possibility Is that the famlly-1 device was not 
defined as a printer, but the query reply did have the 
hardcopy bit set. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check: 

• That the device Is correctly defined to the subsystem. 
• If an explicit device token was used, that the definition 

of that token Is for a printer, or display, as appropriate. 
• If an e1<pllcit device token was not used, that controller 

customlzation has been done correctly. 

ADM0081 E INVALID DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS COUNT 
Explanation: A DSQDEV call was Issued with a negative 
device-characteristics count parameter. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0082 E DEVICE DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: A DSCLS, DSRNIT, DSUSE, DSDROP, or 
DSQDEV call was Issued with a device identifier that 
referred to a device that did not exist. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure the previous DSOPEN Is 
successful, or else ensure that the correct device Identifier 
Is used. 

ADMOO84 E DEVICE NOT IN USE 
explanation: A DSDROP call was Issued for a particular 
device and usage, but the device concerned was not 
operating with that usage at the time. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the cail parameter(s) or 
the logic of your application program. 

ADM0085 E UNSUPPORTED PROCESSING OPTION CODE n 
Explanation: The processing options list on a DSOPEN call 
contained an option group, for which the first fullword 
contained an Invalid option code n. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value or 
nickname, and run your application program again. Ensure 
also that each option group Is the correct length. 
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ADMOO88 E INVALID PROCESSING OPTION VALUE n1 FOR 
CODE n2 

Explanation: The processing options list on a DSOPEN call 
contained an option group, for which the option code n2 
was valid, but the group contained a data value n1 that was 
not valid. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value or 
nickname, and run your application program again. 

ADMOO87 E QUERY ERROR: TOKEN 'a',HDR X'llIIttqq' OFF 
X')()(' REASON n 

Explanation: On trying to open a device, GDDM found that 
the query reply data, either received from the physical 
device or contained within the device tokens, was not valid. 
This error can occur on an explicit DSOPEN or FSOPEN 
call, or c;m any call that causes a default primary device to 
be opened. 
TOKEN is the device token used by GDDM (after any 
nickname processing). 
HDR Is the first four bytes (the header) of the particular 
query reply found to be in error. It contains: 
1111 length of structured field 
It structured field type (should be X'81' = query reply) 
qq query reply type (q-code). 
OFF is, generally, the onset at which the error was detected 
within the particular query reply. 
REASON defines the cause of the error as follows: 
1 The query reply header is not complete: the remaining 

length of the overall query reply data Is less than 4 
bytes. 
OFF Is the offset at which the header is terminated 
(that is, the remaining length), and HDR Is shown as 
X'OQ' from this offset onwards. 

2 The length 1111 of the query reply is less than 4 bytes. 
3 The query reply Is truncated by the remaining length of 

query reply data. 
OFF is the onset at which the query reply Is truncated 
(that Is, the remaining length). The length of the reply 
is given by 1111 In HDR. 

4 The structured field type It Is not X '81' (query reply). 
5 The query reply q-code qq is not unique. A previous 

Instance of the same query reply type was processed 
in the current set of query replies. Multiple instances 
are only allowed for q·codes X'8F' (OEM auxiliary 
device) and X' B3' (Port). 

8 A Null query reply (qq = X'FF') is present. A NUll 
query reply should never be presented because GDDM 
requests (through query-list) supported q-codes only. 

7 The query reply length 1111 Is less than the minimum 
expected. GDDM expects a minimum length ("fixed 
part") for each query reply. 
OFF Is the offset of the end of the (expected) fixed-part, 
that Is, the minimum expected value. 

8 A query reply field of more than one byte, or a group of 
fields, all of which must be present If any are present, 
Is truncated by the query reply length 1111. 
OFF Is the offset of the start of the field or group of 
fields. For example, the Usable Area variable cell size 
parameters (bytes 23 through 26) must all be present if 
any are present. 

9 An optional query reply field (that Is, one that Is not in 
the fixed part of the reply) is required in this case 
because of other conSiderations. For example, the 
Usable Area variable cell size parameters (bytes 23 



through 26) are required if variable cells are supported 
(byte 5 bit 0 = B'1 'I. 
OFF Is the offset of the start of the (missing) field. 

10 A self-defining parameter header was truncated by the 
overall query length 1111. At least 2 bytes are required. 
OFF Is the offset of the start of the self-defining 
parameter. 

11 A self-defining parameter has a length field less than 
the minimum of 2 bytes. 
OFF Is the offset of the start of the self-defining 
parameter. 

12 A self-defining parameter was truncated by the query 
reply length 1111. 
OFF Is the offset of the start of the self-defining 
parameter. 

13 A self-deflning parameter length is less than the 
minimum expected. GOOM expects a minimum length 
(fixed part) for each self-defining parameter. 
OFF Is the offset of the end of the (expected) fixed-part. 

14 A self-defining parameter field of more than one byte, 
or a group Of fields that must all be present If any are 
present, Is truncated by the self-defining parameter 
length. 
OFF Is the offset of the start of the field or group of 
fields. For example, the Usable Area "Multiple Usable 
Area" self-defining parameter cell sizes (bytes 17 and 
is) must a/l be present If any are present. 

15 An optional field within a self-defining parameter (that 
Is, one that Is not In the fixed part) Is required In this 
case because of other considerations. 
For example, the Usable Area" Multiple Usable Area" 
self-defining parameter cell sizes (bytes 17 and is) 
must be present If the screen size Is In cells 
(self-defining parameter byte 3 bit 2 = B '0'). 
OFF Is the offset of the start at the (missing) field. 

18 A self-defining parameter Is missing but Is required. 
For example, the Procedure" Built-In Procedures" 
self-defining parameter (type X'01 ') is required If 
Autostart is supported (query reply byte 4 bit 0 = 
B'O'). 
OFF Is the "type" of the missing self-defining 
parameter. For example, X'1 '(= X'01 ') In the above 
case, rather than an offset within the query reply. 

17 A Character Sets query reply (qq = X'S5') has an 
incorrect descriptor length. The character-set 
descriptors contain various fields as determined by the 
flags in byte 4 of the query reply, but the descriptor 
lengt.h field does not correspond to the expected value 
determined from these flags. 
OFF Is the offset of the descriptor-length field. 

18 A Character Sets query reply (qq = X'S5') has a 
descriptor that Is truncated. The total length of all 
descriptors (the query reply length 1111 minus X' 13') Is 
not exactly divisible by the descriptor length (at query 
reply offset X'12'). 
OFF Is the offset of the start of the last (truncated) 
descrlptor_ 

19 A Character Sets query reply (qq = X'85') has a 
character set descriptor with a flag byte with bit 2 = 
B '1 ' , indicating a two-byte coded set, but the flag at 
query reply byte 4 bit 5 = B '0', Indicating there are no 
two-byte coded sets. 
OFF Is the offset of the flag byte of the descriptor In 
error. 

ADM0087 ~ ADM0087 

20 List cocnt error. The query reply, or a self-defining 
parameter In It, contains a count value giving the 
number of elements in a following list. This count Is not 
correct either because it is too small (some lists must 
be non-empty), or because It Is too large (the list 
overflows the end of the query reply, or the 
self-defining parameter). 
OFF Is the offset of the count value. 

21 List value missing. The query reply, or a self-defining 
parameter In it, contains a list of values from which a 
mandatory value is missing. For example, the Image 
"Compression Algorithms" self-defining parameter 
must always contain the" MMR" value. 
OFF is the offset of the start of the list. 

22 A Summary query reply (qq = X'SO') was specified 
through a device token. Summary Indicates to GOOM 
that there Is additional query reply Information to be 
obtained by means of "query-list" to the device. With a 
device token, however, all the query reply Information 
must be contained within the token. 

23 A Summary query reply (qq = X' SO') contal ned an 
Invalid q-code In the list of supported q-codes. 

24 A Summary query reply (qq = X'SO') contained a 
duplicate q-code In the list of supported q-c:odes. 
OFF Is the offset of the duplicate (second) occurrence. 

25 A Summary query reply (qq = X'SO') did not contain 
the q-code for Summary Itself, In the list of supported 
q-codes. 
OFF Is the offset of the end of the query reply. 

26 Conflicting query replies have been detected. For 
example, an LU-1 mode Oatastream Type query reply 
(type = X' A2 " Data Streams) was detected at the 
same time as an LU-O mode Oatastream Type query 
reply (type = X'9A', 3270 IPOS). 
OFF is zero. 

The next three REASON codes apply only to GOOM 2.1.i 
and later. 
27 An Anomaly Implementation query reply (qq = X'90') 

for the PCLK (query reply byte 5 = X'02') Indicates 
that the default symbol set Is not available but no 
Graphic Symbol Sets query reply (qq = X'BS') was 
received from the physical device. GOOM requires a 
Graphic Symbol Sets query reply so that It can send a 
default symbol set with the correct graphic cell size for 
the device. 
OFF is the offset of the image set availability flag. 

28 An Anomaly Implementation query reply (qq = X'90') 
has a device-dependent parameter length Ihat Is less 
than the minimum expected. 
OFF Is the offset of the device-dependent parameter 
length field. 

29 An Anomaly Implementation query reply (qq = X'90') 
for the PCLK (query reply byte 5 = X'02') was 
specified through a device token. It contains a File 
Request self-defining parameter or indicates that the 
default symbol set Is not available. It must not contain 
either of these.. 
OFF is the offset Of. the type of the self-deflnlng 
parameter, or of the Image set availability flag. 

System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Determine whether the query reply 
came from the physical device (device token was an 
asterisk (*), or was defaulted and the device Is querlable), 
or from GOOM's device definition tables. In the former 
case, .check thaUhe device Is correctly configured, and 
correctly defined to the subsystem; In the latter instance, 
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ADM0088 - ADM0096 

check that GDDM's device definition tables were not 
wrongly modified. 

ADMOO88 E QUERY VALUE ERROR: TOKEN 'a', HDR 
X'lIl1ttqq' , OFF X'xx' 

Explanation: As for message ADM0087, except that the 
symptom is an Invalid value at the specified offset within 
the query reply whose header Is shown. For example: 

HOR '00179191', OFF X'A' 

Indicates that the usable area query reply (query-code 
X'91 ') has a wrong value In the "units of measure" field (at 
offset X' A'). 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Determine whether the query reply 
came from the physical device (device-token was an 
asterisk (*), or was defaulted and the device Is querlable), 
or from GDDM's device definition tables. In the former 
case, check that the device is correctly configured, and 
correctly defined to the subsystem; In the latter case, check 
that GDDM's device definition tables were not wrongly 
modified. 

ADMOO89 W INVALID OPTION 
Explanation: A DSRNIT, DSCLS, or FSCLS call was issued 
with an Invalid option parameter for the family specified; 0 
or 1 are usually the only valid values. However, values 2 
and 3 are valid for a famlly-1 device that Is being used in 
pseudoconversatlonal mode. 
System action: The call continues with the default action 
(keep/enqueue print or user flies for famlly-2, famlly-3, and 
family-4; do not erase screen for famlly-1). 
Programmer response: Correct the option value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADMOO9O E NO USABLE AREA IN QUERY REPLY 
Explanation: On trying to open a device, GDDM found that 
the query reply data, either received from the physical 
device or contained within the device definition tables, 
contained no usable area reply. This error can occur on an 
explicit DSOPEN or FSOPEN call, or on any call that causes 
a default primary device to be opened. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Determine whether the query reply 
came from the physical device (device-token was an 
asterisk (*), or was defaulted and the device is queriable), 
or from GDDM's device definition tables. In the former 
case, check that the device is correctly configured, and 
correctly defined to the subsystem: In the latter case, check 
that GDDM's device definition tables were not wrongly 
modified. 

ADM0091 E DEVICE NOT SUPPORTED ON THIS SUBSYSTEM. 
DEVICE TOKEN WAS 'a' 

Explanation: A DSOPEN call was issued with a device 
token a for a device that cannot be supported on the 
SUbsystem under which the application Is processing. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct the device token to 
Identify a device that Is supported by the subsystem, or run 
your application program on another subsystem. 
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ADM0092 E CONFLICT BETWEEN PROCESSING OPTION 
CODE n AND DEVICE TOKEN 'a' 

Explanation: The processing options list on a DSOPEN call 
contained the option n. This option Is not supported on the 
device type Identified by the family and device token fields 
of the DSOPEN call. 
System acllon: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the invalid processing 
option and run your application program again. 

ADMOO93 W PAGE SIZE REDUCED TO n1,n2 TO FIT MEDIUM 
Explanation: On a DSOPEN call, the page size specified for 
a family-4 device was too large for the specified medium 
and was reduced propottlonally to the depth n1 and width 
n2 shown, to fit the medium. The page size Is specified by 
processing option 8. The size of the medium is specified by 
the device token. 
System ·action: Processing continues normally with the 
smaller page. 
Programmer response: Correct the device token or use 
another one. Correct the page size In the processing 
option. The processing option can be omitted: If It Is, a 
default page size Is used that Is the same size as the 
medium. 

ADM0094 W PROCESSING OPTION CODE n NOT 
SUPPORTED BY PLOTTER 

Explanation: The processing options list on a DSOPEN call 
contained the piotter-specific option n. This option Is not 
supported by the plotter that Is currently connected. 
System action: The option Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0095 E INVALID SPECIAL DEVICE NAME 
Explanation: You specified the name of a SpeCial Device 
that is not supported by GDDM. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Change the Special Device name. 

ADMOO96 E AUXILIARY DEVICE TYPE a IS UNKNOWN TO 
GDDM 

Explanation: A DSOPEN call was made for an auxiliary 
device (In this case, a plotter). The auxiliary device type 
(an eight-character device identifier entered at device setup 
lime) Is not recognized by GDDM. 
System action: The DSOPEN call falls. 
Programmer response: Use the device setup menu to 
check that Ihe auxiliary device type is correct. These 
auxiliary device types are valid for GDDM, InchJding 
GDDM·PCLK 1.0: 
IBM5152 IBM 5152 Graphics Printer (mono) 
IBM6180 IBM 6180 a-pen plotter 
IBM6182 IBM 6182 8-pen plotter 
IBM6184 IBM 6184 8-pen plotter 
IBM6186 IBM 6186 8-pen plotter 
IBM7371 IBM 7371 2-pen plotter 
IBM7372 IBM 7372 6·pen plotter 
IBM7374 IBM 7374 8-pen plotter 
IBM7375 IBM 7375 8-pen plotter. 
These auxiliary device types are valid for GDDM-PCLK 1.1 
only: 
aaa3852 IBM Color Jetprlnter 



aaa4201 
aaa4202 
aaa42012 
aaa4207 
aaa4208 
aaa5182 
aaa5201 
aaa5202 

IBM 4201 Proprlnter* 
IBM 4202 Proprlnter XL 
IBM 4202 Proprlnter-II 
IBM 4207 Proprlnter X24 
IBM 4208 Proprlnter XL24 
IBM 5182 Color Printer 
IBM 5201 Quletwriter* 
IBM 5202 Quletwrlter-1I1. 

where "aaa" can be one of PSS, PSW, PWS (or IBM), or 
PWH. 

ADM0097 E AUXILIARY DEVICE 'a' NOT FOUND 
Explanation: A DSOPEN call was made for an auxiliary 
device with name a, but no such device can be found for the 
specified session device. 
System action: The DSOPEN call fails. 
Programmer response: Check the setup menu for the 
session device to determine or define a suitable name for 
the auxiliary device, and then change the DSOPEN 
name-list parameter or the setup value accordingly.* 

ADM0100 S DEVICE NOT SUPPORTED FOR FAMILY n. 
DEVICE TOKEN WAS 'a' 

Explanation: A family-1 device can be either a member of 
the IBM 3270 Information Display System family, or a 
terminal that is compatible with that system, or a plotter: 
your terminal is none of these. 
Farnily-2 devices can be used only with device tokens that 
refer to IBM 3270-type printers. 
This error can occur on an explicit DSOPEN or FSOPEN 
call, or on any other call that caused a default primary 
device to be established. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Run your application program 
again on a supported device. Check that the device Is 
supported, is correctly configured, and correctly defined to 
the subsystem. Also check that GDDM's device definition 
tables have not been wrongly modified. 

ADM0101 E USABLE AREA WIDTH OR DEPTH NOT LESS 
THAN 16384 PIXELS 

explanation: The width or depth of the Usable Area must 
be less than 16 384 pixels for those devices that can 
perform segment transformations. The Usable Area 
referred to may be that taken from the Usable Area Query 
Reply or, In the case of partitionable devices set up In 
nonpartitioned mode, the Implicit Partitions Query Reply. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Determine whether the query reply 
came from the physical device (device token was an 
asterisk (*), or was defaulted and the device Is queryable), 
or from GDDM's device definition tables. In the former 
case, check that the device is correctly configured, and 
correctly defined to the subsystem: in the latter case, check 
that GDDM's device definition tables have not been wrongly 
modified. 

* IBM Trademark. For a complete list of trademarks, see page III. 

ADM0097 -' ADM0104 

ADM0102 E INVALID PROCOPT GROUP. CODE = a1{, 
NUMBER = n}, REASON = a2 

Explanation: The processing options list specified on a 
DSOPEN call, or resulting from subsequent nickname 
processing by DSOPEN, contained a processing option 
group that Is not valid. The group which has code a1, is not 
valid for reason a2 as defined below. For variable-length 
groups, n is the "number" value that defines the number of 
following fullword or doubleword arguments, and Is 
Included In the message when present and nonzero. 
1 The group code Is not valid (not known to GDDM). 
2 The fixed length group Is not complete (truncated by 

the overall procopt-count parameter). 
3 The variable length group is not complete because the 

number value is missing, (truncated by the overall 
procopt-count parameter). 

4 The variable length group, whose length is determined 
by the number of arguments n, Is not complete 
(truncated by the overall procopt-count parameter). 

5 The variable length group has a wrong number of 
arguments n. 

System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid valt.l~ on the 
DSOPEN call, or on the nickname specification. Ensure 
also that each option group Is the correct length, and that 
the overall length is correct. 

ADM0103 E PLOTTER CANNOT SUPPORT THE REQUESTED 
PAPER SIZE 

Explanation: A DSOPEN call was made for a plotter 
auxiliary device and the paper size specified In the 
Processing Options List cannot be supported by the 
connected plotter (see table below). . 
System action: The DSOPEN call falls. 
Programmer response: Either the wrong plotter Is 
connected to your terminal, or the wrong auxiliary device 
type was specified on the setup menu. Check the setup 
menu for the session device and ensure that the correct 
auxiliary device type was entered for the connected plotter. 
This table shows the paper sizes that are supported by 
each plotter: 

Plotter name 
IBM 6180 
IBM 7371 
IBM 7372 
IBM 7374 
IBM 7375 

US sizes (ANSI) 
A 
A 
A,B 
A,B,C,D 
A,B,C,D,E 

Metric sizes (ISO) 
A4 
A4 
A4,A3 
A4;A3,A2,A1 
A4,A3,A2,A1,AO 

ADM0104 E PLOT AREA IS TOO BIG FOR THE CURRENT 
PLOTTER SETUP 

Explanation: A DSOPEN call was made for a plotter 
auxiliary device and the plot area and paper size 
processing options specify a plot area that Is too big for the 
current plotter setup. 
System action: The DSOPEN call falls. 
Programmer response: Check that the correct size of 
paper Is loaded (see table below). Check that the pinch 
wheels are In the correct pOSition for the paper size. If the 
plotter has paper-size SWitches, ensure that these are set 
correctly for the loaded paper. If they need changing. the 
plotter must be switched off and on again. 
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ADM0105 - ADM0114 

For more information, refer to the appropriate plotter 
operations manual. 
This table shows the plotter paper sizes that are available: 

U.S. sizes (ANSI) Metric sizes (ISO) 
A - 8.5 lC 11 In. A4 - 210 lC 297 mm. 
B - 11 lC 17 In. A3 - 297 lC 420 mm. 
C - 17 lC 22 In. A2 - 420 lC 594 mm. 
D - 22 x 34 In. A1 - 594 x 941 mm. 
E - 34 x 44 In. AU - 841 x 1189 mm. 

ADM0105 E UNABLE TO USE SPECIAL DEVICE. REASON 
CODEn 

explanation: GDDM could not open an IBM 5080 Graphics 
System for one of these reasons: 
o The graPHIGS code cannot be loaded. 
1 The 5080 Graphics System cannot be opened. 
2 No 5080 Graphics System ddname supplied. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the graPHIGS code is 
available and that the correct ddname Is being used. 

ADM0106 E DEVICE TOKEN 'a' IS FOR AUXILIARY DEVICES 
ONLY 

Explanation: A DSOPEN call was Issued (or the DSOPEN 
function was Implicitly called) using a device token a, valid 
only for auxiliary devices (that Is, the token specified the 
PLOTTER keyword), but the DSOPEN name-list did not 
Indicate an auxiliary device. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: It an auxiliary device Is required, 
correct the DSOPEN name-list. otherwise, do not use a 
PLOTTER device token. 

ADM0107 E PLOTTER CANNOT BE SUPPORTED ON AN 
OUTPUT-ONLY TERMINAL 

Explanation: The primary device to which the plotter 
(auxiliary device) Is attached Is an output·only device. 
Plotters cannot be used when connected to an output-only 
terminal. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Use a different terminal. 

ADM0108 E CANDIDATE OPERATOR WINDOW ALREADY IN 
USE OR NOT ACCESSIBLE 

Explanation: The WINDOW processing option has been 
specified, but requirements for the correct operation of 
operator windows have not been met. 
It an application program Is attempting to provide operator 
windows on a deVice, then, 

o Either the application program has issued a further 
DSOPEN for that device with the Intention of windowing 
that device, but the candidate operator window is 
already In use, or 

o a subsequent application has Issued a DSOPEN for that 
device, but the original application has not provided a 
candidate operator window with a coordination exit. 

If an application program Is not attempting to provide 
operator windows on a device, then the WINDOW 
processing option should not be speclned. It It Is specified, 
then this error can occur If multiple DSOPENs are Issued 
(either explicitly or Implicitly) to the same device. 

Note: Under VM/CMS, the INVKOPUV processing option 
can result in Implicit DSOPENs being Issued, 
especially It output Is directed to an attached plotter. 

18 GDDM Messages 

Syslem aclion: The DSOPEN operation is ignored. 
Programmer response: It windowing is required, correct 
the application program that is creating operator windows 
so that either an unused operator window, or an operator 
window with a coordination exit Is the candidate window at 
the time the DSOPEN operation Is performed, and run the 
application program again. 
It windowing is not required, remove the WINDOW 
processing option. Check also that It has not been 
specified inadvertently In a NICKNAME statement Ina 
GDDM defaults file. 

ADM0109 E ONLY ONE DEVICE AT A TIME MAY BE 
WINDOWED 

Explanation: You tried to open a device using the WINDOW 
processing option, but another device had already been 
opened with it. Only one device can be open with a 
WINDOW procopt at anyone time. 
System action: The open operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to remove multiple opens with WINDOW proceSSing options 
and run it again. 

ADM0110 E PAGE WIDTH OR DEPTH NOT LESS THAN 16384 
PIXELS 

Explanation: The width and depth of any page must each 
be less than 16384 pixels for those devices that can 
perform segment transformations. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0111 W DBCS SYMBOL SET n NOT AVAILABLE 
Explanation: A symbol set n, required to get the definition 
of a DBCS character (double-byte character set, used for 
Kanji or Hangeul) in a GSCHAR, GSCHAP, or GSQTB 
string, Is not available. 
System action: The character is replaced by a DBCS blank 
and processing continues. 
Programmer response: Install the required DBCS symbol 
set or correct the invalid character or characters In the 
string. 

ADM0113 E SYMBOL SET 'a' HAS UNIDENTIFIABLE TYPE 
Explanation: After a call to SSQF, the symbol set, a, was 
found to have an Invalid format: for example, the type field 
did not describe a known symbol set type. 
System aclion: The mode value Is not set. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the specified file does 
refer to a symbol set, and that It is of a valid type. 

ADM0114 E LENGTH n IS INSUFFICIENT FOR 
SYMBOL SET'a' 

Explanation: The length of the data area passed on a call 
to SSREAD to contain the definitions for symbol set a was 
not large enough. 
System action: The definitions are not moved to the data 
area. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the specified data area 
is large enough. A SSQF call can be issued before a 
SSREAD call to find the length needed. Consequently, in 
some enVironments, your application program can then get 
the required amount of storage dynamically. 



ADM0115 E SYMBOL SET 'a' LENGTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: An Invalid length. n. (zero or negative) was 
specified for symbol set a. 
System action: The definitions are not moved to or from 
the data area. 
Programmer response: COrrect the Invalid value. and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0116 E NUMBER OF SYMBOL SETS n IS INVALID 
Explanation: A negative number of symbol sets was 
specified. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value. and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0117 E SYMBOL SET IDENTIFIER n IS INVALID 
Explanation: An Invalid symbol-set identifier n was 
specified. The valid range is 65 through 223. unless a 
pattern or marker set Is being loaded, In which case a 
symbol-set identifier of zero must be specified. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0118 E SYMBOL SET TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: An Invalid symbol-set type n was specified. 
The orily valid values are 1 through 5. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value. and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0119 E SYMBOL SET 'a' HAS INCONSISTENT 
(lMAGEIVECTOR) TYPE 

Explanation: A vector symbol set was referred to In a call 
to PSLSS or PSlSSC or the type parameter. In a call to 
GSDSS or GSlSS. was not consistent with the type of 
usage intended for the symbol set a referred to In the call. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid type value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0120 E SYMBOL SET n NOT LOADED 
Explanation: A symbol set with Identifier n referred to by a 
call to GSRSS or PSRSS Is not currently loaded. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value or values. 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0121 E PS STORE n UNAVAILABLE 
Explanation: An attempt was made to load a PS set Into a 
specific PS store n that Is currently In use for graphics. or. 
if a specific PS store was not specified, all suitable stores 
are In use. In the latter case. n equals zero. The error 
also occurs If an attempt Is made (by PSRSV) to reserve a 
PS store that Is currently In use for graphics. 
Syslem acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Place fUnctions that load PS at the 
start of the application program. or at positions In the call 
sequence where no graphic data Is being displayed. 

ADM0115 - ADM0123 

ADM0122 E PS STORE NUMBER n IS INVALID 
Explanation: An attempt was made to load a PS store n 
that does not exist on the device or Is not a triple-plane 
store. If the PS set requires It. 
Syslem acllon: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the program so that a valid 
PS store number Is used, or run the program on a device 
with enough PS stores. 

Note: You can find out the number of PS stores available 
by calling the GDDM functions FSQCEV or DSQDEV. 

ADM0123 E SYMBOL SET n1 HAS INVALID FORMAT. 
REASON CODE n2 

Explanallon: The format of the symbol set with identifier n1 
obtained from auxiliary storage or passed from the 
application program Is not valid, not supported, or cannot 
be loaded Into the device (Character-mode 1). The reason 
code "2 indicates why the format was found to be in error: 
1 Negative or zero length in the first (or only) component. 
2 Unsupported VSS format type. 
3 More than one VSS component. 
4 Unsupported format type for type-1, type-3, or type-4 

symbol set. 
5 
6 
7 
8 

The ISS hybrid width specified is not 0 or 9. 
Not used. 
Not used. 
Not used. 

9 Not used. 
10 The highest character code exceeds the maximum 

allowed (X' FE'). 
11 load PS is not supported. 
12 PS hybrid format Is not supported by the device. 
13 PS row loading format Is not supported by the device. 
14 PS column loading format Is not supported by the 

device. 
15 Overall length Is not consistent for monochrome ISS: 

only one component is allowed for monochrome 
definitions. 

16 Overall length Is not consistent for PS or multlcolor 
graphics ISS. 

17 Header is not valid for graphics ISS component other 
than the first. 

18 Color bits are not valid for grapllics ISS. 
19 Duplicate color component for graphics ISS. 
20 All color components not specified for multicolored 

graphics ISS. 
21 length for first (or only) component of an ISS does not 

give an integral number of symbols. 
22 Negative width in a VSS definition. 
23 Negative height in a VSS definition. 
24 last code point is less than the first in a VSS. 
25 "Proportional spacing" or "lines only" is only valid for 

type-3 VSS. 
26 Width or depth for PS set does not match the device 

loadable cell size. 
Syslem acllon: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the program or symbol set 
source lIIe, or, where applicable, either change the program 
to use the symbol set in character-mode 2, or specify a 
symbol set that can be loaded Into the particular device (In 
character-mode 1). 
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ADM0124 - ADM0138 

ADM0124 E FOR SYMBOL SET 'a' THE DEFINITION LENGTH 
n IS TOO SHORT 

Explanation: The symbol set definition length n, retrieved 
as a result of a loading call, Is too short to correctly 
describe the symbol set a. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the symbol set 
definition length is specified correctly. 

ADM0125 E SYMBOL SET n CODE POINT X'xx' IS INVALID 
Explanation: The starting character code X'KK' specified 
within the symbol set n defined, or passed by loading calls, 
Is not In the range 65 through 254. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the symbol set code 
point Is correctly defined. 

ADM0126 E CONTROL n IS INVALID 
Explanation: A control value other than 0 or 1 was 
specified. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter, and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0127 E SYMBOL SET NAME 'a' IS INVALID 
explanation: You specified a symbol set name a ending 
with the substitution character (0) on a call to SSWRT. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to specify the actual name of the symbol set, and then run 
your program again. 

ADM0128 W SYMBOL SET n OPTION UNSUPPORTED 
explanation: A call to GSLSS or GSDSS Identified a vector 
symbol set (VSS), with Identifier n, that Indicated the 
shading option; this Is not a type-3 VSS and It Is not 
supported. 
System action: The option Is Ignored, but the symbol set Is 
accepted. 
Programmer response: Redefine the VSS (If the call is 
GSDSS) or check that the definition on auxiliary storage 
has not been corrupted. 

ADM0129 E ARRAY COUNT n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a negative array count value In 
a call to FSQDEV, FSQURY, or DSQDEV. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the array count value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0130 E PAGE n ALREADY EXISTS 
explanation: You tried to create a page with Identifier n, 
which has already been used. 
Syslem action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the page Identifier and run 
your application program again. 

Note: You can find an unused page Identifier by calling the 
GDDM function FSQUPG. 

ADM0131 E PAGE TYPE n IS INVALID 
explanation: You tried to create a page with a type of n. 
This Is Invalid; the type must be In the range 0 through 3. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the page type and run your 
application program again. 
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ADM0132 E PAGE n DOES NOT EXIST 
explanation: You tried to refer page n., which Is unknown. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the page number and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0133 E ATTEMPT TO DELETE DEFAULT PAGE 
Explanation: You tried to delete the default page (page 
Idenlilier of zero); this Is not allowed. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct the page number, or 

. delete the call, and run your application program again. 

ADM0134 E PAGE IDENTIFIER n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to create a page using a negative 
page Identifier number n; this Is not allowed. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the page number and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0135 E SYMBOL SET n TYPE UNSUPPORTED 
Explanation: The symbol set with identifier n that you 
specified on a GSLSS or GSDSS call has a type that Is not 
supported on the current device. For example, an Image 
symbol set cannot be processed when the current device Is 
a plotter. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the GSLSS or GSDSS call 
to specify a symbol set of a type supported by the current 
deVice, and run your application program again. 

ADM0138 E INVALID ELEMENT NUMBER (n) FOR QUERY 
CLASS a 

Explanation: On an FSQURY call, the combination of the 
starting element number and the number of elements 
specifies an element number n that Is not defined for the 
selected query class a. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the starting element 
number or the number of elements to ensure that an 
undefined element Is not selected. and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0137 E PAGE SIZE n IS INVAliD 
Explanation: You tried to create a page Wltl.l a negative 
width or depth. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the page width or depth 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0138 E PAGE DEPTH n1 OR WIDTH 112 IS TOO LARGE 
explanation: You tried to create a page with a depth of n1, 
and a width of 112, one or both of which would make the 
page too large for the current device. 

• For all devices, the width must not exceed 255 columns. 
• For plotters, the width and depth must not exceed the 

size of the plot area, and the corresponding number of 
plotter units must be less than 65536. 

• For IPDS printers, the width and depth must not exceed 
the current values as set through the operator panel, or 
the values contained In the device token that Is being 
used. Consult your systems programmer. 

• For famlly-4 devices, the width and depth must not 
exceed the page size specified by the processing option 
group 8 on DSOPEN or the reduced values (see 
message ADM0093) If the size of the medium Is smaller. 



• For devices other than famlly-1 devices, the width must 
not exceed the width of the current partition, and the 
product of width and depth must not exceed 16000 for 
famlly-1 devices or 32 000 for family-3. 

System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the page width or depth, 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0139 E QUERY CODE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: On an FSQURY call, you speCified a query 
code of n. The only valid codes are in the range 0 through 
6. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the query code and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0140 E SEGMENT IDENTIFIER n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a segment of n which was 
either negative when creating a segment, or negative or 
zero when referencing or deleting a segment. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the segment identifier and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0141 E GRAPHICS FIELD POSITION n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to define a graphics field with the 
Invalid (negative) page coordinate n. 

This message can also be issued If the row or column 
number Is greater than the depth or width of the page. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the page coordinate and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0142 E VIEWPORT BOUNDARY f OUTSIDE PICTURE 
SPACE 

Explanation: You tried to specify a viewport boundary of f 
which is outside the boundaries of the current picture 
space. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the viewport boundary 
value, and run your application program again. 

ADM0143 E SEGMENT IDENTIFIER n IS DUPLICATE 
Explanation: You tried either to create a segment with a 
segment identifier that already exists within the current 
page, or, for the GSSAVE call, you duplicated segment 
identifiers in the array supplied. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the segment identifier or 
remove duplicates from the array, and run your application 
program again. 

ADMOl44 E GRAPHICS FIELD OVERLAPS IMAGE FIELD 
Explanation: You tried to define a graphics field that 
overlaps the image field. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Delete the Image field if It is not 
required or correct the page coordinates, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0139 - ADM0151 

ADM0145 E SEGMENT n IS UNKNOWN 
Explanation: You specified a segment identilier of n that Is 
not known within the current page. 
System acllon: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the segment value or 
select the correct page and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0146 E ARRAY COUNT n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an array count of n that was 
zero or negative. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the array count and run 
your application prOgram again. 

ADM0147 E SEGMENT VIEWING LIMIT f IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a coordinate of f that was not 
valid for a segment viewing limit. This occurs If any of the 
(absolute) floating-point values exceed 1.0E18, or if the 
absolute values of the viewing limit width and depth are net 
in the range 1.0E-18 through 1.0E18. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the coordinate speCification 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0148 E IMAGE TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an image type of n which is not 
valid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image-type value to 0 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0149 E NO CURRENT GRAPHICS SEGMENT 
Explanation: You Issued a call that requires a current 
segment to be open, but there Is none. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: It is most likely that a GSSCLS call 
was Issued and there was no current SAg men!. Correct 
your application program and run it again. 

ADM0150 E GRAPHICS SEGMENT n IS CURRENT 
Explanation: Some functions are not valid when thp.re is a 
segment open. In particular, the window, viewport, and 
clipping state must not be changed while there is a current 
segment. Also, it is not possible to extract graphic data or 
to start a drawing defaults definition while there Is a 
segment open. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure lilat the previous segment 
is closed before performing the fllnrlioll '1!lti then run your 
application progra~l again. 

ADM0151 E WINDOW SPECIFICATION f1{, f2} IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified coordinates that were not valid 
for a graphics window. This occurs If any of the (absolule) 
floating-point values exceed 1.0E18, In which case f1 
contains the value, or If any pair of values are such that the 
absolute window width or depth are not In the range 
1.0E-18 through 1.0E18, In which case f1 and f2 contain the 
pair of values. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the coordinate speCification 
and run your application program again. 
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ADM0152 - ADM0164 

ADM0152 E ATTRIBUTE VALUE n IS INVALID 
explanation: You specified an attribute value of n that was 
outside the range supported. Attribute values must, in most 
cases, be in the range 0 through 255. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the attribute value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0153 E CONTROL VALUE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a control or sense value of n 
that was not either 0 or 1 on a call to GSARCC, GSAREA, 
GSCLP. DSCMF, or in one of the elements of the vector call 
GSVECM. 
Another possibility is that you gave an invalid control value 
(indicating the coordinate type) as the first argument to 
GSPUT, or an invalid control as the first option on a call to' 
GSDEFS. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the control value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0154 E COORDINATE f IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a world-coordinate value of f 
that was not valid; it must be zero. or have absolute values 
in the range 1.0E-18 through 1.0E18. In some cases, an 
invalid value can be computed internally by GDDM: f is then 
zero. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the world-coordinate 
values and run your application program again. 

ADM0155 E CHARACTER SIZE f IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a "':'aracter-box width or height 
of f that was not valid; they rr.~ ... t both be in the range 
-1.0E18 through 1.0E18. . 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the character-box values 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0156 W COORDINATE OUTSIDE PICTURE SPACE 
explanation: A coordinate was found to lie outside the 
region that can be represented internally by GDDM: this 
region approximates to the picture space. You may have 
specified the coordinate directly or it may have been 
computed by GDDM. An example of a coordinate computed 
by GDDM is the end point of a circular arc. 
System action: Processing continues. with the coordinate 
set to the nearest point on the picture-space boundary. 
Programmer response: First check the coordinates to 
ensure they are what you intended. If they are, clipping Is 
enabled. as the results of drawing outside the window are 
not defined when clipping Is disabled. This message is not 
issued when clipping is enabled. 

ADM0157 E ANGLE ft, fl NOT DEFINED 
Explanation: Angles are represented by a pair of 
coordinate values (dx,dy). In the message text ft and fl 
represents dx and dy respectively. The angle is defined by 
the vector from the origin through the specified point. The 
angle is not defined if either dx or dy has an absolute value 
greater than 1.0E18, or less than 1.0E -18. For the 
character shear call (GSCH) dy=O is also not valid, for all 
values of dx except O. 
For both GSCA and GSCH. if dx=dy=O. the drawing 
default value Is used. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
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Programmer response: Correct the invalid values and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0158 E INVALID FUNCTION IN AREA DEFINITION 
Explanation: Following a call to GSAREA. and before the 
corresponding end of area is encountered, only specific 
graphics calls are allowed. Refer to the description of the 
GSAREA call In the GDDM Sase Programming Reference, 
Volume 1. 
System action: The invalid call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Place the invalid function outSide 
the area definition and run your application program again. 

ADM0159 E ATTEMPT TO START SECOND AREA 
Explanation: A call to GSAREA was encountered before the 
previous area was closed. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run it again. 

ADM0160 E END AREA IGNORED 
Explanation: A call to GSENDA was encountered when no 
area definition was in progress. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run it again. 

ADM0161 E GRAPHICS FIELD NOT DEFINED 
Explanation: A call to a function dependent upon the 
existence of a graphics field was issued before the field 
was defined. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the graphics field is 
defined before the operation Is attempted. and then run 
your application program again. 

ADM0162 E PICTURE SPACE PREVIOUSLY DEFINED OR 
DEFAULTED 

Explanation: A GSPS call was encountered after the 
picture space for the current graphics field was set. The 
picture space was either set by a previous GSPS call. or 
was defaulted by a call requesting graphics processing. 
Most calls of the form GSaaaa require the picture space to 
be defined. and set a default picture space if necessary. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify the picture space, If 
required, before any call requesting graphics proceSSing. 

ADM0163 E PICTURE SPACE SIZE M{. f2} IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified picture-space dimensions that 
were not valid: they must be positive values in the range 
1.0E-18 through 1.0, and one of them must be 1.0. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the picture-space 
dimensions and run your application program again. 

ADM0164 E GRAPHICS FIELD SIZE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to create a graphics field either with 
a negative width or depth, or with a width or depth that 
resulted in the bottom-right corner of the graphics field 
being off the page. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the graphics field width or 
depth and run your application program again. 



ADM0165 E VIEWPORT UPPER BOUNDARY f1 < = f2 
Explanation: You tried to specify a viewport with a lower 
boundary of f2 which is greater than the upper boundary of 
f1, or the difference between them is such that the viewport 
height is less than 1.0E -18. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0166 E VIEWPORT RIGHT BOUNDARY f1 < = f2 
Explanation: You tried to specify a viewport with a left 
boundary of f2 which Is greater than the right boundary of 
f1, or the difference between them is such that the viewport 
width Is less than 1.0E-18. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the boundary values and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0167 W AREA DEFINITION NOT COMPLETED 
Explanation: The segment contains an unfinished area 
definition. The message is issued on segment close. It is 
also Issued If primitives are being drawn outside a 
segment, and a segment is opened with a GSSEG call while 
an area definition is not complete. The message can also 
be issued during printing. 
System action: The area definition is closed by simulating 
a GSENDA call to complete the area definition. 
Programmer response: End the area definition before 
issuing the call that implicitly closed the area. 

ADM0168 E MARKER SCALE f IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a marker scale of f that is 
neither zero nor in the range 1.0E-18 through 1.0E18. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the marker scale value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0169 E CHARACTER STRING LENGTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a negative Character-string 
length of n. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the character-string length 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0170 E IMAGE SIZE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The value n you specified for the image width 
or depth is negative, or you specified a width that is too 
large. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image width or depth, 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0171 E IMAGE DATA LENGTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The value of n you specified for the Image 
data length Is not consistent with the width and depth you 
specified. The length specified should be the product of the 
width (counted In multiples of 8 and rounded up) and the 
depth. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image data length and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0165 - ADM0175 

ADM0172 E UNEXPECTED IMAGE DATA ORDER AT OFFSET 
X'xxxxxxxx' 

Explanation: An image data order was found unexpectedly 
while processing data with a GSPUT call. This error occurs 
when the "begin image order" is omitted, or when the 
number of data orders exceeds the image depth. The offset 
in the data is given by the hex value X'xxxxxxxx'. 
System action: Processing of GSPUT is abandoned. 
Programmer response: Correct the GDF orders and run 
your application program again. Ensure the "begin image 
order" is correct. 

ADM0173 E STRING LENGTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a negative value of n for the 
GDF string length on a call to GSPUT or GSGET. The 
message can also occur if the buffer length you specified 
on a call to GSGET is too small to contain the next GDF 
order to be returned. As the maximum GDF order length is 
257 bytes, the message can occur if a buffer less than this 
length is provided. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid length or 
provide a longer buffer, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0174 E INVALID OR UNSUPPORTED GDF ORDER X'xx' 
Explanation: GDDM found an unrecognized order code 
when it was interpreting a GDF (Graphic Data Format) 
string. X'xx' gives the order code's hexadecimal value. 
The message can occur either from a GDF file provided to 
GSPUT or, more indirectly, when interpreting a vector 
character definition. Vector character sets can contain GDF 
data. 
System action: Processing of the call is abandoned. 
Programmer response: Try one of the following and then 
run your application program again: 

• If the call is GSPUT, check the string length given, 
because it may be interpreting beyond the intended 
GDF data. Also check that previous orders have 
correct length fields, because these are used to 
proceed from one order to the next. 

• If the call is not GSPUT, the enor probably resulted 
from expansion of a vector character set. Check that 
the vector characters in the symbol sets defined in the 
GSCHAR or GSCHAP calls have not been corrupted. If 
GSCHAR and GSCHAP are not used, clleck the default 
vector symbol set. 

ADM0175 E INVALID OR UNSUPPORTED LENGTH IN GDF 
ORDER X'xx' OFFSET X'xxxxxxxx' 

Explanation: During the interpretation of a GC'F (Graphic 
Data Format) string, an order was encountered with a 
length field that was not valid for its context. X'xx' gives 
the order code's hexadecimal value, and X'xxxxxxxx' gives 
the offset within the string. 
Some orders have a fixed data length; the message Is 
issued if such an order has a length different from the 
expected value. 
Some orders have a variable length, typically a number of 
coordinates; the message is issued if the order length is not 
a multiple of the coordinate length. 
System action: ProcesSing of the IA3I1 is abandoned. 
Programmer response: Try one of the following and run 
your application program again: 

• If the call is GSPUT, check that tile coordinate type is 
correctly given. If it is, check that the length is valid 
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ADM0176 - ADM0187 

according to the rules for GDF orders as defined In the 
GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

• If the call Is not GSPUT, the error probably resulted 
from expansion of a vector character set. Check that 
those In use have not been corrupted. 

ADM0176 E AXIS LENGTH f OUT OF RANGE 
Explanation: The axis lengths (the first two arguments) in 
GSELPS must be in the range 1.0E-18 through 1.0E18, and 
must not be zero. The value f is outside this range. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the values passed are 
those intended. If they are, replace the call (conditionally if 
necessary) by a straight line to the end point. This 
approximates the ellipse. 

ADM0177 WARC RADIUS TOO SMALL 
Explanation: The ellipse as specified cannot pass through 
both the start and end points because these are too far 
apart. The message usually occurs when an attempt is 
made to draw a semicircular arc between two points. A 
small Inaccuracy In a calculation can result In the 
"diameter" of the ellipse becoming fractionally shorter than 
the distance between the two pOints. 
System action: The ellipse is uniformly expanded until it 
can just pass through both points. The center is half-way 
between them and half an ellipse is drawn. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0178 E GRAPHICS RETRIEVAL NOT INITIALIZED 
Explanation: GSGET (or GSGETE) was called without a 
preceding call to GSGETS. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: When retrieving GDF data, a call 
must first be made to GSGETS to start the retrieval process 
and to specify the data required. Calls should then be 
made to GSGET until all the data has been obtained or no 
more is required. A final call should then be made to 
GSGETE. Correct your application program so that it 
follows this sequence. 

ADM0179 E INVALID FUNCTION DURING GRAPHICS 
RETRIEVAL 

explanation: When retrieval is in progress, some 
operations must not be performed. In particular, segment 
operations (create and delete) on the same page are not 
allowed. 

Note: Graphics data cannot be input and output at the 
same time on a page. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
so that it calls GSGETE at the end of each graphics 
retrieval operation to replace the page, In a state where 
operations other than GSGET are allOWed. 

ADM0180 E GRAPHICS RETRIEVAL NOT SUPPORTED BY 
DEVICE 

explanation: A GSGETS call was performed, but graphics 
retrieval Is not supported on the current device. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct your application 
program to issue a DSOPEN call to identify a device that 
supports graphics retrieval, or else run your application 
program on a device that does support graphics retrieval. 
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ADM0181 E UNEXPECTED IMAGE END ORDER 
explanation: An Invalid Image end order was found while 
processing data with a GSPUT call. This error occurs 
whenever the number of image data orders previously 
encountered is smaller than expected. The number of 
Image data orders should be equal to the image depth (the 
depth is supplied by the begin image order). 
System action: Processing of GSPUT is abandoned. 
Programmer response: Correct the GDF orders and run 
your application program again. Ensure that the number of 
image data orders is equal to the image depth. 

ADM0182 W INVALID CHARACTER CODE X')O(' IN STRING 
Explanation: Some character codes are not valid In graphic 
strings. The character code Indicated in the message Is 
one such code and was encountered in a string passed to a 
GSCHAR, GSCHAP, or GSQTB call, or in a buffer passed to 
GSPUT. 
System action: A space Is inserted in place of the 
character. 
Programmer response: If the symbol set current at the 
time of the GSCHAR, GSCHAP, or GSQTB call is a type 5 
(that Is, an IBM 4250 printer font) then cl1eck that the 
associated code page (the default or as defined by GSCPG) 
Is correct. If it is, change the character code to one that is 
valid within that code page. otherwise, any character 
codes not assigned graphics in the default vector character 
set should be avoided. 

ADM0183 E IMAGE WINDOW SIZE f IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an Image window width or 
depth of f that did not have absolute values in the range 
1.0E-18 through 1.0E18. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image window width or 
depth, and run your application program again. 

ADM0184 E SEGMENT ATTRIBUTE CODE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: In a GSSATI, GSQATI, GSSATS, or GSQATS 
call you specified a code of n Identifying the attribute to be 
set or queried that Is not valid. 
System aclion: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the segment attribute code 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0185 E SEGMENT ATTRIBUTE VALUE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: In a GSSATI or GSSATS call, you assigned a 
value of n to the specified segment attribute that Is not 
valid. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the segment attribute value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0187 W MIX MODE 'a' IS NOT SUPPORTED ON 
CURRENT DEVICE 

Explanation: The current device does not support the type 
of mix mode you requested. 
System action: The default mix mode Is used: note that 
this Is device-dependent. 
Programmer response: Remove the use of this 
unsupported mix mode In your application program by 
reordering the primitives In the segment so that only 
supported mix modes need to be used, and then run your 
program again. 



ADM0189 E TRANSFORM OPERATION TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: In a GSSAGA or GSSTFM call you specified a 
value n other than 0, 1, or 2 for the transform type 
parameter. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the type parameter value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0190 E SHEAR COMPONENT f IS INVALID 
Explanation: In a GSSAGA call, you specified a shear 
value of f for either the hx or hy parameter which was not 
valid. The shear component is not defined If hy=O, or if 
either hx or hy has an absolute value greater than 1.0E18, 
or less than 1.0E-18. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter values and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0191 E INVALID OR UNSUPPORTED DATA IN GDF 
ORDER X')()(' 

Explanation: When interpreting a GDF string, GDDM found 
a valid GDF order with data that is not valid or not 
supported. Some GDF orders have options and value 
ranges, not all of which are supported by GDDM. X')()(' 
gives the order code's hexadecimal value. 

This message Is issued if the values provided in the order: 
• are not supported, 
• are out of range, 
• request a function that cannot be provided. 

System action: Processing of the call is stopped. 
Programmer response: The GDF order In error is most 
likely Set Transform; try one of the following, and run your 
application program again: 

• Check that the matrix supplied specifies the correct 
elements, and check that it is provided in the correct 
format, with row major order and multiplications on the 
right. (Note that this is not the same as the matrix 
supplied in the GSSTFM call.) 

• Check that only premultlpllcatlon is requested, that 
there is no scale factor supplied, and that the 
coordinate type is correct. 

ADM0192 E GDF ORDER X')()(' INVALID OUTSIDE A 
SEGMENT PROLOG 

EKplanation: GDDM found a GDF order X')()(' that is valid 
only within a segment prolog when interpreting a GDF 
string. The segment prolog contains attribute settings that 
apply to the segment and are, therefore, not valid when 
they are specified outside a segment prolog. 
This message is issued if the attribute settings are found 
outside a segment prolog. 
System action: Processing of the call is stopped. 
Programmer response: The GDF order in error is probably 
either Set Segment Origin or Set Transform: try one of the 
following and run your application program again: 

• Check that the GDF string is correctly sequenced 
• Check also that the segment header indicates that the 

segment has a segment prolog. 

ADM0189 - ADM0198 

ADM0193 E GDF ORDER X'xx' ENCOUNTERED OUTSIDE A 
SEGMENT 

Explanation: A GDF order code that is only valid inside a 
segment was found when a GDF string was being 
interpreted. X')()(' gives the order code's hexadecimal 
value. 
System action: Processing of the call is stopped. 
Programmer response: The call in error is probably 
GSPUT; try one of the following and run your application 
program again; 

• Check the string length given because it may be 
Interpreting beyond the Intended GDF data 

• Also check that previous orders have correct length 
fields, because these are used to proceed from one 
order to the next. 

In either case, check that the supplied GDF data has the 
Set Transform and Set Segment Origin orders only within 
segments. 

ADM0194 E SEGMENT TRANSFORM f IS OUT OF RANGE 
Explanation: You specified a segment transform of f on a 
GSSAGA or a GSSTFM (""lll that was either not valid or 
caused the new segment transform to be invalid. All 
elements of these transforms must either be zero or have a 
value in the range 1.0E-18 through 1.0E18. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the values in the call and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0195 E APERTURE TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanalion: In a GSCORR call you specified an aperture 
type of n that is not valid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the aperture type and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0196 E APERTURE SPECIFICATION f IS INVALID 
Explanation: In a GSCORR call you defined an aperture 
specification of f that is not valid. 

• If the requested aperture type is a "scaled pick" 
aperture, the specification must provide a number In tM 
range 0 through 1.0E18. 

• If the requested aperture type is a "rectangle," both the 
width and depth must be in the range 0 through 1.0E18. 

System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the aperture specification 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0197 W ORDER 'a' HAS AN INVALID LENGTH 
Explanation: ADMUPC detected an error in the length of a 
GDF order during cOllversion. 
System action: The conversion Is continued, ignoring the 
rest of the picture-control information. 
Programmer response: Correct the GDF order. 

ADM0198 E INVALID FUNCTION {(GDF ORDER X')()(' AT 
OFFSET X'X)()()()()()()(')} IN IMAGE 

Explanation: Following a begin Image GDF order, and 
before the corresponding end-Image GDF order is found, an 
order other than an Image data GDF order was found. This 
Is usually caused by Issuing a GSPUT which starts the 
image, followed by either subsequent orders in the GDF 
string that are invalid in the context of an image, or other 
calls to GDDM. In the first instance, the order code and the 
ollset are given by X')()(' and X')()()()()()()()(' respectively. 
System action: The invalid call Is Ignored. 
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ADM0199 - ADM0211 

Programmer response: Place the function that is not valid 
outside the area definition, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0199 W IMAGE DEFINITION INCOMPLETE 
Explanation: The segment contains an unfinished image 
definition. This message Is Issued on a segment close 
when an image definition was started using a begin-image 
GDF order, but no end-image GDF order was found before 
the segment close request. 
System action: That portion of the image already 
processed mayor may not be displayed, depending on the 
device to which the data is being sent. 
Programmer response: End the image definition before 
issuing the GSSCLS call that closes the segment. 

ADM0200 E TABLE NUMBER n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The number n you specified for an 
alphanumeric translation table was Invalid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the table number to a 
value in the range 2 through 7 and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0201 E FIELD IDENTIFIER n IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE 
Explanation: The number n you specified for an 
alphanumeric translation table is zero or negative. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the field number to a value 
greater than zero and run your application program again. 

ADM0203 W FIELD n LIGHT-PEN ATTRIBUTE MAY BE 
INEFFECTIVE 

Explanation: Field n of light-pen type 3, 4, 5, or 6 was 
defined In column 1. This may require that the field 
attribute for each row of the field lies on the previous row. 
Under these conditions, the field may not respond to the 
light pen on some devices. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: None required, but you can issue 
the call again, having either: 

• Substituted another valid field-type attribute value at 
the required point (that is, a non-light-pen field-type 
value) 

• Redefined the position of the field in question so that it 
does not occupy column 1. 

ADM0204 W FIELD n IS TOO SMALL TO BE A LIGHT PEN 
FIELD 

Explanation: Field n of light-pen type 3, 4, 5, or 6 is in 
conflict with an alphanumeric field definition because the 
effective field width is less than 3. 
System action: A field type of "protected" (field-type 2) is 
used as the field type, this being the most reasonable 
substitute. 

Note: This substitution is necessary because the default 
page field type may also be a light-pen field type: 
refer to the description of the ASDFL T call In the 
GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 1. 

Programmer response: None required, but you can Issue 
the call again, having either: 

• Substituted another valid field-type attribute value at 
the required point (that Is, a non-light-pen field-type 
value) 
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• Redefined the width of the field In question so that it 
accepts a light-pen field type (for this It mllst have a 
width of at least 3, and the first 3 characters mllst be on 
the same row of the page). 

ADM0205 E FIELD n POSITION IS INVALID 
Explanation: The numbers you specified .to determine the 
position and size of alphanumeric field n are such that the 
field is not completely positioned on the containing page. 
System action: The field definition is Ignored. Any 
preceding field definitions are implemented, while any 
subsequent field definitions are ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the field position value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0206 E ALPHANUMERIC FIELD a1 OVERLAPS 
ALPHANUMERIC FIELD a2 

Explanation: The position and size you specified for 
alphanumeric fields a1 and a2 are such that they overlap. 
The overlap can occur between existing and new fields, or 
between two new fields. 
System action: The field definition for which the error was 
detected Is ignored. For those calls that define multiple 
fields, any preceding field definitions are Implemented, 
while any subsequent field definitions are Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the pOSitions for all fields 
so that they do not overlap, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0207 E NUMBER OF FIELDS n IS NEGATIVE 
Explanation: You specified a negative value n for the 
number of alphanumeric field definitions. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the number of 
alphanumeric fields to a positive value and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0208 E COUNT n IS INVALIO 
Explanation: 1 he number of attributes n you specified for a 
field is not valid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the number of attributes 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0209 E FIELD IDENTIFIER n IS NEGATIVE 
Explanation: You specified a negative number for 
alphanumeric field n. 
System action: The field definition is Ignored. Any 
preceding field definitions are implemented, while any 
subsequent field definitions are Ignored. 
Programmer response: Do one of the following and run 
your application program again: 

• Correct the field number to either a positive integer or 
zero value (which indicates "no field definition" for 
ASRFMT, ASDFMT, ASRATT, and ASQFLD) 

• Or "use page coordinates" for ASFCUR. 

ADM0211 W {FIELD n1} ATTRIBUTE {n2} VALUE n3 IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: The number given for an alphanumeric field 
attribute Is not valid: 
n1 contains the field number. 
n2 contains the field attribute number for ASRFMT, 

ASDFMT, ASRATT, and ASDFLT. 
n3 contains invalid value that was supplied. 
Field attribute numbers are defined as follows: 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Type 
Intensity 
Color 
Primary symbol set 
Highlighting 
End 
Nulls 
Blanks 
Translation table number 

10 Transparency 
11 Enable/disable shift control codes 
12 Field outlining. 

The attribute number should not be confused with the index 
of the attribute value within a field definition, although the 
two are related. 
System action: The attribute value in error is ignored. 

• For ASDFL T, the effect is to use the system default 
value. 

• For ASDFMT, ASRFMT, and ASDFLD, the effect is to 
use the page default value. 

• For all other calls, the existing value remains 
unchanged. 

Programmer response: None required, but you may 
substitute a correct value at the required pOint, and then 
issue the call again. 

ADM0212 E FIELD n DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: The number n you specified for an 
alphanumeric field Is not valid because the field is not 
currently defined. 
System action: The field definition is ignored. Any 
preceding field definitions are implemented, while any 
subsequent field definitions are ignored. 
Programmer response: Substitute the number of an 
alphanumeric field that Is currently defined, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0213 W FIELD n DOL3 NOT EXIST 
Explanation: The number n you specified for an 
alphanumeric field Is not valid because the field Is not 
currently defined. 
System aclion: Where a reference to a nonexistent 
alphanumeric field Is found, the row, column, widtll, and 
height properties of the field are set to zero (where 
possible). References to existing fields are processed 
normally. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0214 E FIELD n1 STRING LENGTH n2 IS NEGATIVE 
Explanation: You specified a negative number n2 for the 
length of a character string or character attribute string for 
field n1. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the length to a positive 
value and run your application program again. 

ADM0215 W FIELD n1 CHARACTER n2 OF ATTRIBUTE 
STRING IS INVALID 

Explanation: One (or more) of the character attribute codes 
within the string for field n1 is not valid; 02 contains the 
number of the first character attribute in error. 
System action: A default code Is substituted for each code 
that is not valid. All valid codes are processed normally. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0212 - ADM0221 

ADM0216 E TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The type parameter of n on an ASTYPE call is 
not valid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the type parameter and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0217 E FIELD n CONTAINS A 
{CHARACTERIDUAL-CHARACTER} STRING 

Explanation: Field n contains the wrong type of character 
string. The field referenced is either dual-character 
(containing 2-byte codes only) or character (containing 
1-byte codes or a mixture of l-byte and 2-byte codes). 
A field defined for one type of character string does not 
accept the other, except for dual·character fields on an IBM 
5550. A field is either dual-character or cl1aracter, 
depending on the field symbol set. Refer to the description 
of the ASFPSS call in the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference, Volume 1. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Use only ASGPUT and ASGGET 
calls when setting or querying the contents of a 
dual-character field, unless the device Is an IBM 5550. 
Use only ASCPUT, ASCSS, ASCHLT, ASCCOL, ASCGET, 
ASQSS, ASQHLT, and ASQCOL calls when setting or 
querying the contents of a character field. 

ADM0218 E CODE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The number n you specified for the operation 
code Is not valid. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the operation code and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0219 W PART OF FIELD n NOT SHOWN 
Explanation: Field n contains mixed Latin and DBCS data. 
Because the device does not support mixed fields, 
emulation of mixed data causes field expansion. 
Consequently, there is not enough space to display all of 
the expanded data. 
System action: The field is protected so that the data not 
shown is not lost. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0220 E COUNT n IS NEGATIVE 
Explanation: The number of fields n you specified, is 
negative. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the number of fields to a 
positive value and run your application program again. 

ADM0221 E CURSOR POSITION OF FIELD n1, ROW 02, 
COLUMN n3 IS INVALID 

Explanation: The cursor position you specified for field n1 
Is such that it does not lie within the page or alphanumeric 
field boundaries (depending on the attributes of the field 
number given). 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the cursor position and run 
your application program again. 

Note: Each coordinate must be positive, and must not 
exceed the siz.e of the containing page or 
alphanumeric field (depending on the attributes of 
the field number given). 
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ADM0222 - ADM0232 

ADM0222 E MODE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The number n you specified for the field mode 
is not valid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the value for the field 
mode and run your application program again. 

ADM0223 W FIELD n DBCS CHARACTER X'lQOOC' IS INVALID 
AND REPLACED BY BLANK 

EKplanation: One or more of the oecs code points within 
the string for field n are not valid; X')()()()(' Is the hex value 
of the first oecs character that is not valid. Note that each 
oecs character occupies two bytes (for example, oecs 
character 2 occupies byte positions 3 and 4). 
System action: A oecs blank (X' 4040') is substituted for 
each oecs character that is not valid; all valid OSCS 
characters are processed normally. 
Programmer response: None required. These oecs 
characters are valid: 
X '0000' null 
X'4040' blank 
X'>o<w' where )()( is in the range X' 41 ' through X' FE' , 

and yy is in the range X' 41 ' through X' FE' . 

ADM0224 W FIELD n1 WIDTH n2 MUST BE EVEN FOR A 
DBCS FIELD 

EKplanation: You tried to define a oecs field 111 (either 
specifically or by default). That Is, the required primary 
symbol set is a oecs font, each oecs character of which 
is referred to by a 2-byte code pOint. 
A field having this attribute must begin In an odd-numbered 
column, unless the device Is an leM 5550, and must have 
an even byte width (as each oecs character occupies two 
byte positions). 
System action: For ASOFMT, ASRFMT, and ASOFLO, the 
base nonloadable symbol set is selected as the primary 
symbol set (thiS substitution Is necessary because the 
default page symbol set may also be a oecs font). 
For all other calls, the existing value for the primary symbol 
set attribute remains unchanged. 
Programmer response: Correct the field definition such 
that the above requirements are satisfied, or such that the 
symbol set used for the field is a character, and not a 
oecs font; refer to the description of the ASFPSS call In 
the GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 1. 

ADM0225 E FIELD n ALREADY EXISTS 
Explanation: The definition you specified for an 
alphanumeric field n Is duplicated in an array of definitions. 
System action: The field definition is Ignored. Any 
preceding field definitions are Implemented, while any 
subsequent field definitions are Ignored. 
Programmer response: Replace one of the duplicate field 
definitions by another (unique within the array) and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0226 W FIELD n CANNOT BE BOTH DBCS AND MIXED 
Explanation: You tried, either specilically or by default, to 
define field n as both oecs and mixed. That is, the 
required primary symbol set is a OBCS font (used for Kanji 
or Hangeul), each OBCS character of which Is referred to 
by a two-byte code point. For a mixed field, the data can 
be a mixture of EBCOIC and OBCS characters delimited by 
shift control codes. It must Initially be in EBCDIC character 
mode. 
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System action: For ASDFMT, ASRFMT, and ASRATT, the 
symbol set request is implemented but the field(s) are not 
set to mixed. 
For ASFPSS and ASFSEN, the request is ignored and the 
field remains unmodified. 
Programmer response: Correct the field definition(s) such 
that the above requirements are satisfied. 

ADM0227 W FIELD n CANNOT BE SET TO MIXED STATUS 
Explanation: You tried to define field n as mixed when the 
field structure Is not compatible. To define a field as mixed, 
it must be possible to send the field data to the device as a 
contiguous string. Therefore, the field cannot, for example, 
extend across several rows that are narrower than the 
device, or wrap (when using emulated partitions) when the 
partition width Is less than the device. 
System action: For all calls, the request for mixed selting 
Is ignored and the field remains unmodified. 
Programmer response: Correct the field definilion(s) such 
that the above requirements are satisfied. 

ADM0228 W FIELD n CHARACTER X')()(' REPLACED BY 
SHIFT-IN CHARACTER 

Explanation: A OSCS subfield In mixed field n was opened 
but was not closed by the end of input data. 
System action: A shift-In character (X' OF') is substituted 
for character X')()(' following the last valid DeCS character 
position: the Insertion is in either the next-Io-Iast or last 
position of the field. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0229 W FIELD n LAST CHARACTER WAS SHIFT-OUT 
AND HAS BEEN IGNORED 

EKplanalion: The last character in the mlxed~string field n 
was shift-out (SO) and. thus, opened a OBCS subfleld that 
could not be closed by the end of input data. 
System action: The character Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0230 E TRANSLATION TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The translation type you specified for 
FSTRAN is invalid. . 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Iranslatlon type value 
and run your application pl'Ogram again. For a description 
of the valid types, refer 10 the GDDM Release Guide. 

ADM0231 E INVALID 50/51 SEQUENCE IN MIXED FIELD 
EKplanation: An invalid Shift-out/Shift-in (SO/SI) sequence 
was found when translating a mixed string using FSTRI\N. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Shift-out/Shlft-In 
sequence and run your application program again. 

ADM0232 E CODE PAGE n IS NOT SUPPORTED 
Explanation: You specified a code page for FSTRAN that Is 
not supported. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a code page thaI is 
supported, and run your application program again. A list 
of the supported code pages Is held In module ADMDATRN 
which may be modified for your Installation. This module 
and the processes for updating it are described in the 
GDDM Installation and System Management for your 
subsystem. 



ADM0233 W SYMBOL SET IS NOT LOADED 
Explanation: A symbol set specified by GSCS was not 
loaded before a call to GSCHAR, GSCHAP, or GSQTB. 
System action: Processing continues, using the system 
default character set for the current character mode. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the character set 
specified by the GSCS call was loaded before any calls to 
GSCHAR, GSCHAP, or GSQTB, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0234 W UNSUPPORTED VECTOR CHARACTER ORDER 
X'xx' 

explanation: A mode-3 (vector) symbol set Is flagged as 
containing lines only, but It contains an order that requests 
a curve or an area. 
System action: The order Is skipped and the next order 
processed. This may result In strangely-shaped characters. 
Programmer response: If the vector symbol set was 
produced by the Vector Symbol Editor, ensure that It was 
not externally corrupted. If It was not, report the error to 
I BM for servicing. 
If the vector symbol set was produced by another method, 
an error was made and it should be corrected. The LINES 
ONLY flag (the first bit In byte 6) was set but the set 
contains curve or area orders. 

ADM0235 W STRING CONTAINS UNTRANSLATABLE 
CHARACTERS 

Expianatlon: The FSTRAN character string contains 
characters that cannot be translated between the source 
and destination code pages. The code point in the source 
code page has no equivalent in the destination code page. 
System action: The whole string Is processed with 
untranslatable characters replaced by spaces (X' 40'). 
Programmer response: If required, remove all 
untranslatable characters from the string and run the 
application program again. 

ADM0236 E INVALID LENGTH n 
Explanation: You specified a number larger than 16384 for 
the length of a character string. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a string length In the range 
o through 16 384, and run your application program again. 

ADM0244 E INVALID PRINT RECORD SEQUENCE 
explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility, a 
print data record was read, which was of a type that was 
not valid, or was not valid In Its context. 
System action: The print record Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check whether external corruption 
of the GDDM print data has occurred. Also check that the 
print file was generated using the current GDDM release. 

ADM0248 S INCOMPATIBLE GDDM VERSION 
explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility, 
the print file being processed was produced by a version of 
GDDM that Is not compatible with the GDDM level under 
which printing Is being done. Message ADM0244 may be 
Issued Instead In these circumstances. 
System action: Printing for this file Is stopped. 
Programmer response: If a new version of GDDM Is being 
used for printing that Is not compatible, regenerate the print 
file using the same version Of GDDM. 

ADM0233 - ADM0261 

ADM0249 E PREMATURE END OF PRINT FILE 
explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility, 
the print file being processed stopped prematurely. 
System action: Printing for this file Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the print file was not 
externally corrupted, and that the run which created the 
print file completed normally. 

ADM0260 E INVALID SUBTYPE 
Explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility, an 
alphanumeric field data record was read that had an Invalid 
subtype field. 
System aclion: The record Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that no external corruption 
of the GDDM print files has occurred. 

ADM0267 W ORIGIN IDENTIFIER TRUNCATED 
Explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility 
with origin Identifier output requested, a page was found to 
be too narrow to take the full origin Identifier. 
System aCllon: The origin Identifier Is truncated at the 
current page boundary. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0258 I PRINT GENERATED ON a1 BYa2 
Explanation: This message Is contained In the header page 
which Is printed, If requested, for each print file. It 
Identifies the date and time when the print file was 
generated a1, and the origin of the print file a2: for 
example, the userld (TSO or VM/SP), the userldlloglcal 
terminal name (IMS/VS), or the transaction name (CICS). 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: None required: the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM0269 W ORIGIN IDENTIFIER OMITTED 
Explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility 
with origin Identifier output requested, a page was found 
with an alphanumeric field on the last row. 
System action: The origin Identifier Is not output for the 
current page. 
Programmer response: Remove any fields from the last 
row or accept the situation. 

ADM0260 W LEFT MARGIN REDUCED FOR PAGE 
explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility, 
the left margin required was found to be too large lor the 
page width required. 
System action: The left margin width Is reduced for the 
current page. 
Programmer response:' Specify a smaller left margin. 

ADM0261 W PAGE WIDTH REDUCED 
explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility, a 
page was specified that was too wide to be printed. 
System acOon: The page width Is reduced. Note that this 
could well mean that subsequent fields do not fit on the 
page. 
Programmer response: Specify a page width (either 
directly In FSPCRT or Indirectly in GSCOPY) that is not 
greater than the maximum width allowed on the printer you 
are using. 
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ADM0264 - ADM0273 

ADM0264 E LOAD TABLE FULL 
Explanation: During the running of a GDDM print utility, a 
load table Is used while processing a Programmed Symbol 
group of records. More PS definition records were 
encountered than there were loadable fonts on the primary 
device when the print file was created. 
System action: The PS definition record Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that no external corruption 
of the GDDM print flies I,as occurred. 

ADM0270 E SCREEN FORMAT ERROR 
Explanation: The data stream from the device (or Inbound 
data stream) Includes data for a field that Is not one of the 
fields defined by GDDM. 
System action: Input processing halts and control returns 
to the application program. 
Programmer response: Refresh the page and process the 
ASREAD or GSREAD call again. 

ADM0271 E PICTURE TOO COMPLEX TO SAVE 
Explanation: The storage required to hold all the data 
streams for a picture to be saved by FSSAVE exceeds the 
internal GDDM storage limit. 
SYstem action: Processing of FSSAVE Is stopped and 
control Is returned to your application program. 
Programmer response: Try one of the following and run 
your application program again: 

o If running without PS compression, run with 
compression. 

o Release any storage occupied by symbol sets that are 
not needed. 

o Reduce the complexity of the picture. 

ADM0272 E SAVED DATA CANNOT BE SHOWN. REASON 
CODE n 

Explanation: On a call to FSSHOW or FSSHOR, there Is a 
conflict between the characteristics of the current device 
and the characteristics of the saved data stream. The 
reason code n Is one of: 
1 The device Is not compatible. 
2 The screen width or height Is not compatible. 
3 The transmission buffer size Is too small. 
4 Saved data contains PS, and Load PS Is not supported 

by the current device. 
S Saved data has triple-plane PS, and the device does 

not support Load PS Extended. 
6 The cell size Is not compatible. 
7 There are more PS stores In the saved data than In the 

current device. 
S The loadable PS store In the data Is not loadable In the 

current device. 
9 There Is triple-plane PS In the data, but there Is no 

triple-plane PS store In the device. 
10 The saved data contains Load PS for a 

currently-reserved PS store. 
11 The required font loading facilities are not available (for 

example, compression). 
12 A saved lIIe was generated with a later release of 

GDDM than the one being used by the application. 
13 A file was saved In screen coordination mode and the 

current environment Is not screen coordination. 
14 A file was not saved In screen coordination mode and 

the current environment Is screen coordination. 
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15 A saved file consists of multiple transmisSions, and the 
current environment requires single transmissions. 
The saved file was created In a different environment 
(for example, not IMS). 

16 A saved file consists of a single transmission broken 
Into several segments, and the current environment 
requires single segment transmisSions. The saved file 
was created in a different environment (for example, 
IMS). 

17 Saved data Is intended for an IBM 3277GA which was 
not supported by GDDM after Version 1 Release 4: the 
current device Is not compatible. 

18 There are not enough partitions available for 
partitioned data stream. 

19 Partition vertical scrolling Is required and Is not 
available. 

20 Partitions must be positioned to display-point accuracy, 
but this facility is not available. 

21 There is not enough partition buffer storage available, 
or It Is not possible to ensure enough partition buffer 
storage. 

22 The rules for IBM 8775 partition positioning cannot be 
ensured. 

23 The number of display points on the screen Is not 
enough for the partitioned data stream. 

24 The required range of partition positioning cannot be 
ensured. 

25 The cell size used for base or alternate screen size Is 
different from that required. 

System action: Processing of the FSSHOW or FSSHOR 
call Is stopped and control Is returned to your application 
program. 
Programmer response: Run your application program on a 
device with the correct characteristics. 

Note: Reason code 12 cannot be corrected except by 
Installing the appropriate release of GDDM. 

ADM0273 W PS OVERFLOW 
Explanation: There Is not enough PS (Programmed 
Symbol) storage available to construct the required 
graphics picture(s) correctly. 
System action: If it Is only multicolored cell definitions that 
are used up, GDDM causes cells that should have been 
multicolored, but for which It was unable to construct a 
multicolored definition, to be displayed with the current 
segment color. 
If all PS storage is used up, GDDM causes cells for which It 
was unable to construct a definition to be displayed as a 
distinctive standard character, with the current segment 
color attribute. 
Note, however, that because of page selection or because 
of segments overlapping fields or other segments, It is 
possible that a given picture may be correctly displayed, 
even though this warning was Issued. 
For printers, this message Indicates either: 

o That all PS stores have been reserved and GDDM 
cannot construct any definitions, or 

o That the graphics require multicolored cell definition, 
but the printer has only single-color symbol sets; that 
Is, It does not have the special feature PS4A. 

Programmer response: Try one of the following: 
o Run on a terminal with more PS storage. 
o Run on a printer with multicolored symbol sets (special 

feature PS4A). 
o Reduce the complexity of the graphics. 
o Reduce the size of the graphics field. 



o Release any PS stores that were reserved or loaded 
with a symbol set that Is not needed. 

o Consider using hardware symbols (Mode 1) Instead of 
Mode 2 or Mode 3. 

o If only multicolored cell definitions were used up, alter 
the usage of color to reduce the number of cells In 
which different colors appear. 

ADM0275 W GRAPHICS ({IMAGE) }CANNOT BE SHOWN. 
REASON CODE n 

Explanallon: A page containing graphics, or Image If this Is 
Indicated by the message, Is being sent to an output device 
for which the Load PS function Is either not supported or 
cannot be used, or the device does not have graphics 
configured for the current host session, or, for Image, the 
device does not have image support for the current host 
sesSion. This may be because of the device itself, the 
device configuration, the controller for the device, or the 
setup for the device under the subsystem in use. 

Notes: 
1. If the device cannot support image functions, GDDM 

tries to use graphics functions to display Image. In this 
Instance, the message is qualified with the Insert 
(lIfIIAGE). 

2. If the physical device can support Image functions, the 
support may not apply to all logical terminals. If a 
logical terminal Is being used that does not support 

. Image functions, then note 1 applies. 
3. If the device, when so configured, can support graphics 

without PS support (for example an IBM 3270-PC/G), 
but the session In use has not been configured for 
graphics, GODM tries to use PS to display the graphics. 

4. If the device is a PCLK-supported PC, and PCLK is 
available, the PC user has not started the PCLK GDDM 
application support. 

The reason code n Is one of: 
o Graphics are not supported by famlly-3 devices. 
These apply to famlly-1 devices only: 
1 System tables or the device-token specify that "Write 

Structured Field" Is not supported. 
2 No Character Sets query reply, type X' 85', In the 

query reply (from device or token). 
3 Character Sets query reply (from device or token) Is 

present, but Indicates that Load PS Is not supported: 
type X'8S', byte 4, bit 2 = B'O'. 
For Image output, see note 2. 

4 Character Sets query reply (from device or token) 
shows no loadable PS stores: type X'8S', offset X'13' 
onwards. 
For Image output, see note 2. 

5 Usable Area query reply (from device or token) shows 
non-matrix characters: type X '81 ' , byte 5, bit 1 .. 
B'1'. 

8 On IMS, LU1: Usable Area query reply, from the device 
token specified by system tables, Indicates that 
"32700S Structured Field" Is not supported: type 
X'81 " byte 4, bit 2 = B'O'. 

7 On IMS, LU2/LU3: Usable Area query reply, from the 
device token specified by system tables, Indicates that 
"3270DS Structured Field" Is not supported: type 
X'81',byte4,blt2 = B'O'. 

8 On IMS, LU2: Reply Mode query reply, from the device 
token specified by system tables, was either not 
present or did not show "character reply mode" 
support: type X' 88 " byte 6 absent. 
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9 The loadable cell size for the device Is not supported 
by the GDDM graphics rasterlng process. 

10 The Image is too wide to be emulated by graphics: the 
width of the Image musl be less than 2 040 pixels. 

11 No GDDM-OS/2 Unk support is available. This occurs 
If you press the 'Esc' key while the Installation HIes are 
being loaded. 

System action: The construction of the graphics picture, or 
Image, If this is indicated by the message, Is suppressed, 
and the area of the display where the graphics or Image 
should appear remains blank. 
Programmer response: To see the graphics (or Image), 
use a device with Load PS support, or, If the device Is one 
that supports graphiCS, check that It Is configured properly 
and connected through the correct type of controlier. If it 
Is, check whether the subsystem setup is correct. 
If the physical device Is cne that supports Image, and the 
message indicates that it is Image which cannot be shown, 
check that a logical terminal Is being used to which the 
support applies. 

Note: More Information on this problem can be found In 
the GDDM Installation and System Management manual that 
applies to the subsystem In use. 

This message can occur when you try to display gr.aphlcs 
on a PC with the PCLK program avaliable. The reason can 
be: 

• You have not specified the PCLK procopt to GODM. 
o You have speCified the PCLK procopt to GDDM but have 

also specified one of the CICS procopts BMSCOORO or 
PSCNVCTL. PCLK Is not compatible with these CICS 
procopts. 

• You pressed ENTER Instead of .. hot-keying" to the PC 
session and starting the PCLK program, when the PC 
was opened by the host application program. More 
Information on this problem can be found In the 
description of message ADM0873. 

ADM0278 W DEVICE IS OUTPUT ONLY 
Explanation: An Input operation Is being required of a 
device that does not return Input. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: Ensure that no action Is taken that 
assumes input from the device has occurred. 

ADM0277 E '{FSSAVEIFSSHOW1FSSHORIFSCOPYI 
GSCOPYIMAPPING}' IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR 
THIS DEVICE 

Explanation: The Indicated function Is not supported for the 
primary device. 
Sy~lem aclion: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Attach a device for which the 
Indicated function Is supported. 

ADM0281 E INVALID PARAMETER ARRAY. REASON CODE n 
explanation: One of the elements of the parameter array 
(FSOPEN) or the print control processing options (DSOPEN) 
was net valid: n indicates the particular error, as follows: 
1 Not used 
2 The heading Indicator is not 0 or 1 
3 The number of copies Is not positive, or Is greater than 

255 
4 The top margin is negative 
5 The bottom margin is negative 
8 The sum of the top and bottom margins Is too large 
7 The left margin is negative 
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8 The log data length gives a right margin that is not 
valid 

9 The log length Is not positive, or Is too large 
10 The sheet depth Is not positive, or Is too large. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

Notes: 
1. For error codes 6, 8, 9, and 10, the maximum page size 

Is determined from the device definition, as defined (or 
defaulted) by the device-token parameter on OSOPEN. 

2. Also for error code 9, one space Is reserved for the 
attribute byte, so that the largest value allowed for the 
maximum log data length Is one less than the maximum 
page width. 

ADM0282 E INVALID LOG DATA LENGTH 
Explanation: The length of data to be logged, as specified 
In an FSLOG or FSLOGC call, was either negative, or 
greater than the maximum specified or defaulted when the 
device was opened (using FSOPEN or DSOPEN). 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Pr.ogrammer response: Either correct the invalid value, or 
specify an adequate maximum In FSOPEN or OSOPEN, and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0283 E INVALID OUTPUT SIZE 
Explanation: In a call to GSCOPY, the depth and width 
values you specified were not both positive Integers, within 
the maximum page size for the alternate device. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the depth and width values 
and run your application program again. 

Note: The maximum page size is determined from the 
device definition, as defined (or defaulted) by the 
device-token parameter on OSOPEN. 

ADM0284 E NO GRAPHICS FIELD DEFINED 
Explanation: A call to GSCOPY was Issued when there was 
no graphics field defined on the·current page. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run it again. 

ADM0285 W WRITE-ONLY IMAGE CANNOT BE COPIED 
Explanation: The Image Is write-only and so It Is not 
possible to copy It. 
System action: The option Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct or re-create the file and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0300 E NOT ENOUGH STORAGE TO PERFORM 
REQUESTED FUNCTION 

Explanation: There was not enough storage available to 
perform the function you requested. 
System action: The function Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Make more storage available and 
then run GDOM again. 
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ADM0301 S OBJECT TYPE OR FILENAME/DDNAME NOT 
DEFINED IN EXTERNAL DEFAULTS 

Explanation: The specified function required the Input or 
output of a file, and the corresponding object type, 
fIIename/ddname, or eqUivalent, In the current GOOM 
external defaults was not defined, or was defined as blank. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the required object type, 
filename/ddname, or equivalent, defined by the OBJFILE 
parameter in the current GDDM external defaults. Refer to 
the GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADM0302 S 'a1' ABEND/ERROR CODE X'xx'-n, ON 'a2'{ -
eeee ... } 

Explanation: An abend or error occurred during an attempt 
to perform operation a1 on device or load module a2. The 
operation stopped with error code n. X'xx' either indicates 
an abend code where appropriate, or the address of the 
load module concerned. The message text may Include a 
character string eeee... that contains an Interpretation of 
the error. 
System action: The operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. For Information on 
debugging subsystem return codes, see page 7. 

ADM0303 E {SYMBOL SETIGENERATED MAPGROUPISAVED 
PICTUREICHART FORMATICHART 
DATAITUTORIAL PAGEISAVED IMAGEISAVED 
PROJECTIONIPC FILE} 'a' HAS AN INVALID FIRST 
RECORD 

Explanation: The specified function required the GOOM file 
a to be read; the first record in the file is not valid for the 
Indicated type of file. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: The file may have been wrongly 
overwritten (for example, by an attempt to renumber or 
sequence the file). Correct or recreate the file and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0304 E INVALID FILE NAME, 'a' 
Explanation: The specified function required the input or 
output of the GDOM file a, but its name is not valitl. 
For CICS Pseudoconversational mode, if this message 
occurs on a DSOPEN or DSCLS call, it means that the name 
of the temporary storage queue, used to hold device query 
Information, has been corrupted. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call to GOOM to 
specify a valid file name and then run your applicalion 
program again. 

ADM0305 S FILE OPERATION ON 'a' IGNORED BECAUSE OF 
PREVIOUS ABEND 

Explanation: As a result of a previous abend, GOOM 
cannot now perform Input or output on the file a. 
System action: The file operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the original 
error and run your application program again. 



ADM0306 E DATA SET 'a' NOT FOUND 
Explanation: The specified function required the GDDM 
data set a to be read, but It cannot be found. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Create the required data set and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0307 E FilE 'a' NOT FOUND 
Explanation: The specified function required the GDDM file 
a to be read from auxiliary storage, but the file cannot be 
found on auxiliary storage. 
For CICS Pseudoconversational mode, if this message 
occurs on a DSOPEN call, It means that the temporary 
storage queue, used to hold device query information, has 
either been deleted between Invocations of a 
pseudoconversation, or a pseudoconversatlon has been 
started with the "Continue" processing option rather than 
the "Start" processing option. 
If this message occurs on a DSOPEN call for a PC device, 1\ 
means that the files required to use tile PC device have not 
been installed. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Create or install the required file 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0309 U ODDM ABEND n AT OFFSET X')()()()(' IN 'a' 
Explanation: The specified function stopped abnormally 
with the indicated user ABEND number n. The module 
eye-catcher is given by a and the offset within that module 
is given by X ')()()(K , • 

System action: The function Is stopped. 
Programmer response: If the remedy is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. For explanations of the 
GDDM abend codes, refer to the GDDM Diagnosis and 
Problem Determination Guide. 

ADM0310 E SUBSYSTEM 'a1' ERROR nON 'a2' 
Explanation: An error occurred during an attempt to 
perform an Input/Output function a1 on the GDDM lIIe a2. 
The Input/Output function has ended with subsystem return 
code n. 
System action: The file operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. For Information on 
debugging subsystem return codes, see page 7. 

ADM0311 S FUNCTION NOT SUPPORTED 
Explanation: The specified function is not supported In the 
current subsystem environment. Functions such as ESLIB 
or ESPCB are only supported in specific subsystem 
enVironments. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run it again. 

ADM0312 E CONCURRENT USAOE OF FILE 'a' NOT 
ALLOWED 

Explanation: Either an attempt was made to write to file a 
and It Is currently being written to or read by. your 
application program or that of another user or, an attempt 
was made to read from file a and It is currently being 
written to by your application program or that of another 
user. 
For CICS Pseudoconversational mode, if this message 
occurs on a DSOPEN or DSCLS call, it means that some 
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other task has issued an ENQ against the temporary 
storage queue name. 
System action: The file operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Either correct your application 
program to remove multiple accesses to the same file, or 
walt for the other user to finish accessing the file, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0313 E FILE 'a' HAS INVALID RECORD CONTENT 
Explanation: The specified function has required the 
GDDM file a to be read. The content of the file is not valid, 
or the file Is empty. 
For CICS Pseudoconversational mode, If this message 
occurs on a DSOPEN call, it means that the temporary 
storage queue has been corrupted. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct or recreate the file and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0314 E UNABLE TO OPEN 'a'. DD OR DLBL STATEMENT 
MISSING 

Explanation: An error was found during an attempt to open 
the GDDM file a. A DO statement (MVS) or DLBL statement 
(VSE) for the file was not assigned. 
System action: The file operation is not performed. 
Programmer response: Assign a DO statement (MVS) or 
DLBL statement (VSE) for the specified file and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0315 E 'a1' ERROR CODE n, ON 'a2' 
Explanation: An error occurred during an allempt to 
perform an Input/Output function a1 on the GDDM file a2. 
The Input/Output function stopped with subsystem return 
code n. 
System acllon: The file operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. For information on 
debugging subsystem return codes, see page 7. 

ADM0316 E SUBSYSTEM DEVICE ALREADY OPEN 
Explanation: An allempt was made to open a subsystem 
device (such as a VM/SP virtual spool printer) and the 
device was already opened by your application program. 
System action: The open operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to remove multiple open requests to the subsystem device. 
and run It again. 

ADM0317 W 'CANCEL' OPERATION FOR DEVICE 'a' 
IGNORED 

Explanation: An attempt was made to close or reinitialize 
device a with the CANCEL option in a subsystem 
environment that cannot support the option. 
System action: The CANCEL option is ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the CANCEL option and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0318 E FILE 'a' HAS INVALID DCB CHARACTERISTICS 
Explanation: The specified function required the file a to be 
opened for input. The DCB characteristics of the file are 
not compatible with those required. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct or recreate the file and run 
your application program again. 
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ADM0319 S 'a1' ERROR ON 'a2'{ - eeee ... } 
Explanation: An error occurred during an attempt to 
perform operation a1 on device a2. The message text may 
Include a character string eeee ... containing an explanation 
of the error. 
System action: The operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. For Information on 
debugging subsystem return codes, see page 7. 

ADM0320 E UNABLE TO OPEN 'a'. FILE MISSING OR 
INVALID 

Explanation: An error occurred during an attempt to open 
the GDDM file a. Possible causes are: 

• An attempt to open a read-only file for output. 
• The file organization was not consistent with that 

expected. 
• A ddname (defined In the current GDDM external 

defaults) was not assigned (under TSO). Refer to the 
GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

• The VSAM Cluster was not defined correctly when 
running in VSE-Batch. 

• The file was not closed correctly when running in 
VSE-Batch-VSAM. 

• The file was not closed correctly when using 
GDDM-IMD (under TSO-VSAM). 

• The files required to use a PC device have not been 
Installed if this message occurs on a DSOPEN call for 
the PC device. 

System action: The file operation is not performed. 
Programmer response: Correct the file definition, or Issue 
VERIFY under TSO-VSAM, or Install the files to run the PC 
device, and run your application program again. 

ADM0321 E INVALID PRINT QUEUE QUALIFIER, 'a' 
Explanation: Under TSO, the specified function has 
required that the Master Print Queue data set be opened. 
The corresponding data-set name qualifier in the current 
GDDM external defaults was not defined, or was defined as 
blank. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Define the required data set name 
qualifier, using the TSOPRNT parameter, in the current 
GDDM external defaults. For information on external 
defaults, refer to the GDDM Base Programming Reference, 
Volume 2. 

ADM0322 E INCORRECT RECORD LENGTH OR FORMAT ON 
'a' 

Explanation: The speCified function required the file a to be 
opened for Input. The record length or the format of the file 
is not compatible with that required. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct or recreate the file and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0323 E NO MORE DISK SPACE AVAILABLE WHEN 
WRITING TO 'a' 

Explanation: No more disk space Is available for the new 
data in the specified file, data set, or library. 
System action: The operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Provide more disk space, possibly 
by rebuilding the library or data set, and run your 
application program again. 
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ADM0324 E FILE 'a' ALREADY EXISTS 
explanation: The specified function required the GDDM Ole 
a to be written without replacing any existing file of the 
same name. A file of the same name already exists. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to specify a file that does not already exist and run It again. 

ADM0326 E DECK FILE TYPEIDDNAME NOT DEFINED IN 
EXTERNAL DEFAULTS 

Explanation: The specified function required the output of 
an object deck (module), and the corresponding file type, 
ddname, or equivalent, In the current GDDM external 
defaults was not defined, or was defined as blank. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the required deck file type, 
ddname, or equivalent, defined by the CICDECK, IMSDECK, 
TSODECK, or CMSDECK parameter (according to the 
subsystem used) In the current GDDM external defaults. 
Refer to the GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 
2. 

ADM0327 E 'a1' ERROR CODE X'xx', ON 'a2' 
Explanation: An error occurred during an attempt to 
perform an Input/Output function a1 on the GDDM file a2. 
The Input/Output function stopped with subsystem return 
code X')()(·. 
For CICS Pseudoconversational mode, If this message 
occurs on a DSOPEN or DSCLS call, it refers to an 110 
error on the temporary storage queue. 
System action: The file operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. 
For CICS, the error code, X'xx', consists of eight 
hexadecimal digits as follows: 

• Digits 1 and 2 are the CICS EIBRCODE 
• Digits 3 and 4 are the VSAM return code 
• Digits 5 and 6 are the VSAM error code 
• Digits 7 and 8 are not used (always 00). 

For information on debugging subsystem return codes, see 
page 7. 

ADM0328 E 'a1' ERROR CODE n-X'xx' ON 'a2' 
Explanation: An error occurred during an attempt to 
perform an Input/Output function a1 on the GDDM file a2. 
The Input/Output function stopped with subsystem return 
codes n (decimal) and X'xx' (hexadecimal). 
System action: The file operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. For information on 
debugging subsystem reI urn codes, see page 7. 

ADM0329 E PRINT REQUEST QUEUE FULL REQUEST 
ABANDONED 

Explanation: Under TSO. a request to print cannot be 
completed because the print request queue is full. 
System action: The request Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Walt until Items already In the print 
request queue have been printed and then try again. 
Another possibility is to create a larger request queue. 



ADM0330 E PRINTER 'a' NOT DEFINED IN REQUEST QUEUE 
Explanation: Under TSO, a request to print cannot be 
completed because the speclned printer a, was not 
previously defined In the GDDM print request queue. 
System action: The request Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct your application 
program to refer to a defined printer, or add the specified 
printer to the request queue. 

ADM0333 E RETURN CODE n WRITING DECK FILE TO 
TRANSIENT DATA 

Explanation: Under CICS, a call to CICS Transient Data 
Services failed with an EIBRCODE n. The CICS call was 
made in response to a terminal user request to a GDDM 
utility to create and write out an object module (deck). 
System action: The request Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the error and Issue the 
request again. For a list of manuals containing the 
information on subsystem return codes, see the 
Bibliography on page vII. 

ADM0334 E PCB NOT AVAILABLE FOR DBD/LTERM NAME 'a' 
E!Cplanatlon: Under IMSNS, no PCB can be found with the 
DBD or LTERM name a. Either no such PCB was defined 
using the ESPCB call or all such PCBs are already In use 
by GDDM. 
System action: The function requiring access to the PCB 
stops. 
Programmer response: Add another PCB to the PSB for 
the transaction and Identify It to GDDM using the ESPCB 
function. 

ADM0335 E DUPLICATE PCB DEFINED 
E!Cplanatlon: Under IMSNS, two successive PCB 
statements identified the same PCB. 
System action: The request Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run It again. 

ADM0338 E INVALID PCB TYPE 
Explanation: The type operand of the ESPCB function is 
not valid. 
System action: The function Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run It again. 

ADM0338 E ERROR 'n1' FROM 'n2' ON DBD/LTERM 'n3' 
E!Cplanatlon: Under IMSNS, a DLI operation returned a 
nonblank status code that Indicates an error in processing 
logic or IMSNS definition. The DLI operation did not 
complete. 
System action: The current function Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the DBD PROCOPT values, 
or the system definition, or your application program and 
run It again. 

ADM0339 W UNABLE TO DELETE OUTPUT TO LTERM 'a' 
Explanation: Under IMSNS, a DSCLS or DSRNIT option 
requested deletion of output already placed on a queue to a 
PCB. 
System action: The function continues. 
Programmer response: Issue the DLI ROLL or ROLB 
functions to remove any output from the queue. 
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ADM0340 E LTERM NAME a1 DOES NOT MATCH THAT 
SPECIFIED ON DSOPEN (a2) 

E!Cplanatlon: Under IMSNS, the L TERM name In a PCB In 
use by a device changed since the DSOPEN was Issued. 
System action: No more operations are attempted using· 
the PCB. 
Programmer response: Correct the application program to 
ensure that the PCB Is not in use by GDDM when the 
L TERM name field is updated during a GU or CHNG DLI 
operation. 

ADM0341 E SYSTEM DEFINITION a NAME NOT FOUND IN 
EXTERNAL DEFAULTS 

E!Cplanatlon: The DBD, segment, or key field name defined 
by the current GDDM external defaults for a system 
definition data base Is blank. 
System action: The DSOPEN function requiring access to 
the data base is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the name defined by the 
IMSSDBD or IMSSEGS parameter In the current GDDM 
external defaults. For the detailS of how to do this, refer to 
the GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADM0342 E LTERM a DOES NOT APPEAR IN SYSTEM 
DEFINITION DATABASE 

E!Cplanatlon: Under IMSNS, the device characteristics are 
held in a database keyed by L TERM names. No record 
exists for the quoted name. 
System action: The DSOPEN function requiring the 
information Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Add the LTERM to the database 
using the System Definition utility. 

ADM0343 E NO PCB IDENTIFIED FOR DATABASE 'a' 
Explanation: Under IMSNS, no ESPCB call was Issued for 
a DB PCB with database definition a. 
System action: The function requiring access to the 
database Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run It again. 

ADM0344 E ERROR IN OBJECT DATABASE DEFINITION IN 
EXTERNAL DEFAULTS 

E!Cplanatlon: The database definition (DBD) Information 
defined by the current GDDM external defaults contains one 
or more blank fields. 
System action: The function requiring access to the object 
database Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the DBD Information 
defined by the current GDDM external defaults. For detailS 
of how to do this, refer to the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference, Volume 2. 

ADM0346 I FROM {'a1' AT }X'lOC' IN PROGRAM 'a2'{ PSB 
'a3'} 

E!Cplanatlon: Under IMSNS, this message Is Issued as a 
prefix to error messages Issued by the default error exit; 
see "The GDDM default error exit" on page 4. The Inserts 
In the message Identify: 
a1 the function, 
X'lOC' the address from which the request was made, 
a2 the program name and, 
a3 the PSB name, if different. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: Continue processing; the message 
Is for Information only. 
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Nole: While this message Is shown here as informational 
(severity "I"), when the message Is Issued during 
the running of a program, It takes the same severity 
as the message following it. 

ADM0347 E 'ROLL' ISSUED DUE TO STATUS 'a1' FROM 'a2' 
ON DBD/LTERM 'a3' 

Explanation: Under IMSNS, to recover GDDM data bases 
from an error after modifications were made to the 
resource, the OUI ROLL call was issued. 
System action: The transaction stops with a 
pseudo-IMSNS abend. 
Programmer response: Check the error and run the 
program again. 

ADM0348 E RECOVERY REQUESTED FOR RESOURCE 'a'. 
CONVERSATION TERMINATED 

Explanation: Under IMSNS, to recover GODM data bases 
from an error after modifications were made to the 
resource, the current conversation of the interactive utility 
transaction program was stopped. 
System action: The current conversation is stopped with 
this message. 
Programmer response: Start the conversation again. 

ADM0353 E INCORRECT LENGTH RECORD IN FILE 'a' 
Explanation: While reading file a, an Invalid length record 
was read. Either fixed-length records were expected, and a 
short record was read, or the length of the record exceeded 
the maximum expected for the file. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the file being 
processed Is a GDDM otlject file. 

ADM03S0 E 'a1' ERROR CODE n1-n2 ON 'a2' 
Explanalion: An error occurred during an attempt to 
perform an InpuUOutput function a1 on the GDDM file a2. 
The InpuUOutput function stopped with subsystem return 
codes n1 (decimal) and n2 (decimal). 
System action: The file operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. For Information on 
debugging subsystem return codes, see page 7. 

ADM0361 E ONLY ONE TRACE FILE AT A TIME MAY BE 
SHARED 

Explanation: An attempt was made to open a shareable 
trace file using a TRCESHR=YES default, but another 
shareable trace file was already open. Only one trace file 
can be shared at anyone time. 
System action: The open operation Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Ensure that only one trace file is 
opened with the TRCESHR=YES default and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0370 E INVALID OBJECT TYPE - n 
Explanation: A GDDM object type that was not valid was 
specified for an ESLlB, ESSCPG, ESQCPG or ESQOBJ call. 
For a list of valid object types, refer to the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 1. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the object type and run 
your application program again. 
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ADM0371 E INVALID NAME COUNT - n 
Explanation: A name cOlJnt that was not valid was 
specified for an ESLIB call. Valid name counts are In the 
range 1 through 256. 
System aclion: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the ESLIB name count and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0372 E FILE 'n' IS NOT A GDDM KEYED DATA SET 
Explanation: This message is issued only under VM/SP. 
The file to be used as an MSL does not have the correct 
format. It must be a keyed GDDM data set. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Create a file with the correct 
format and run your application program again. 

ADM0373 U PACKAGING ERROR. RMODE OF 'a' CONFLICTS 
WITH INITIALIZATION AMODE 

Explanation: Dynamically-loaded routine a must be run in 
31-bit addressing mode. GDDM was initialized in 24-bit 
mode and cannot run routines requiring 31-bit mode. 

Successful running of SUbsequent GDDM calls cannot be 
ensured. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Contact your systems programmer: 
GDDM should have detected during initialization that it was 
running under MVS/XA. 

ADM0374 E HEADER OF 'a' CONTAINS INVALID OR 
INCOMPATIBLE DATA 

Explanation: This message is issued only under VM/SP. 
The MSL file a was corrupted, or previously edited using a 
version of GDDM that is more recent than the one you are 
using at the moment. The former error can be caused by 
editing the file using a VM/SP editor, which changes the 
data records In the file so that they do not match the file 
header. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Recreate or correct the file and run 
your application program again. Use the version of GDDM 
that was previously used to edit the MSL file. 

ADM0375 E PHASE NAME PARAMETER IS MISSING OR 
INVAUD 

Explanation: The VSE Phase library to VSAM utility 
required the name of a file In the VSE Phase library to be 
GIVEN as a parameter. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Submit the job again, with the 
name of a file in the VSE phase library as a parameter. 

ADM0376 E VSAM SYSTEM ERROR IN GENCB, MODCB OR 
SHOWCB FOR FILE 'a' 

Explanation: An unrecoverable error condition was raised 
by VSE VSAM when generating or reading an ACB or RPL 
control block. 
System action: No action taken. 
Programmer response: Link-edit the Phase-to-VSAM utility, 
and run the job again. 



ADM0377 E ERROR READING PHASE 'a' FROM PHASE 
LIBRARY 

Explanation: An error occurred while reading the file a 
from the VSE Phase library. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Re-create the phase in the VSE 
phase library and run the job again. 

ADM0378 E ERROR WRITING PHASE 'a' TO VSAM ESDS 
Explanation: An error occurred while writing phase a to a 
VSAM file. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Re-define the VSAM ESOS file 
giving it a O-LABEL specifying the phase name. 

ADM0400 E DEFAULT 'MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION SIZE' n IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: The maximum transmission size for GOOM 
terminal transmissions was defined as less than 1 024 or 
greater than 32 000 In the current GOOM external defaults. 
Valid maximum transmission sizes are in the range 1 024 
through 32 000. 
System action: Initialization of the device Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Redefine the maximum 
transmission size (in the 10BFSZ option) in the current 
GOOM external defaults. Refer to the GDDM Sase 
Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADM0401 E INVALID TERMINAL TYPE. THIS IS NOT A 
DISPLAY TERMINAL 

Explanation: The terminal in use Is not supported by 
GOOM. 
System action: Initialization of the terminal is stopped. 
Programmer response: Run your application program 
again, on a terminal that is supported by GOOM. 

ADM0402 E TERMINAL ERROR. RETUI>N CODE n (DECIMAL) 
FROM a 

explanation: An error occurred during an attempt to 
perform terminal Input/Output function a. The Input/Output 
function stopped with a subsystem return code n. 
System action: The terminal Input/Output operation Is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. For a list of 
manuals containing information on subsystem return codes, 
see the Bibliography on page viI. 

ADM0403 E TERMINAL a DISCONNECTED OR DOES NOT 
EXIST 

Explanation: A terminai Input/Output function stopped 
because the terminal a has been disconnected or cannot be 
connected. This message Is also issued if an application 
program tries to Issue a OSOPEN call for a family-1 device 
(other than a dummy device) In the MVS Batch or TSO 
Batch environment. 
System action: The terminal Input/Output operation Is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: In an Interactive enVironment, 
reconnect the terminal. In the MVS Batch or TSO Batch 
enVironment, Include an explicit OSOPEN call to identify a 
nondefault primary device (for example, a dummy device or 
non-famlly-1 device). 

ADM0377 - ADM0409 

ADM0404 E DATA STREAM ERROR 
Explanation: The data returned by the device was not 
what was expected by GOOM. 
System action: The terminal Input/Output operation is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: If you are using a device token, 
check that it matches the device being used. If it is correct 
and the error recurs, you may have a transmission 
problem: inform your systems programmer. 

ADM040S E ATTENTION INTERRUPT 
Explanation: A terminal Input/Output function stopped 
because of an attention interrupt. 
System action: The terminal Input/Output function is not 
performed. If the contents of the terminal display were lost 
as a result of intervening line-by-line terminal 
transmissions, the display Is refreshed on the next GOOM 
transmission. 
Programmer response: Act on the attp-ntlon Interrupt If 
necessary. 

ADM0406 S INVALID OPERATION: INBOUND FUNCTIONS 
NOT SUPPORTED 

Explanation: A call to GDDM requiring terminal input (such 
as ASREAD) is not valid, because the termlnai in use is an 
output-only device, such as a printer. 
System action: The terminal Input Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run It again. 

ADM0407 E DEFAULT 'MAXIMUM FSSAVElFSSHOW BUFFER 
SIZE', n, IS INVALID 

Explanation: The maximum FSSAVElFSSHOW buffer size n 
for GDDM terminal tran;;mlssions was defined as less than 
1 024 or greater than 32 000 in the current GDDM external 
defaults. Valid maximum FSSAVElFSSHOW buffer sizes 
are in the range 1 024 through 32 000. 
System action: Initialization of the device is stopped. 
Programmer response: Redefine the maximum 
FSSAVElFSSHOW buffer size (in the SAVBFSZ option) in 
the current GOOM external defaults. Refer to the G/JDM 
Sase Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADM0408 E INVALID OPERATION. OUTBOUND FUNCTIONS 
NOT SUPPORTED 

Explanation: A call to GDDM, such as FSFRCE, that 
requires output to a device is not valid, because DSOPEN 
processing options that prevent output operations were 
specified. 
System action: Output to the device Is not performed. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run it again. 

ADM0409 E INVALID COLOR MASTER SET NUMBER n 
Explanation: On a DSOPEN call, a processing option code 
3000, indicating the color master table identifier, was 
specified and the number n you gave It was greater than 
99999. 
System action: The DSOPEN call is not performed. 
Programmer response: Correct the processing option by 
specifying a valid number, and run your application 
program again. 
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ADM0411 E DEVICE EXCEPTION a. SENSE=n 
Explanation: This message Is issued by the GDDM TSO 
Print Utility. An exception condition response was received 
as a result of an attempted communication with the 
specified device a. 
The variable n contains the associated VTAM system and 
user sense Information in the format "SSSSUUUU," where: 
SSSS is the SNA sense 
UUUU is the non-SNA sense. 
The first UU byte contains the status. The second UU byte 
contains the sense as defined In IBM 3270 Information 
Display System: 3274 Control Unit Description and 
Programmer's Guide. 
System action: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. This may result in 
the document being partially printed at each attempt giving 
the appearance that the utility is looping. 
Programmer response: If the message Is repeated and the 
remedy Is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0412 S CONTROLLER ERROR, a, RTNCD/FDBK2=n 
explanation: This message Is Issued by the GDDM TSO 
Print Utility. For the specified device a, the communications 
controller detected a device hardware check, a modem 
check, a dial-line disconnection (for a diai-in device), or the 
device's controller was switched off. n contains the VTAM 
RTNCD and FDBK2 return code fields in the format 
"RRFFFF." 
System action: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 
Programmer response: If the message is repeated and the 
remedy is not apparent, inform your systems programmer. 
For a list of manuals containing the information on 
subsystem return codes, see the Bibliography on page vii. 

ADM0413 S CONNECTION RECOVERY, a, RTNCD/FDBK2=n 
Explanation: This message is issued by the GDDM TSO 
Print Utility. Contact w~h the specified device a was lost, 
and a request was Issued after connection recovery had 
been initiated. No more communication with this device Is 
possible until the device is reconnected. n contains the 
associated VTAM RTNCO and FOBK2 return code fields in 
the format "RRFFFF." 
System action: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 
Programmer response: If the message Is repeated and the 
remedy Is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 
For a list of manuals containing the Information on 
SUbsystem return codes, see the Bibliography on page vii. 

ADM0414 S DEVICE FAILURE, a, RTNCD/FDBK2=n 
Explanation: This message is Issued by the GODM TSO 
Print Utility. The specified device a failed. n contains the 
associated VTAM RTNCD and FOBK2 return code fields In 
the format "RRFFFF." 
System action: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 
Programmer response: If the message is repeated and the 
remedy is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 
For a list of manuals containing information on subsystem 
return codes, see the Bibliography on page vII. 
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ADM0415 S DEVICE INACTIVE OR OFFLINE, a 
Explanation: This message Is Issued by the GDDM TSO 
Print Utility. The specified device a was (or is In the 
process of being) deactivated. 
System action: There are no more attempts to 
communicate with the device during this execution unless 
the ·utillty Is identified as the "controlling application" at the 
time the device Is reactivated. The request in progress Is 
the first one processed in the next execution of the GDDM 
TSO Print Utility. 
Programmer response: . Reactivate the device and either 
nominate the utility as the "controlling application," or stop 
and restart the utility. 

ADM0416 S OPNDST FAILED, a, RTNCIFBK2=n1, SNS=n2 
Explanation: This message Is issued by the GDDM TSO 
Print Utility. OPNDST acquisition failed for the specified 
device a for one of these reasons: 

• No network path could be obtained. 
• A dial connection was not completed. 
• A negative response to a bind was received. 
• The logical unit does not exist. 

n1 contains the aSSOCiated VTAM RTNCD and FDBK2 
return code fields in the format "RRFFFF." 

n2 contains the aSSOCiated VTAM system and user sense 
Information In the format "SSSSUUUU." where: 
SSSS Is the SNA sense 
UUUU is the non-SNA sense. 

The first UU byte contains the status. The second UU byte 
contains the sense as defined In IBM 3270 Information 
Display System: 3274 Control Unit Description and 
Programmer's Guide. 
System action: There are no more attempts to 
communicate with the device during this execution unless 
the utility is Identiried as the "controlling application" at the 
time the device Is reactivated. The request in progress is 
the first one processed in the next execution of the GDDM 
TSO Print Utility. 
Programmer response: If the remedy is not apparent, 
inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0417 U NET HALTED. SESSION ABANDONED, a 
Explanation: This message is issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. A network HALT command was Issued 
Initiating a quick closedown, while the GDDM utility was 
attempting session communication with the specified device 
a. 
System action: The GDDM TSO Print Utility makes no 
more attempts to communicate with the specified device 
during this execution, and ends all processing. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0418 S CHANNEL OR LINK FAILURE, a 
explanation: This message Is Issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. For the specified device a, either: 

• A permanent channel failure occurred In the channel 
that connects VTAM to the communications controller, 
the control unit of a channel-attached device, or an 
IBM 3790 Data Communication System, or . 

• A permanent link failure occurred on the link that 
connects VTAM to the link-attached communications 
controller. 

System action: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 



Programmer response: If the message is repeated and the 
remedy is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0419 S NETWORK CONTROL PROGRAM HAS 
SHUTDOWN, a 

explanation: This message Is issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. The communications controller's network 
control program closed down while the GDDM utility was 
attempting session communication with the speclned device 
a. 
System action: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 
Programmer response: If the message Is repeated and the 
remedy Is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0420 S VTAM ERROR, a 
explanation: This message Is Issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. An error occurred In VTAM Itself while the 
utility was attempting session communication with the 
specified device a. 
System acllon: There are no more attempts to 
communicate with the device during this execution unless 
the utility Is Identlned as the "controlling application" at the 
time the device Is reactivated. The request In progress Is 
the first one processed In the next execution of the GDDM 
T50 Print Utility. 
Programmer response: If the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0421 E VTAM BUFFERS FILLED, a, RTNCD/FDBK2=n 
explanation: This message Is Issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. An attempt was made to send data to the 
speclned device a, but VTAM's buffers were already filled. 
n contains the aSSOCiated VTAM RTNCD and FDBK2 return 
code fields In the format "RRFFFF." 
System action: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 
Programmer response: If the message Is repeated and the 
remedy Is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 
For a list of manuals containing Information on SUbsystem 
return codes, see the Bibliography on page viI. 

ADM0422 S UNKNOWN NAME, a 
Explanallon: This message Is Issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. The name of the specified device a was not 
found In the VTAM resource definition table, or the logmode 
name associated with the device was not found In the logon 
mode table, or the segment containing the name had not 
been activated. 
System action: There are no more attempts to 
communicate with the device during this execution unless 
the utility Is Identlrled as the ·controlllng application" at the 
time the device Is reactivated. The request in progress Is 
the first one processed In the next execution of the GDDM 
T50 Print Utility. 
Programmer response: If the remedy is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0419 - ADM0427 

ADM0423 S INVALID NAME, a 
Explanallon: This message is Issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. The name of the specified device a 
corresponds to an entry In the VTAM resource definition 
table, but the entry Is for a node with which connection 
cannot be established. 
Syslem action: There are no more attempts to 
communicate with the device during this execution unless 
the utility Is Identified as the "controlling application" at the 
time the device Is reactivated. The request In progress Is 
the first one processed In the next execution of the GDDM 
T50 Print Utility. 
Programmer response: If the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0424 U ACQUIRE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR THIS 
PROGRAM,a 

explanation: This message Is Issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. Authorization was denied to acquire (using 
VTAM 51MLOGON and OPND5T) the specified device a. 
Syslem acllon: There are no more attempts to 
communicate with the device during this execution unless 
the utility Is Identified as the "contrOlling application" at the 
time the device Is reactivated. The request In progress Is 
the first one processed In the next execution of the GDDM 
T50 Print Utility. 
Programmer response: If the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0425 S REQUEST CANCELED AT DEVICE a 
explanation: This message Is issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. Action was taken at the specified device a to 
cancel the request currently being processed. 

Nole: This message may have been preceded several 
times by message ADM0426. 

System acllon: The GDDM T50 Print Utility cancels the 
request from its queue, and proceeds with the next request. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0426 W INTERVENTION REQUIRED, a 
Explanalion: This message Is issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. Intervention Is required at the specified device 
a. 
Syslem aellon: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 
Programmer response: If the message Is repeated and the 
remedy Is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0421 S a1, a2 ERROR CODE n1, SENSE=n2 
Explanallon: This message Is Issued by the GDDM T50 
Print Utility. While attempting session communication with 
the specified device a1, the specified VTAM function a2 
returned an unexpected RPL error. 
n1 contains the associated VTAM RTNCD and FDBK2 

return code fields In the format" RRFFFF." 
n2 contains the associated VTAM system and user sense 

Information In the format "S555UUUU," where: 
5555 Is the SNA sense 
UUUU Is the non-SNA sense. 

The first UU byte contains the status. The second UU byte 
contains the sense as defined In IBM 3270 Information 
Display System: 3274 Control Unit Description And 
Programmer's Guide. 
System action: The utility-continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 
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Programmer response: If the message Is repeated and the 
remedy Is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 
For a list of manuals containing Information on subsystem 
return codes, see the Bibliography on page vII. 

ADM0428 S LOGIC ERROR. INEXPLICABLE INPUT, a 
Explanation: This message Is Issued by the GDDM TSO 
Print Utility. An error In terminal Input occurred that Is 
beyond the error recovery scope of the utility. 
System acllon: The utility continues to attempt session 
communication with the specified device. 
Programmer response: If the message Is repeated and the 
remedy Is not apparent, Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0435 E TSO CLEAR/PA1 OPTION INVALID OR DEVICE a 
IS NOT USER CONSOLE 

Explanation: Under TSO, a TSO CLEAR/PA1 processing 
option was specified on a call to DSOPEN. The processing 
option was either wrongly specified, or else was specified 
for a device a that Is not the end-user console. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the error and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0436 E TSO RESHOW OPTION INVALID OR DEVICE a IS 
NOT USER CONSOLE 

Explanation: Under TSO, a TSO RESHOW processing 
option was specified on a call to DSOPEN. The processing 
option was either wrongly specified, or else was specified 
for a device a that Is not the end-user console. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the error and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0437 E DATA STREAM ERROR. UNEXPECTED INPUT 
DATA IGNORED 

Explanation: GDDM received Input data from the terminal 
when none was expected. 
System action: The input data is igllOI ed. 
Programmer response: The error may have been caused 
by an operator Input sequence being Interrupted by a 
IIne-by-line message to the terminal, In which case, 
operator Input data may have been Ignored. The operator 
should reenter the Input data as necessary and proceed. 

ADM0438 E INVALID PRINTDST OPTION FOR DEVICE 'a' 
Explanation: Under TSO, a PRINTDST processing option 
was specified on a call to DSOPEN. The processing option 
was wrongly specified for the device a. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the error and run your 
appllqltion program again. 

ADM0440 E TERMINAL ERROR( ON a}. INPUT BUFFER 
OVERFLOW 

Explanation: Under VM/SP, an Incoming transmission of 
more than 32 000 bytes was received from the virtual 
console, or from device a. 
System action: The terminal InpuUOutput operation Is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
so that Incoming transmissions of more than 32 000 bytes 
cannot be generated, and run It again. 
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ADM0441 S TERMINAL ERROR{ ON a}. DEVICE 
DISCONNECTED OR NOT DEFINED 

Explanation: Under VM/SP, a terminal InpuUOutput 
operation to the virtual console, or, to device a, cannot be 
done because the device was not connected or was not 
defined. 
Systl!m action: The terminal Input/Output operation Is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: Reconnect or define the device as 
required and run your application program again. 

ADM0442 S TERMINAL ERROR{ ON a}. DEVICE OR CHANNEL 
NOT OPERATIONAL 

Explanation: Under VM/SP, a terminal InpuUOutput 
operation to the virtual console, or to device a, cannot be 
done because the device or channel is not operational. 
System action: The terminal InpuUOutput operation Is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0443 S TERMINAL ERROR( ON a1}. a2, a3 ... 
Explanation: Under VM/SP, a terminal InpuUOutput 
operation to the virtual console, or to device a1, failed. The 
specified IBM 3270 command a2 stopped with a sense code 
Indicating the cause of the error. Character string a3 ... 
contains an interpretation of the sense code. 
System action: The terminal InpuUOutput operation is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0444 E INVALID CMS ATTN OPTION FOR DEVICE 'a' 
Explanation: Under VM/SP, an ATTENTION processing 
option was specified on a call to DSOPEN. The processing 
option was wrongly specified for the device a. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the error and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0445 E INVALID CMS PA11PA2 OPTION FOR DEVICE 'a' 
Explanation: Under VM/SP, a PA1/PA2 protocol processing 
option was specified on a call to DSOPEN. The processing 
option was wrongly specified for the device a. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the error and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0446 E RETURN CODE n FROM EXEC' ADMQPOST' 
Explanation: Under VM/SP, as a result of creating a print 
file, an Installatlon- or user-supplied ADMQPOST EXEC was 
called. This EXEC gives a nonzero return code n. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: Consult your systems programmer 
for an explanation of the return code. 

ADM0447 E INVALID OR TOO MANY CP SPOOL 
PARAMETERS 

Explanation: Either the parameters In a CP SPOOL 
command were wrongly specified or else there were'more 
than 16 parameters specified. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameters in error or 
reduce the number of parameters and run your application 
program again. 



ADM0448 E INVALID OR TOO MANY CP TAG PARAMETERS 
EKplanation: Either the parameters In a CP TAG command 
were wrongly specified or else there were more than 16 
parameters specified. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameters In error, or 
reduce the number of parameters, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0449 E RETURN CODE n FROM CP 'SPOOLITAG' 
COMMAND 

EKplanalion: A nonzero code was returned as a result of 
Issuing a CP SPOOL or CP TAG command. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: Consult your systems programmer 
for an explanation of the return code. 

ADM0450 E INVALID WINDOW PROCESSING OPTION FOR 
DEVICE 'a' 

EKplanation: A window processing option was specified on 
a call to DSOPEN. The processing option was wrongly 
specified for the device a. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the error and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0460 E LTERM NAME a1 DOES NOT MATCH THAT 
SPECIFIED ON DSOPEN (a2) 

EKplanalion: Under IMSNS, the LTERM name a1 in the 
PCB used for a family-1 device changed from a2 since the 
device was opened. 
System aclion: No more output Is allowed using the 
device. ' 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
so that the PCB is not in use when the L TERM name is 
changed, and run It again. 

ADM0461 E 110 PCB ALREADY IN USE OR NOT AVAILABLE 
EKplanation: Under IMSNS, a DSOPEN call requested the 
default destination but the Input/Output PCB used for this 
destination is already in use by another device or was not 
Identified to GDDM (using an ESPCB call). 
System action: The DSOPEN request is stopped. 
Programmer response: Supply another PCB, Issue the 
ESPCB call, or supply the name of the destination explicitly 
on the DSOPEN call. 

ADM0462 E NO TP PCB WITH DESTINATION a AVAILABLE 
FOR USE BY THIS DEVICE 

Explanation: Under IMSNS, a DSOPEN call requested 
output to an L TERM a. Either no PCB with that destination 
was Identified to GDDM (using the ESPCB call) or all such 
PCBs are being used by other devices. 
System a;clion: The DSOPEN request is stopped. 
Programmer response: Supply another PCB or issue the 
ESPCB call. 

ADM0448 - ADM0485 

ADM0463 E NO FURTHER OUTPUT ALLOWED USING THIS 
DEVICE 

Explanation: A PURG call issued against a TP PCB to start 
a new message failed with status code AZ. Only the flr!';t 
output message can be generated. 
System action: The current Input/Output request Is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to use a PCB other than the Input/Output or response 
alternate PCB, and run It again. 

ADM0470 W CANCEL OPTION FOR DEVICE 'a' IGNORED 
EKplanation: Under CICS, an attempt was made to close or 
reinitlallze device a with the CANCEL option for a device 
family that cannot support the option. 
System action: The CANCEL option Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the CANCEL option and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0481 E NAME COUNT OF n1 FOR 'a' IS INVALID FOR 
FAMILY n2 -

EKplanation: The name-count parameter that was passed 
on a call to DSOPEN Is not valid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the DSOPEN parameter list 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0482 E DEVICE NAME LIST 'a' IS INVALID FOR FAMILY 
n 

EKplanation: The name parameter that was passed on a 
call to DSOPEN is not valid. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the DSOPEN parameter list 
and run your applicati0r;J program again. 

ADM0483 E COLOR MASTER a NOT FOUND 
Explanation: The named color master was not defined in 
the color master table ADMDJCOL. 
System action: The DSOPEN call is stoflped. 
Programmer response: Either correct the number specified 
for the DSOPEN processing option 3000, or add the 
required color master to the color master table In 
ADMDJCOL (refer to the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference. Volume 2), and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0484 E NO DEVICE TOKEN PROVIDED FOR DUMMY 
DEVICE 

Explanation: The name parameter that was passed on a 
call to DSOPEN implied the use of a dummy device, but no 
explicit device characteristics token was passed. An explicit 
device token must be specified in this case. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the DSOPEN parameter list 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0485 E SUBSYSTEM DEVICE 'a' ALREADY OPEN 
EKplanation: An attempt was made to open a subsystem 
device a, but the device had already been opened by your 
application program. The device name specified in this 
message Is the contents of the name list In the DSOPEN 
call. 
System action: The open operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to remove multiple opens to the subsystem device and run 
It again. 
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ADM0486 - ADM0506 

ADM0486 E DEVICE 'a1' NOT AVAILABLE USING PATH TO 
DEVICE 'a2' 

Explanalion: An attempt was made to open sUbsystem 
device a1, but your application program had been called 
using the path to device 82. 

• Under CICSNS, your application program runs as a 
transaction attached to device 82. 

• Under the TSO Print Utility, your application program 
runs as a subtask servicing a print request queued for 
printer 82. 

Your application program probably used the DSOPEN call 
with the STAGE21D processing option, ,either directly or by 
means of GDDM's nickname facilities, to direct a print 
request to an auxiliary device connected to a session 
device. The session device Is probably not the same 
device as specified (or Inferred) In the DSOPEN name-list 
parameter. 
Under the CICSNS or TSO Print Utility, the session device 
Identified In the STAGE21D processing option must be the 
same as the one that appears In the DSOPEN name-list 
parameter. 
System action: The open operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the STAGE21D processing 
option, either In your application program's DSOPEN call or 
In the nickname definitions, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0487 E ONLY ONE DEVICE AT A TIME CAN BE 
WINDOWED 

Explanation: An attempt was made to open a device using 
the WINDOW processing option, but another device had 
already been opened with a window. Only one device can 
be open with the WINDOW processing option at anyone 
time. 
System action: The open operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to remove multiple opens with WINDOW processing options 
and run It again. 

ADM0489 E DEVICE NAME LIST 'a' IS INVALID WITH COLOR. 
MASTERS 

explanation: The name parameter that was passed on a 
call to OSOPEN Is not valid when used with the COLORMAS 
processing option. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the DSOPEN parameter list 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0498 E PRINT TERMINATED. RETURN CODE X'IOOC!OOC' 
FROM DEVICE 

Explanation: An Intelligent Printer Data Stream (IPDS) 
printer detected an error either while receiving data from 
GDOM or while printing the data, and returned a negative 
acknowledgment to GDDM. The reason for the error Is 
Indicated by the 3-byte IPDS exception reporting code 
X'XJOOOO(' returned by the printer. 
System action: Printing Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Using the returned exception code 
together with the more detailed description given In the • 
printer's own manuals (see "Bibliography" on page vII), 
correct the error and run your application program again. 
If the message Is repeated or the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 
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ADM0501 E THIS FUNCTION CANNOT BE INVOKED IN THE 
CHART-DRAWING STATE 

Explanation: An attempt was made to Issue a call valid 
only In state-1 from state-2. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the program call sequence, 
or lrisert a call to CHSTRT or CHRNIT, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0502 E PICTURE SPACE AND CHAREA ARE 
INCOMPATIBLE 

explanation: One or more of the chart area boundaries 
specified by a CHAREA call are outside the picture spar.p. 
boundaries. 
System action: The specified chart area boundaries are 
Ignored, and set to correspond to the picture space. 
Programmer response: Correct the chart area 
specifications that are not valid and run your application 
program again. 

Note: You can find the current picture-space dimensions 
by calling the GDDM function GSQPS. 

ADM0503 E THIS FUNCTION CAN ONLY BE INVOKED IN THE 
CHART-DRAWING STATE 

Explanation: A call to CHCONV, CHDRAX, CHNOTE, 
CHQPOS, or CHSSEG was Issued In processing state-1: 
these calls are valid only in state-2. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
so that the above calls occur only after state-2 has been 
Initiated, and then run your program again. 

ADM0504 E MARGINS EXCEED AVAILABLE CHART AREA 
explanation: The margin sizes In effect when one of the 
ploltlng routines Is called are larger than the chart area, 
System action: Default margins are used If possible; If the 
defaults are not usable, the margins are set to zero. 
Programmer response: Try one of the following and run 
your application program again: 

• Adjust the margin values, or 
• Reduce the basic character-box size determined by the 

character grid (CHCGRD), or 
• Change the chart area definition (if a default character 

grid Is being used). 

ADM0505 E INVALID PARAMETER: a 
Explanation: A CHSET, CHXSET, CHYSET, or CHZSET 
option value that Is not valid was specified. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter that Is not 
valid and run your application program again. 

ADM0508 E INVAUD AXIS SELECTION VALUE 
Explanation: An attempt was made to select an axis by 
calling CHXSEL or CHYSEL with a parameter other than 1 
(primary axis) or 2 (secondary axis). 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the axis selection value 
and run your application program again. 



ADM0507 E CONFLICTING PARAMETERS 
Explanation: A CHAREA call specified either that the left 
bound of the chart area be greater than the right bound, or 
that the lower bound of the chart area be greater than the 
upper bound. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the conflicting values and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0508 E COUNT PARAMETER IS NEGATIVE, OR LENGTH 
PARAMETER IS NON-POSITIVE 

Explanation: A call (CHHEAD, CHKEY, CHXTTL, CHYTTL, 
CHXLAB, CHYLAB, CHXDLB, or CHZDLB) has a count 
parameter that Is negative or a length parameter that Is 
negative or zero. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0509 E CHARACTER STRING TOO LONG 
Explanation: The character string length specified in a call 
(CHHEAD, CHKEY, CHNOTE, CHXTTL, CHYTTL, CHXLAB, 
CHYLAB, CHXDLB, or CHZDLB) exceeds the maximum 
length allowed of approximately 32 000 characters. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the string length to a value 
that Is within limits, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0510 W LEGEND FORMAT MAY BE INCORRECT 
Explanation: A CHBAR or CHBARX call was Issued to 
construct a floating bar chart after transition to state-2 had 
been caused by a previous plotting routine call. 

If the key text (defined by CHKEY) corresponding to the 
first component of the floating bar chart does not contain 
null characters (X'OO'), the legend format and position Is 
wrong. 

This happens because the legend base position Is 
calculated on the plotting routine call causing transition 
from state-1 to state-2, and all keys that do not contain null 
characters contribute to the calculation at this time. 

However, the legend key entry for the first component of a 
(later) CHBAR or CHBARX call for a floating bar chart Is 
not constructed. 
System action: A legend Is constructed, but It may not 
follow the expected rules governing row and column sizes 
and positioning. 
Programmer response: Specify key text with null 
characters (by means of CHKEY) for the first component of 
the floating bar chart. 

ADM0511 W NOT ENOUGH ROOM TO DRAW ALL KEYS. ONE 
OR MORE WERE OMITTED 

Explanation: When the chart was plotted, there was not 
enough space In the chart area for all the required keys. 
System action: Keys that do not fit into the space available 
are omitted. 
Programmer response: Try one of the following and run 
your application program again: 

• Reduce the number of keys, or 
• Reduce the length of key text, or 
• Reduce the key text character size multiplier, or 
• Change the legend orientation or margin. 

ADM0507 ....: ADM0516 

ADM0512 W HEADING TEXT EXCEEDS AVAILABLE SPACE 
AND HAS BEEN TRUNCATED 

explanation: The heading text specified does not fit Into 
the chart area. Truncation may occur at the right boundary 
of the chart area, or at the bottom for a heading with 
multiple lines. 
System action: The heading is truncated as necessary to 
fit the chart area. 
Programmer response: Reduce the length or character 
size of the heading text, or make the lower margin larger 
(as applicable), and run your application program again. 

ADM0513 E INVALID PATTERN OR MARKER VALUE 
Explanation: A pattern or marker value specified by a call 
of CHPAT or CHMARK is outside the valid range. Valid 
ranges are: 

Markers 
o through 8 

65 through 239 

Patterns 
o through 16 

6S through 239 

System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the pattern or marker 
value and run your application program again. 

ADM0514 W LABEL(S) OMITTED ON X, Y, OR Z AXIS 
Explanation: When the currently selected axes were drawn 
on a plotting routine call or a CHDRAX call, at least one 
label on the specified axis was omitted. Possible reasons 
are: 

• There was not enough space between the axis line and 
the axis title, chart heading, or chart boundary. 

• An axis label overlaps another one. 
System action: The label Is omitted. 
Programmer response: Try one of the following and run 
your application program again: 

• Reduce the size of the label character, or 
• Increase the major tick Interval, or 
• Increase the size of the relevant margin. 

ADM0515 E ATTRIBUTE COUNT IS NEGATIVE 
Explanation: A negative value was specified for tile 
number of elements in an attribute array. This can be as a 
result of a call to CHMARK, CHLC. CHLT, CHLW, CHCOL, 
CHPAT, CHVDIG, CHMKSC, CHXLAT, CHYLAT, CHZLAT, 
CHXTAT, CHYTAT, CHAATT, CHGATT, CHHATT, CHTATT, 
CHLATT, CHNATT, CHDATT, CHBATT, CHKATT, or 
CHVATT. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the count value that Is not 
valid and run your application program again. 

ADM0516 W ARRAY COUNT EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM 
ALLOWED 

explanation: The count of elements In an array exceeds 
the maximum allowed for the array. This message can be 
Issued as a result of a call to CHMARK, CHLC, CHLT, 
CHLW, CHCOL, CHPAT, CHMKSC, CHXLAT, CHYLAT, 
CHZLAT, CHXTAT, CHYTAT, CHAATT, CHGATT, CHHATT, 
CHTATT, CHLATT, CHNATT, CHDATT, CHBATT, CHKATT, 
or CHVATT. 
System action: The extra elements are Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the array count, or the 
number of elements, and run your application program 
again. 
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ADM0517 ADM0527 

ADM0517 E INVALID COLOR VALUE 
explanation: A color value was specified outside the range 
o through 8. This message can be issued as a result of a 
call to CHAATT, CHGATT, CHHATT, CHTATT, CHLATT, 
CHNATT, CHKATT, CHVATT, CHDATT, CHBATT, CHXLAT, 
CHYLAT, CHZLAT, CHXTAT, or CHYTAT. 
System action: The call Is Ignored and the default color Is 
used. 
Programmer response: Correct the color value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0518 E INVALID LINE TYPE VALUE 
Explanation: A line type value was specified outside the 
range 0 through 8 on a call of CHAATT, CHGATT, CHDATT, 
or CHBATT. 
System aellon: The call Is ignored and the default line type 
Is used. 
Programmer response: Correct the line type value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0519 E INVALID LINE WIDTH VALUE 
explanation: A line width value was specified outside the 
range 0 through 100 on a call of CHAATT, CHGATT, 
CHDATT. or CHBATT. 
System action: The call is ignored and the default line 
width is used. 
Programmer response: Correct the line width value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0520 E INVALID SYMBOL SET IDENTIFIER 
Explanallon: A symbol-set Identifier was specified outside 
the range of 0 through 255. This message can be Issued as 
a result of a call to CHHATT, CHTATT. CHLATT, CHNATT, 
CHKATT, CHVATT, CHXLAT, CHYLAT, CHZLAT, CHXTAT, 
or CHYTAT. 
System action: The call is ignored and the default symbol 
set Is used. 
Programmer response: Correct the symbol set Identifier 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0521 E INVALID CHARACTER MODE VALUE 
Explanation: A character mode was specified outside the 
range 0 through 3. This message can be Issued as a result 
of a call to CHHATT, CHTATT, CHLATT, CHNATT, CHKATT, 
CHVATT, CHXLAT, CHYLAT, CHZLAT, CHXTAT, or 
CHYTAT. 
System action: The call Is ignored and the default 
character mode Is used. 
Programmer response: Correct the character mode value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0522 E INVALID CHARACTER SIZE MULTIPLIER 
Explanation: The character size multiplier was specified as 
negative, zero, or greater than 32 767. This message can 
be Issued as a result of a call to CHHATT, CHTATT, 
CHLATT, CHNATT, CHKATT, CHVATT, CHXLAT, CHYLAT, 
CHZLAT, CHXTAT, or CHYTAT. 
System action: The call Is Ignored and the default value Is 
used. 
Programmer response: Correct the character size 
multiplier and run your application program again. 
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ADM0523 E PARAMETER IS LESS THAN THE ALLOWABLE 
MINIMUM 

explanation: A parameter was specified as less than the 
minimum allowed for the call. In most cases, this signifies 
a negative value. It may also signify that a floating-point 
value was supplied when an Integer was expected. 
Calls on which this message may occur are: CHCOL, 
CHFINE, CHKMAX, CHLT, CHLW, CHXTIC, CHYTlC, 
CHXSCL,CHYSCL,CHXMTH,CHYMTH,CHXDAY,CHYDAY, 
CHVCHR, CHNUM, CHGAP, CHGGAP, CHHMAR, CHVMAR, 
CHPIER, CHCGRD, CHAREA, CHPCTL, CHPEXP, CHTPRJ, 
orCHZGAP. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM052~ E PARAMETER IS GREATER THAN THE 
ALLOWABLE MAXIMUM 

Explanation: A parameter was specified as larger than the 
maximum allowed for the call. This may signify that a 
floating-point value was specified when an integer was 
expected. 

Calls on which this message may occur are: CHCOL, 
CHFINE, CHLT, CHLW, CHXTIC, CHYTIC, CHXMTH, 
CHYMTH, CHXDAY, CHYDAY, CHVCHAR, CHLC, CHPIER, 
CHAREA, CHPCTL, CHPEXP, CHTPRJ, CHVDIG, or CHZTIC. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0525 W CHARACTER SIZE IS TOO LARGE FOR THE 
CHART 

Explanation: The combination of CHCGRD call 
specifications and the character-size multiplier produced a 
character larger than the chart area. The error Is 
diagnosed on the transition from state-1 to state-2. 
System action: The call is ignored and the hardware 
character size is used. 
Programmer response: Correct the CHCGRD call 
specifications, or the character-size multiplier, and run your 
application program again. 

ADMOS26 S LOGARITHMIC X OR Y AXIS RANGE CONTAINS 
A NON-POSITIVE VALUE 

Explanation: One of the values specified on a CHXRNG or 
CHYRNG call, or supplied as a data value on a plotting 
routine call when autoranging applies to specified axis, was 
zero or negative when the specified axis was logarithmic. 
System action: The appearance of the chart I;> not 
predictable. 
Programmer response: COrrect the Intercept value and run 
your application program again. 

ADMOS27 E NON-POSITIVE INTERCEPT ON LOGARITHMIC X 
OR YAXIS 

Explanation: A negative or zero intercept value was 
specified on a CHXINT or CHYINT call for the specified 
logarithmic axis. 
System action: The specified Intercept Is Ignored, and the 
axis assumes the default position. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 



ADM0528 E X, V, OR Z AXIS TICK INTERVAL TOO SMALL 
Explanation: The major tick Interval (also known as 
scale-mark interval) specified for a linear axis by means of 
CHXTIC, CHVTIC, or CHZTIC would have generated more 
ticks on the specified axis than can be drawn In the chart 
area. The maximum number of major tick Intervals allowed 
on an axis Is 256. 
System action: Tick Intervals are generated automatically. 
Programmer response: Increase the tick Interval, or 
reduce the axis range, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0529 W MAXIMUM OVERLAP EXCEEDED FOR A BAR 
CHART 

Explanation: A multiple bar chart with only one component, 
or a composite or a floating bar chart was requested and 
the parameter specified In the CHGAP call was less than 
-0.8. 
System acllon: A value of -0.8 Is used In place of the 
specified value. 
Programmer response: Correct the value specified In the 
CHGAP call to -0.8 or greater, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0530 E A SELECTED AXIS HAS NOT BEEN GENERATED 
Explanation: A call was made In state-2 to draw a datum 
line (using CHXDTM or CHVDTM). or to draw an axis (using 
CHDRAX), before the associated axis was defined by a call 
to one of the plotting routines. 
Syslem action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to ensure that the axis has been defined before the call Is 
made to draw the datum line or axis, and run your program 
again. 

ADM0531 W DATUM LINE DATA VALUE LIES OUTSIDE AXIS 
RANGE 

Explanation: The data value specified for a datum or 
datum-reference line lies outside the range of the 
associated axis. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0532 E COMPONENT PARAMETER LESS THAN ZERO OR 
COUNT PARAMETER LESS THAN ONE 

Explanation: The number of components specified tn calls 
to CHPL0T, CHSURF, CHHIST, CHBAR, or CHPIE must be 
zero or positive, and the number of values In each 
component (the "count" parameter) must be at least one. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0533 E CHART COMPONENT COUNT EXCEEDED 
Explanation: An attempt was made to plot more 
components than specified by CHNUM when used together 
with a call to CHBAR (for multiple bar charts) or CHPIE. 
Or, if CHNUM was not used, more than one call to CHBAR 
(multiple) or CHPIE was made. 
System action: Components exceeding the count specified 
by CHNUM, or In the first call to CHBAR (multiple bars) or 
CHPIE, are not plotted. 
Programmer response: Increase the CHNUM parameter, 
or add a CHNUM call for these cases, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0528 - ADM0538 

ADM0534 W DATA LIES OUTSIDE THE X, V, OR Z AXIS 
RANGE AND HAS NOT BEEN PLOTTED 

explanation: One or more data values specified In a call to 
CHPLOT, CHSURF, CHHIST, CHBAR, CHBARX, CHPOLR, 
or CHTOWR lie outside the specified axis range explicitly 
speCified, or outside the autoscaled axis range set by the 
first call to one of these routines. 
This message can also occur if a line graph or surface 
chart Is plotted using a "smooth curve" connection between 
pOints. Two cases arise: 

o If autoscallng Is used, each axis range Is set on the first 
call (of CHPLOT or CHSURF). A later call can supply 
data pOints entirely within the axis ranges, but stili 
produces this warning message if the Interpolated 
curves extend outSide one of the ranges. 

o If a logarithmic axis Is autoscaled, only the supplied 
data points are used for autoscallng. If the Interpolated 
curves extend outside this autoscaled range, this 
warning message is generated. 

System action: The chart Is constructed, but Is clipped to 
contain only those points within the axis ranges. 
Programmer response: If the result was not Intended, set 
the axis range explicitly to include all the data pOints, and 
all the Interpolated smooth curves, and then run your 
application program again. 

ADM0535 E ZERO OR NEGATIVE DATA IS INVALID ON A 
LOGARITHMIC AXIS 

Explanation: Negative data values were detected In 
proceSSing a plottfng routine using a logarithmic axis. 
System action: The chart Is not plotted. 
Programmer response: Correct the data values, or change 
the axis type to linear, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0536 W THE X AXtS CANNOT BE LOGARITHMIC FOR A 
BAR CHART CREATED WITH CHBAR 

Explanation: The independent variable axis of a bar chart 
must be linear when the chart is created with the CHBAR 
call. 
System action: The axis is changed to linear and 
processing continues. 
Programmer response: Redefine the axis as linear and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0537 E TOTAL OF ABSOLUTE PIE VALUES IS ZERO 
Explanation: For an absolute pie chart, each slice size is 
calculated as a proportion of the total of all data values In 
the pie. When the total Is zero, this calculation Is 
meaningless. 
System acllon: The pie for which the total is zero is not 
drawn. 
Programmer response: Correct the data values, or choose 
another type of chart, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0538 E TOTAL OF PERCENTAGE PIE CHART SLICES 
EXCEEDS 100 PERCENT 

Explanation: An attempt was made to plot a percentage pie 
chart with slice values whose total was greater than 100. 
System action: The pie chart for which the total was 
greater than 100 Is not constructed. 
Programmer response: Correct any values that are not 
valid, or redefine the pie chart data type as absolute. and 
run Y9ur application program again. 
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ADM0539 - ADM0549 

ADM0539 E A NEGATIVE PIE SLICE VALUE WAS 
ENCOUNTERED 

Explanation: A negative data value was detected In a call 
to CHPIE. 
System action: The pie containing the negative data value 
Is not constructed. Other pies In a multlcomponent pie 
chart are not affected. 
Programmer response: Correct the data value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0640 E PIE CHART CANNOT BE DRAWN IN THE 
AVAILABLE CHART AREA 

Explanation: The chart area Is too small to accommodate 
the pie chart and Its spider labels (If any). 
System action:· The pie chart Is not drawn. 
Programmer response: Increase the size of the chart area, 
or decrease the size of the margins or the length of label 
text, or split the longest label(s) Into multiple lines by use of 
the semicolon line-break character (;), and run your 
application program again. If more than one pie chart Is 
being plotted, specify CHSETrXVERT'). 

ADM0541 E VENN DIAGRAM POPULATION OR OVERLAP IS 
TOO SMALL 

Explanation: One of the population values specified In a 
call to CHVENN was zero or negative, or the overlap value 
specified was negative. 
System action: The chart Is not drawn. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0542 E VENN DIAGRAM OVERLAP EXCEEDS ONE OF 
THE POPULATIONS 

Explanation: The overlap value In a call to CHVENN Is 
larger than the smaller of the two population values. 
System action: The chart Is not drawn. 
Programmer response: Correct the overlap value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0543 S INCOMPATIBLE MIXTURE OF CHART TVPES 
Explanation: A call to CHPLOT, CHSURF, CHHIST, CHBAR, 
CHBARX, CHPOLR, or CHTOWR was made following a call 
to CHDTAB, CHPIE or CHVENN (or the converse), without 
an Intervening call to CHSTRT or CHRNIT. 
Another possibility Is that an attempt was made to mix pie 
charts and Venn diagrams In the same chart area. 
System action: The chart Is not drawn. 
Programmer response: Correct the call sequence In your 
application program, Insert a call to CHSTRT or CHRNIT, 
and run your program again. 

Note: If you require chart types that are not compatible on 
the same display, you can define multiple chart 
areas by calling the GDDM-PGF function CHAR EA. 

ADM0544 S STORAGE LIMIT EXCEEDED 
Explanation: The amount of storage required for the chart 
Is greater than the maximum allowed. 
System action: The chart Is not drawn. 
Programmer response: Reduce the number of components, 
or the number of data values, and run your application 
program again. 
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ADM0S45 E THE X, V, OR Z AXIS HAS AN INVALID POWER 
OF 10 FOR TICK DEFINITION 

Explanation: The major tick Interval specified, or calculated 
If the Interval Is not explicitly specified, Is out of bounds. 
The tick Interval may be calculated, even If no ticks are 
requested, to position axis labels or grid lines. 
System action: The Interval Is set to a system-determined 
value. This may affect the position and format of the labels, 
and the axis range. 
Programmer response: Specify a new tick Interval, or 
change the axis range, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0546 E THE X, V, OR Z AXIS RANGE EXCEEDS NUMERIC 
BOUNDS 

Explanation: The specified axis has a low-end value, 
high-end value or range (that Is, difference between end 
values) that Is out of bounds. The absolute value of the end 
values (If nonzero) and of the range must be greater than 
1.0E-18 and less than 1.0E18. 
The range limits can be explicitly speCified, or they can be 
calculated from the data. An axis range can be extended to 
Include zero, or to in~lude a specified Intercept, or to 
Include an Integral number of major tick Intervals. The 
above bounds apply to the axis after any such extension 
has been applied. 
System action: No data Is plotted. In some cases the axes 
may be constructed. 
Programmer response: Restrict the axis range, or data 
values, or both of these, to lie within the bounds specified 
above, and run your application program again. 

ADM0547 E BARS ARE TOO NARROW FOR HARDWARE 
CHARACTER MODE VALUES 

Explanation: If the y axis Is vertical, the values to be 
written at the top of the bar will not fit In the bar width. If 
the x axis Is vertical, the bar width Is smaller than the 
character height. 
System action: The CHSET ('VALUE') option Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Try one of the follOWing and run 
your application program again: 

• Change the character mode to 3, or 
• Reduce the number of bars, or 
• Reduce the gaps between bars. 

ADM0548 W INVALID OR DUPLICATE SEGMENT NUMBER. 
ENTITV WILL NOT BE TRANSFORMABLE 

Explanation: The last segment number specified on a 
CHSSEG call was used but It was found to be Invalid or a 
duplicate. This means that you cannot alter the entity (In 
this case, a note) In any way. 
System action: The note for which the segment number 
was to be used Is placed In segment number zero. 
Programmer response: Specify a unique segment Identifier 
In the CHSSEG call. 

ADM0549 E OPTION a IS INVALID IN THE CHART-DRAWING 
STATE 

Explanation: The CHSET option a Is not valid In state-2. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the CHSET option, and run 
your application program again. 

Note: You can return processing to state-1 from state-2 by 
calling the GDDM-PGF function CHSTRT or CHRNIT. 



ADM0550 E INSUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE 
Explanation: A plotting routine was called, and there was 
not enough storage available to plot the supplied data, or 
the associated legend. 

This error message can occur particularly when large data 
arrays are provided on the plotting routine call and relative 
data Is specified, or when curve fitting Is requested with a 
large smoothness value; refer to the description of the 
CHFINE call In the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference 
manual. 
System action: The chart is not constructed. 
Programmer response: Try one of the following and run 
your application program again: 

• Obtain more storage, or 
• Reduce the volume of data to be plotted, or 
• Reduce the total length of all keys in the legend, or 
• Reduce the smoothness specified (or defaulted) on the 

CHFINE call. 

Note: On some subsystems, it may be enough Just to run 
your application program again, without changing 
anything, as the available storage can vary 
depending on subsystem activity at run time. 

ADM0551 E INVALID POSITION CODE 
Explanation: The position code specified on a CHNOTE call 
Is not valid. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the position code and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0552 E NO DATUM VALUE TO RESOLVE POSITION 
CODE 

Explanation: A call to CHNOTE to annotate a datum line 
was made without a previous definition of the datum line. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run It again. 

ADM0553 E AXIS NOT AVAILABLE FOR NOTE POSITIONED 
BY DATUM VALUE 

Explanation: A call was made to CHNOTE to annotate a 
datum line, but the associated axis had not then been 
defined. If the previous plotting call was for a pie chart, 
tower chart, or Venn diagram, notes positioned by datum 
value are not allowed. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Insert a call to a plotting routine 
before the call to CHNOTE, to define the axis, and run your 
application program again. 

Note: If the plotting call was for a pie chart, tower chart, or 
Venn diagram, the note position code must be 
changed to one that uses only character grid units. 

ADM0554 E INVALID KEY POSITION CODE: c1 
explanation: One of the parameters in a call to CHKEYP Is 
not valid. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the key position code and 
run your application program again. 

ADM0550 - ADM0560 

ADM0555 E CONFLICTING KEY POSITION CODE: c1 
Explanation: At least two of the parameters In a call to 
CHKEYP conflict with each other. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the conflicting parameters 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0556 W NOTE TEXT EXCEEDS AVAILABLE SPACE AND 
HAS BEEN TRUNCATED 

Explanation: The note text cannot be fitted Into the chart 
area. 
System action: The text is truncated at the chart area 
boundary. 
Programmer response: Try changing one of the following 
and run your application program again: 

• The note position, or 
• The text length, or 
• The character mode, or 
• The character-size multiplier. 

ADM0557 W AXIS TITLE TRUNCATED ON RIGHT OF CHART 
Explanation: A horizontal-axis title is too long to fit within 
the chart area. 
System action: The title Is truncated at the right edge of 
the chart area. 
Programmer response: Try changing one of the following 
and run your application program again: 

• The text length, or 
• The character mode, or 
• The character-size multiplier. 

ADM0558 WAXIS TITLE TRUNCATED AT TOP OR BOTTOM 
OF CHART 

Explanation: A vertical-axis title Is too long to fit within the 
chart area. 
System action: Titles using mode-1 or mode-2 characters 
are truncated at the bottom of the chart. Titles using 
mode-3 characters are truncated at the top of the chart. 
Programmer response: Try changing one of the following 
and run your application program again: 

• The text length, or 
• The character mode, or 
• The character-size multiplier. 

ADM0559 W INSUFFICIENT SPACE FOR VENN LABEL IN 
MARGIN 

Explanation: One or more Venn diagram labels are too 
large to be constructed entirely within the chart margin. 
System action: The label or labels are constructed 
partially overlapping the plotting area. 
Programmer response: Increase the size of the 
appropriate margin, or decrease the scale of the Venn label 
text characters, and run your application program again. 

ADM0560 E LOGARITHMIC X. V, OR Z AXIS RANGE IS TOO 
SMALL 

Explanation: The dlffer.ence between the high and low 
values of the logarithmic axis range on the specified axis Is 
smaller than the minimum allowed, which Is approximately 
2.0E-7. 
System action: The chart is not constructed. 
Programmer response: Increase the logarithmic axis range 
to a value above the minimum allowed, and run your 
application program again. 
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ADM0561 - ADM0571 

ADM0561 W PIE SPIDER TEXT OMITTED 
Explanation: One or more spider labels on one or more 
pies In a pie chart could not be constructed within the 
plotting area. 
System action: The spider label text(s) and associated 
pointer IIne(s) are not constructed. 
Programmer response: Try one of the following actions to 
Increase the number 01 spider labels constructed and run 
your application program again: 

• Specify a suitable pie reduction percentage to shrink 
the pies, leaving more space for spider labels 

• Reduce the scale of the spider label text characters (by 
specifying a suitable scale for primary x-axis labels) 

• Reduce the margin sizes. 

ADM0562 E DATA VALUE(S) OUTSIDE VALID RANGE 
Explanation: A data value was supplied on a CHPIE or 
CHVENN call that Is greater than the maximum c;lata value 
that can be plotted. The maximum value Is 1.0E70. 
System action: The pie chart or Venn diagram is not 
constructed. 
Programmer response: Restrict the data supplied to values 
less than the maximum allowed, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0563 E NOTE TEXT OR BAR VALUE WILL NOT FIT 
WITHIN THE CHART AREA 

Explanation: This message Is Issued by the CHNOTE call 
when the combination of note character size, chart area 
size, and Ihe note text string Is such that the note Is too 
large to fit entirely within the chart area boundaries. 

The message can also be Issued by the CHBAR or 
CHBARX calls when one or more of the bar values does not 
fit within the chart area. 
System action: The note Is not constructed. 
Programmer response: Reduce the space required by 
changing the character size or reducing the amount of text. 

• For a note the size Is specified on the CHNATT call and 
the text Is supplied by the CHNOTE call 

• For a bar value the size Is specified on the CHVATT 
call and the number of digits In the value on the 
CHVOIG call. 

Increase the area available by specifying a larger chart 
area on the CHAREA call and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0564 E AXIS OFFSET FOR NOTE NOT SUITABLE 
Explanation: The position code supplied on a CHNOTE call 
specified that at least one note offset was to be interpreted 
In axis units. However, there Is no current chart type or 
the current chart type Is a pie chart, tower chart, table chart 
or Venn diagram, for which no axis exists. 
System action: The note Is not constructed. 
Programmer response: Correct the CHNOTE call to specify 
character-grid offsets. 

ADM0565 E NON-POSITIVE LOGARITHMIC AXIS OFFSET 
SPECIFIED FOR A NOTE 

explanation: The position code supplied on a CHNOTE call 
specified that at least one note offset was to be Interpreted 
In axis units. At least one such note offset Is nonposltive 
and Is related to a logarithmic axis. 
System action: The note Is not constructed. 
Programmer response: Specify a strictly positive note 
offset for logarithmic aXis Interpretation. 
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ADM0566 E CHDRAX NOT ALLOWED WITH CURRENT CHART 
TYPE 

Explanation: The CHORAX call cannot be Issued after a 
CHTOWR or CHOTAB call. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the CHORAX call from 
your application program and run it again. 

ADM0567 E INVALID NOTE POSITION FOR A POLAR CHART 
Explanation: The position code specified in a CHNOTE call 
after a CHPOLR call Indicates that the offsets of the note 
are a mixture of axis units and character-grid units. 
System action: The CHNOTE call is Ignored (that is, the 
note Is not drawn). 
Programmer response: Check the CHNOTE call: ensure 
that the offsets are both in axis units or both in 
character-grid units If the last plotting call was a CHPOLR 
call. 

ADM0568 E INVALID ENTITY TYPE 
Explanation: The first parameter In a CHQPOS call was not 
1. 
System action: The result fields are not set. 
Programmer response: Specify 1 as the first parameter in 
the CHQPOS call, and run your application program again. 

ADM0569 E INVALID ANGLE OF ROTATION 
Explanation: The value specified for the sixth element of 
the second parameter In the CHLATT, CHXLAT, CHYLAT, 
CHZLAT, or CHVATT call was not in the range -9000 
through 9000, or the sixth element of the second parameter 
In the CHNATT call was not In the range -36 000 through 
36 000. 
System action: The angle of rotation of the text related to 
the call Is not changed. 
Programmer response: Specify a value that is in the 
allowed range for the call you are using and run your 
application program again. 

ADM0570 E INVALID PROJECTION NUMBER GIVEN 
Explanation: The projection number on a CHTPRJ call 
must have the value 1. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. The projection remains 
at the value before the call was made. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection value of the 
CHTPRJ call to 1 and run your application program again. 

ADM0571 W PIE RADIUS HAS BEEN INCREASED TO ALLOW 
CHART TO BE DRAWN 

Explanation: The calculation of the radius for a pie chart 
produced a value that Is too small to be displayed. 
System action: The radius of the pie is Increased to a size 
that is just large enough to be displayed. If there Is more 
than one pie on the chart, the relative pie sizes are no 
longer correct. 
Programmer response: The final radius of a pie is 
calculated using several factors. See If any of these 
situations caused the error: 

• If the size of the pies is relative to the data values, one 
or more of the pies may have very small dal~ values 
when compared with the others. 

• If many pie charts were placed on one chart, their size 
Is reduced to try to fit them all on: there may be too 
many pies. 

• If there are long lines of text in the spider labels of the 
pies, the pies are reduced In size to show the text. 



Reducing the amount 01 text, splitting It Into multiple 
lines, or placing the text In the legend may produce a 
better chart. 

• For two-dimensional pies, an allowance Is made around 
each pie so that any exploded slices still remain on the 
chart. Reducing the amount 01 the explosion produces 
larger pies. 

• For three·dlmenslonal pies, an allowance Is made 
around each pie lor the thickness 01 each Slice. 
Reducing the thickness 01 each slice produces larger 
pies. 

ADM0572 W ALL DATA HAS THE VALUE 'MISSING' 
Explanation: All the data Items provided In a CHPIE call 
had their data values missing. It Is not possible to 
construct any pies. 
System action: A gap Is left for each of the pies requested 
by the call. The program enters the chart-drawing state. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0573 W SMALLEST GAP RATto IS 0 FOR TOWER 
CHARTS 

Explanation: A CHGAP call specified a gap ratio smaller 
than zero and was followed by a CHTOWR call. 
System action: The chart Is constructed as If a value of 
zero had been specified for CHGAP. 
Programmer response: Although a CHGAP value less than 
zero Is valid for bar charts (CHBAR or CHBARX), It Is not 
valid for tower charts. Change the CHGAP call to provide a 
value that Is equal to, or greater than, zero. 

ADM0574 W A LOGARITHMIC X AXIS IS NOT ALLOWED ON 
A TOWER CHART 

explanation: A CHXSET call with the option LOGA was 
Issued before a CHTOWR call. 
System action: The tower chart Is constructed as If the 
CHXSET call had not been made .. 
Programmer response: Remove the CHXSET call. 

ADM0575 E NO PRECEDING VALID NOTE CALL 
Explanation: A CHQPOS call was Issued either when no 
CHNOTE call had previously been made or when the only 
previous CHNOTE calls specified class 2 position codes. 
System action: The result fields are not set. 
Programmer response: Issue a CNNOTE call that specifies 
class 1 poSition codes or remove the CHQPOS call so that 
position codes are not queried. 

ADM0578 E CALL NOT VALID FOR THIS CHART TYPE 
Explanation: A CHCONV call was Issued after a CHPIE, 
CHVENN, CHTOWR or CHOTAB call. 
System action: The result fields (the third, sixth, and 
seventh arguments) are not set. 
Programmer response: 00 not use CHCONV calls with 
these chart types. 

ADM0577 E MIXED OR ZERO CONVERSION TYPE SPECIFIED 
FOR POLAR CHART 

explanation: A CHCONV call was Issued after a polar 
chart, but one or both of the conversion types was zero or 
the conversion types were not the same. 
System action: The result fields (the third, sixth, and 
seventh arguments) are not set. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the conversion types 
are the same and are not zero. 

ADM0572 - ADM0583 

ADM0578 E FLOATING POINT VALUES OUT OF RANGE 
Explanation: One or both of the values to be converted by 
a CHCONV call Is either too large or too small for 
conversion to take place. 
System action: The result fields (the third, sixth, and 
seventh) are not set. 
Programmer response: Specify short lIoating-polnt values 
(In the range -1.0E18 through 1.0E18) In the h-old and 
v-old parameters of the CHCONV call. 

ADM0579 E CHART AXES ARE UNDEFINED 
Explanation: One or both of the chart axes was not plotted 
before a CHCONV call or a CHNOTE call for a polar chart. 
System action: When the message was Issued after a 
CHCONV call then the result arguments to CHCONV (the 
third, sixth, and seventh parameters) are not set. When the 
message Is Issued after a CHNOTE call, the note Is not 
drawn. 
Programmer response: Ensure that a chart Is plotted 
before you use the CHCONV .:all or correct the polar chart 
call. 

ADM0580 E INVALID CONVERSION TYPE SPECIFIED 
Explanation: This message can be Issued If: 

• The first argument to CHCONV Is not 0,1, or 2 
• The fourth argument Is not 0, 1, or 2 
• Both the first and fourth arguments are O. 

System action: The result fields (the third and sixth 
arguments) are not set. 
Programmer response: Set the first and fourth arguments 
to a valid combination. 

ADM0581 W DUPLICATE (KIZ) VALUES MAY DISTORT 
TOWER CHART APPEARANCE 

explanation: When a tower chart Is displayed, a 
three-dimensional effect Is apparent. II two towers have 
the same position, the appearance of the chart seems 
distorted. This can occur when the same {XIZ} value Is 
used more than once. 
System action: The chart Is drawn as specified. 
Programmer response: Ensure that any {KIZ} values are 
not used more than once. 

ADM0582 W UNORDERED {XIZ} VALUES MAY DISTORT 
TOWER CHART APPEARANCE 

Exptanatlon: When a tower chart Is constructed, each 
tower Is built In the order In which It occurs In the CHTOWR 
call. II the {XIZ} list Is not In the correct order, the tower 
chart may have a distorted appearance. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the {XIZ} values used 
with a CHTOWR call are either all Increasing In value or all 
decreasing In value. 

ADM0583 W MORE THAN 256 MAJOR TICK MARKS HAVE 
BEEN REQUESTED 

Explanation: On a linear axis, the major tick-mark Interval 
and the axis range are such that more than 256 major tick 
marks or grid lines, or both of these, would be required. 

On a logarithmic axis, the axis range and the number of 
ticks between powers of ten and the ticks on the powers of 
ten are greater than 256. 
System action: Only the first 256 major ticks, or grid lines, 
or both are drawn. The remaining part of the axis has no 
tick marks or grid lines. 
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ADM0584 - ADM0603 

Progranuner response: Either use a CHXTIC or CHYTIC 
call to Increase the tick-mark Interval, or accept that your 
chart does not have all the tick marks or grid lines or both 
of these, that you might need. 

ADM0584 W LOGARITHMIC X, V, OR Z AXIS NOT ALLOWED 
WITH ALPHANUMERIC LABELS 

Explanation: The specified axis was requested with both a 
logarithmic scale and alphanumeric labels on It. These 
options cannot be used together on any axis. 
Syslem action: The axis Is changed to linear so that the 
alphanumeric labels can be used. 
Programmer response: Either remove the request for a 
logarithmic axis or select numeric labels for the axis. 

ADM0585 W THE 'RANGE' OPTION HAS NO EFFECT FOR THE 
CURRENT CHART TYPE 

Explanation: CHSET(,RANGE') is In effect but the current 
chart type (tower or polar) does not support this option. 
System aclion: The chart Is drawn as if the RANGE option 
had not been specified. 
Programmer response: Change the program so that 
CHSET('RANGE') Is not specified. 

ADM0588 E AXIS NOT AVAILABLE TO POSITION NOTE 
Explanation: The position code specified In a CHNOTE call 
Indicates that the note was to be positioned in axis units. 
One or both of the axes needed for this were not 
generated. 
System acllon: The CHNOTE call is Ignored (that Is, the 
note is not drawn). 
Programmer response: If a plotting call failed and 
produced no graphics, the axiS for the plot Is not 
determined. Correct the cause of the plot failure. 
If there was a previous successful plotting call, you may 
have selected an axis that was not selected at the time of 
that plotting call. Check that no CHXSEL or CHVSEL call 
was made Since the last successful plotting call. 

ADM0587 W CHART IS TOO WIDE. n COLUMN(S) MISSING 
Explanation: The requested table chart was too wide to be 
totally drawn In the available chart area. 
System action: As much of the whole chart as can 
reasonably fit In the available space Is displayed. The rest 
Is omitted. 
Programmer response: If the whole of the chart Is 
required, these actions can be taken: 

• Reduce the size of the table by changing the overall 
size multiplier using the CHDCTL call. 

• Reduce the size of the character grid until there Is a 
higher density of smaller characters: this reduces the 
overall chart size. 

• Explicitly reduce the size of text using the various chart 
attribute calls. 

• Reduce the number and size of the gaps between data 
groups by using the CHDCTL call. 
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ADM0588 W CHART IS TOO LONG. n ROW(S) MISSING 
Explanation: The requested chart was too long to be totally 
drawn In the available chart area. 
System action: As much of the whole chart as can 
reasonably fit In the available space is displayed. The rest 
Is omitted. 
Programmer response: If the whole of the chart Is 
required, these actions can be taken: 

• Reduce the size of the table by changing the overall 
size multiplier using the CHDCTL call. 

• Reduce the size of the character grid until there is a 
higher density of smaller characters; this reduces the 
overall chart size. 

• Explicitly reduce the·slze of text using the various chart 
attribute calls. 

• Reduce the number and size of the gaps between data 
groups by using the CHDCTL call. 

Nole: Changing the margins has no effect upon this 
condition. 

ADM0589 W INSUFFICIENT SPACE FOR PIE DATA GROUP 
NAME LABEL 

Explanation: One or more pie chart data-group name 
labels are too large to be constructed entirely within the 
chart margin. 
Syslem action: The label or labels are constructed 
partially overlapping the plotting area. 
Programmer response: Increase the size of the 
appropriate margin, or decrease the scale of the data-group 
name text characters, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM0601 E INVALID CHARACTER CODE FOR EDIT SYMBOL 
Explanation: You entered a value that Is not In the 
hexadecimal range X'CO' through X'FF' into the "Hex" 
field on either the Set and Symbol Selection panel or the 
Symbol Edit panel. 
System action: The input Is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the character code value and 
press the ENTER key. 

ADM0602 E INVALID CHARACTER CODE FOR COPY SYMBOL 
Explanallon: You entered a value that is not in the 
hexadecimal range X'OO' through X'FF' In an SCOPV 
command. 
Syslem action: The input Is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the character code value and 
press the ENTER key. 

ADM0603 E NO EDIT SET NAME SPECIFIED 
Explanation: You entered a character code on the Set and 
Symbol Selection panel but you did not enter a symbol set 
name in the "Set Name" field. 
System action: The Input Is Ignored and you remain on the 
Set and Symbol Selection panel., 
User response: Enter a symbol set name Into the "Set 
Name" field and, If creating a new set, check that you 
entered the required maximum x-grid and y-grid 
coordinates Into the related fields. Press the EN.TER key. 



ADM0604 E INVALID MAXIMUM X FOR NEW SYMBOL SET 
Explanation: The maximum x value for the editing grid Is 
not acceptable. 
System action: The Input Is Ignored. 
User response: Enter a value in the range 1 through 
32 767. 

Note: You can use the default value of 80. 

ADM0605 E INVALID MAXIMUM Y FOR NEW SYMBOL SET 
Explanation: The maximum y'value for the editing grid Is 
not acceptable. 
System action: The input Is Ignored. 
User response: Enter a value In the range 1 through 
32 767. 

Note: You can use the default value of 110. 

ADM0606 E CURRENT DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT 
ALPHANUMERICS 

Explanation: The Vector Symbol Editor was called, but the 
current device (which the editor uses to communicate with 
the operator) has no alphanumeric Input or output 
capability. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Replace the current device with a device 
capable of alphanumeric input and output from the operator 
and run your application program again. 

ADMOS07 I CREATING NEW VECTOR SYMBOL SET. 
Explanation: You identified a vector symbol set that does 
not already exist on disk and the maximum x-grid and 
y-grld coordinate values are acceptable. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor is now ready to 
accept more commands. 
User response: Continue editing; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM0808 I {TYPE {112} (OLD FORMAT)} SYMBOL SET 
LOADED 

explanation: The symbol set you identified was 
successfully loaded from secondary storage. There are 
three formats for vector symbol sets stored on data sets. 
You can use the Vector Symbol Editor to edit all three 
formats, but the editor creates and saves only type-3 
symbol sets; refer to the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference, Volume 2. Thus an indication Is given when a 
set of a different type Is edited. 
System action: The loaded symbol set replaced any other 
that may have been edited In the same session. 
User response: The loaded symbol set can be changed, 
renamed, or saved, as required. If the set has an old 
format, and you want to preserve It, avoid saving the set 
under the same name; otherwise continue as usual. 

ADM0609 E MAXIMUM GRID COORDINATES CANNOT BE 
ALTERED FOR EXISTING SET 

Explanation: A symbol set was already loaded and the 
maximum x-grid and y-grld coordinate fields updated to 
describe the set as it was created. The" Set Name" and 
maximum x and y fields are not protected until you make a 
change to the set. This allows you to browse symbol sets. 
However, you cannot change the grid coordinates of a set 
that has already been defined. 

ADM0604 - ADM0616 

System action: The Input is Ignored. 
User response: If you are trying to create a new set, enter 
a new set name In addition to the maximum x-grid and 
y-grld coordinates you need. 

ADM0610 E MAXIMUM GRID COORDINATE EXCEEDS 32767 
Explanation: You entered a number greater than 32 767 
Into one or both of the "Grid Coordinates" fields. 
System action: The Input Is Ignored. 
User response: Enter a value in the range 1 through 
32 767. 

ADM0811 E TOO FEW VECTORS FOR JOIN OR BREAK AT 
THIS POSITION 

Explanation: You cannot perform a join or a break unless 
there is a current vector (a dashed red line) plus another 
one (a dashed blue line). 
System action: The command is ignored. 
User response: Move the current vector forward or back. 

ADM0612 E BOTH VECTORS FOR JOIN OR BREAK MUST BE 
CURVES, NOT LINES 

Explanation: The current vector (a dashed red line) and 
the next one (a dashed blue line) must be curve 
construction lines (displayed as long dashed lines), not 
straight lines (displayed as short dashed lines). 
System action: The command is ignored. 
User response: Move the current vector forward or back. 

ADM0613 I VECTORS AT THIS POSITION ARE ALREADY 
JOINED 

Explanation: The current vector (a dashed red line) and 
the next one (a dashed blue line) are already part of the 
same curve. 
System action: The command is Ignored. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM0614 I VECTORS AT THIS POSITtON ARE ALREADY 
SEPARATED 

Explanation: The current vector (a dashed red line) and 
the next one (a dashed blue line) are already part of 
separate curves. 
System action: The command is ignored. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM0815 E IMAGE SYMBOL SET WITH THIS NAME EXISTS 
Explanation: As both vector and image symbol sets are 
stored on the same data set, It is possible for a naming 
conflict to occur. 
System action: The command Is ignored. 
User response: Either choose an unused name, or delete 
the image symbol set of the same name. Then try again. 

ADM0616 E INVALID NEW NAME FOR VECTOR SYMBOL SET 
Explanation: You specified a name for your symbol set that 
was not acceptable. 
System action: The command is ignored. 
User response: Specify a symbol-set name that starts with 
an alphabetic character and is not longer than eight 
characters, and press the ENTER key. 
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ADM0617 - ADM0629 

ADM0617 E SYMBOL SET ALREADY EXISTS 
UNCONDITIONAL RENAME MAY BE REQUIRED 

Explanation: You tried to rename the symbol set you have 
been editing with the name of an existing symbol set. 
System action: The command Is Ignored. 
User response: Either change the symbol-set name, or use 
the RENAME command with the UNCOND option. 

ADM0618 E INVALID POSITION ENTERED 
Explanation: One or both of the values you entered Into 
the "Current Position" Is a nonnumeric value. If a value Is 
entered as a negative value, it Is converted to a positive 
value. The values must not exceed the maximum x-grid 
and y-grid coordinates. 
System action: The input Is ignored. 
User response: Correct the invalid value(s) and press the 
ENTER key. 

ADM0619 E X OR Y DELTA IS INVALID 
Explanation: You entered an x or y delta value that Is not 
valid, either Into the "XlV Delta" fields or as part of a 
command using the BY parameter. 
System action: The value or values entered are Ignored. 
User response: Enter the value as an Integer, and press 
the ENTER key. 

ADM0620 E INVALID ASPECT VALUE 
Explanation: You entered a nonnumeric value into one of 
the "Grid Aspect Ratio" fields. 
System action: The input Is ignored. 
User response: Correct the aspect value and press the 
ENTER key. 

ADM0621 E INVALID COMMAND 
explanation: The Vector Symbol Editor cannot recognize 
the command you entered in the command line. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Correct the command and press the 
ENTER key. 

ADM0622 E CURRENT DEVICE IS NOT INTERACTIVE 
Explanation: The Vector Symbol Editor was called, but the 
current device (which the editor uses to communicate with 
the operator) has no Input capability, either graphic or 
al phanumerlc. 
System aellon: The call Is Ignored. 
User response: Replace the current device with a device 
capable of Input from the operator, and try again. 

ADM0623 E CHARACTER STRING LONGER THAN 9 
CHARACTERS ON COMMAND LINE 

Explanation: In a command you entered, the Vector 
Symbol Editor encountered a character string longer than 
nine characters. Because no command Is longer than nine 
characters or accepts a parameter of longer than nine 
characters, the command Is In error. 
System acllon: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Correct the command and press the 
ENTER key. 
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ADM0624 W ONE OR MORE COMPLEX CURVES HAVE BEEN 
SPLIT 

Explanation: Because of the length constraints Imposed by 
GDF orders (refer to the GDDM Sase Programming 
Reference, Volume 2), only a limited number of sections 
can be stored to form a continuous curve. 
System action: One or more complex curves were split 
(equivalent to using the BREAK command) such that they 
can be stored. There Is a visual effect on each curve 
affected. 
User response: None required, but check the symbol set 
for undesirable curves and edit again as necessary. Using 
a small edit grid (x and y not greater than 127) lessens the 
chance of this error occurring. . 

ADM0825 E INVALID OPERAND 
Explanation: In the command you entered, you supplied an 
operand that was not valid. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Correct the operand and press tile ENTER 
key. 

ADM0626 E OPERAND MISSING 
Explanation: You entered a command with a required 
operand missing. 
System action: The command is ignored. 
User response: Use the help panels to find out how to use 
the command correctly. 

ADM0627 E VALUE OUT OF RANGE OR NOT NUMERIC 
Explanation: In the command you entered, you supplied a 
value that was either outside the range acceptable to the 
command, or else was not a numeric value. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Correct the value and press the ENTER 
key. 

ADM0628 E COMMAND NOT APPLICABLE IN THE CURRENT 
PANEL 

Explanation: You entered an edit command In the 
command line of the Set and Symbol Selection panel. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: If you want to edit a symbol, move to the 
Symbol Edit panel. 

ADM0629 E CURRENT VECTOR END-POINT AND NEXT 
VECTOR START-POINT DO NOT MATCH 

Explanation: To join two curve construction lines together, 
the end-point of the current vector (a dashed red line) must 
be the start-pOint of the next one (a dashed blue line). Note 
that each vector is directional (that Is, the start-point or 
end-point may not be at the end of the vector you want). 
System action: The command Is Ignored. 
User response: If the two construction lines do not have a 
common point, use the CHANGE command until they do. If 
the two construction lines do have a common point, use the 
SEQUENCE command to try to ensure that the directions of 
the vectors are suitable. Then try again. 



ADM0630 E INVALID ASPECT VALUE ENTERED 
Explanation: You entered an aspect value that was not 
valid Into the command line as part of the ASPECT 
command. 
System action: The Input Is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the aspect value and press the 
ENTER key. 

ADM0832 E INVALID X OR Y VALUE 
Explanation: You entered a command using the BY or TO 
operand, but you specified a value for the x or y operands, 
or both of these, that was not valid. 
System action: The command is rejected. 
User response: Correct the Invalid value and press the 
ENTER key. 

ADM0633 E X OR Y VALUE MISSING 
Explanation: You entered a command using the TO 
operand but you did not supply the required x or y values, 
or both of these. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Enter the command again, and supply the 
required x or y values. 

ADM0634 E EDIT COMMANDS INVALID. NO GRAPHICS 
AVAILABLE 

explanation: The device you are using does not support 
graphics. Edit commands are allowed only on devices that 
support graphics. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: If you want to edit Individual symbols, use 
a different terminal that supports graphics. 
SUitable terminals are: 

• IBM 3179 Model G 
• IBM 3270-PClG and 327D-PClGX workstations 
• IBM 5550 multlstation with Japanese 3270-PC graphics 
• IBM 3278, 3279, 3290, or 8775 displays with PS 
• IBM 5080 Graphics System. 

ADM0835 E TOO MANY OPERANDS 
explanation: You supplied too many operands In the 
command that you entered. Usually this Is simply a case of 
Introducing blanks between operands, for example, 
- 6 -5 when -6 -5 was meant. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Correct the Invalid command line and 
press the ENTER key. 

ADM0636 E INVALID CHARACTER CODE SPECIFIED 
Explanation: Character codes can be specified either as a 
one-character symbol (for example, "A" or "b") or as a 
two-dlglt hexadecimal number (for example, X'C1' or 
X' 82'); the character code you used with a command fits 
neither description. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Correct the character code and press the 
ENTER key. 

ADM0837 E FROM SET NAME MISSING 
explanation: You used the FROM keyword with the SCOPY 
command, but you did not supply the "from" set name. 
System acllon: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Supply the set name In the command and 
press the ENTER key. 

ADM0630 - ADM0646 

ADM0638 W UNKNOWN -GDF- ORDERS IN SYMBOL HAVE 
BEEN IGNORED AND REMOVED 

Explanation: When you edit a symbol from a type-3 vector 
symbol set (refer to the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference, Volume 2), it Is possible, If the set was not 
created using the Vector Symbol Editor, for the definition of 
the symbol to contain "orders" that the Vector Symbol 
Editor cannot process. If this happens, these orders are 
Ignored. 
System action: If the set is saved, all unrecognized orders 
are lost. 
User response: If the orders are known to have some valid 
significance, the set must not be saved using the Vector 
Symbol Editor, as this would remove these orders. 

ADM0639 E SET IS TOO COMPLEX TO SAVE. PLEASE 
SIMPLIFY AND TRY AGAIN 

explanation: The complexity of the set is such that the 
storage limitations for vector symbol sets would be 
exceeded. 
System action: The command is Ignored. 
User response: Try to reduce the complexity of the symbol 
set. There are various ways in which this can be done (In 
approximate order of effectiveness): 

• Limit the maximum x and y symbol grid coordinates to 
values less than 128: however, this can be done only 
for a new, empty symbol set. 

• Reduce the number of symbols. 
• Reduce the number of vectors In each symbol. 
• Remove all proportional spacing from symbols; 

however, all symbols must have normal width for this 
measure to be effective. 

Note: Symbol shading (on a set basis) has no effect on the 
storage reqUirements. 

ADM0640 W THERE ARE NO VECTORS 
explanation: There are no vectors In the current symbol. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: None required. 

ADM0644 I {SYMBOLISYMBOL SET} IS NOW {SHADEDINOT 
SHADED} 

explanation: Either the specified symbol, or the whole set 
of symbols, were affected by the SHADING command. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor is now ready to 
accept more commands. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM0645 W {SYMBOLISYMBOL SET} IS ALREADY 
{SHADEDINOT SHADED} 

Explanation: The command Is unnecessary: the required 
Situation already exists. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor Is now ready to 
accept more commands. 
User response: None required. 

ADM0648 E INVALID PARAMETER{S) SPECIFIED 
Explanation: You tried to start the Vector Symbol Editor 
with the wrong operands. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor Is not started. 
User response: Check the syntax needed to start the 
Vector Symbol Editor, and then try again. 
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ADM0647 - ADM0663 

ADM0647 E SCREEN IS TOO SMALL. 24 ROWS BY 80 
COLUMNS REQUIRED 

Explanation: The screen you are using Is too small for the 
Vector Symbol Editor. 
System aellon: The Vector Symbol Editor Is not started. 
User response: Try and start the Vector Symbol Editor on 
a different device with a larger number of rows, or columns, 
or both of these. 

ADM0649 E SOURCE SET = TARGET SET. NO ACTION 
TAKEN 

Explanation: You used an SCOPY command with the ALL 
option and the set you are copying from Is the edit set. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: If you want to reset the edit set to what It 
was when It was last saved, Issue the CANCEL command 
from the Set and Symbol Selection panel. Otherwise, enter 
the command again, correctly. 

ADM0650 I REACHED BEGINNING OF VECTOR SEQUENCE 
Explanallon: You Issued the BACKWARD command and 
have reached the beginning of the vector sequence. 
System acllon: The Vector Symbol Editor Is ready for 
more commands. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM0651 E THERE IS NO CURRENT VECTOR 
explanation: You Issued a command that requires a vector 
to be the current vector and none was so. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Establish a current vector by drawing or 
moving forward Into the vector sequence. The latter Is 
possible If you Issued BACKWARD enough times to go off 
the top of the vector sequence. 

Note: This Is the only occasion when the current + 1 vector 
Is Indicated and the current vector Is not.· 

ADM0652 W TARGET POSITION = CURRENT POSITION: NO 
ACTION 

Explanation: You used an edit command and specified a 
target position on the grid that equals the position current 
at that time. For example, If the command you used was 
DRAW, the command, If allowed, would create a zero-length 
vector. 
System action: The Input Is Ignored. 
User response: Choose a new position and enter the 
command correctly. 

ADM0653 E TARGET POSITION IS OUTSIDE THE GRID 
BOUNDARIES 

explanation: You either entered a command that would 
result In a vector or vectors extending beyond the boundary 

. of the grid, or you requested a move to a position on the 
grid such that subsequent vectors would be outSide the 
grid. 
System action: The command is rejected. 
User response: Correct the Invalid value(s) and enter the 
command again. 
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ADM0654 W ONE OR MORE VECTORS OUTSIDE SYMBOL 
BOUNDARIES 

explanation: The symbol being edited has one or more 
vectors outside the symbol boundaries. It is not possible to 
create such vectors using the Vector Symbol Editor; 
therefore some other program was used to create the 
symbol. 
System acllon: The Vector Symbol Editor constrains the 
current pOSition to be within the symbol boundaries by 
setting the current position to the origin. 
User response: None is required, but remember that there 
may be vectors In the current symbol that are not visible on 
the screen. 

ADM0657 E SOURCE SYMBOL = TARGET SYMBOL. NO 
ACTION TAKEN 

Explanallon: You entered an SCOPY command without the 
ALL option, but the source and target character codes are 
the same. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: In the command line, provide a different 
set name, or symbol, or both of these. 

ADM0660 E MAX X AND Y VALUES OF SOURCE AND 
TARGET SETS ARE INCOMPATIBLE 

Explanation: The source and target sets Identified by the 
SCOPY command that you entered have different maximum 
x-grid and y-grid coordinates; this Is not allowed. 
System action: The command is rejected. 
User response: Choose another source set or, if you are· 
trying to create a new set, browse the source set to 
discover the coordinates of that set and specify these 
coordinates on the new set, before copying. 

ADM0661 E SET CHANGED SINCE LAST SAVE. SAVE AND 
EXIT, OR CANCEL 

explanation: To protect you when changes have been 
made to the symbol set, the Vector Symbol Editor does not 
allow you to exit without either canceling or saving the set. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Save or cancel, then exit. Or, you can use 
the END command to both save and exit. 

ADM0662 I END OF VECTOR SEQUENCE 
Explanation: You Issued the FORWARD command and have 
reached the end of the vector sequence. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor Is ready for 
more commands. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM0663 I END OF SET 
explanation: You reached the last character code In the 
symbol set by using the NEXT command . 
System action: The Vector SymbOl Editor Is ready for 
more commands. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 



ADM0664 I BEGINNING OF SET 
explanation: You reached the first character code in the 
symbol set by using the PREVIOUS command. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor is ready for 
more commands. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information oniy. 

ADM0666 I NO CURRENT VECTOR 
explanation: You deleted the last vector In the symbol. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor Is ready for 
more commands. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM0611 E NO HELP PANEL DEFINED FOR THIS REQUEST 
explanation: You entered the HELP command with a 
character string for which no match could be found. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor displays the 
master help panel. 
User response: The master help panei is a menu panel 
that lists all the panels In the help data. Choose the topic 
about which you want Information, enter Its number in.the 
Input field provided, and press the ENTER key. 

ADM0812 E NO HIGHEIHEVEL PANEL IN THE HELP PANEL 
HIERARCHY 

Explanation: You pressed PF2 while the master help panel 
wa's displayed. Because this Is the topmost panel in the 
hierarchy, no action is possible. 
System action: The request is ignored. 
User response: Press PF3 to return to the panel from 
which you entered the HELP command, or select another 
topiC. 

ADM0813 E TOP OF SCROLLABLE TEXT 
Explanation: You pressed PF7 to scroll toward the top of 
the text In this help panel; the top of the text Is already 
displayed. 
System action: The request is ignored. 
User response: None required. 

ADM0874 E BOTTOM OF SCROLLABLE TEXT 
Explanation: You pressed PF8 to scroll toward the bottom 
of the text in this help panel; the bottom of the text Is 
already displayed. 
System action: The request is ignored. 
User response: None required. 

ADMOS1S E FIRST HELP PANEL 
Explanation: You reached the master panel by preSSing 
PF10, the PREViOUS key; this is the first panel in the list 
and so PF10 has no effect. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor is ready for 
more commands entered with the PF keys. 
User response: None required. 

ADM0876 E LAST HELP PANEL 
explanation: You reached the last panei in the list of help 
panels by pressing PF11. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor is ready for 
more commands entered with the PF keys. 
User response: None required. 

ADM0664 - ADM0688 

ADMOSl1 E WRONG KEY OR BUTTON 
Explanation: You used either a function key or typing key 
or button that has no aSSigned function. 
System action: The Input is ignored. 
User response: None required. 

ADM0678 E MUST BE NUMBER, NOT GREATER THAN MAX 
NUMBER OF PANELS 

Explanation: You entered a number as an option on one of 
the menu paneis. The number would advance you beyond 
the extent of the help panels. 
System action: The input is Ignored. 
User response: Choose one of the options listed in the 
help panel. 

ADM0619 E INPUT FIELDS HAVE BEEN LOST AS A RESULT 
OF AN ILLEGAL INTERRUPT 

Explanation: The Vector Symbol Editor cannot recognize 
the interrupt code that was passed to It. 
System action: The input is ignored. 
User response: Proceed at your own discretion; the ability 
of the Vector Symbol Editor to continue may be impaired. 

ADM0880 E PANEL REQUESTED DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: The help panel that you requested does not 
exist. The only time this situation can occur is If one of the 
help panels was not correctly installed and, therefore, was 
not loaded. 
System action: The request cannot be honored; the Vector 
Symbol Editor can, however, continue processing. 
User response: Check with your local expert to see if the 
requested panel has actually been Installed. 

ADM068S E UNABLE TO SATISFY REQUEST DUE TO LACK 
OF STORAGE 

Explanation: The Vector Symbol Editor cannot get enough 
storage to perform the function you requested. This 
function Is likely to have been: 

• An SCOPY where the Vector Symbol Editor tried to get 
storage for a copy buffer 

• A save where the Vector Symbol Editor could not get a 
save buffer 

• An edit where the Vector Symbol Editor could not get 
an edit buffer 

• One of the editing commands where the internal pool of 
entries describing vectors must be extended to create 
one or more new vectors. 

System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: 11 might be possible to preserve some of 
the changes made to the editing set by canceling changes 
to o.ther character codes or clearing some character codes. 
Depending on the complexity of the symbols and sets 
created and the extent of changes made in one session, it 
may be advisable to save more frequently, thus releasing 
the buffer referred to, or to run the program from the outset 
with more storage available. 

ADM0688 I NO SYMBOL SET TO SAVE. SAVE CANCELED 
Explanation: You entered a SAVE command before 
Identifying the symbol set on which you want to work. 
System action: The command is rejected. 
User response: Identify a symbol set In the "Set Name" 
field, make some changes to It, and then save it. 
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ADM0689 - ADM0707 

ADM0689 I NO CHANGES MADE TO SYMBOL SET. SAVE 
CANCELED 

Explanation: Although you Identified a symbol set on which 
you want to work, you did not make any changes to that 
set. Consequently, a SAVE command would have no effect. 
System acHon: The command Is rejected. 
User response: You need not save until you have made 
some changes to the set. 

ADM0890 I SYMBOL SET SAVED 
Explanation: The symbol set you edited was successfully 
written to disk. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor is ready for 
more commands. 
User response: Identify a new set or continue to edit the 
present one. 

ADM0691 E UNABLE TO WRITE SYMBOL SET TO DISK 
Explanation: You tried to save the symbol set that you 
were editing. The editor could not write the symbol set to 
disk. 
System acllon: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Ask your local expert to investigate the 
cause, which lies outside PGF and GDDM. 

ADM0697 E SET REQUESTED IS NOT A VECTOR SYMBOL 
SET 

Explanation: The symbol set you identified In the "Set 
Name" field exists, but it is not a vector symbol set; it Is 
probably an Image symbol set. 
System action: The Input Is Ignored. 
User response: Choose another name. 

ADM0698 I CHANGES CANCELED FOR ENTIRE SYMBOL SET 
Explanallon: From the Set and Symbol Selection panel. 
you canceled all changes to the symbol set you were 
editing. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor Is ready for 
more commands. 
User response: None required. Choose another symbol 
set or continue with the existing one. 

Note: The existing symbol set has been reset to the state 
it was In at the time of the last SAVE command, or to 
null If It Is a new symbol set. 

ADM0699 I CHANGES CANCELED FOR THIS SYMBOL 
Explanation: From the Symbol Edit panel, you canceled the 
changes made to this symbol since It was last saved as 
part of the symbol set. 
System action: The Vector Symbol Editor is ready for 
more commands. 
User response: None required. Continue to edit this 
symbol, edit another one, or return to the Set and Symbol 

• Selection panel. 

ADM0700 E INVAUD PRINTER WIDTH, DEPTH, OR OFFSET 
Explanation: The printer width, depth, or offset specified In 
the chart control parameter of the CHART call Is not 
correct. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value and call 
the ICU again. For the correct range of values, refer to the 
description of the CHART call in the GDDM-PGF 
Programming Reference manual. 
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ADM0701 E FIRST DATA GROUP DOES NOT HAVE 3 VALUES 
FOR VENN DIAGRAM 

Explanation: The data for a Venn diagram is taken as the 
first three y values of the first selected data group. This 
message Indicates that there are fewer than three values 
present In this data group. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the first selected data 
group has at least three values, and check that the values 
are valid for a Venn diagram. Note that the third value 
must not be greater than either of the other two. 

ADM0702 S INVAUD PRIMARY DEVICE . 
Explanation: The ICU was called in an interactive manner, 
but the current GDDM primary device (which the utility uses 
to communicate with the operator) has no input capability. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Replace the current primary device 
with one capable of supporting Input, and try again. 

ADM0703 E NUMBER OF DATA GROUPS (==n) IS INVAUD 
Explanation: The number of data groups specified in the 
chart control parameter of the CHART call is not valid: n is 
the value in error. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Speclly a valid number of dRla 

. groups. For the correct range of values, refer to the 
description of the CHART call in the GDDM-PGF 
Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0704 S SCREEN IS TOO SMALL (n1 BY n2 REQUIRED) 
Explanation: The ICU requires a screen of at least n1 rows 
by n2 columns to show panels. 
System acllon: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Use another display device that 
satisfies the screen size reqUirement. 

ADM0705 E {KEYILABELIHEADING} LENGTH (=n) IS 
INVAUD 

Explanation: The indicated length n In the chart control 
parameter of the CHART call Is not valid. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Substitute a correct length 
parameter. For the correct range of values, refer to the 
description of the CHART call in the GDDM-PGF 
Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0706 E 'a' (==n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The Indicated value n of the chart control 
parameter a of a CHART call or of the CSSICU parameter a 
Is not valid. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Substitute a valid parameter value. 
For the correct range of values, refer to the description of 
the CHART call or the CSSICU call In the GDDM-PGF 
Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0707 E NUMBER OF COPIES FOR PRINT (=n) IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: The number of copies n specified for a chart 
print operation in the chart control parameter of the CHART 
call is not valid. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Substitute a valid value for the 
number of copies: the valid range is 1 through 99. 



ADM0708 E MISSING X VALUES NOT ALLOWED IN 'FREE' 
DATA 

ExplanaUon: You either entered a missing value Into a 
column of x values In the ICU, or your application program 
data passed missing values (represented by the number 
1.0E72). Neither Is allowed for "free" data. 
System acDon: The position of the missing value Is 
Indicated by a period (0) which Is displayed In red on color 
terminals. 
Programmer response: In the ICU, enter a number to 
replace the missing value (see message ADM1007), or, In 
your application program's data, specify numbers that do 
not represent missing values. 

ADM0709 E ELEMENT n1 OF 'DATA CONTROL' (=n2) IS 
INVAUD 

Explanation: Element n1 of the data control parameter of 
the CHART call has the value n2, and Is not valid. 
System acDon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Substitute a valid value at the 
appropriate point In the array. For the correct range of 
values, refer to the description of the CHART call In the 
GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0711 E CHART {DATAIFORMAT} 'a' HAS INVAUD 
CONTENTS 

ExplanaUon: In a load operation, the chart data or chart 
format with the name a was checked and found to be not 
acceptable. It Is assumed that the contents were corrupted. 
Another possibility Is that a chart data file may have been 
processed by subsystem-dependent means (for example, 
by renaming) so as to be read as a chart format file, or 
conversely, a chart format file may have been read as a 
chart data file. 
System action: The named file Is not loaded. If the failing 
operation was to load chart data, all current chart data Is 
deleted. If the failing operation was to load chart format, 
the current chart format is set to the default format (as If an 
asterisk (*) had been specified for the format name). 
Programmer response: Try to return the named object to 
an uncorrupted status (outside the ICU environment) and 
call the ICU again. 

ADM0712 E CANNOT {LOADIDISPLAVIPRINT} 
KANJIIHANGEUL CHART {FORMATIDATAIFORMAT 
AND DATA} 'a' 

Explanation: An attempt was made to use a chart format or 
data file containing mixed Latin and KanjllHangeul text 
strings. Your system does not support mixed latin and 
KanjllHangeul text strings. 
System action: The prlnt,dlsplay, or load operation Is 
abandoned. 
Programmer response: Upgrade your system (by asking 
your systems programmer to Include KanjllHangeul support 
tn the current GDDM external defaults) so that mixed latin 
and KanjllHangeul text strings are supported, or transfer 
your chart format and data files to another system that 
does support KanjllHangeul. 

ADM0708 - ADM0718 

ADM0713 E CHART {DATAl FORMAT} CANNOT BE SAVED 
WITH NAME '.' 

Explanation: An asterisk (*) cannot be used as a name In 
any save operation. However, It can be used In a load 
operation to delete all data, or to restore the default format. 
System action: The save operation Is not performed. 
Programmer response: Enter a valid name for the required 
save operation. 

ADM0714 E TOO MUCH DATA TO {SAVEIPRINTIDISPLAV} 
Explanation: A limit of 32K bytes Is enforced on the 
amount of storage that can be obtained with a single 
storage request. If the save, print, or display operation 
requested needs more contiguous storage than this limit for 
processing chart data, the operation cannot be performed. 
System action: The operation (save, print, or display) Is 
not performed. 
Programmer response: Reduce the amount of data 
involved, either by group cir value deletion, or by group 
exclusion. 

ADM0716 E INVAUD {PRINTIGRAPHIC DATA FORMAT 
(GDF)} DESTINATION NAME 

Explanation: A print (DISPLAY=4) or save GDF 
(DISPLAY=9) operation was requested, but the destination 
name is not valid. 

o For a CHART call, the destination name Is the 
DESTNAME field In the chart-control parameter 

• For a CSSICU call, the destination name Is set by 
CSCHA type 3. 

System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify the destination name 
again, to define a valid printer or GDF object name. 

ADM0717 E PRINT NAME IS '·OPEN' BUT NO ALTERNATE 
DEVICE IS IN USE 

Explanation: The printer name (set by the chart-control 
parameter DESTNAME for a CHART call, or by a CSCHA 
type 3 for a CSSICU call) contains *OPEN. This indicates 
that the current open alternate device provided by the 
calling program is to be used for printing by the ICU, but no 
alternate device was In use when the CHART call or 
CSSICU call Issued. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that an alternate device Is 
open (by means of the DSOPEN call) and In use (by means 
of the DSUSE call) when the CHART call or CSSICU call is 
Issued. . 

ADM0718 E NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The number of elements for each group 
specified In the chart control parameter of the CHART call 
Is not valid; n Is the value in error. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a valid number of 
elements. For the correct range of values, refer to the 
description of the CHART call In the GDDM-PGF 
Programming Reference manual. 
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ADM0719 - ADM0733 

ADM0719 E PRINT UNITS (=n) IS INVALID 
explanation: The indicated value n of the chart control 
parameter PRTUNIT of a CHART call is not valid. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a valid parameter value. 
For the correct range of values, refer to the description of 
the CHART call In the GDQM-PGF Programming Reference 
manual. 

ADM0720 E CHART IDENTIFIER (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The chart Identifier Is not valid: n Is the value 
In error. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a valid chart Identifier. 
Chart Identifiers must be positive (nonzero). Exceptionally, 
a chart Identiner of "-1" can be specified for CSCDEL to 
request deletion of a directory list built by CSDIR. 

ADM0721 E CHART WITH IDENTIFIER n DOES NOT EXIST 
explanation: No chart with the identifier n exists. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify the Identifier of an existing 
chart, as created by CSCCRT. 

ADM0722 E CHART WITH IDENTIFIER n ALREADY EXISTS 
ExplanatIon: CSCCRT was Issued to create a new chart, 
but there Is already a chart In existence with the identifier n 
that It specified. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify an unused Identifier; 
CSQUID can be used to get a new unused identifier. 

ADM0723 E 'LEVEL' (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The level value specified on a CSCCRT call is 
invalid; n Is the value in error. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: The level value specified on a 
CSCCRT call must be 1. 

ADM0724 E NO DIRECTORY LIST EXISTS 
explanation: CSQDIR was issued to query a directory list, 
but no directory list was built. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Before using CSQDIR, use CSDIR 
to build a directory liSt. 

ADM0725 E 'TYPE' (=t) IS INVALID 
explanation: The type value specified Is Invalid; t is the 
value in error. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct type value. For 
the correct ranges of values, see the description of the call 
In use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0728 E 'MODE' (=n) IS INVALID 
explanation: The mode value specified Is Invalid; n Is the 
value In error. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct mode value. For 
the correct ranges of values, see the description of the call 
In use In the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 
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ADM0727 E 'COUNT' (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The count value specified is invalid: n Is the 
value in error. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct count value. For 
the correct ranges of values, see the description of the call 
in use In the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0728 E FOR TYPE t, ELEMENT n1 OF 'VALUES' (=n2) IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: The value of an element of the "values" array 
Is invalid for the type t of the call being used; n1 and n2 are 
the element number and Its value respectively. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct value. For the 
correct ranges of values, see the description of the call In 
use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0729 E FOR TYPE t, 'START' (=n1) PLUS 'COUNT' 
(= n2) IS TOO LARGE 

Explanation: The sum of the start and count values Is such 
that elements outside the allowable range for type t of the 
call would be referenced; n1 and n2 are the values of start 
and count respectively. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify correct values. For the 
correct ranges of values, see the description of the call in 
use In the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0730 E FOR TYPE t, ELEMENT n1 OF 'CONTROL' (=n2) 
IS INVALID 

explanation: The value of an element of the "control" 
array Is Invalid for the type t of the call being used; n1 and 
n2 are the element number and its value respectively. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct value. For the 
correct ranges of values, see the description of the call in 
use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0731 E FOR TYPE t, ELEMENT n1 OF 'VALUES' (=n2) IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: The value of an element of the "values" array 
Is invalid for the type t of the call being used: n1 and n2 are 
the element number and its value respectively. 
System action: The callis Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct value. For the 
correct ranges of values, see the description of the call in 
use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0732 E FOR TYPE t, 'LENGTH'(=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The length value Is Invalid for the type t of 
the call being used; n is the value in error. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct length value. For 
the correct ranges of values, see the description of the call 
In use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0733 E 'LENGTH' (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The length value specified is Invalid; n is the 
value In error. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct length value. For 
the correct ranges of values, see the description of the call 
In use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 



ADM0734 E 'COMPONENT' (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The component number specified is invalid: n 
is the number in error. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct component 
number. For the correct ranges of values, see the 
description of the cali in use in the GDDM-PGF 
Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0735 E 'COMPONENTS' (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The number of components specified is 
invalid; n is the number In error. 
System action: The cali Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct number of 
components. For the correct ranges of values, see the 
description of the cali in use In the GDDM-PGF 
Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0736 E FOR TYPE t, NO INSTANCE EXISTS 
Explanation: The type t of the call being used refers to an 
Item (such as notes or subcharts) which has instances, but 
there are no instances of the Item that currently exist. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Use the CSNUM call to create 
Instances of the item required. 

ADM0737 E FOR MODE n, 'TVPE' (=t) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The type value is invalid for the mode n of the 
cali being used: t is the value in error. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct type value. For 
the correct ranges of values, see the description of the call 
in use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0738 E FOR TYPE t, 'VALUE' (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The value parameter is invalid for the type t 
of the call being used: n is the value in error. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct value. For the 
correct ranges of values, see the description of the call In 
use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0739 E ELEMENT n1 OF 'VALUES' (=02) IS INVALID 
explanation: The value of an element of the "values" array 
Is Invalid; n1 and 02 are the element number and Its value 
respectively. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct value. For the 
correct ranges of values, see the description of the call in 
use In the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0740 E FOR TYPE t, 'COUNT' (=n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The count value specified Is Invalid for the 
type t of the call being used; n Is the value In error. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct count value. For 
the correct ranges of values, see the description of the cali 
In use In the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0734 - ADM0753 

ADM0741 E FOR TYPE t, 'START' (==n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: The start value is invalid for the type t of the 
call being used: n Is the value In error. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct start value. For 
the correct ranges of values, see the description of the call 
in use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0742 E ELEMENT n OF 'VALUES' (='MISSING') IS 
INVALID 

ElCplanatlon: The value of an element of the "values" array 
Is Invalid; n Is the element number and Its value is the 
special value meaning "missing." 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a correct value. For the 
correct ranges of values, refer to the description of the cali 
In use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0743 E VALUE IS INVALID FOR THE MASTER CHART 
Explanation: The call being used sets values for a 
subchart, and the current subchart Is the master chart. One 
or more of the values being set by the call Is Invalid for use 
with the master chart. 
System action: The cali is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify the correct value. For the 
correct ranges of values, refer to the description of the cali 
In use in the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference manual. 

ADM0750 I ........... ERRORS DETECTED DURING PRINTING 
• .... ,.Uliut)T(,uutllt 

Explanation: This occurs In the output from the print utllltv 
if one or more errors are detected during printing. It is 
used as the header for the error page, and subsequent 
messages describe the ~ind of errors detected. 
System action: Processing continues. 
Programmer response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 

ADM0751 E UNABLE TO PRINT ERROR MESSAGES 
Explanation: The printer utility could not create a page on 
which to print the error messages. 
System action: The utility stops without printing any error 
messages. 
Programmer response: Determine the cause of the error 
and run the utility again. 

ADM0752 I PAGE n 
Explanation: This occurs in the output from the print utility 
when one or more errors are detected during printing. It 
Indicates the page number n of the output on which an 
error was detected, and Is printed at the start of the line 
containing the relevant error message. 
System action: ProceSSing continues. 
Programmer response: None required; the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM0753 I .. FURTHER MESSAGES SUPPRESSED 
Explanation: This occurs in the output from the print utility 
when there are more messages Issued than can fit on one 
page. 
System action: Processing continues without printing any 
more error messages. 
Programmer response: Resolve the errors that have been 
printed (by referring to the error number given in each 
message) and run the utility again. 
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ADM0754 - ADM0775 

ADM0754 E DEVICE a IS NOT A FAMILY-1 DEVICE 
explanation: The print utility requires a famlly-1 device to 
be specified for the output. In this Instance, the device that 
was specified (possibly caused by nickname processing) Is 
not a famlly-1 device. 
System action: Processing stops. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the output device for 
the print utility Is family 1. 

ADM0755 I PRINT UTIUTY 
explanation: This message Indicates that the print utility Is 
running. It occurs on the session devl~e when a plotter Is 
being used for the print utility output. 
System action: Processing continues. 
Programmer response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM0758 I PLOTTING ENDED. PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE 
explanation: This message occurs on the session device 
when a plotter which does not have a sheet feed capability 
Is being used for the print utility output. It Indicates that the 
plotter output Is completed and any error messages have 
been displayed. 
System action: Processing walts until an Interrupt has 
been received from the session device. 
Programmer response: To continue, press ENTER when 
any error messages have been read. 

ADM0757 I PLOTTING STARTED. PRESS CLEAR TO CANCEL 
Explanation: This message occurs on the session device 
when a plotter Is being used for the print utility output. It 
Indicates that plotting has started. Any errors that occur 
during output appear after this message, at the end of 
plotting. 
System action: Processing continues. 
Programmer response: To cancel the output, press the 
CLEAR key. Otherwise, no action Is required. 

ADM0758 W UNES THAT ARE TOO WIDE FOR THE PAGE 
HAVE BEEN TRUNCATED 

Explanation: This message Is Issued by the print utility 
when printing a non-GDDM sequential file containing lines 
that are too wide to fit completely on the output page. 
System action: Lines are truncated from the right to fit on 
the page. 
Programmer response: Reduce the width of the lines in the 
file to be printed, or load wider paper Into the printer. 

ADM0760 E TOKEN 'a' NOT FOUND IN SYSTEM DEFINITION 
TABLE FOR FAMILY n 

Explanation: The device token a, given In the DSOPEN 
request, cannot be found In the GDDM 
device-characteristics tables. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: COrrect the DSOPEN call or add 
the required token to the device-characteristics tables as 
described In the GDDM Installation and System 
Management manual for the SUbsystem your program Is 
running under. 
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ADMono S TOO FEW PCBS. TRANSACTION INCORRECTLY 
DERNED 

Explanation: Under IMSNS, the PSB (program 
specification bloek) for the GDDM !)tlllty transaction Is 
wrongly specified; there were not enough PCBs (program 
communication blocks) defined. 
System action: The transaction Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the PSB definition and run 
the transaction again. 

ADMon1 S REQUESTED UTiUTY IS NOT KNOWN 
Explanation: Under IMSNS, the first parameter of the 
GDDM utility transaction cail does not match any of the 
valid utilities defined by the current GDDM external 
defaults. 
System action: The transaction Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the names defined for the 
utilities and run the transaction again. 

ADM0772 S THERE ARE ALREADY n USERS OF THIS 
PROGRAM. CONVERSATION TERMINATED 

Explanation: Under IMSNS, the number of active 
conversations processed by the GDDM utility transaction 
has reached n, the maXimum allowed as defined by the 
current GDDM external defaults. 
System action: The attempt to start a new conversation Is 
stopped. 
Programmer response: Walt for other users to end their 
conversations or redefine the maximum number of allowed 
conversations. 

Note: It Is possible that some conversations have been 
stopped without the transaction being aware of the 
fact, possibly because of a previous error. In these 
cases, the appropriate user should specify the EXIT 
command with the relevant transaction code to 
Inform the transaction that conversation has ended. 

ADMon3 S STATUS CODE n FROM a TO 110 PCB. 
CONVERSATION TERMINATED 

explanation: Under IMSNS, the attempt to retrieve the 
SPA or Input message from the Input/Output PCB by the 
GDDM Utility transaction failed with the status codea. 
System action: The current conversation Is stopped. 
Programmer r.esponse: Correct the error condition and run 
the transaction again. 

ADM0774 S UTILITY SESSION NO LONGER ACTIVE. 
CONVERSATION TERMINATED 

Explanation: Under IMSNS, an attempt Is being made to 
continue a conversation after the GDDM Utility transaction 
has been rescheduled. 
System action: The conversation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Issue the Invocation of the utility 
again, to start a new conversation. 

ADM0775 S UTIUTY HAS ABENDED. COMPLETION CODE 
SYSTEM X'xx' USER n 

Explanation: The utility processing the current 
conversation ended abnormally with either the Indicated 
system completion code X'xx', or with the user ABEND 
number n. 
System action: Any database changes during the current 
step of the conversation are backed out and the 
conversation Is stopped. 
Prograritmer response: If the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. For a list of manuals 



containing information on completion codes, see the 
Bibliography on page vii. 

ADMone S ATTACH FOR MODULE 'a' FAILS RC n. 
CONVERSATION TERMINATED 

Explanation: Under IMSNS, the GDDM utility scheduler 
requests a new subtask for each new conversation; the 
"attach" for this subtask failed. 
System action: The conversation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the error condition and run 
the transaction again. For a list of manuals containing 
Information on subsystem return codes, see the 
Bibliography on page vII. 

ADM0777 I n CONVERSATION(S) CANCELED 
Explanation: Under IMSNS, the GDDM Utility transaction 
was requested to complete n conversations that were 
stopped without it being aware of the fact. 
System action: The information for the conversations is 
discarded. 
Programmer response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM0801 U INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO CONTINUE 
explanation: The Image Symbol Editor needed more 
storage than had been provided. 
System action: The Image Symbol Editor is stopped. 
User response: Provide more storage and try again. 

ADM0802 U SCREEN I/O ERROR RETRY COUNT EXCEEDED 
explanation: InpuUOutput operations for the terminal 
produced errors, and repeated attempts to recover were 
not successful. 
System action: The Image Symbol Editor is stopped. 
User response: Try running the Image Symbol Editor on a 
different terminal. 

ADM0803 I SYMBOL SET SAVED 
Explanation: The symbol set was successfully saved on 
auxiliary storage. 
System action: The Image Symbol Editor Is ready for more 
commands. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM0804 E INVALID COMMAND 
Explanation: You entered an Invalid command on the 
command line of a panel. 
System action: The command remains In the command line 
for correction. 
User response: Press PF1113 for help on the commands 
that are valid for the panel, and correct the command. 

ADM080S E COMMAND UNDEFINED FOR THIS PANEL 
Explanation: The command you entered Is not valid for the 
panel you are using. (Some commands are not valid for all 
the panels.) 
System action: The command remains on the command 
line of the panel. 
User response: Press PF1/13 for help on the commands 
that are valid for the panel, and correct the command. 

ADM0776 - ADM0812 

ADM0806 I NEW SYMBOL SET 
Explanation: You specified a symbol set name that was not 
found on auxiliary storage. 
System action: The Image Symbol Editor creates a new 
symbol set with the specified name. 
User response: If you want a new symbol set, proceed. If 
not, specify the name of an existing symbol set. 

ADM0807 E ILLEGAL INTERRUPT 
Explanation: Either a light-pen Interrupt or a PA key 
Interrupt was received. 
System action: All changes made to the panel before the 
Interrupt are lost, and the panel is redisplayed as It 
appeared before the changes were made. 
User response: Enter the changes to the panel again. 

ADM0808 W DEFAULT CHARACTERISTICS HAVE BEEN 
APPLIED 

Explanation: You selected option 2 on the Step Selection 
panel (to edit the symbol set), and did not specify any 
symbol-set characteristics. 
System action: The characteristics used are the default 
characteristics for the terminal In use. 
User response: If you do not want to use the default 
characteristics for the terminal you are using, select option 
1 on the Step Selection panel and change the 
characteristics in the Symbol Set Characteristics panel. 

ADMOS09 E UNKNOWN OPTION 
explanation: On the Step Selection panel, you entered 
something other than a 1, 2, or 3 In the option field. 
System action: The Input Is Ignored. 
User response: Enter a 1, 2, or 3 In the option field. 

ADM0810 E SYMBOL SET NAME HAS NOT BEEN SPECIFIED 
explanation: You specified option 1 on the Step Selection 
panel before the name of a symbol set was present In the 
SYMBOL SET NAME field. 
System action: The Symbol Set Characteristics panel Is 
not displayed. 
User response: Specify the symbol set name, either as an 
input parameter to the Image Symbol Editor or by entering 
It on the Step Selection panel. 

ADM0811 E SYMBOL DIMENSION EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM 
explanation: One of the symbol cell dimensions you 
entered on the Symbol Set Characteristics panel Is greater 
than 255. 
System action: The error Is replaced by a highlighted 
asterisk (*), in red on color terminals. 
User response: Correct the Invalid value. 

ADM0812 E SYMBOL DIMENSION OF 0 IS ALLOWED FOR 
HYBRID FORMAT ONLY 

explanation: On the Symbol Set Characteristics panel, you 
. entered one of the symbol cell dimensions as zero and the 
cell format as 2 or 3. 
System action: The Symbol Set Characteristics panel Is 
displayed again. 
User response: Correct the symbol cell dimension to be 
consistent with the cell format or correct the cell format to 
1. 

Note: If you do correct the cell format to 1, see also the 
explanation of message ADM0819. 
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ADM0813 - ADM0825 

ADM0813 E STORAGE FORMAT IS NOT 1, 2, OR 3 
Explanation: The only valid values for the cell format on 
the Symbol Set Characteristics panel are 1, 2, or 3. 
System action: The error is replaced by a highlighted 
asterisk (*), in red on color terminals. 
User response: Correct the invalid value. 

ADM0814 E HEX CODE MUST BE IN RANGE 41 THROUGH FE 
Explanation: You entered a hexadecimal code that was 
outside the range X' 41 ' through X' FE' . 
System action: The error is replaced by a highlighted 
asterisk (*), in red on color terminals. 
User response: Correct the invalid value. 

ADM0815 E RESPONSE MUST BE YES OR NO 
Explanation: On the Symbol Set Characteristics panel, 
some fields accept only YES or NO as entries. 
System action: The error is replaced by a highlighted 
asterisk (*), in red on color terminals. 
User response: Correct the entry. 

ADM0816 E lCID MUST BE 00 OR IN RANGE 41 THROUGH 
FE 

Explanation: The local character set identifier (LCID) you 
entered on the Symbol Set Characteristics panel was not 
00, or was not in the hexadecimal range X'41' through 
X'FE'. 
System action: The error is replaced by a highlighted 
asterisk (*), in red on color terminals. 
User response: Enter a valid LCID. 

ADM0817 W SYMBOL JUST SAVED VIOLATES 
AlL-POINTS-US'ABlE RESTRICTIONS 

Explanation: A symbol Intended for use on a printer was 
constructed or edited In a way that broke the rules about 
display-point usage. 
System action: The symbol is saved. 
User response: None required; however, unless the 
symbol is modified to conform to the restrictions, two-pass 
printing is needed when using the symbol. 

ADM0818 E All POINTS USABLE = NO IS ONLY VALID FOR 
10 BY 8 SYMBOLS 

Explanation: On the Symbol Set Characteristics panel, you 
specified.a symbol size other than 10 by 8, but the entry for 
ALL POINTS USABLE was NO. 
System action: The Symbol Set Characteristics panel is 
displayed again. 
User response: Correct the ALL POINTS USABLE entry to 
YES, or the symbol size to 10 by 8. 

ADM0819 E INVALID WIDTH OR HEIGHT FOR CEll FORMAT 
1 

Explanation: On the Symbol Set Characteristics panel, you 
entered a symbol cell dimension that Is wrong for the 
specified cell format. If either dimension is 0 then the other 
dimension must also be O. otherwise, the width must have 
a value In the range 1 through 9 and the height must have a 
value in the range 1 through 16. 
System action: The Symbol Set Characteristics panel 
remains displayed. 
User response: Change the cell format, or change the 
symbol cell width or height. 
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ADM0820 E INVALID COMMAND FOR PF KEY SETTING 
Explanation: You entered a PFK COMMAND with an 
operand that was not valid. 
System action: The command is ignored. 
User response: Correct the command and enter it again. 

ADM0821 W SYMBOL SET VIOLATES ALL-POINTS-USABLE 
RESTRICTIONS 

Explanation: You specified a 10 by 8 symbol set as ALL 
POINTS USABLE=NO, but one or more symbols break the 
rules about display-point usage. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: however, unless the 
symbol is modified to conform to the restrictions, two-pass 
printing is needed when using the symbol. 

ADM0822 W SYMBOL DISPLAY POINTS LOST 
Explanation: In a shifting operation, you moved some 
on-points out of the symbol definition grid. This message Is 
also issued when cell dimensions are reduced, and 
on-points are dropped. 
System action: None. 
User response: If the lost points are reqUired, recall and 
correct the affected symbol(s). 

ADM0823 E SYMBOL SET CANNOT BE LOADED INTO A PS 
STORE 

Explanation: The symbol set being edited could not be 
loaded into a PS store in the terminal. This could be 
because: 

• There is no spare PS store available, or 
• The symbol set has been corrupted. 

Consequently, the symbols cannot be viewed life-size, 
either on the Symbol Selection panel or In the "test area" 
of the Symbol Definition panel. 
System action: if the Symbol Definition panel contained a 
reference symbol, it is lost, and the REF command must be 
Issued again to replace it. 
User response: If you are in the Symbol Selection panel, 
avoid using PF6118, which requests display of the symbol 
set being edited. If you are In the Symbol Definition panel, 
avoid using the TEST command. 

ADM0824 W SYMBOL SET CHARACTERISTICS DO NOT 
MAT.CH DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

Explanation: The characteristics of the symbol set do not 
match those of the terminal. This can be because the 
device has a cell size that Is Incompatible with the symbol 
set size, or because the device cannot have symbol sets 
loaded into it. 
System action: None. However, note that the symbols 
cannot be displayed in the Symbol Selection panel. If you 
press PF6/18, question marks (?) are displayed in the 
character codes that contain symbols. 
User response: None. 

ADM0825 E SYMBOL SET CANNOT BE LOADED INTO GDDM 
Explanation: The symbol set being edited could not be 
loaded Into a PS store in the terminal. This could be
because: 

• There is no spare PS store available, or 
• The symbol set has been corrupted, or 
• You issued the TEST ON command and the symbol set 

could not be loaded. 
System action: The TEST ON command Is ignored. 
User response: Continue editing. 



ADM0828 I NO MORE HELP TEXT IN THIS DIRECTION 
Explanation: A scrolling operation on a help panel reached 
the limit of the text In the direction specified. 
System action: None. 
User response: Scroll In another direction. 

ADM0827 E UNSUPPORTED SYMBOL SET SLICE TYPE 
Explanation: You tried to edit a symbol set that was not 
created under the Image Symbol Editor. The symbol set 
has a cell format (slice type) that Is not supported by the 
editor. The symbol set supports only three cell formats: 
HYBRID, COLUMN, or ROW loading. 
For Information on the cell formats that you can use In the 
symbol set header, see the description of the Image symbol 
set format in the GDDM Base Programming Reference, 
Volume 2. 
System action: The symbol set Is not loaded from 
secondary storage. 
User response: Specify a different symbol set. 

ADM0828 E CHARACTER STRING LONGER THAN 8 
CHARACTERS ON COMMAND LINE 

Explanation: You entered a character string that was not 
valid, on the command line. 
System action: The Input Is Ignored, and remains on the 
command line. 
User response: Enter a valid command. 

ADM0829 E SYMBOL SET SPECIFIED ALREADY EXISTS 
Explanation: You cannot rename the existing symbol set 
with the name you specified, because a symbol set with 
that name already exists. 
System action: None. 
User response: Specify a different symbol set name. 

ADM0830 E TOO MANY OPERANDS 
Explanation: The syntax of the command you entered was 
not valid. More arguments were present than were 
expected In the context. 
System action: The command Is Ignored, and remains on 
the command line. 
User response: Use the help panel on the command to 
determine the correct command syntax. Correct or remove 
the extra operand(s). 

ADM0831 E INVALID OPERAND 
Explanation: You entered a command operand that Is not 
valid for the command. 
System action: The command Is Ignored, and remains on 
the command line. 
User response: Use the help panel on the command to find 
out the correct command syntax. Correct the Invalid 
operand. 

ADM0832 E OPERAND MISSING 
Explanation: Some commands require an operand. 
System action: The command Is Ignored, and remains on 
the command line. 
User response: Use the help panel on the command to 
determine the correct command syntax. Add the missing 
operand. 
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ADMOB33 E SYMBOL SET TOO LARGE 
Explanallon: You entered a set of symbol-set 
specifications, all of which may be valid values on the 
Symbol Set Characteristics panel. When you Issued the 
END command, the length of the symbol set you defined 
was checked and found to exceed 32K bytes. 
System action: The symbol set remains undefined. 
User response: Define the symbol set again, reducing the 
cell dimensions or the hexadecimal code range, so that less 
storage is required. 

ADM0834 E FIRST HEX CODE IS GREATER THAN LAST HEX 
CODE 

Explanation: In the hexadecimal range, the starting 
hexadecimal code must not exceed the last hexadecimal 
code. 
System action: The Symbol Set Characteristics panel is 
displayed again. 
User response: Correct either the first or last hexadecimal 
code. 

ADM0835 W UNDEFINED PF KEY 
Explanation: You pressed a PF key that was not defined. 
System acllon: The PF key fUnction Is ignored. 
User response: Check the PF key assignment for the panel 
and use one that is defined. 

ADM0836 W END FAILED. OUTSTANDING ERROR EXISTS 
Explanation: You issued the END command from the 
Symbol Set Characteristics panel while an error comJilion 
eXisted, Indicated by a highlighted aslerlsk (*), In red on 
color terminals. 
System action: The END command Is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the error and enter the END 
command. 

ADM0837 E PS STORE NUMBER MUST BE 0 OR tN RANGE 2 
THROUGH 7 

explanation: The entry for PS store must be zero (If the 
symbol-set store Is not specified) or In the range 2 through 
7. 
System acllon: The error Is replaced by a highlighted 
asterisk (*), In red on color terminals. 
User response: Enter a valid value. 

ADM0838 E SELECTED SYMBOL IS OUT OF THE RANGE OF 
THIS SET 

Explanation: On the Symbol Definition panel, you tried to 
select a symbol whose character code Is outside the range 
defined In the symbol set characteristics. 
System action: The symbol Is not selected. 
User response: Select a symbol within the range. 

ADM0839 E THERE IS NO REFERENCE SYMBOL 
explanation: You used the REF command with one of the 
qualifiers MERGE, OVERLAY, RECALL, SET, or SWAP, but 
you had not previously.lssued REF ON. 
System action: None. 
User response: Use the REF ON command before the REF 
MERGE, REF OVERLAY, REF RECALL, REF SET, or REF 
SWAP commands. 
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ADM0840 E INVALID CHARACTER ENTERED 
Explanation: You entered a character that was not valid, In 
a field. The usual cause for this message appearing is 
entering a letter Into a field where a numeric value Is 
expected. 
System action: None. 
User response: Correct the Invalid character. 

ADM0841 I EDGE OF SYMBOL 
Explanation: A scrOlling operation on a symbol reached the 
edge of the symbol definition grid. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM0842 E INVALID CURSOR POSITION 
explanation: On the Symbol Definition panel, the cursor 
was not In an Input field in the symbol definition grid when 
you Issued the CURSOR command with the LEFT, RIGHT, 
UP, or DOWN operand. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a valid display point In 
the symbol definition grid. 

ADM0843 E -REQUESTED CURSOR MOTION IS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to move the cursor (using the 
COMPASS PF keys) vertically or horizontally so that It 
would be outside the symbol definition grid. 
System action: The cursor remains at the edge of the 
symbol definition grid. 
User response: Move the cursor In another direction. 

ADM0844 E SYMBOL IS MONOCHROME 
explanation: You tried to define the color of a symbol for a 
set specified as monochrome In the symbol-set 
characteristics. 
System action: The color-setting operation Is Ignored. 
User response: If you want a multlcolor symbol set, 
change the symbol-set characteristics. If not, continue 
without changing the color specification. 

ADM0845 E CHARACTER AND HEX RELDS REQUEST 
DIFFERENT SYMBOLS 

explanation: On the Symbol Definition panel, If both the 
CHAR and HEX fields are changed, they must represent the 
same symbol. 
System action: The entries are Ignored. 
User response: Change one of the fields as necessary. 

ADM0846 I OBJECT DECK CREATED 
Explanation: A symbol set In object deck format was 
successfully saved on auxiliary storage. 
System action: The entries are Ignored. 
User response: None required; the message Is lor 
Information only. 

ADM0848 E THE REQUESTED SYMBOL SET IS NOT AN ISS 
explanation: Only Image symbol sets (ISSs), containing 
dot-matrix symbols, can be edited by the Image Symbol 
Editor. Vector symbol sets used by GDDM cannot; they 
must be handled by the Vector Symbol Editor of 
GDDM-PGF. 
System action: The requested symbol set Is not retrieved. 
User response: Specify a new Image symbol set name or 
an existing Image symbol set name. 
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ADM0849 ETtiE FIRST SYMBOL IN THE REQUESTED SET IS 
NOT FROM 41 TO FE .. 

Explanation: All symbol sets handled by the Image Symbol 
Editor must contain only symbols whose hexadecimal codes 
are In the range X '41 ' through X' FE' . 
System action: The requested symbol set Is not retrieved. 
User response: Specify a correct symbol set. 

ADM0850 I SCROLLING: BACK n1, FORWARD n2, LEFT 113, 
RIGHTn4 

Explanation: You issued the SCROLL command without an 
operand. The values In n1, 02, 113, and n4 are the current 
settings for the four scrolling commands. 
System action: None. 
User response: None, unless the scrolling unit values are 
to be changed. If so, Issue the SCROLL command with the 
appropr!ate operand. 

ADM0851 E SYMBOLS WITH ON POINTS HAVE BEEN LOST 
Explanation: In the Symbol Set Characterlstlos panel, you 
reduced the range of hexadecimal codes. Symbols that are 
no longer in the range have been deleted. 
System action: The range 01 hexadecimal codes is 
changed as specified. 
User response: None. 

ADM08S2 E CURSOR IS NOT ON A NULL PEL POSITION 
explanation: You positioned the cursor within the grid lor 
an INFILL operation but the position Is not on a null pel 
(pixel). 
System action: The INFILL command Is displayed again. 
User response: Move the cursor to a null pel and press 
ENTER. 

ADM0853 E CURSOR IS NOT ON A PEL POSITION 
Explanation: You did not position the cursor on a pel 
(pixel) In the grid for an INFILL operation (the cursor may 
be between two pelS). 
System action: The INFILL command Is displayed again. 
User response: Move the cursor to a pel and press 
ENTER. 

ADM08S4 E PATTERN NUMBER NOT CONSISTENT WITH 
PATTERN NAME 

explanation: The PATT.ERN number you specified Is not In 
the range 1 through 16 for a standard pattern set or Is not 
greater than 64 for other pattern sets. 
System action: The pattern number Is Ignoled; the 
command Is displayed again. 
User response: Specify the correct pattern number for the 
set. 

ADM0855 E LAST FUNCTION NOT RETRACTABLE 
Explanation: You Issued the RETRACT command after a 
command that cannot be retracted, or else you did not 
Issue an INFILL command before the RETRACT command. 
Some commands (SCROLL, lor example) can be Issued 
after an INFILL command and a RETRACT command without 
Invalidating the RETRACT. 
System action: The command Is Ignored. 
User response: None. 



ADM0857 E PATTERN SET NOT FOUND 
Explanation: You Issued the PATTERN command and the 
specified pattern set cannot be found. Note that If you 
enter a pattern number that wrongly contains a non-decimal 
digit, this entry Is assumed to be a pattern-set name. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Enter the command again, with a correct 
pattern-set name. 

ADM0858 E INVAUD PATTERN SET NAME OR LOADING 
ERROR 

Explanation: You entered a pattern-set name that has 
Invalid syntax or Is not loadable as an Image symbol set 
pattern set. 
System acHon: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Enter the command again, with a correct 
pattern-set name. 

ADM0859 E PATTERN NOT IN PATTERN SET OR GREATER 
THAN 254 

Explanation: The pattern you specified Is not In the current 
pattern set, or the number given Is greater than 254. 
Svstem aelion: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Enter the command again, with a correct 
pattern-set number. 

ADM0860 S DEVICE IS NOT AN INTERACTIVE DISPLAY OR 
SCREEN SIZE IS TOO SMALL 

Explanation: This message Is passed back to the calier of 
the Image Symbol Editor when the current device Is not an 
Interactive display device or when the screen size Is not at 
least 24 rows by 80 columns. 
Note that the normal mode of an IMS transaction does not 
provide an Interactive session with the Initiating device, and 
thus the Image Symbol Editor cannot be called directly as 
an IMS transaction. 
Also note that the Image Symbol Editor menu panels 
require a screen size of at least 24 by 80 to be displayed. 
System action: The Image Symbol Editor Is stopped. 
User response: Run the program again, with the active 
device defined as an Interactive display device or If the 
screen size Is not at least 24 by 80, redefine the screen to 
at least 24 by 80. 

ADM0881 E CURRENT DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT THE 
TEST COMMAND 

Explanation: You Issued the TEST ON command from a 
terminal that does not support PS. This means that the 
life-size version of the Image cannot be displayed. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Use the Image Symbol Editor from a 
terminal that does support PS. 

ADM0882 E SYMBOL SET HAS NOT BEEN DEFINED YET 
Explanation: on the Step Selection panel, you entered a 
SAVE command or selected option 3 for a new symbol set. 
At this stage, you have not yet defined the symbol set 
characteristics. 
System action: The command Is rejected. 
User response: Specify the symbol set characteristics 
either by selecting option 1, or else by selecting option 2 
and using the default characteristics of your terminal. 
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ADM0872 W SCREEN SIZE TOO SMALL FOR USER CONTROL 
Explanation: User Control cannot be used with screen 
sizes less than 80 columns wide by 10 rows deep. 
System action: User Control Is disabled. 
Programmer response: Reconfigure your workstation for a 
larger screen size, or use a terminal with a larger screen 
size. . 

ADM0873 I IF AVAILABLE, PLEASE SELECT PCLK. 
OTHERWISE, PRESS 'ENTER' 

Explanation: A device Is being used that does not usualiy 
support host graphics. However, If the PCLK program Is 
available and selected, the device will support host 
graphics. 
System action: If PCLK GDDM application support Is 
started, the PC Is used as a graphic display device, and the 
host graphics can be displayed. If the ENTER key Is 
pressed Instead, the device is used as a non-graphic 
display device, and the host graphics are suppressed. 
User response: If you Intend displaying host·generated 
graphics on a PCLK-supported device, "hot-key" to the PC 
sesSion, and start PCLK GDDM application support. 
Otherwise, press ENTER. 

ADM0874 I PLEASE SELECT PCLK 
Explanation: PCLK Is waiting to display host-generated 
graphics. 
System acllon: None. 
User response: "Hot-key" to the PC session. The graphics 
are displayed If the PCLK program Is running on the PC, 
and PCLK GDDM application support Is started. 

ADMOB75 E UNABLE TO SEND FILE OR SYMBOL SET TO PC 
Explanation: An error occurred when GDDM was sending 
a file or symbol set to the PC. The PC may not be able to 
write the file or symbol set to PC disk, either because there 
is not enough PC disk space, or because the disk has a 
write-protect tab. 
System action: The file or symbol set Is not sent. 
User response: You may need to "hot-key" to the PC 
session to see If the PCLK program has issued an error 
message. If it has, look up the explanation and response. 
Otherwise, contact your system-support personnel. 

ADMOB76 E PC ERROR. REQUIRED PC FILE IS MISSING 
explanation: A file required by the PCLK program is not 
available on the PC. 
System action: The call in the application program that 
requires the file Is ignored. 
User response: Start your application program egaln. The 
missing flies are automatically downloaded to your PC. If 
the problem perSists, check the installation of the PC and 
the PCLK program. 

ADM0877 E PC SPOOLED OUTPUT TERMINATED 
Explanation: Spooled printer or plotter output was 
terminated because of Q PC disk error, or because the PC 
disk became full. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Check the condition of your PC disk. If 
necessary, release some space. Try the spool request 
again. 
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ADM0878 E PC PRINTING CANCELED 
Explanation: You have canceled an Immediate print by 
pressing the ESCAPE key on your host-connected PC. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. The printer and 
adaptor are reset. 
User response: Before printing again, check that the paper 
Is correctly aligned to the top of a page. 

ADM0879 E PC FILE TRANSFER CANCELED 
Explanation: You have canceled a file transfer by pressing 
the ESCAPE key on your host-connected PC. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
User response: None required. 

ADM0880 W PITCH n1 NOT SUPPORTED FOR THE CURRENT 
DEVICE, CHANGED TO n2 

Explanation: The IPDSCPI procopt has specified a printing 
pitch of n1 which the target printer does not support. It was 
either specified with the DSOPEN call for the device or In a 
nickname file. GDDM will use a pitch of n2 Instead. 
System action: GDDM uses the substitute pitch and 
processing continues. 
Programmer response: None required. However, if the 
substitute pitch is not acceptable, change the value to a 
supported pitch and run the application again. 

ADMOSOO E IMAGE WIDTH IS TOO LARGE 
Explanation: -The maximum width of an image that can be 
constructed by this generator is 8 000 pixels. 
System action: The image generation process is stopped. 
Programmer response: Reduce the width of the graphics 
field or, If defaulted, the width of the containing page to 
ensure that the net Image width does not exceed 8 000 
pixels. 

ADM0901 S COLOR PATTERN SET IS NOT ACCEPTABLE 
Explanation: The pattern set named In the specified color 
table entry does not have suitable characteristics; it must 
be a monochrome Image character set having a cell size of 
32 by 32 pixels. 
System action: The image generation process Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM0902 W COLOR VALUE IS GREATER THAN TABLE 
RANGE 

Explanation: A color attribute value exceeds the number of 
entries In the color table In use. 
System action: The color attribute value remains 
unchanged. 
Programmer response: Correct the attribute value. 

ADM0904 E a ARE NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS DEVICE 
Explanation: The function specified is not suitable for this 
destination. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the program or Ignore, as 
appropriate. 
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ADM0906 W UNABLE TO WRITE SPILL FILE 
Explanation: An error occurred while trying to write a 
block to the spill file. 
System action: The image generation process is stopped. 
Programmer response: There are several possible causes 
of the error: 

• There may not be enough disk space. 
• The disk may be read-only. 
• There may be a write error on thp. tipvice or control 

unit. 
• The data set may be wrongly specified. 

If the cause is not obvious, consult your systems 
programmer. 

ADM0909 W NO GRAPHICS FIELD 
Explanation: There were no graphics calls between a 
DSUSE call for a family-4 device and a subsequent ASREAD 
or FSFRCE call. GDDM does not create a default graphics 
field for family-4 devices. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that your program contains 
graphics calls between the DSUSE and ASREAD or FSFRCE 
calls. 

ADM0911 W COMPOSED TEXT BLOCK OVERLAPS PAGE 
BOUNDARY. TEXT IGNORED 

Explanation: The origin (the top left-hand corner) of the 
composed text block is outside the page, the depth of the 
text block falls below the bottom of the page, or the width of 
the text block exceeds the right-hand page boundary. 
System action: The character string causing tile error Is 
Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the starling position and 
the content of the character string are correct in the 
GSCHAR call, and that the font you selected defines 
characters of the required size. 

ADM0912 E INVALID USE OF TRIPLE-PLANE SYMBOL SET 
Explanation: The use of triple-plane imftge symbol sets is 
not appropriate for family-4 devices. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the program or ignore. as 
appropriate. 

ADM0913 E ONLY ONE COLOR MASTER VALID WITH 
COMPOSITE DOCUMENT 

Explanation: The color masters table number specified in 
the processing option COLOR MAS requires more than one 
file to be produced. This Is incompatible with the 
requirements of Composite Document to produce only one 
output file. The color master number is defined in the color 
master table ADMDJCOL. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Change the COLORMAS 
processing option to specify a color master table number 
that produces only one file, or remove the COLORMAS 
processing option altogether, and then run your application 
program again. 



ADM0914 E PROCOPT CODE n1 VALUE n2 INVALID FOR 
COMPOSITE DOCUMENT 

. explanation: The processing options list on a DSOPEN call 
contains an option group for which code n1 was valid, but 
the group contained a data value n2 that was not valid for 
CompoSite Documents. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value or 
nickname and run your application program again. 

ADM0916 W PERFORMANCE MAY BE IMPROVED BY 
INCREASING STORAGE OR SWATHE COUNT 

Explanallon: There was not enough storage to process the 
picture In the number of swathes specified by the 
application. However, GDOM was able to complete 
processing by Increasing the number of swathes. It Is 
likely that GOOM had to reprocess at least one swathe of 
the picture. By Increasing the amount of storage available 
to GOOM or Increasing the number of swathes, It may be 
possible to avoid reprocessing and this may Improve the 
performance. 
System acllon: None. 
Programmer response: Increase either the amount of 
storage available to GDDM or the swathe count. These 
changes may Improve performance. 

ADM0920 E CLEAR KEY PRESSED. PLOTTING IS 
TERMINATED 

explanation: You pressed the CLEAR key for the GDDM 
session currently driving a plotter; this action stops the plot. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0921 E IEEE-488 NOT CONRGURED OR INSTALLED ON 
THE WORK STATION 

Explanallon: You tried to open a plotter on a workstation 
that has no IEEE-488 card Installed, or was not configured 
with IEEE-488. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the workstation has an 
IEEE-488 port Installed. Check the configuration of the 
workstation and ensure that IEEE-488 Is configured with the 
same devices and addresses that are attached to the 
IEEE-488 port. 

ADM0922 E IEEE-488 CHANNEL IS NOT ALLOCATED TO 
GDDM 

Explanation: You tried to use a plotter while the 
workstation's IEEE-488 port is not assigned to the GDDM 
session; It Is probably assigned to an application running In 
the PC session. 
System aCtion: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the other workstation 
sessions are not using a plotter or any other device on the 
IEEE-488 port. When you are sure that the IEEE-488 port Is 
free, run the GOOM application again. 

ADM0923 E PLOTTER IS INOPERATIVE, POSSIBLY 
SWITCHED OFF 

ExplanaUon: You tried to use a plotter that does not 
respond correctly to the data stream. This message Is 
Issued under the following Circumstances: 

• The plotter Is not connected, or else Is on the wrong 
IEEE-488 address. 

• The plotte~ Is switched off. 
• The device being used does not respond to the plotter 
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data stream with the correct responses; this can occur 
If two plotters are connected on the same IEEE·488 
address. 

• On the IBM 7371 or 7372 plotter, the pinch wheels are 
raised. 

• There Is no paper loaded. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the plotter Is swltcl1ed 
on, plugged Into the IEEE-488 port, and working correctly. 
Check that there is enough paper. 

ADM0950 W INPUT FIELD TRUNCATED 
Explanation: The operator Input for one or more fields In 
the mapped field's application data structure exceeded the 
size of the field. This message Is Issued on the first 
MSGET call for the mapped field after the Input Is received. 
This happens if: 

• The application data structure field was smaller than 
the corresponding field on the screen, or 

• The field Is the target of AID translation, and the 
translated values are larger than the application data 
structure field. 

System action: The Input data Is truncated to fit the field. 
Programmer response: Use the GDOM-IMO Application 
Data Structure Review frame (2.5) to Increase the size of 
the field, If required. 

ADM0951 W MIXED DATA NOW CONTAINS SOISI 
CHARACTERS 

Explanation: Mixed data using the OBCS character 
attribute has been entered into an sacs field when there Is 
an unprotected mixed field without 50/51 characters in the 
active window. 
System action: 50/51 characters are added to the Input 
data. If the result of the additions exceeds the length of the 
program field, the Input will be truncated and an 51 
character will be Inserted If necessary to keep 50/51 
pairing correct. 
Programmer response: To prevent any unwanted insertion 
01 50/51 characters, ensure mixed data Is Inserted into 
properly defined mixed fields. 

ADM0952 W CHARACTER n OF STRING HAS BEEN 
REPLACED BY SHIFT-IN CHARACTER 

explanation: Either a oacs subfleld In a mixed field was 
opened but was not closed by the end of Input data, or a 
OBCS subfleld contained an uneven number 01 bytes. 
System action: A shift-in character (X'OF') Is substituted 
for the character lollowing the last valid oacs character 
position; the Insertion is In either the next-to-Iast or last 
position 01 the sublleld. lilt Is in the next-to· last position 
then a blank character Is inserted In the last position. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0953 W LAST CHARACTER OF STRING WAS SHIFT-OUT 
AND HAS BEEN IGNORED 

explanation: The last character In a mixed-string Ileid was 
shlft-out (SO) and, thus, opened a oacs sublleld that could 
not be closed by the end 0' input data. 
Syslem action: The character Is ignored. 
Programmer response: None required. 
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ADM0954 W SHIFT ·IN CHARACTER IN SBCS SUBFIELD HAS 
BEEN REPLACED BY BLANK 

Explanation: A shift-In character (X'OF') was found in an 
secs subfleld while using mixed data. 
System action: The shift-In character Is replaced by a 
blank. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM0960 E PAGE DEPTH OR WIDTH IS LESS THAN-1 
Explanation: On an MSPCRT call, the depth and width can 
each be specified as: 
-1 the size is taken from the mapgroup definition. 

o the size Is taken from the device size. 
>0 the specified size is used. 
All other values are Invalid. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the page depth or width, 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0962 E MAPGROUP 'a' NOT FOUND 
Explanallon: The mapgroup specified In the call cannot be 
found. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the mapgroup was 
generated Into the appropriate library using GDDM-IMD. 

ADM0963 E OBJECT 'a' IS NOT A MAPGROUP 
explanation: The mapgroup specified In the callis not a 
validly generated mapgroup. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the mapgroup was 
generated Into the correct library using GDDM-IMD. 

ADM0964 S MAPGROUP 'a' IS CORRUPTED 
Explanation: An Integrity check failed when the named 
mapgroup was being Interpreted. This indicates that the 
mapgroup a was overwritten In storage, or that It was 
corrupted when It was read from auxiliary storage. 
System action: The operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Check your application program for 
wrong storage references, Ensure that the mapgroup was 
generated Into the correct library using GDDM-IMD. 

ADM0966 E PAGE n IS NOT MAPPED 
Explanation: The request Is valid only If the page was 
created with the MSPCRT call, and not the FSPCRT call. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Use the MSPCRT call to create the 
page instead of the FSPCRT call. 

ADM0967 W MAPGROUP 'a1' NOT FOUND. MAPGROUP 'a2' 
USED INSTEAD 

Explanation: The mapgroup a1 specified In the call cannot 
be found. Another mapgroup a2, with a different suffix, was 
used instead. 
System action: The request Is performed normally, but it 
uses another mapgroup. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the requested 
mapgroup was generated Into the correct library using 
GDDM-IMD. 
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ADM0968 E ALPHANUMERIC FIELD a1 AND MAPPED FIELD 
a2 OVERLAP 

. explanation: The position and size of alphanumeric field a1 
and mapped field a2 are such that they overlap. 
System action: The field definition for which the error was 
detected Is Ignored. For those calls that define multiple 
alphanumeric fields, any preceding field definitions are 
Implemented, but any subsequent field definitions are 
Ignored. 
Programmer response: Substitute correct definitions for all 
fields so that they do not overlap, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0969 E INVALID POSITION OF MAPPED FIELD n 
Explanation: An MSDFLD call tried to override the default 
position of a floating map, and the resulting row and column 
combination Is not valid (that Is, either "absolute and next" 
or "next and absolute"). 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the row and column values 
specified on the MSDFLD call and run your application 
program again. 

ADM0970 E MAP 'a1' IS NOT IN MAPGROUP 'a2' 
Explanation: The map a1 specified In the call Is not in the 
specified mapgroup a2. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the correct map and 
mapgroup are speCified and that the map is defined In the 
mapgroup. Also, ensure that the mapgroup was generated 
with GDDM·IMD. 

ADM0971 E ROW OR COLUMN IS LESS THAN ·1 OR TOO 
LARGE 

Explanation: On an MSDFLD call, the row and column can 
each be specified as: 
-1 the position Is taken from the map definition. 

o the mapped field Is to be deleted. 
>0 the specified position Is used; the maximum value Is 

32 000. 
All other values are Invalid. 
System aclion: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the row or column value, 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0972 E MAPPED AELD a1 OVERLAPS MAPPED FIELD a2 
Explanation: Mapped fields must not overlap each other. 
Their positions are determined In one of three ways: 

• Explicitly, using the GDDM-IMD Map Characteristics 
menu. 

• Explicitly, using the MSDFLD call. 
• Derived by the floating-map algorithm. 

The floating·map algorithm prevents floating maps 
overlapping other floating maps. It does not prevent 
floating maps overlapping expllcltly·posltloned maps If they 
are within the bounds of the floating area. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Position the maps so that they do 
not overlap. 

Note: You can find out whether a map fits without overlap 
by calling the GDDM function MSQFIT. 



ADM0973 E INSUFFICIENT SPACE LEFT IN FLOATING AREA 
FOR MAPPED FIELD a 

Explanation: An MSDFLD call tried to define mapped field 
a using a floating map, but there is not enough space left In 
the floating area for the map. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to create fewer floating maps on the page, and then run It 
again. 

Note: You can find out when the floating area Is full by 
calling the GDDM function MSQFIT. 

ADM0974 E MAP 'a' FLOATS HORIZONTALLY BUT 
VERTICALLY FLOATING MAPS USED 

Explanation: An MSDFLD call tried to define a mapped 
field using a map a, whose position Is defined as 
ROW=SAME. Floating maps were used that specify 
COLUMN=SAME. The floating-map algorithm does not 
support both types on the same page. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Do one of the following: 

• Change the maps to use the same type of floating. 
• Define the mapped fields on different pages. 
• Issue an FSPCLR call before changing floating-map 

algorithms. 

ADM0975 E MAP 'a' FLOATS VERTICALLY BUT 
HORIZONTALLY FLOATING MAPS USED 

Explanation: An MSDFLD call tried to define a mapped 
field using map a, whose position Is defined as 
COLUMN =SAME. Floating maps were used that specify 
ROW = SAME. The floating-map algorithm does not support 
both types on the same page. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Do one of the following: 

• Change the maps to use the same type of floating. 
• Define the mapped fields on different pages. 
• Issue an FSPCLR call before changing floating-map 

algorithms. 

ADM0976 E MAPPED FIELD a DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: The call specifies a mapped field a, that was 
riot defined. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the mapped field 
Identifier In the call matches that used In the MSDFLD call 
that defined the mapped field. 

ADM0977 E OPTION IS NOT IN RANGE 0 THROUGH 5 
Explanation: The option Is wrong: it must be one of: 
o The entire record Is replaced. 
1 Selected fields are replaced. 
2 Selected fields are replaced and modified mapped 

fields remain modified across the next InpuUOutput 
operation. 

3 Highlighting character attributes are updated. 
4 Color character attributes are updated. 
5 Symbol set character attributes are updated. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: COrrect the option value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0973 - ADM0981 

ADM0978 E MAPPED FIELD ID n IS NOT GREATER THAN 
ZERO 

Explanation: The identifier for a mapped field must be 
greater than zero. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the mapped field Identifier 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0979 E OPTION IS NOT 0, 3, 4, OR 5 
Explanation: The option Is wrong; It must be one of: 
o The character values of the application data area are to 

be returned. 
3 Highlighting character attributes are to be returned. 
4 Color character attributes are to be returned. 
5 Symbol set character attributes are to be returned. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the option value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM0980 E DATA LENGTH (n) IS SMALLER THAN LENGTH 
OF ADS (a) OF MAP 

Explanation: The call specifies a data length n, that is not 
conSistent with the length in the map definition. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that your application 
program specifies the length in bytes of the application data 
structure it is using. 
Ensure that the application data structure and the mapgroup 
definition are conSistent. 
Check whether the map definition was updated without both 
regenerating the mapgroup and including the updated 
application data structure In your application program and 
recompiling it. 

ADM0981 E type ATTRIBUTE SELECTOR FOR '{FIELD 
nllOOOOOCl)()()()()()(m)}, IS NOT BLANK, 1,2, OR 3 

Explanation: Field and attribute selectors (3270, 
HIGHLIGHTING, COLOR, SYMBOL SET, and VALIDATION, 
as indicated by type) can have one of these 
single-character values: 
(blank) Not selected: the associated field is empty. 
1 or 3 The aSSOCiated field has a value. 
2 The map-defined default value for the field Is to be 

used. 
System acllon: The operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Ensure that one of the defined 
values Is used. 
Ensure that your application data structure and the 
mapgroup definition are consistent. 
Check whether the map definition was updated without both 
regenerating the mapgroup and including the updated 
application data structure in your application program and 
recompiling It. 
If the message text specifies FIELD n, n is the number of 
the field. Fields are counted as they would appear on the 
screen, starting from the top left-hand corner, across the 
screen, and then down. Fields that would not be visible 
because of clipping or windowing are counted in their 
position as If the window extended Indefinitely. Fields that 
are not linked to any screen field come after all other fields. 
If the mapgroup was generated with the FIELD NAMES IN 
GENERATED MAPGROUP option, the field name (if there is 
one) is used In the message text, together with the 
subscript if it is an array element. 
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ADM0982 - ADM0985 

ADM0982 E CURSOR SELECTOR FOR' {FIELD 
nllOOOO()(llOOOO()(m»' IS NOT BLANK OR 1 

explanation: A cursor selector adjunct can have one of 
these single-character values: 
(blank) The cursor is not to be placed in the field. 
1 The cursor is to be piaced in the field. 
System action: The operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Ensure that one of the defined 
values is used. 
Ensure that your application data structure and the 
mapgroup definition are consistent. 
Check whether the map definition was updated without both 
regenerating the mapgroup and inciuding the updated 
application data structure in your application program and 
recompiling it. 
If the message text specifies RELD n, n is the number of 
the field. Fields are counted as they would appear on the 
screen, starting from the top left-hand corner, across the 
screen, and then down. Fields that would not be visible 
because of clipping or windowing are counted in their 
position as if the window extended indefinitely. Fields that 
are not linked to any screen field come after all other fields. 
If the mapgroup was generated with the FIELD NAMES IN 
GENERATED MAPGROUP option, the field name (if there is 
one) is used in the message text, together with the 
subscript if it is an array element. 

ADM0983 E type ATTRIBUTE FOR '{RELD 
nllOOOO()(llOOOO()(m», IS INVALID 

Explanation: Attribute values (HiGHLIGHT, COLOR, 
SYMBOL SET, and VALIDATiON, as indicated by type that 
are specified in attribute adjuncts must be as follows: 
Highlighting 
1 Blink 
2 Reverse video 
4 Underscore. 
Color 
1 Blue 
2 Red 
3 Magenta (pink) 
4 Green 
6 Cyan (turquoise) 
6 Yellow 
7 Neutral. 
Symbol set 
Any symbol set identifier (X'41 , through X'DF') that was 
loaded, either explicitly by your application program, or 
implicitly as requested in the mapgroup definition. A vaiue 
of X' F8' indicates a double-byte character string (DBCS, 
used for Kanji or Hangeul) field if it is supported by the 
device. 
Validation 
X'OO' No validation 
X'01' Trigger 
X'02' Mandatory enter 
X'04' Mandatory fill. 

These values can be logically ORed to give multiple 
settings. 

A blank value Is valid for any attribute type. In which case, 
the default value is used. 
System action: The operation is stopped. 
Programmer response: Ensure that one of the defined 
values is used. 
Ensure that the application data structure and the mapgroup 
definition are consistent. 
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Check whether the map definition was updated without both 
regenerating the mapgroup and Including the updated 
application data structure in your application program and 
recompiling It. 
If the message text specifies FIELD n, n Is the number of 
the field. Fields are counted as they would appear on the 
screen, starting from the top left-hand corner, across the 
screen, and then down. Fields that would not be visible 
because of clipping or windowing are counted In their 
position as if the window extended indefinitely. Fields that 
are not linked to any screen field come after all other fields. 
If the mapgroup was generated with the FIELD NAMES IN 
GENERATED MAPGROUP option, the field name (If there Is 
one) Is used in the message text, together with the 
subscript If it Is an array element. 

ADM0984 E CURSOR POSITION IS NEGATIVE OR TOO 
LARGE 

Explanation: The value specified for the cursor position 
must be zero or a positive integer. A zero places the 
cursor under the initial attribute of the field. A nonzero 
integer places the cursor within the field, or at the end If 
the value Is greater than the length of the field. The 
maximum value Is 32 000. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the cursor ')ositlon value, 
and run your application program again. 

ADM0985 E CHARACTER ATTRIBUTE AT POSITION a IN 
'(RELD nllOOOOCXllOOOOCX(m», IS INVALID 

explanation: Character attribute values must be as follows: 
Highlighting 
1 Blink 
2 Reverse video 
4 Underscore. 
Color 
1 Blue 
2 Red 
3 Magenta (pink) 
4 Green 
5 Cyan (turquoise) 
6 Yellow 
7 Neutral. 
Symbol set 
Any symbol set identifier (X'41' through X'DF') that was 
loaded, either explicitly by the program, or implicitly as 
requested In the mapgroup definition. 
A blank value Is valid for any attribute type. In which case, 
the default value Is used. 
System aclion: The operation Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Ensure that one of the defined 
values is used. 
Ensure that the application data structure and the mapgroup 
definition are conSistent. 
Check whether the map definition was updated without both 
regenerating the mapgroup and including the updated 
application data structure in your application program and 
recompiling It. 
If the message text specifies RELD n, n is the number of 
the fieid. Fields are counted as they would appear on the 
screen, starting from the top left-hand corner, across the 
screen, and then down. Fields that would not be visible 
because of clipping or windowing are counted in their 
position as if the window extended Indefinitely. Fields that 
are not linked to any screen field come after all other fields. 



If the mapgroup was generated with the FIELD NAMES IN 
GENERATED MAPGROUP option, the field name (If there is 
one) is used In the message text, together with the 
subscript If It Is an array element. 

ADM0990 W MAP·DEFINED GRAPHIC FIELD IS OUTSIDE 
PAGE 

EMplanatlon: An MSDFLD call defines a mapped field using 
a map definition that Includes a graphic area. The map is 
positioned so that the graphic area Is entirely outside the 
page. 
System action: The mapped field is defined but no graphic 
area Is created. 
Programmer response: Either correct the positioning of the 
map, or do not generate any graphics. 

ADM0991 W MAPPED FIELD a IS POSITIONED OUTSIDE THE 
PAGE 

EMplanation: The mapped field Is positioned so that it is 
entirely outside the page boundary. 
System action: The position Is accepted, but no part of the 
map can be seen by the operator. In all other respects the 
map behaves normally. 
Programmer response: Correct the position of the mapped 
field If necessary. 

ADM0992 I MAPPED FIELD a IS PARTIALLY OUTSIDE THE 
PAGE 

Explanation: The mapped field Is positioned so that part of 
It Is outside the page boundary. 
System action: The position Is accepted, but the parts of 
the map that are outSide the page boundary cannot be seen 
by the operator. Input fields that are only partially visible 
are protected. The extreme left and right columns of the 
map may be obscured by extra attribute bytes. In all other 
respects the map behaves normally. 
Programmer response: Correct the position of the mapped 
field If necessary. 

ADM0999 W GDDM·IMD REQUIRES FULL SCREEN. SOME 
DATA NOT SHOWN 

EMplanatlon: You tried to run GDDM-IMD In an operator 
window smaller than the screen. If GDDM-IMD is to be run 
In an operator window then the full screen must be used, 
otherwise some displayed data may not be shown. 
System action: The operation Is performed, but the 
dynamic parts of the GDDM-IMD panel are not displayed on 
the screen. 
Programmer response: Maximize the operator window to 
the size of the screen and try the operation again. 

ADM1000 E INVALID INTERRUPT. USE ONLY PF, CLEAR, OR 
ENTER KEYS 

Explanation: You pressed a key that must not be used in 
the ICU. 
System action: Some data may have been lost as a result 
of the wrong key being pressed. 
User response: If the data Is critical, display it again to 
ensure that nothing was lost. If anything was lost, enter it 
again. If nothing was lost, continue, but do not press this 
key again. 

ADM0990 - ADM1005 

ADM1001 E VALUE ENTERED IS INVALID. PLEASE ENTER A 
VALID NUMBER 

,Explanation: You entered a value that Is not recognized as 
a number within the allowed range of values, or If It was a 
data value, is too big for the ICU to handle. 
System action: The cursor Is positloried under the first 
invalid number on the screen that is highlighted (In red on 
color terminals). 
User response: Enter a correct value. The largest value 
that can be entered as data Is 7.2E75 approximately. The 
only way to deal with numbers like these is to scale them 
down for the ICU. 

ADM1002 E PLEASE ENTER 'YES' OR 'NO' 
Explanation: You entered something else where you 
should have typed YES or NO or an abbreviation of either 
of these. 
System action: The cursor is placed under the first Invalid 
character that is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: ' Enter either YES or NO as applicable. You 
can enter these in uppercase or lowercase and only the 
first letter need be typed. 

ADM1003 E COMMAND ARGUMENT IS TOO LARGE 
Explanation: You entered too large a number for the 
I (Insert) or R (Repeat) command. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid 
command that Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a valid number. Up to 32 entries are 
allowed on the Data Attributes panel while 999 entries are 
allowed on the other panels. 

ADM1004 E PLEASE ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER IN THE 
RANGE n1 THROUGH 112, OR ,,,. 

Explanation: You entered something that was not an 
asterisk (*), or else was a number that the ICU does not 
recognize as a valid whole number. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid data 
that Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a whole number In the range 
specified in the message, or an asterisk (*). (A whole 
number, or integer, Is a number with no decimal places, for 
example, 1, or 2,232, or 10456.) 
When entering the number as data, leave out any 
punctuation; for example, one million must be entered as 
1000000, not as 1 000 000, or 1,000,000. . 
When entering the number as a label, punctuation can be 
Included. 

ADM1005 E PLEASE ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER IN THE 
RANGE n1 THROUGH 112 

Explanation: You entered something that the ICU does not 
recognize as a valid whole number within the range 
allowed. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid 
number that Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a whole number in the range 
specified in the message. (A whole number, or integer, is a 
number with no decimal places, for example, 1, or 2, 232, or 
10456.) 
When entering the number as data, leave out any 
punctuation: for example, one million must be entered as 
1000000, not as 1 000000, or 1,000,000. 
When entering the number as a label, punctuation can be 
included. 
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ADM1006 - ADM1017 

ADM1006 E PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER IN THE RANGE n1 
THROUGH 02, OR '.' 

Explanation: You entered something that was not an 
asterisk (*) or else was a number that the ICU does not 
recognize as valid within the range allowed. A number can 
be a whole number, a fixed-point number, or floating-point 
number. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid Input 
that Is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter an asterisk (*) or a number within 
the range specified in the message. 

ADM1007 E PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER IN THE RANGE n1 
THROUGH 02 

Explanation: You entered something that the ICU does not 
recognize as a valid number within the range allowed. A 
number can be a whole number, a fixed-point number, or a 
fioatlng-point number. 
System action: The cursor is placed under the Invalid input 
that Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a number within the range specified 
in the message. 

ADM1008 I SAMPLE DATA PROVIDED 
Explanation: The current chart data (If any) was 
successfully replaced with sample data. 
System action: The sampie data is provided. 
User response: Continue editing: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM1009 E PFn DOES NOTHING 
explanation: You pressed a PF key n, that has no meaning 
at the moment. 
System action: Because It currently has no function, the 
PF keystroke Is Ignored. 
User response: Use only those PF keys that are listed on 
the bottom line of the menu (If the list is not displayed, 
press ENTER to show It). 
Some PF keys can only be used from some menus. For 
example, you cannot display your chart from the Print panel 
and PF3 and PF12 have no meaning In the Home panel. 
To exit from the ICU from the Home panel you must use 
PF9 or PF21. 

ADM1010 E ONL V ONE 'a' COMMAND IS ALLOWED 
Explanation: The command indicated cannot be entered on 
more than one command line. 
System action: The Invalid command is highlighted (In red 
on color terminals). 
User response: Remove one of the commands highlighted 
by overtyplng with blanks and then press ENTER to try 
again. 

ADM1011 E MARKER TYPE MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER, 0 
THROUGH 82 OR 65 THROUGH 254 

explanation: You entered a marker number outside the 
range allowed. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid 
number that is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a value in the valid range specified 
In the Help panel. 
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ADM1012 E LINE TYPE MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER IN THE 
RANGE n1 THROUGH 02 

Explanation: You entered a line type number outside the 
range given in the message. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid 
number that Is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a value in the range specified in the 
message. 

ADM1013 E COLOR MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER IN THE 
RANGE nl THROUGH n2 

explanation: You entered a color number outside the range 
given in the message. 
System action: 1 he cursor is placed under the invalid 
number that Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a value in the range specified in the 
message. 

ADM1014 E PATTERN MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER, 0 
THROUGH 16 OR 65 THROUGH 254 

Explanation: You entered a pattern number outside Ihe 
range allowed. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the invalid 
number that Is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a value in the valid range specified 
in the message. 

ADM1015 E COMMAND IS NOT LISTED. SEE HELP PANEL 
FOR A COMPLETE LIST 

Explanation: You entered something into a command line 
that the ICU cannot recognize as a command. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the line 
containing the invalid command that is highlighted (in red 
on color terminals). 
User response: Check that you spelled the command 
correctly, and that you used a command that Is correct for 
the menu. Some commands may be listed near the bottom 
of the menu. A full list Is present on the first Help panel, 
which can be displayed by pressing PF1. 

ADM1016 E INVALID COMMAND ON '''".' LINE 
Explanation: You entered something other than an I 
(Insert) or A (After) command on the *** line. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid data 
that is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Place the command on the correct 
command line. If you want to edit the values, the E 
command must go on the 001 line. The invalid command on 
the *** command line must be removed by overtyplng or 
by using the ERASE EOF key. 

ADM1017 W n NOTE(S) POSITIONED IN AXIS UNITS 
SUPPRESSED 

Explanation: The Indicated number of selected chart notes 
n was suppressed from the chart display because their 
positions are not specified wholly in character grid units. 
This situation can occur when there Is no data to be plotted, 
or for chart types that do not have axes (pie charts and 
Venn diagrams), and there Is therefore no axis grid on 
which notes can be positioned. It also occurs for tower 
charts, and table charts, on which notes with axis units are 
not allowed. 
System action: None. 
User response: Reposition those notes that have been 
suppressed so that their positions are specified wholly In 
character grid units (see panels 3 and 3.1). 



ADM1018 I SERIES SUCCESSFULL V FINISHED 
Explanation: This message appears when you are 
switching from "Series" mode; see the Print Help panel. It 
means that the output file Is completed, so that no more 
charts or GDF files can be added to it. 
System action: The file is now sent to the output device 
you requested. 

Note: Under VM/SP you, the user, have to send It to the 
device, outside the ICU. 

User response: Continue editing: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1019 E PLEASE ENTER THE NAME TO BE USED 
Explanation: You must supply a name for the items you 
want to load or save. 
System action: None. 
User response: Enter the name to be used; it must have 8 
or less characters and start with an alphabetic character. 
When you press ENTER, the name is changed to uppercase. 

ADM1020 E PLEASE ENTER THE PRINTERIPLOTTER NAME 
Explanation: You did not enter the prinler or plotter name. 
System action: None. 
User response: Find out the printer or plotter name and 
enter It. 
For most subsystems you must find out the Identifying 
name of the printer or plotter on which you are going to 
print your chart or GDF (Graphic Data Format) file. Some 
printers, and more particularly plotters, can have more than 
one name to allow different settings of particular setup 
options to be requested. Your local expert can tell you this 
Information, and also which subsystem you are using if you 
are in any doubt. 
For a queued printer only, these rules usually give a 
suitable name to use: 
CICSNS The terminal Identifier 
IMSNS The L TERM name 
TSO The name by which the device Is known to the 

VTAM network 
VM/SP Any valid VM file name can be used. The file 

must subsequently be printed outside the ICU. 

ADM1021 I {CHARTIGRAPHIC DATA FORMAT (GDF)} 
SUCCESSFULL V OUTPUT 

Explanation: The current chart, or the named GDF file, was 
successfully processed for printing. A number of copies 
may have been printed, depending on how many copies 
were requested. The output may be part of a series that 
has not yet been finished, otherwise It will have been sent 
elsewhere for printing. 

Note: Under VM/SP for queued output, a file has been 
created, which you must print yourself. 

System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1022 I '{SAVEILOADIRESET}' SUCCESSFUL FOR CHART 
t 

Explanation: The Save or Load or Reset operation was 
successfully completed for the part(s) t of your chart. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing: the message is for 
information only. 

ADM1018 - ADM1027 

ADM1023 E TOO MUCH TEXT (IN TOTAL). PLEASE REDUCE 
TEXT LENGTH 

Explanation: There is too much text In total for a row or 
column of text Items. These Items may be the Data Group 
Names, Data Labels, or Axis Label Values. The restriction 
is caused by system storage limitations. Each text Item is 
allowed the same amount of storage, and long items have 
been truncated to avoid the problem. 
System action: The current text Input Is Ignored. 
User response: Shorten the longest text item by using the 
ERASE EOF key to remove characters from the end. 
Remember that text Items may contain significant trailing 
blanks, and these might have to be removed In the same 
way. Do this repeatedly until the text items are accepted 
without error. 

ADM1024 E TOO MUCH TEXT FOR LARGER DATA MATRIX. 
SHORTEN TEXT ITEMS 

Explanation: The I (Insert), R (Repeat), FIT command, or 
scroll request was rejected because the extra amount of 
space required to keep the text (for example, data group 
names) associated with each entry would exceed the 
system storage limits. Every Item of text Is given as much 
space as the longest one. 
System action: The command Input or scroll request Is 
Ignored. 
User response: Either shorten the longest text Item by 
using the ERASE EOF key to remove characters from the 
end, or If a command was entered, remove the command by 
typing over it with blanks. Do the former repeatedly until 
you can use the command or scroll successfully. 

ADM1025 W RANGE DIFFERENCE FOR {XIV} VALUES IS 
ZERO. RANGE LIMITS IGNORED 

Explanation: You changed the x-axis or y-axis range limits 
from the defaults using panel 4.3, and made the upper and 
lower limits the same. The chart is displayed using 
autoranglng. 
System action: None. 
User response: Return to the Axis Scale and Range panel 
(4.3) and change the axis range limits. If In doubt, reset to 
the default asterisk (*). 

ADM1026 E 'AFTER' AND 'BEFORE' COMMANDS CANNOT 
BOTH BE SPECIFIED 

Explanation: You entered both an After (A) command and a 
Before (B) command. Because they are each Intended to 
determine the destination of a single Move (M) command, 
one of them must be invalid or redundant. 
System action: The commands input are rejected. 
User response: Overtype with blanks any "A" and "B" 
commands you do not want or else remove them using the 
ERASE EOF key. 

ADM1027 E PLEASE ENTER 'M' AGAINST THE ITEM YOU 
WISH TO MOVE 

Explanation: You entered an After (A) command or a 
Before (B) command, but you did not enter a Move (M) 
command on the same menu. Because A and B commands 
are Intended to determine the destination of a Move 
command, you must also enter a Move (M) command. 
System action: The command Input Is rejected. 
User response: Enter a Move (M) command on the correct 
line. If you do not want to move an Item, overtype the "A" 
or "B" with blanks, or else remove them with the ERASE 
EOF key. 
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ADM1028 - ADM1038 

ADM1028 E PLEASE ENTER 'A' OR 'B' TO DEFINE WHERE 
YOU WISH TO MOVE THE ITEM 

explanation: You entered a Move (M) command, but you 
did not enter either an After (A) command or a Before (B) 
command on the same menu. Because After and Before 
determine the destination of a Move command, you must 
enter either an A command or a B command. 
System action: The command Input Is rejected. 
User response: Enter either an A or a B command on the 
correct line. If you do not want to move an Item, overtype 
the "An or "B" with blanks, or else remove It with the 
ERASE EOF key. 

ADM1029 E LIBRARY/MODE INFORMATION MUST BE 
DEFAULTED FOR ODF. PLEASE USE BLANKS 

Explanation: You entered the S (Save) or U (Update) 
command on the DIRECTORY panel to write a Graphic Data 
Format (GDF) file to secondary storage. However, the 
library/disk mode Information has been specified, and this 
Information cannot be made use of by the ICU. 
System action: The GDF file Is not written to secondary 
storage. The S or U command Is highlighted (In red on 
color terminals), and a correction Is awaited. 
Programmer response: Remove the library/file mode 
Information by overtyplng It with blanks. This avoids 
confusion as to where the file will be written. The ICU uses 
the default IIbrarylflle mode. 

ADM1030 E KANJIIHANOEUL CAPABILITY NOT AVAILABLE 
IN THIS INSTALLATION 

Explanation: You tried to select mixed latin and DBCS 
(Japanese Kanji or Korean Hangeul) capability for text data 
entry on the menu panels. This Is not allowed, as your 
system does not support this capability. 
System action: The command Input Is rejected. 
User response: Either upgrade your system to support 
mixed latin and OBCS text strings, or transfer to another 
system that supports Kanji or Hangeul. 

ADM1031 I YOU HAVE REACHED THE LIMIT OF SCROLLING 
{UPIDOWNITO THE LEFTITO THE RIOHT} 

explanation: You pressed the scroll key when there is no 
more data to scroll to. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1032 E '{'IPIC}' COMMAND IS INVALID ON 'U.' LINE 
Explanation: You entered a Scroll (/), a Pick Name (P), or a 
Copy From (C) command on the *** line of the advanced 
Directory panel. These commands are not valid on this 
line. 
System action: The command Input Is rejected. 
User response: Either correct the command or move the 
command to Its appropriate place and press ENTER to 
continue. 

ADM1033 E '8' COMMAND MUST NOT BE ENTERED WITH 
OTHER COMMANDS 

explanation: The command specified can only be used by 
itself. 
System action: The command Input Is rejected. 
User response: Remove one or more of the Invalid 
commands by overtyping with blanks and press ENTER to 
continue. 
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ADM1034 E COMMAND INVALID EXCEPT ON ' •• 111' LINE 
explanation: You entered a Ust (l), Save (5), Update (U), 
or a Copy To (T) command not on the *** line of the 
advanced Directory panel. These commands are only valid 
when typed on the *** line. 
System action: The command input is rejected. 
User response: Either move the command to the * * * line 
or change It to one of the commands that Is valid on the 
other lines on the panel. (The "Command Information" line 
near the bottom of the screen may help you.) Then press 
ENTER to continue. 

ADM1035 E ENTER 'T' ON '''''"' LINE WITH NAME AND 
DESCRIPTION OF NEW ITEM(S) 

Explanation: You entered a Copy From (C) command 
against one of the Items in the Directory list, but the copy 
request cannot be completed until you define the target of 
the copy on the *** line. 
System action: The command Input Is rejected. 
User response: Enter a Copy To (T) command and the 
name of the item to be created (and optionally, a 
description of the new Item) on the *** line, then press 
ENTER to complete the copy. 

ADM1038 E ENTER 'c' AGAINST ITEM(S) YOU WISH TO 
COpy 

Explanation: You entered a Copy To (T) command on the *** line of the advanced Directory panel, but you did not 
Identify which Item you want copied. 
System action: The command Input is reject~. 
User response: Enter a COpy From (e) command against 
the Item in the Directory list that you want copied, then 
press ENTER to continue. 

ADM1037 E PLEASE SPECIFY 'COPY TO' TYPE COMPATIBLE 
WITH 'COPY FROM' TYPE 

Explanation: The Item you defined on the *** line of the 
advanced Directory panel has a different type to the item 
Identified by the Copy From (C) command. For the copy to 
be successful, the types must match. 
System acllon: The command input Is rejected. 
User response: Either chanae the type of the Item defined 
on the *** line (note that a blank type field automatically 
matches the type of the item being copied), or move the 
Copy From (C) command to Identify the correct item that 
you want copied. Then press ENTER to continue. 

ADM1038 E COMMAND IS INVALID FOR THE 'TYPE' VALUE 
SHOWN 

Explanation: The command you entered (either on the *** line or on a line In the Directory panel) Is not valid Jor 
the type of Item Identified by the command. There are two 
reasons why this error can occur: 

• The command Is a Save (S), load (R), or Update (U) 
command and the item is not a chart data or chart 
format. These commands are only valid for chart data 
and chart format Items. 

• The type of the Item is listed as "?17?1717," which 
means that it is not recognized as a valid GDOM Item. 
Such Items cannot be manipulated by any commands 
except Scroll Here (I) and Delete (D). 

System action: The command Input is rejected. 
User response: Correct the command so that It Is valid for 
the type of item In question. Then press ENTER to 
continue. 



ADM1039 E PLEASE SPECIFY 'FORMAT' OR 'DATA' TYPE 
explanation: You entered a Delete (D), Load (R), Save (5), 
or Update (U) command on the *** line of the advanced 
Directory panel and did not specify the type of the item you 
want to use. Note that under TSO subsystems, a blank In 
the type field does not mean format and data; consequently, 
the type field must always be specified. 
System action: The command input Is rejected. 
User response: Complete the type field on the *** line 
and press ENTER to continue. 

ADM1040 I NAME PICKED AS SHOWN. PLEASE PROCEED 
Explanation: You have just returned from the Directory 
panel to the Save and Load panel. The name you picked 
from the Directory list is now your file name. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1041 In ITEM(S) COPIED SUCCESSFULLY 
Explanation: Your Copy operations were completed 
successfully; the n Items you requested were copied. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1042 I n ITEM(S) LISTED 
explanation: You entered the standard Directory panel 
from the Save and Load panel, or you issued a list (L) 
command In the advanced Directory panel. There are n 
items (chart data, or chart format, or both of these, or 
GDDM objects) listed for your information. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing; the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM1043 I MAIN FILE TYPES ARE 'FORMAT', 'DATA', 
'DATADEF', 'GDF', 'ISS', 'VSS' 

Explanation: You entered the advanced Directory panel. 
The message reminds you of the main types of file (or 
GDDM object) that you can list and handle with the 
Directory, and gives the word to put In the "Type" column 
for them. 
System action: None. 
User response~ If you want to see a list of GDDM objects, 
you must enter a list command on the *** line, and the 
appropriate word In the "Type" column. Or, you can enter 
any of the Load (R), Delete (D), Save (5), or Update (U) 
commands on the *** line without first using a list 
command if you know the details of the GDDM objects that 
you want to operate on. 

ADM1044 E INVALID 'TYPE' VALUE 
Explanation: You tried a Directory command (Load, Delete, 
list, Save, Update, or Copy To) on an Item with an Invalid 
type. This could be an invalid abbreviation of a valid type. 
System acllon: The command input is rejected. 
User response: Correct the type and press ENTER to 
continue. 

ADM1039 - ADM1051 

ADM1045 E YOU CANNOT DELETE AN ITEM IN A READ·ONLY 
LIBRARY 

Explanation: (TSO subsystem only). 
You tried to Delete an item from a library that is a 
concatenation of two or more data sets. Write access to 
such a library is not supported. 
System action: The command input is rejected. 
User response: Remove the Delete command. 

ADM1046 E YOU MAY LOAD ONLY ONE CHART DATA AND 
ONE CHART FORMAT AT A TIME 

Explanallon: You tried to Load more than one chart data 
file or more than one chart format file, or more than one of 
both at the same time. This is not allowed. It is pOSSible, 
however, to Load just one chart data liIe and one chart 
format file at the same time. 
System action: The command input is rejected. 
User response: Remove a!1 but one of the Load (LO) 
commands or all but two if you are going to Load a chart 
data file and a chart format liIe, then press ENTER to 
continue. 

ADM1047 E LINE WIDTH MUST BE A NUMBER IN THE RANGE 
n1 THROUGH n2 

Explanation: You entered a line width value outslde'the 
range given in the message. 
System action: The value Input is rejected. 
User response: Correct the value to one within the 
allowable range and continue. 

ADM1049 I '{LOADISAVEY SUCCESSFUL FOR CHART 
{FORMATIDATAIFORMAT AND DATAIDATA 
DERNITION} (LIBRARY NUMBER IGNORED) 

Explanation: (TSO subsystem only) 
The Save or Load operation you requested was 
successfully completed. The library number was Ignored 
in the completion of the operation. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing: the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM10501 STANDARD MODE SELECTED. LOAD AND SAVE 
USING PF2 (AND PANEL 2.9.4) 

Explanation: You changed the mode of use of the Directory 
panel to standard. For charts (format or data), Load and 
Save are available on the Save and Load Chart panel, 
which you get by pressing PF2. For data definitions, Load 
and Save are available on the Save and Load Data 
Definition panel (2.9.4). The standard Directory panel Is 
available from both Save and Load panels. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing: the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM1051 I ADVANCED MODE SELECTED. LOAD AND SAVE 
USING THE 'DIRECTORY' (PF2) 

Explanation: You changed the mode of use of the Directory 
panel to advanced. The Directory panel is available by 
using the Directory PF key, and both Save and Load 
commands are available on It. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing: the message is for 
Information only. 
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ADM1052 - ADM1063 

ADM1052 I n ITEM(S) DELETED SUCCESSFULLY 
Explanation: The Delete operations you requested were 
completed successfully; n Items were deleted. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing; the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM1053 E INVALID WIDTH SPECIFIED 
Explanation: The value you specified for the printed chart 
or GDF file width Is not In the allowed range. 
System action: The value Input is rejected. The cursor is 
placed under the Invalid Input that Is highlighted (in red on 
color terminals). 
User response: Enter a correct value for the width, and 
continue. 

ADM1054 E INVALID DEPTH SPECIFIED 
explanation: The value you specified for the printed chart 
or GDF file depth Is not In the allowed range. 
System action: The value Input Is rejected. The cursor is 
placed under the Invalid Input that Is highlighted (In red on 
color terminals). 
User response: Enter a correct value for the depth, and 
continue. 

ADM1055 E INVALID HORIZONTAL OFFSET SPECIRED 
Explanation: The value you specified for the offset of the 
printed chart or GDF file from the left-hand edge of the 
page Is not In the allowed range. 
System action: The value Input is rejected. The cursor is 
placed under the Invalid Input that Is highlighted (In red on 
color terminals). 
User response: Enter a correct value for the left offset, and 
continue. 

ADM1056 E INVALID VERTICAL OFFSET SPECIFIED 
Explanation: The value you specified for the offset of the 
printed chart or GDF file from the top of the page is not in 
the allowed range. 
System action: The value input is rejected. The cursor is 
placed under the invalid Input that Is highlighted (In red on 
color terminals). 
User response: Enter a correct value for the top offset, and 
continue. 

ADM1057 E SUM OF WIDTH AND HORIZONTAL OFFSET IS 
INVALID 

Explanalion: The values you specified for the printed chart 
or GDF file width and its offset from the left-hand edge of 
the page make It Impossible to print the complete chart or 
GDFflle. 
System action: The values Input are rejected. The cursor 
is placed under the first of the Invalid inputs that are 
highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Correct either or both of the width and left 
offset values, then press ENTER to continue. 
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ADM1058 E SUM OF DEPTH AND VERTICAL OFFSET IS 
INVALID 

explanation: The values you specified for the printed chart 
or GDF file depth and Its offset from the top of the page 
make It Impossible to print the complete chart or GDF file. 
System action: The values input are rejected. The cursor 
is placed under the first of the invalid inputs that are 
highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Correct either or both of the depth and top 
offset values, then press ENTER to continue. 

ADM1059 I NO ITEMS DELETED 
Explanation: You returned from the Confirm Deletion panel 
without confirming any deletion(s). You did not delete any 
Items. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM1060 I PLOTTING STARTED. PRESS CLEAR TO CANCEL 
explanation: This Indicates that plotting has started. 
System action: None. 
User response: To cancel the plotting, press the CLEAR 
key. Otherwise, no action is required. 

ADM1061 E 'LOAD' AND 'RESET' CANNOT BE USED FOR 
GRAPHIC DATA FORMAT (GDF) 

Explanation: You asked to load or Reset a file of type 
Graphic Data Format (GDF), which is not allowed. 
System action: The request is rejected. 
User response: Change what you want to do or what type 
of file you want. GDF can be used only for Saving your 
current chart. 

ADM1062 W SUBCHART(S) HAVE BEEN OMITTED BECAUSE 
THEY ARE NESTED TOO DEEPLY 

explanation: The chart you are constructing has one or 
more subcharts, and one of these subcharts itself has 
subcharts, which'ln turn have subcharts, and so on. The 
"depth" to which these subcharts are nested exceeds the 
maximum allowed by the application that you are using (the 
ICU allows 5 levels of sUbcharts). 
System action: Subcharts nested more deeply than the 
maximum are not drawn. 
User response: Check that you have not used subcharts 
recursively. Recursive use occurs when, for example, 
subchart ABC references subchart XVZ which references 
subchart ABC again. Otherwise, reduce the number of 
nesting levels that are necessary for your chart. The 
maximum nesting depth allowed by the application cannot 
be altered. 

ADM1063 W SUBCHART(S) HAVE BEEN OMITTED BECAUSE 
THEY ARE TOO SMALL 

Explanation: The chart you are constructing has subcharts, 
but one or more of them Is too small. 
System acllon: Subcharts that are too small are not drawn. 
User response: Increase the size of the subchart by 
Increasing the difference between the positions of the left 
and right edges, or Increase the difference between the top 
and bottom edges, or both of these. 



ADM1084 E PLEASE ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER, RANGE 0 
THROUGH 18 OR 65 THROUGH 264 

Explanallon: You entered something that the ICU does not 
recognize as a valid whole number within the range 
allowed. 
System acllon: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid 
number that Is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a whole number In the range 
specified In the message. (A whole number, or Integer, Is a 
number with no decimal places, for example, 1, or 2, or 
232.) 

ADM1065 E COMMAND NOT ALLOWED HERE 
Explanation: You entered a command against a row, 
column, or Item of data to which the command cannot be 
applied. 
System action: The command Input Is rejected. 
User response: Remove the command by overtyplng with 
blanks and then press ENTER. The command can probably 
be entered In those other command fields on the same 
panel that apply to different rows, columns, or Items of 
data. For more Information, look at the help panels. 

ADM1088 W NO INDEXING PERFORMED ON FREE DATA 
Explanation: You requested Indexing In panel 2.5, and 
"Free" data Is In use; the two are not compatible. 
System acllon: The request for Indexing Is Ignored. 
Us~r response: Use the CONVERT command In panel 2.1 
or 2.2 to change the data If you want It Indexed. 

ADM1087 W INDEXING PRODUCES VALUES OUT OF RANGE 
Explanation: Because of the multiplication or division 
performed on the data, some values are out of range. 
System action: The out-of-range values are set as 
"missing." 
User response: If indexing is required, the data must be 
scaled up or down as required so that It does not go out of 
range. 

ADM1068 W DATA VALUES MISSING DUE TO INDEXING 
&planallon: You tried to Index data using a missing value 
as an index value. 
System acUon: The indexed data values themselves 
become missing. 
User response: Continue, if you are happy with the result. 
Otherwise, only index with non-missing index values. 

ADM1069 E MARKER SCALE MUST BE IN RANGE GREATER 
THAN 0 THROUGH 100, OR '.' 

Explanallon: You entered a marker scale value outside the 
range given in the message. 
System acllon: The value Input Is rejected. The cursor Is 
placed under the invalid number that Is highlighted (in red 
on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a value In the range specified In the 
message. 

ADM1070 E CHART TYPE MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER IN 
THE RANGE n1 THROUGH n2 

ExplanaUon: You entered a chart type number outSide the 
range given In the message. 
System acllon: The value Input Is rejected. The cursor Is 
placed under the Invalid number that Is highlighted (In red 
on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a number In the range specified in 
the message. 

ADM1064 - ADM1015 

ADM1071 E NOT ENOUGH DATA TO PERFORM THE FIT 
FUNCTION 

Explanation: There Is not enough data In the group chosen 
for a fitted line to be calculated. 
Syslem aellon: The FIT command causing the error Is 
rejected and command processing stops. The Invalid 
command Is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Erase the FIT command that failed. At 
least 2 points must be available In a data group before a 
line can be calculated. 

ADM1072 E FIT CANNOT PROCEED, THE X VALUES ARE TOO 
CLOSE TOGETHER 

Explanation: The slope of the line calculated by a FIT 
command Is larger than It Is possible to store. It Is not 
possible to calculate the new set of values. 
System aellon: The FIT command causing the error Is 
rejected and command processing stops. The Invalid 
command Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Check the data Involved (both the data 
group and the x values) to see If there Is an error In data 
entry. If there Is not one, there Is no way to correct the 
problem and so the FIT command must be erased. The 
slope of the fitted line can be assumed to be Infinite in most 
cases. 

ADM1073 E ENTER '1' AS THE LAST X OR Y VALUE ON THIS 
ROW OR COLUMN 

Explanallon: You entered a "SER" or .. =" command 
against a row or column, but there are no selected items In 
the target list. The size of the target list must be 
determined for a meaningful operation. 
System action: The command Input Is rejected. The 
Invalid command is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a 1 (or In fact any non-missing value) 
as the last entry In the target list. This causes a number of 
items In the target list to become selected and the 
command can then take effect on that list. 

ADM1074 E COMMAND ARGUMENT IS INVALID 
explanation: You entered an argument to a command that 
is not valid. This may be because of a syntactic error, an 
incorrect use of an argument, or a number outside the valid 
range. 
System action: The command input is rejected. The 
Invalid command Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: For an explanation of the command syntax 
and usage, refer to the Help panels. 

ADM1075 E VALUES ARE UNSUITABLE FOR CALCUI:ATION 
Explanation: One or more of. the calculations Involved in a 
command cannot be performed because of limitations in the 
computer. The following conditions can produce this error: 

• Dividing by a number in the exclusive range 
+1.25E-36 through -1.25E-36. 

• Dividing a number greater than +8.0E35 or less than 
- 8.0E35 by a number In the exclusive range + 1 
through -1. 

• Multiplying a number greater than +8.0E35 or less than 
-8.0E35 by a number greater than +1 or less than 
-1. 

• Addition or subtraction involving a number greater than 
+1.6E71 or less (han -1.6E71. 

• Using FIT when involving a number greater than 
+1.6E71 or less than -1.6E71. 
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ADM1076 - ADM1085 

• Using FIT when the magnitude of the x values differs 
greatly from that of the y values. 

System action: The command input Is rejected. The 
Invalid command Is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Check the operands to your command, and 
the contents of your rows and columns of data. Correct 
any values that may have caused any of the above 
conditions and then try the command again. 

Where It Is the difference In magnitude of the x and y 
values that caused the problem, try multiplying the y values 
by a suitable power of 10, then use the FIT command, 
finally divide both the sets of y values by that same power 
of 10. 

ADM1078 W VALUES UNSUITABLE FOR CALCULATION HAVE 
RESULTED IN MISSING VALUES 

Explanation: A combination of valid Individual commands 
affected the contents of the data matrix such that one or 
more calculations cannot be performed. If the commands 
had been entered one at a time, one of them would have 
produced the error message ADM1075. Values that should 
have been changed by these calculations were replaced by 
missing values. 
System action: The commands were processed, but some 
of the results are missing values. 
User response: Continue editing. 

ADM1077 W SPECIFIED INDEX DATA ROW NOT FOUND. 
DATA ROW n USED 

Explanation: A row with the x-Indexing value you specified 
does not exist. 
System action: The ICU rounds down your x-Indexing 
value to a whole number and uses the row with that 
number as the Index row. If an Index row Is stili not 
Identified, the first row Is used. 
User response: Continue editing and accept the ICU action 
or else Identify an Indexing row that does exist. 

ADM1078 W SPECIFIED INDEX DATA GROUP NOT FOUND. 
DATA GROUP n USED 

explanation: The Index data group you specified does not 
exist. 
System action: The ICU rounds down the Index data group 
value to a whole number, and uses the data group with that 
number as the Index data group. If an Index data group Is 
stili not Identified, the first data group Is used. 
User response: Continue editing and accept the ICU action 
or else specify a data group that does exist. 

ADM1079 E INVALID UNITS FOR USE WITH SELECTED 
PLOTTER 

explanation: You entered some units that are not valid for 
the requested plotter. 
System action: The units input are rejected. The cursor Is 
placed under the first of the Invalid units that is highlighted 
(In red on color terminals). 
User response: Choose units that are suitable for the 
plotter you want to use. Rows and columns cannot be used 
as plotter units; a queued plotter can only have percentage 
units. 
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ADM1080 E NAME DOES NOT SPECIFY A SUITABLE PRINTER 
OR PLOTTER 

Explanation: You entered a printer or plotter name that 
was not valid. 
System action: The name Input is rejected. The Invalid 
name Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Obtain and enter a suitable printer or 
plotter name. 

ADM1081 E NAME DOES NOT SPECIFY A QUEUED PRINTER 
OR PLOTTER 

explanation: You entered a printer or plotter name that Is 
not a queued device. 
System action: The name Input Is rejected. The invalid 
name Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Obtain and enter a printer or plotter name 
that Is a queued device. "Series" mode can only be used 
for a queued device. 

ADM1082 E PLEASE REPOSITION CURSOR TO PREVENT 
NOTE MOVING OUTSIDE PLOT AREA 

Explanation: The note you are editing has one or both of 
Its coordinates In axis units, and the change you tried to 
make would have caused the note to move outside the plot 
area. This would have resulted in the note disappearing 
from the screen. 
System action: The change to the note is not made. 
User response: Reposition the cursor so that the note's 
text-rectangle point does not move outside the plot area, 
and try again. Or, discontinue the operation by pressing 
PF4 (Cancel): the note is left unchanged. 

ADM1083 W HEIGHT MULTIPLIER HAS REACHED BIGGEST 
VALUE POSSIBLE 

Explanation: The character height multiplier now has the 
biggest value pOSSible, namely 100. You cannot make the 
multiplier any bigger than this; any attempt to do so Is 
Ignored. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing. 

ADM1084 W WIDTH MULTIPLIER HAS REACHED BIGGEST 
VALUE POSSIBLE 

Explanation: The character width multiplier now has the 
biggest value possible, namely 100. You cannot make the 
multiplier any bigger than this: any attempt to do so Is 
Ignored. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing. 

ADM1085 W RATIO OF CHARACTER MULTIPLIERS HAS 
REACHED BIGGEST VALUE POSSIBLE 

Explanation: One of the character multipliers Is now 100 
times bigger than the other. You cannot make the ratio of 
the character multipliers any bigger than this: any attempt 
to do so Is ignored. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing. 



ADM1086 W HEIGHT MULTIPLIER HAS REACHED SMALLEST 
VALUE POSSIBLE 

Explanation: The character height multiplier now has the 
smallest value possible. namely 0.01. You cannot make the 
multiplier any smaller than this; any attempt to do so Is 
ignored. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing. 

ADM1087 W WIDTH MULTIPLIER HAS REACHED SMALLEST 
VALUE POSSIBLE 

Explanation: The character width multiplier now has the 
smallest value possible. namely 0.01. You cannot make the 
multiplier any smaller than this; any attempt to do so Is 
Ignored. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing. 

ADM1088 I READY FOR FIRST {CHARTIGRAPHIC DATA 
FORMAT (GDF)} IN SERIES 

Explanation: This message appears when you are 
switching to "Series" mode (see the PRINTER/PLOTTER 
OUTPUT Help panel). It means that an output file was 
created. to which you can add charts. or GDF files. or both 
of these. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing; the message Is for 
inf~rmatlon only. 

ADM1089 I OTHER ERRORS MAY HAVE OCCURRED BUT 
CANNOT BE DETECTED 

Explanation: A GDF file was requested and one or more 
errors were detected. Only one such error can be detected 
by the ICU. This message indicates that more errors may 
have occurred and that these errors cannot be detected. 
System action: One GDF error message Is shown, 
followed by this message. 
User response: Investigate the cause of the GDF error 
message and try to eliminate It. Then repeat the original 
request for a GDF file, and see whether or not any other 
errors occur. 

ADM1090 W {CHARTIDATA DEFINITION} HAS UNSAVED 
CHANGES. PRESS PF9 AGAIN TO EXIT 

Explanation: You tried to leave the ICU with some unsaved 
changes In your current chart or current data definition. 
System action: The normal action for the EXIT key is 
suppressed (for this first application). 
User response: You can either heed the warning and save 
the unsaved changes, or disregard the warning and press 
the EXIT key again to exit. In standard Directory mode, 
press PF2 to save chart changes using the Save and Get 
Chart panel, and use the Save and Get Data Definition 
panel (2.9.4) to save data definition changes. In advanced 
Directory mode, press PF2 to save all types of changes 
using the Directory panel. 

ADM1091 W TOWER CHARTS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH 
FREE DATA 

Explanation: A tower chart can only be plotted when you 
have tied data. 
System action: The chart is not drawn. 
User response: Use the CONVERT command to change the 
data from free to tied. 

ADM1086 - ADM1097 

ADM1092 E THERE IS NOTHING SELECTABLE AT THE 
CURRENT CURSOR POSITION 

Explanation: You tried to select a chart note or subchart, 
but there was none present at the position of the cursor. 
Only Interactive notes (panel 3.1) and subcharts can be 
selected. 
System action: None. 
User response: Reposition the cursor over an interactive 
chart note or subchart and try again. Use the POSition (P) 
command on the chart notes panel (3) to find out which 
notes are Interactive. 

ADM1093 E COLOR MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER IN THE 
RANGE n1 THROUGH 112, OR -,,-

Explanation: You entered a character that Is not a whole 
number In the range given In the message, or else Is not an 
asterisk (*). 
System action: The color number Input Is rejected. The 
cursor is placed under the·lnvalid value that Is highlighted 
(in red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a value in the range specified in the 
message, or an asterisk (*). 

ADM1094 W A LOGARITHMIC X AXIS IS NOT ALLOWED 
WITH EQUAL X INTERVALS 

Explanation: You requested a logarithmic x axis, but you 
also requested that the y values are positioned at equal x 
intervals. 
System action: The chart Is drawn with a linear x axis. 
User response: Change the x-axis scale to linear (panel 
4.3) or change the y-value positioning to be at the specified 
x values (panel 2.5). 

ADM1096 I THE PRECEDING ERROR WAS CAUSED BY 
SUBCHART n 

Explanation: The specified subchart n caused one or more 
errors when it was drawn. The first error of highest 
severity is shown on the screen Immediately preceding this 
message. 
System action: None. 
User response: Edit the subchart to correct the error, if 
necessary. Be aware that the error may not be in subchart 
n Itself; the error may actually be In a subchart used by 
subchart n. 

ADM1097 W SUBCHART(S) HAVE BEEN OMITTED BECAUSE 
THEY ARE USED RECURSIVELY 

Explanation: The application you were using specified that 
a chart that was In main storage was to be lIsed as a 
subchart, but the speCification resulted in recursive use of 
the main-storage cliarts; these were defined to be 
subcharts by means of the CSINT call, type 43, element 8. 
Recursive use occurs when a main-storage chart specifies 
Itself as a subchart, or specifies a second main-storage 
chart that uses the first one as a subchart. 
System acllon: Main-storage subcharts that are used 
recursively are not drawn. 
User response: Modify the application so that It does not 
try to use main-storage charts recurSively, or change the 
references so that they refer to charts on disk, and not 10 
charts in main storage (recursion to the maximum nesting 
depth Is allowed for charts on disk). 
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ADM1098 - ADM1105 

ADM1098 W CANNOT CHANGE DBCS TEXT ON THIS PANEL 
BECAUSE IT CANNOT ALL BE SHOWN 

Explanation: Some text containing DBCS characters could 
not be displayed in full on the current ICU panel. 
Therefore, it may not satisfy the DBCS text rules and any 
attempts to change it could corrupt the text. Some of the 
text may not be displayed correctly, but note, however, that 
the full text is kept correctly by the ICU. 
System action: The text is protected to prevent aCCidental 
changing. 
User response: If you want to change the text, use another 
panel where the text is displayed in full. 

ADM1099 W CURRENT {CHARTIFORMATIDATAIFORMAT 
AND DATAl DATA DEFINITION} HAS UNSAVED 
CHANGES. PRESS ENTER TO REPLACE 

Explanation: You tried to load a saved chart or data 
definition while there are some unsaved changes In your 
current chart or data definition. 
System action: None; the Load Is not done. 
User response: You may either heed the warning and Save 
the unsaved changes, or press ENTER to Issue the Load 
command again. If the Load command is issued again, the 
sa'ved chart or data definition is got, and the unsaved 
changes are lost. 

ADM1100 W CURRENT CHART {FORMATIDATAIFORMAT 
AND DATAl DATA DEFINITION} HAS UNSAVED 
CHANGES 

Explanation: You requested (or returned to) the Save and 
Load panel while there are some unsaved changes in your 
current chart, or you requested (or returned to) the Data 
Import panel while there are some unsaved changes in 
your current data definition. 
System action: None. 
User response: If you were going to load a file, you may 
either heed the warning and Save the unsaved changes, or 
else disregard the warning and continue with your Load, 
thus losing your unsaved changes. If you were going to 
save a file anyway, disregard the warning. 

ADM1101 E PANEL SELECTION IS INVALID 
Explanation: The panel selection entered cannot be 
Interpreted correctly as the syntax Is wrong. A correct 
panel selection should consist only of single digits 
separated by dots (.); for example 6 or 4.4.1 or 2.l. 
System action: The panel selection Input Is ignored. The 
cursor Is placed under the invalid panel selection that Is 
highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Overtype the panel selection so that it 
conforms to the above syntax rules. 

ADM1102 E REQUESTED PANEL DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: The panel you requested does not exist. 
System action: The panel request Input Is rejected. The 
cursor is placed under the Invalid panel request that Is 
highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Overtype the panel request either with 
another request, or with blanks. 
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ADM1103 E REQUESTED PANEL CANNOT BE SELECTED 
FROM THIS PANEL 

explanation: The panel selection you requested cannot be 
made because the present panel is not suitable for 
selecting the requested panel. This restriction applies to 
panels that require additional Information before they can 
be displayed. In such cases, only some panels can be used 
to access other particular panels. 
For example, panels 3.1 and 3.2 require a particular note to 
be Identified before either can be displayed, and this can 
only be done from the CHART NOTES panel, number 3. 
System action: The panel request input Is rejected. The 
cursor is placed under the Invalid selection that is 
highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Overtype the panel selection either with 
another selection, for example 3, or with blanks. 

ADM1104 E REQUESTED PANEL OR CHOICE IS NOT 
AVAILABLE 

Explanation: The panel or choice of action you requested 
cannot be made because the panel or option is not 
available. This restriction can apply to panels like Save 
and Load, which cannot be selected when in Advanced 
Directory Mode, or to panels and options that do saving 
and loading when the facility to use save and load is not 
available to the operator. In the latter case, the restriction 
also applies to importing data. 
System action: The request is rejected. The cursor is 
placed under the invalid selection that is highlighted lin red 
on color terminals). 
User response: Overtype the selection either with another 
selection or with blanks. 

ADM1105 E TOO MANY REQUESTS FOR OTHER PANELS 
explanation: You entered too many commands that request 
other panels; only one such command can be entered. 
There are a number of commands which, either explicitly or 
implicitly, request another panel. They are: 
nor n.n A specific panel number explicitly requests a 

transfer directly to the panel with that number. 
D The Delete command, when entered on the 

Standard Mode Directory panel, implicitly 
requests a transfer to the Confirm Delete panel. 

E The Edit Data Values command implicitly requests 
a transfer to the Data Manipulation panel. 

P The Pos by Numbers command implicitly requests 
a transfer to the Note Position panel. 

PR The Print GDF File command Implicitly requests a 
transfer to the Printer/Plotter Output panel. 

SH The Show GDF File command implicitly requests a 
transfer to the GDF Display panel. 

T The Text Att. command implicitly requests a 
transfer to the Note Text Attributes panel. 

System action: The commands Input are rejected. The 
cursor Is placed under the Invalid commands that are 
highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Remove one or more of the commands or 
panel selections until only one such command or panel 
selection remains. 



ADM1106 E SCROLLING {UPIDOWN} IS NOT ALLOWED WITH 
DELETE COMMANDS 

Explanation: Scrolling up or down the Directory list has no 
effect while there are outstanding Delete requests. 
System action: The command input Is rejected. 
User response: Either press ENTER to get the Confirm 
Delete panel, where you can Delete the chosen Items, or 
remove the Delete commands and continue. 

ADM1107 E PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER 
Explanation: You entered something that the ICU does not 
recognize as a number. A number can be a whole number, 
a fixed-point number, or a floating-point number. 
System action: The number input Is rejected. The cursor 
is placed under the Invalid Input that is highlighted (in red 
on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a number in a form that can be 
recognized by the ICU. 

ADM1108 W MARKERS REQUIRE MORE THAN ONE SYMBOL 
SET. ONLY ONE SET CAN BE USED 

Explanation: The combination of marker types that you 
specified on the Data Attributes panel (2.6) requires more 
than one marker symbol set to be used. However, only one 
marker symbol set can be used for a chart. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing. If the markers used 
when the chart Is drawn are not satisfactory, change the 
marker types so that only one marker symbol set Is 
required. 
Note that there may be no marker-set conflict when the 
chart Is drawn, as the ICU may not need to use all of the 
data attributes specified on panel 2.6. Press PF5 to check If 
there Is a conflict when the chart Is drawn. 

ADM1109 E UNSAVED CHANGES IN CURRENT 
{FORMATIDATAIFORMAT AND DATAl DATA 

. DEFINITION} BUT REPLACE IS 'NO' 
Explanation: The part(s) of the current chart that you tried 
to Load or Reset had changes that had not been saved, and 
you specified NO for the REPLACE option. 
System action: The Load or Reset operation was not done. 
User response: Either Save the unsaved changes before 
continuing with the Load or Reset or specify YES for 
REPLACE? to load or reset regardless of the unsaved 
changes. 

ADM1110 W TABLE CHARTS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH FREE 
DATA 

Explanation: A table chart can only be plotted when you 
have tied data. 
System action: The chart is not drawn. 
User response: Use the CONVERT command to change the 
data from free to tied. 

ADM1118 E PLEASE REPOSITION CURSOR INSIDE CHART 
Explanation: You moved the cursor to a point that Is 
outside the chart area and pressed the SELECT key. Points 
that are outside the chart area cannot be selected for 
interactive editing. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor closer to the middle of the 
screen and repeat the operation. The part of the screen 
that you chose Is not being used by the ICU. Check the 
proportion values in menu 5.4; these values control how 

ADM1106 - ADM1124 

much of the screen is used by the ICU. Or, press the 
CANCEL key to discontinue the current operation. 

ADM1119 W NO FUNCTION SELECTED·· 'POSITION' 
ASSUMED 

Explanation: You tried to select an interactive chart note or 
subchart, but you did not select the function you wanted to 
perform on the note or subchart. 
System action: The POSITION function Is assumed. 
User response: If you want to move the note or subchart, 
continue editing. If not, press PF7, PF8, PF9, or PF11 to 
select the function you do want. 

ADM1120 I 'POSITION' '. STEP n OF 2 
Explanation: The current function is POSITION: this means 
you can change the position of interactive chart notes and 
subcharls. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing if you want to change the 
position of notes or subcharts, or press the SIZE, HEIGHT, 
WIDTH, or ANGLE key to select a different function. 

ADM1121 I YOU CAN EDIT CHART NOTES AND SUBCHARTS 
explanation: On the Edit panel you can change the 
pOSition, size, height, and width of interactive chart notes 
and subcharts. For notes, you can also change the angle. 
System action: None. 
User response: If you find that you cannot select a chart 
note, it is probably because the note Is defined to be 
non-interactive; use the P command on panel 3 (Chart 
Notes) and change the note to "Interactive" (you may also 
need to change Its coordinates to ensure that It appears on 
the screen). 

ADM1122 I PUT CURSOR AT THE POINT YOU WANT TO 
MOVE 

Explanation: Before moving the note or subchart, you must 
first select a reference point In the note or subchart. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point in 
the note or subchart and press the SELECT key. 

ADM1123I MOVE CURSOR TO WHERE YOU WANT THE 
POINT 

Explanation: To move the note or subcl1arl, you must 
select a target pOSition for the point that you selected 
previously. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to the desired target point 
and press the SELECT key. 

ADM1124 I 'SIZE' •• STEP n OF 3 
Explanation: The current function Is SIZE. This means you 
can change the size of interactive chart notes and 
subcharts. The height and width are changed in the same 
proportion, to keep the shape of the note or subchart 
constant. If the note Is boxed, the box Is scaled by the 
amount you specify. If the note is not boxed, the 
characters are scaled by the amount you specify. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing If you want to change the 
size of notes or subcharts, or press the POSITION, 
HEIGHT, WIDTH, or ANGLE key to select a different 
function. 
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ADM1125 - ADM1136 

ADM1125 I PRESS PF7·PF11 TO SELECT THE FUNCTION 
YOU WANT 

ExplanaUon: You are about to start Interactive editing. and 
you must press a PF key In the range Indicated to select 
the type of editing you want to do; you can change the size. 
helght. width. or position of Interactive chart notes and 
subcharts. For notes. you can also change the angle. 
System actIon: None. 
User response: Press the PF key for the function you 
want; choose SIZE. HEIGHT. WIDTH. POSITION. or ANGLE. 

ADM1126 I PUT CURSOR AT THE POINT YOU WANT TO 
KEEP FIXED 

Explanation: Before changing the size of a note or 
subchart. you must first select the point that Is to be kept 
fixed. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point and 
press the SELECT key. 

ADM1127I PUT CURSOR AT THE POINT YOU WANT TO 
MOVE 

Explanation: Having selected the point to be kept fixed. 
yciu must now select the point that Is to be moved to the 
target point. thereby stretching or compressing the note or 
subchart. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point and 
press the SELECT key. 

ADM1128 E PLEASE MOVE CURSOR FURTHER AWAY FROM 
FIXED POINT 

explanation: The cursor Is too near the fixed point. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor further away from the 
fixed point and press the SELECT key. 

ADM1129 I PUT CURSOR ON LINE WHERE YOU WANT POINT 
2 

Explanation: To complete the SIZE operation. you must 
now define the target point to which the point that you 
selected previously Is to be moved. The note or subchart Is 
stretched or compressed correspondingly. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor along the line to the 
desired target point. If you move the cursor toward the 
fixed point. the note or subchart Is made smaller. If you 
move the cursor away from the fixed point. the note or 
subchart Is made bigger. 

ADM1130 I 'HEIGHT' - STEP n OF 3 
explanation: The current function Is HEIGHT. This means 
you can change the height of interactive chart notes and 
subcharts. If the note Is boxed. the box Is scaled by the 
amount you specify. If the note Is not boxed. the 
characters are scaled by the amount you specify. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing If you want to change the 
height of notes and subcharts. or press the POSITION. 
SIZE. WIDTH. or ANGLE key to select a different function. 
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ADM1131 I PRESS PF2 
explanation: You are doing Interactive editing. which 
enables you to point with the cursor to Indicate the objects 
you want to edit. and how you want to edit them. You 
perform this editing by pressing PF2. 
System action: None. 
User response: Press PF2 when the cursor is In the 
position you want. 

ADM1132 I PUT CURSOR AT THE POINT YOU WANT TO 
KEEP FIXED 

Explanation: Before changing the height of a note or 
subchart. you must first select the point that Is to be kept 
fixed. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point and 
press the SELECT key. 

ADM1133 I PUT CURSOR AT THE POINT YOU WANT TO 
MOVE 

Explanation: Having selected the point to be kept fixed. 
you must.now select the point that Is to be moved to the 
target point. stretching or compressing the note or subchart 
as It goes. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point and 
press the SELECT key. 

ADM1134 E PLEASE MOVE CURSOR UP OR DOWN AWAY 
FROM FIXED POINT 

Explanation: The cursor Is at a point that is not suitable for 
use with the HEIGHT or WIDTH function. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor up or down so that It is 
further away from the fixed point. and press the SELECT 
key. 

ADM1135 I PUT CURSOR ON UNE WHERE YOU WANT POINT 
2 

Explanation: To complete the HEIGHT operation. you must 
now define the target point to which the point that you 
selected previously is to be moved. The note or subchart is 
stretched or compressed correspondingly. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor along the line to the 
desired target point. If you move the cursor toward the 
fixed point. the note or SUbchart Is made shorter. If you 
move the cursor away from the fixed point. the note or 
subchart Is made taller. 

ADM1138 I 'WIDTH' •• STEP n OF 3 
Explanation: The current function Is WIDTH. This means 
you can change the width of interactive chart notes and 
subcharts. If the note Is boxed. the box is scaled by the 
amount you specify. If the note Is not boxed. the 
characters are scaled by the amount you specify. 
System aellon: None. 
User response: Continue editing If you want to change the 
width of notes and subcharts. or press the POSITION. SIZE, 
HEIGHT. or ANGLE key to select a different function. 



ADM1137 I PRESS MIDDLE BUTTON ON MOUSE, BUTTON 2 
ON PUCK, OR STYLUS 

Explanation: You are doing Interactive editing, which 
enables you to point with the cursor to Indicate the objects 
you want to edit, and how you want to edit them. You 
perform this editing by pressing the middle button on the 
mouse, or button 2 on the puck, or by pressing the stylus. 
System action: None. 
User response: Press the appropriate button when the 
cursor is In the position you want. 

ADM1138I PUT CURSOR AT THE POINT YOU WANT TO 
KEEP RXED 

Explanation: Before changing the width of the note or 
subchart, you must Ilrst select the point that Is to be kept 
fixed. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point and 
press the SELECT key. 

ADM1139I PUT CURSOR AT THE POINT YOU WANT TO 
MOVE 

explanation: Having selected the point to be kept fixed, 
you must now select the point that is to be moved to the 
target point, stretching or compressing the note or subchart 
as It goes. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point and 
press the SELECT key. 

ADM1140 E PLEASE MOVE CURSOR LEFT OR RIGHT AWAY 
FROM FIXED POINT 

Explanation: The cursor Is at a point that Is not suitable for 
use with the HEIGHT or WIDTH function. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor left or right so that It Is 
further away from the fixed pOint, and press the SELECT 
key. 

ADM1141 I PUT CURSOR ON LINE WHERE YOU WANT POINT 
2 

explanation: To complete the WIDTH operation, you must 
now define the target point to which the point that you 
selected previously Is to be moved. The note or subchart Is 
stretched or compressed correspondingly. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor along the line to the 
desired target point. If you move the cursor toward the 
fixed point, the note or subchart Is made thinner. If you 
move the cursor away from the II xed point, the note or 
subchart is made fatter. 

ADM1142 I 'ANGLE' •• STEP n OF 3 
explanation: The current function Is ANGLE. This means 
you can change the angle of Interactive chart notes and 
subcharts. 
System action: None. 
User response: Continue editing II you want to change the 
angle of notes and subcharts, or press the POSITION, SIZE, 
HEIGHT, or WIDTH key to select a different function. 

ADM1137 - ADM1150 

ADM1143 E YOU CANNOT CHANGE THE ANGLE OF 
SUBCHARTS 

Explanation: You tried to select a subchart when the 
current function was ANGLE. Subcharts cannot be rotated. 
System action: The subchart is not selected. 
User response: Perform some other operation on the 
subchart. 

ADM1144I PUT CURSOR AT CENTER OF ROTATION 
explanation: Belore changing the angle of the note, you 
must first select the point that is to be used as the center of 
rotation. 
System acllon: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point and 
press the SELECT key. 

ADM1145 I PUT CURSOR AT THE POINT YOU WILL ROTATE 
Explanation: Having selected the center of rotation, you 
must now select the pOint that is to be rotated to the target 
point. 
System acllon: None. 
User response: Move the cursor to a convenient point and 
press the SELECT key. 

ADM1146 E PLEASE MOVE CURSOR FURTHER AWAY FROM 
CENTER OF ROTATION 

Explanation: The cursor is too near the center 01 rotation. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor further away from the 
center 01 rotation and press the SELECT key. 

ADM1147 I PUT CURSOR ON CIRCLE WHERE YOU WANT 
POINT 2 

Explanation: To comple~e the ANGLE operation, you must 
now define the target point to which the point you selected 
previously Is to be rotated. 
System action: None. 
User response: Move the cursor around the circle to the 
desired target pOint, and press the SELECT key. 

ADM1149 W n INVALID NUMBER(S) CONVERTED TO 
MISSING 

explanation: While data was being extracted Irom the file, 
some of the Items that should have contained only numbers 
were found to contain something else. If you want to see 
which Items were Invalid, use action 1 to view the current 
definition. 
System aellon: None. 
User response: If there are some special items In the file, 
which you want to have converted to miSSing values, use 
action 2 to define them. In this case, this message is not 
Issued for those Items when the data Is extracted from the 
liIe. 

ADM1150 E FILE IS TOO LARGE 
Explanation: The file contains more than the maximum 
allowed of 32 766 records. 
System action: The request Is ignored. 
User response: Specify a file that contains 32 766 records 
or less, and run the program again. 
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ADM1154 - ADM1166 

ADM1154 E NO CURRENT DATA DEFINITION AVAILABLE 
Explanation: You tried to Import data from a file, but you 
do not have the description of how to do It available; such 
a description Is called a "data deflnltlon.M The data 
definition must specify the file name and how the data Is to 
be Imported. You define how the data Is to be Imported by 
specifying items, and you must have at least one Item. 
System action: None. 
User response: Specify the file name on the Data Import 
File Selection panel, choose 1 to view the file, and then 
mark at least one Item for Import. Or, you can get a data 
definition you have previously saved. , 

ADM1155 E CURRENT DATA DERNITION HAS NO VALID 
ITEMS DEFINED 

Explanation: You tried to Import data from a file, but your 
current data definition, which describes how the data Is to 
be Imported, does not have any valid Items defined. Items 
define how data Is to be Imported; you must have at least 
one of them. 
System action: None. 
User response: Choose 1 on the Data Import File Selection 
panel, and then mark at least one item for Import. Or, get a 
data definition you have previously saved. 

ADM1156 E 'START' MUST BE THE TOP LEFT CORNER AND 
'END' THE BOTTOM RIGHT CORNER 

Explanation: You tried to define an Item where the Start 
and End are not correctly placed. 
System action: None. 
User response: Redefine the start and End of the Item 
correctly. 

ADM1157 E 'NUMBER' INVALID. THE PRECEDING DATA 
GROUP OR NOTE IS NOT DERNED YET 

Explanation: While you are defining data groups or notes, 
and you move to a new data group or note, you must add 
one to the previous highest data group or note number. 
System action: None. 
User response: Enter a valid data group or note number. 

ADM1158 E 'PART' INVALID. THE PRECEDING PART IS NOT 
DEFINED YET 

Explanation: While you are defining x-values or notes, and 
you move to a new part, you must add one to the previous 
highest part number. 
System aellon: None. 
User response: Enter a valid part number. 

ADM1159I DATA DERNITION CHANGED. REMEMBER TO 
SAVE IT AND TO IMPORT YOUR DATA 

Explanation: You have added or changed some Item 
definitions. This does not In Itself import your data, so this 
message reminds you that Import stili has to be done. It 
also reminds you that you may want to save the changed 
data definition. 
System action: None. 
User response: If you want to Import the data, then select 
choice 3 on the Data Import panel. If you want to save the 
data definition, then select choice 4 on the Data Import 
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panel, or press PF2 If you are using Advanced Mode 
Directory. 

ADM1160 I AUTOMATIC SCROLL HAS BEEN USED TO BRING 
THE ITEM INTO VIEW 

Explanation: When the current item was selected, none of 
It would have been shown on the screen. To help you, the 
current pOSition In the file was moved so that (at least) part 
of the Item can be seen. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM1181 I 'UNMARK' SUCCESSFUL 
Explanation: You have just completed an Unmark operation 
successfully. The item that is currently selected Is now 
undefined. 
System aellon: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1182 I DATA SUCCESSFULLY IMPORTED FROM FILE 
Explanation: The data defined by the current definition was 
Imported from the file. No errors were detected during the 
Import process. 
System acllon: None. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1183 W n ITEM(S) INCORRECTLY DEFINED 
Explanallon: Some of the Item definitions that you are 
using are either Incomplete or are badly defined. 
System action: None. 
User response: Use choice 1 on Data Import (panel 2.9) to 
review these Items. 

ADM1184I END OF FILE REACHED 
Explanallon: During the last scroll operation the current 
position In the file was changed. The last record on view is 
now the last record In the file. 
System aellon: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1185 E YOU MAY LOAD ONLY ONE CHART DATA 
DERNITION AT A TIME 

Explanation: You tried to load more than one chart data 
definition at tile same time. This is not allowed. 
System aellon: The command Input Is rejected. 
User response: Remove all but one of the Load (R) 
commands, then press ENTER to continue. 

ADM1188 E PF4 DOES NOTHING IF CURSOR IS ON THE 
EXTEND TO END OF FILE LINE 

Explanation: You pressed the Mark Start key (PF4) when 
the cursor was on the line for extending an Item to the end 
of the file. The cursor may only be placed In this area when 
the Mark End key (PF5) is used. 
System aellon: The command Is Ignored. 
User response: Use only the Mark End key on that nne. 



ADM1167 W HEADING HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO 132 
CHARACTERS. ORIGINAL LENGTH n 

Explanation: The Interactive Chart Utility has a limit of 132 
characters for the Heading. Your heading definition was for 
more characters than this. The first 132 characters of your 
heading were used and the remainder ignored. 
System action: The Chart Heading length Is reduced to 132 
characters. 
User response: None required. 

ADM1168 E INVALID CURSOR POSITION 
Explanation: You pressed a key that requires the cursor to 
be used to define a character In the file you are viewing. At 
the same time the cursor was not on the area of the panel 
that corresponds to part of the file. 
System action: The requested operation Is not performed. 
User response: Move the cursor to the area at the bottom 
of the panel where the file is shown and repeat the 
operation. 

ADM1169 W ITEM CONTAINS INVALID NUMERIC DATA 
Explanation: The current item must contain only numeric 
data. Some of the data for the Item Is not numeric. 
System action: The incorrect Items are highlighted In the 
Ille area of the present panel. 
User response: If the Items are intended to be missing 
values they can be entered on the Import control panel so 
that this message Is not given. 

ADM1170 W ITEM DEFINITION IS INCOMPLETE 
Explanation: The current item Is only partly defined in that 
either the top left corner or the bottom right corner was 
Identified. 
System acllon: None. 
User response: Use the appropriate PF key to complete 
the item definition. 

ADM1171 W ITEM IS NOT YET DEANED 
Explanation: The Item Indicated by the Which Item?, 
Number, Part fields Is not defined. 
System action: The requested operation Is not performed. 
User response: To define the Item, place the cursor at the 
top-left corner and press the Mark Start key. and then place 
the cursor at the boUom-rlght corner and press the Mark 
End key. 

ADM1172I LEFT EDGE OF FILE REACHED 
Explanation: During the last scroll operation the current 
position In the file was changed. The first column on view 
is now the first column In the file. 
System acllon: None. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1173 E PLEASE ENTER A FILE IDENTIFIER 
Explanation: To Import data you must specify a file that Is 
to have the data imported from It. 
System action: The command Is Ignored. 
User response: Fill in the name in the space provided. 

ADM1167 - ADM1180 

ADM1174 W CHART & DATA DEFINITION HAVE UNSAVED 
CHANGES. PRESS PF9 AGAIN TO EXIT 

Explanation: You tried to leave the ICU with some unsaved 
changes in your current chart and current data definition. 
System action: The normal action for the EXIT key Is 
suppressed (for this first application). 
User response: You can either heed the warning and save 
the unsaved changes, or disregard the warning and press 
the EXIT key again to exit. In standard Directory mode. 
press PF2 to save chart changes using the Save and Load 
Chart panei. and use the Save and Load Data Definition 
panel (2.9.4) to save data definition changes. In advanced 
Directory mode, press PF2 to save all types of changes 
using the Directory panel. 

ADM1175 W NO DATA GROUPS HAVE BEEN DEFINED 
Explanation: During data transfer no definitions for Data 
groups (item 4 on the File View panel) were found. 
System acllon: No Data Groups are transferred to the ICU. 
User response: Define a Data Group for the data transfer. 

ADM1176 E PFn DOES NOTHING FOR THE CURRENT ITEM 
TYPE 

Explanation: You used the Next Part (PF2) or Next Number 
(PF6) PF keys, but the current Item cannot have parts or 
numbers respectively. 
System acllon: The operation is not performed. 
User response: Choose another operation. 

ADM1177 I RIGHT EDGE OF FILE REACHED 
Explanation: During the last scroll operation the current 
poSition in the file was changed. The last column on view 
is now the last column in the file. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1178 I START OF FILE REACHED 
Explanation: During the last scroll operation the current 
position in the file was changed. The first record on view is 
now the first record in the file. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is lor 
Information only. 

ADM1179 E THE CURSOR MUST BE PLACED ON THE ITEM 
DURING AN UNMARK OPERATION 

Explanation: The unmark operation uses the pOSition of the 
cursor to confirm that the correct item is being deleted. To 
unmark an item you must place the cursor within It and 
then press the Unmark key. 
System action: The unmark operation Is not performed. 
User response: Position the cursor within the Item to be 
unmarked. 

ADM1160 E FILE IS NOT IN THE DATA INTERCHANGE 
FORMAT 

Explanation: The file selection panel defines the current 
file as having a particular internal format, such as Data 
Interchange Format. The file named does not conform to 
this format. 
System action: The cursor is placed under the file name 
that Is highlighted (in red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a suitable file name or change the 
type of file. 
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ADM1182 E FREE DATA CANNOT BE IMPORTED 
explanation: Data Import Is not allowed when "free" data 
Is In use. 
System action: The data Import request Is Ignored. 
User response: Restore the data mode to "*TIED," and try 
again. 

ADM1183 W DATA GROUP NAME(S) TRUNCATED TO 70 
CHARACTERS 

explanation: When using an eO-column·wlde display, the 
Interactive Chart Utility has a limit of 70 characters for the 
Data Group Names. One (or more that" one) of your Data 
Group Name definitions was for more characters than this. 
The first 70 characters of your Data Group Name were 
used and the remainder Ignored. 
System action: The Data Group Name length Is reduced to 
70 characters. 
User response: None required. 

ADM1184 W DATA LABEL(S) TRUNCATED TO 70 
CHARACTERS 

Explanation: When using an eO-column-wide display, the 
Interactive Chart Utility has a limit of 70 characters for the 
Data Labels. One (or more than one) of your Data Label 
definitions was for more characters than this. The first 70 
characters of your Data Label were used and the remainder 
Ignored. 
System acllon: The Data Label length Is reduced to 70 
characters. 
User response: None required. 

ADM1185 W CHART NOTE(S) TRUNCATED TO 70 
CHARACTERS . 

Explanation: When using an eO-column-wide display, the 
Interactive Chart Utility has a limit of 70 characters for the 
Chart Notes. One (or more than one) of your Chart Note 
definitions was for more characters than this. The first 70 
characters of your Chart Note were used and the remainder 
Ignored. 
System acllon: The Chart Note length Is reduced to 70 
characters. 
User response: None required. 

ADM1186 W MORE THAN 999 DATA LABELS FOUND. 
REMAINDER IGNORED 

explanatIon: The Interactive Chart Utility allows a 
maximum of 999 entries In anyone row or column. While 
Importing data from a flat file, it was found that tJ:te number 
of data labels would exceed 999 entries. 
System action: The data labels are Imported to fill the 
available space. The remaining data labels are Ignored. 
User response: None required. 

ADM11B7 W MORE THAN 999 DATA KEYS FOUND. 
REMAINDER IGNORED 

Explanation: The Interactive Chart Utility allows a 
maximum of 999 entries In anyone row or column. While 
Importing data from a flat file, It was found that the number 
of data keys would exceed 999 entries. 
System action: The data keys are Imported to fill the 
available space. The remaining data keys are Ignored. 
User response: None required. 
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ADM11BB W MORE THAN 999 DATA GROUPS FOUND. 
REMAINDER IGNORED 

Explanation: The Interactive Chart Utility allows a 
maximum of 999 entries In anyone row or column. While 
Importing data from a flat file, It was found that the number 
of data groups would exceed 999 entries. 
Systllm action: The data groups are Imported to .flil the 
available space. The remaining data groups are Ignored. 
User response: Continue editing; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1189 W MORE THAN 999 Y-VALUES IN A DATA GROUP 
FOUND. REMAINDER IGNORED 

Explanation: The Interactive Chart Utility allows a 
maximum of 999 entries In anyone row or column. While 
Importing data from a flat file, It was found that the number 
of y-values In one data group would exceed 999 entries. 
System action: The y-values are Imported to fill the 
available space. The remaining y-values are Ignored. 
User response: None required. 

ADM1190 W MORE THAN 999 X-VALUES FOUND. 
REMAINDER IGNORED 

ENplanatlon: The Interactive Chart Utility allows a 
maximum of 999 entries In anyone row or column. While 
Importing data from a flat file, It was found that the number 
of x-values would exceed 999 entries. 
System action: The x-values are Imported to fill the 
available space. The remaining x-values are Ignored. 
User response: None required. 

ADM1191 W MORE THAN 999 NOTES FOUND. REMAINDER 
IGNORED 

explanation: The Interactive Chart Utility allows a 
maximum of 999 entries In anyone row or column. While 
Importing data from a flat file, It was found that the number 
of notes would exceed 999 entries. 
System action: The notes are Imported to fill the available 
space. The remaining notes are Ignored. 
User response: None required. 

ADM1192 W CURRENT CHART HAS UNSAVED CHANGES. 
PRESS ENTER AGAIN TO IMPORT DATA 

ElCPlanalion: You tried to Import data from a file while 
there are some unsaved changes In your current chart. 
System acllon: None: the Data Import operation Is not 
performed. 
User response: You may either heed the warning and Save 
the unsaved changes, or press ENTER to Issue the Import 
request again. If the Import request Is Issued again, new 
chart data Is Imported, and the unsaved changes are lost. 

ADM1199 W MIXED LATIN AND DBCS STRINGS OPTION SET 
TO 3 RATHER THAN 2 

explanation: Format and data flies that contain conflicting 
strings have been restored. 
One file contains mixed latin and DBCS (Japanese Kanji or 
Korean Hangeul) strings corresponding to option 2 on the 
Menu Control panel of the ICU. The other specIHes similar 
strings corresponding to option 3. 
For an explanation of the difference between options 2 and 
3, see the help panel for Menu Control. 
System action: The mixed Latin and DBCS strings 
selection on the Menu Control panel Is set to 3. 



User response: No action needs to be taken. but you may 
want to change the selection for mixed Latin and DBCS 
strings on the Menu Control panel to 2. 

ADM1201 I HERE IS YOUR CHOSEN SAMPLE DATA 
explanation: On the Chart by Example panel. you asked 
for sample data. 
System action: The requested sample data Is restored. 
replacing the current chart data (If any). The Data Entry 
panel Is shown. 
User response: The message Is for Information only. You 
may change the sample data by typing over it. Press PF3 
to return to the Chart by Example panel. 

ADM1202 I FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS TO IMPORT YOUR 
DATA. PRESS PF3 TO RETURN 

Explanation: On the Chart by Example panel. you asked to 
get your data from a file created by another program. 
System action: The Data Import panel is shown. 
User response: The message Is for Information only. 
Follow the Instructions on the Data Import panel to Import 
your data. Press PF3 to return to the Chart by Example 
panel. 

ADM12031 TYPE IN THE NAME OF YOUR CHART DATA FILE. 
PRESS PF3 

explanation: On the Chart by Example panel. you asked to 
load data from a file previously created by the ICU. 
System action: The Save and Load panel is shown. 
User response: The message Is for Information only. Type 
In the name of the chart data file you want to load. Check 
that "What Is to be done" Is set to 1 (load) and "Which part 
of chart" Is set to 2 (chart data). and then press PF3. 

ADM1204 I TYPE 'R' BY THE NAME OF YOUR CHART DATA 
FILE. PRESS PF3 

explanation: On the Chart by Example panel. you asked to 
load data from a file previously created by the ICU. and 
advanced mode directory was selected. 
System action: The Directory panel Is shown. listing 
existing chart data flies. 
User response: The message is for information only. Type 
the Load command (R) by the name of the chart data file 
you want to load. and press PF3. 

ADM1205 E YOU HAVE NO DATA TO MAKE A CHART WITH. 
CHOOSE '1' TO GET SOME 

explanation: On the Chart by Example panel. you asked to 
make a chart using current data. but you do not yet have· 
any data. 
System action: The request is Ignored. 
User response: Get some data by choosing option 1. 

ADM1206 E ALL YOUR DATA IS EXCLUDED SO YOU 
CANNOT MAKE A CHART 

Explanation: On the Chart by Example panel. you asked to 
make a chart using current data. but all your data is 
excluded. This Is probably because you previously made a 
text-only chart. 
System action: The request Is Ignored. 
User response: Get some new data by choosing one of the 
options 1 through 4. or go to the Data panels to select your 
excluded data again. 

ADM1201 - ADM1221 

ADM1207 I TYPE IN NAMES OF FILES TO SAVE YOUR 
CHART FORMAT AND DATA. PRESS PF3 

Explanation: On the Chart by Example panel. you asked to 
save your chart In a file. 
System action: The Save and Load panel Is shown. 
User response: The message Is for information only. Type 
In the names of the chart format and data files you want to 
use. Check that "What is to be done" is set to 3 (save) and 
"Which part of chart" is set to 3 (chart format and data), 
and press PF3. 

ADM1208 I TYPE'S' AND THE FILE NAME FOR SAVING 
YOUR CHART. PRESS PF3 

Explanation: On the Chart by Example panel. you asked to 
save your chart In a file, and advanced mode directory was 
selected. 
System action: The Directory panel is presented, listing 
existing chart format and data files. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM1209 W YOU HAVE CHOSEN 'RESET'. PRESS ENTER 
AGAIN TO CONFIRM 

Explanation: On the Chart by Example panel, you asked to 
reset everything except your data, ready to start again. 
The message Is to warn you that all the chart format 
settings you have established will be reset to their initial 
default values. 
System action: None. at this time. 
User response: If you do Indeed want to reset all the 
values, press ENTER. otherwise, type In another choice. 

ADM1210 W YOU HAVE ASKED TO 'END' CHART 
VARIATIONS. PRESS PF3 AGAIN TO CONFIRM 

Explanation: On the Step-by-Step Charts or Ready-Made 
Charts panels, you pressed PF3. This could be either 
because you are satisfied with the current chart and do not 
want to see or make any more variations, or because you 
want to abandon the current chart and start again. You 
must confirm such a request. 
System action: None. 
User response: If you do indeed want to end chart 
variations, press PF3 again. otherwise, press ENTER or 
PF7. 

ADM1220 E PF4 (PRINT) AND PFS (DISPLAy) ARE NOT 
AVAILABLE WITH THIS CHOICE 

explanation: You pressed PF4 or PF5, and chose the 
"Other Charts" option on the Step-by-Step Charts or 
Ready-Made Charts panel. 
System action: None; the PF key request is ignored. 
User response: Press ENTER to see the Other Chart 
Variations or make a different choice on this panel. 

ADM1221 W PRELOADED SYMBOL SET 'a' HAS BEEN 
UNLOADED 

Explanation: You used the Show (SH) or Print (PR) 
command on the Advanced Directory panel to show or print 
a GDF file, and this resulted In preloaded symbol set a 
being unloaded. 
System action: The ICU cannot prevent the preloaded 
symbol set being unloaded, but It will try to reload the 
symbol set when next you need It, or when the ICU 
terminates. 
User response: Be aware that the ICU may not be able to 
reload the symbol set when It is needed next. Avoid using 
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the Show or Print commands for GDF files when you are 
using preloaded symbol sets. 

ADM1222 I PRELOADED SYMBOL SET 'a' HAS BEEN 
RELOADED 

Explanation: A preloaded symbol set a was unloaded 
earlier as a result of the Show (SH) or Print (PR) command 
being used on the Advanced Directory panel to show or 
print a GDF file. The ICU has now reloaded the symbol set 
from disk storage. 
System action: None. 
User response: Be aware that although the ICU has 
reloaded the symbol set, It may not be Identical to the 
version that was originally preloaded. If this Is the case, 
avoid using the Show or Print commands for GDF files 
when you are using preloaded symbol sets. 

ADM1223 E PRELOADED SYMBOL SET 'a' CANNOT BE 
RELOADED 

Explanation: A preloaded symbol set a was unloaded 
earlier as a result of the Show (SH) or Print (PR) command 
being used on the Advanced Directory panel to show or 
print a GDF file. The ICU tried to reload the symbol set 
from disk storage, but the load failed. 
System action: None. 
User response: Make the symbol set available on disk 
storage so that the ICU has access to it and can reload it 
when necessary. Or, avoid using the Show or Print 
commands for GDF files when you are using preloaded 
symbol sets. 

ADM1224 E PLEASE REPOSITION CURSOR TO STOP 
SUBCHART EXTENDING OUTSIDE CHART 

Explanation: You tried to make a change to a subchart that 
would have caused the subchart to extend outside the 
master chart's chart area. This Is not possible. 
System action: The change to the subchart is not made. 
User response: Reposition the cursor so that the change 
you are making Is smaller than before, and try again. Or, 
discontinue the operation by pressing PF4 (Cancel): the 
subchart will be len unchanged. 

ADM1225 E PLEASE REPOSITION CURSOR TO STOP 
SUBCHART BECOMING TOO SMALL 

Explanation: You tried to change the size, height, or width 
of a subchart, but the change would have caused the 
subchart to become too small. 
System action: The change to the subchart is not made. 
User response: Reposition the cursor so that the change 
you are making is smaller than before, and try again. Or, 
discontinue the operation by pressing PF4 (Cancel): the 
subchart will be len unchanged. 

ADM1226 E MARKER SET 'a1' CANNOT BE LOADED. '82' IS 
ALREADY IN USE 

Explanation: A chart required the marker symbol set a1 to 
be loaded, but this could not be done because the a2 
marker symbol set was already loaded and in use by 
another chart (either the master chart or a subchart). Only 
one marker set can be loaded at anyone time. 
System action: Markers that would have been taken from 
the a1 marker set are Instead taken from the a2 marker set. 
User'response: It Is not possible to use two marker sets at 
the same time. Edit your charts so that the master chart 
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and the subcharts all use markers from the same marker 
set. 

ADM1227 E MARKER SET 'a1' CANNOT BE LOADED. 'a2' 
WAS PRELOADED 

Explanation: A chart required the marker symbol set a1 to 
be loaded, but this could not be done because the a2 
marker symbol set had been preloaded by the application 
that you are using. Only one marker set can be loaded at 
anyone time. 
System action: Markers that would have been taken from 
the a1 marker set are Instead taken from the a2 marker set. 
User response: It is not possible to use two marker sets at 
the same time. You cannot use ICU markers (the marker 
set ADMDHIMJ) with preloaded markers. 

ADM1228 W MARKERS REQUIRE MORE THAN ONE SYMBOL 
SET. 'a' WILL BE USED 

explanation: The combination of marker types used by the 
chart requires more than one marker symbol set to be 
loaded, but this cannot be done because only one marker 
symbol set can be loaded at anyone time. 
System action: The ICU tries to use the marker symbol set 
specified In the message. 
User response: If the markers are not satisfactory, go to 
the Data Attributes panel (2.6) and change the marker types 
so that only one marker symbol set is required. 

ADM1229 W MARKER SCALE ,,., IS VALID ONLY FOR 
MARKER TYPES 1 THROUGH 8 

Explanation: You entered an asterisk (*) In the 
marker-scale column on the Data Altrlbutes panel (2.6), but 
the corresponding marker type was not In the range 1 
through 8. A marker scale of * requests a nonscalable 
Image marker to be used, but only marker types 1 through 
8 are available as image markers. 
System action: A marker scale of 1 is used. 
User response: Go to the Data Attributes panel and change 
the marker type to a whole number in the range 1 through 
8, or change the marker scale to a number in the range 
greater than 0 through 100. 

ADM2000 I ADMOPUT(a). TO TERMINATE, REPLY 'STOP', 
'STOPQ', OR 'STOPS' 

Explanation: When the TSO batch pI int utility ADMOPUT is 
successfully Initialized, this message Is sent to the system 
operator using WTOR. ADMOPUT then starts. The system 
operator can cause ADMOPUT to stop printing by entering 
STOP, STOPQ, or STOPS (in either lowercase or 
uppercase), with the following effects: 

• If STOP is received, ADMOPUT stops when all requests 
In process have been completed. 

• If STOPQ Is received, ADMOPUT stops Immediately. 
The current requests are restarted when ADMOPUT is 
next Initialized. 

• If STOPS is received, message ADM2019 is output, 
which enables STOPQ to be entered, causing 
ADMOPUT to stop immediately, or the message can be 
Ignored, In which case ADMOPUT is len to run until all 
requests in process have been completed. 

System action: ADMOPUT continues running until a reply 
is received. 
User response: To stop the utility, enter STOP, STOPQ, or 
STOPS In reply to the message. Shut-down occurs 
automatically when VTAM Is stopped. 



ADM2001 E ADMOPUT(a) ALREADY RUNNING 
Explanation: When ADMOPUT is started, It checks whethe~ 
the task Is running elsewhere In the system for the same 
request queue name; the message Is Issued If it Is. 
System action: The print utility Is not Initialized a second 
time, and the job step Is stopped. 
User response: None required. 

ADM2002 U I/O ERROR ON REQUEST QUEUE 
Explanation: ADMOPUT receives requests by means 01 a 
direct access data set (default name 
ADMPRINT.REQUEST.QUEUE) and this message Is Issued if 
an InpuUOutput error Is detected on the queue. The cause 
may be a hardware failure or wrong data-set formatting. 
System action: ADMOPUT Is either not started, or Is 
stopped Immediately. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2003 U OPEN ACB FAILED. APPLID 'a', ERROR CODE 
X'l()(' 

Explanation: (This message can be Issued by either 
ADMOPUT or ADMOPUJ.) ADMOPUT/ADMOPUJ could not 
open the VTAM ACB using APPLID a. The reason is 
Indicated by the VTAM error code X'l()(' from the VTAM 
OPEN ACB macro. Some possible codes are: 
X'50' VTAM Is not Included In the operating system. 
X'S2' VTAM is closing down. 
X'S4' The application program name Is not included In the 

VTAM definition. 
X'S8' The ACe Is already open. 
X'SA' The application program name is not Included In the 

VTAM definition. 
System action: ADMOPUT/ADMOPUJ Is terminated. 
User response: If the error code Is X' 52 ' , no action Is 
required. It Is sometimes possible to recover from error 
code X' 58' by deactivating the application Identifier for 
ADMOPUT/ADMOPUJ and then reactivating It. II other 
codes are received, Inlorm your systems programmer. 

ADM2004 U ADMOPUT(a) NOT STARTED. UNABLE TO OPEN 
REQUEST QUEUE 

Explanation: The request queue could not be opened. It Is 
probably wrongly Initialized. 
System action: ADMOPUT Is not started, and the job step 
ends. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM200S U ADMOPUT(a) NOT STARTED. TIMER ATTACH 
FAILED 

Explanation: ADMOPUT attaches a subtask (ADMOPTT) to 
service timer Interrupts. The attach for this task was not 
successful; the most likely cause is lack of storage. 
System action: ADMOPUT is not started, and the job step 
ends. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2008 I ADMOPUT(a) STARTED 
Explanation: Initialization of ADMOPUT was completed 
successfully and servicing of the print queue has begun. 
This message may be followed by message ADM2000. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
inlormation only. 

ADM2001 - ADM2012 

ADM2007 E INVALID REPLY - a 
Explanation: A reply other than SlOP, STOPQ, or STOPS 
was received In reply to rnessage ADM2000. 
System action: Message ADM2000 Is Issued again. 
User response: Reply correctly to message ADM2000 to 
shut down ADMOPUT. 

ADM2008 I ADMOPUT(a) SHUTTING DOWN 
Explanation: This message can be issued In a number of 
circumstances: 

• GDDM received a valid reply to message ADM2000 
(that Is, STOP, STOPS, or STOPQ) to stop ADMOPUT. 

• VTAM Is shutting down. 
• There was a timer failure. 
• AUTO was specified, and there are no more print 

requests to process. 
System acllon: ADMOPUT stops when the print requests 
being processed have completed. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM2009 U TIMER FAILED. ABEND CODE n 
Explanation: The timer task ADMOPTT completed 
abnormally. The probable cause Is that it could not load 
the timer module (ABEND code 806). 
System action: ADMOPUT is shut down, completing any 
requests being processed. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2010 U ADMOPUT(a) NOT STARTED. SETLOGON FAILED 
Explanation: A request to set logons failed, preventing the 
acquisition of printers. The application program may not be 
correctly defined in the VTAM definition. 
System acllon: ADMOP,UT Is not started and the job step 
ends. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2011 U ADMOPUT(a) NOT STARTED. UNABLE TO 
ALLOCATE REQUEST QUEUE 

Explanation: The TSO Print Utility could flot allucate the 
request queue data set (by means of ddname ADMPRNTQ 
or dsname 'xxxxxxxx. REQUEST.QUEUE'). 
System action: A TSO IKJxxxxxx message is generated 
Indicating the reason for the failure, and ADMOPUT Is not 
started. The job step ends. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. Check 
that the current GDDM external defaults were not updated 
with an invalid first-level qualifier for the print-queue data 
set name In the TSOPRNT option: refer to the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADM2012 E PRINTING ON a SUSPENDED DUE TO LACK OF 
S rORAGE OR OTHER ERROR 

explanation: The task servicing the printer a stopped 
abnormally with a completion code usually associated with 
a lack of storage. The precise meaning of the completion 
code can be determined from the earlier accompanying 
message. 
System action: The print request being processed on the 
specified printer is abandoned. In an attempt to prevent the 
problem occurring again, the number of print requests that 
are serviced at the same time is reduced. The printer is 
restarted and the request reprocessed when there Is less 
activity, that is, when the count of simultaneous print 
requests falls below the new threshold value. However, If 
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the threshold value Is reduced to zero, the pilnt utility 
stops. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer, who will 
probably allocate more storage to ADMOPUT If there Is not 
already enough storage, or take the appropriate action for 
any other type of error occurring. 

ADM2013 S PRINTING ON a TERMINATED. {SYSTEM 
COMPLETION CODE n1}{ USER COMPLETION 
CODE n2} 

Explanation: The task servicing the printer a stopped 
abnormally with system completion code n1 or user 
completion code n2. 

• If present In the message text, the system completion 
code has three digits. 

• If present In the message text, the user completion 
code Is In decimal. 

System action: No more attempts are made to 
communicate with the specified printer unless the utility Is 
Identified as the "controlling application" at the time the 
device is reactivated. 
User response: For a list of manuals containing 
information on completion codes, see the Bibliography on 
page viI. 

• Look up the meaning In the table of GDDM abend codes 
in the GDDM Diagnosis and Problem Determination 
Guide, unless the value Is 16, when the reason is given 
by an earlier message (such as ADM04nn) usually 
associated with an error condition on the device or 
communication link. If the utility being run was 
ADMOPUT, no Immediate action Is necessary because 
ADMOPUT continues to service other printers. If the 
utility being run was ADMOPUJ, the Instance 
terminates. 

• For user completion code 16, refer to the operator 
action for the previous message on the printer. 

• If other user completion codes are received, Inform 
your systems programmer. 

When the problem has been corrected and If running 
ADMOPUT, close down ADMOPUT and restart It to 
reconnect the printer; or try activating the printer again, 
with the utility nominated as the "contrOlling application." If 
the utility being used is ADMOPUJ, Invoke it again. 

ADM2014 U ADMOPUT(a) NOT STARTED. VTAM INACTIVE 
Explanation: ADMOPUT could not establish contact with 
VTAM. The OPEN ACB failed with an error code Indicating 
that VTAM Is not active. 
System acllon: ADMOPUT is not started and the job step 
ends. 
User response: Start VTAM and then restart ADMOPUT. 

ADM2015 U UNABLE TO OPEN VTAM ACB. SHOWCB ALSO 
FAILED 

Explanation: (This message can be issued by either 
ADMOPUT or ADMOPUJ.) ADMOPUT/ADMOPUJ could not 
open the VTAM ACB, and the diagnostic procedure also 
failed. 
System action: ADMOPUT/ADMOPUJ is terminated. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 
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ADM2016 S ERROR n IN ERROR PROCESSING ON PRINTER 
a 

Explanation: An error was detected while printing a 
request on printer a. Usually, the diagnostic information is 
printed on a separate page following the printed output. 
This message is issued if another error Is detected when 
trying to print the diagnostic information; n is the number of 
the GDDM message corresponding to the error. 
System action: None. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2017 I ADMOPUT(a) RUNNING IN AUTO MODE 
Explanation: The parameter AUTO was specified when 
starting this instance of ADMOPUT. ADMOPUT stops 
automatically when there are no more print requests to 
process. 
System action: ADMOPUT stops when all print requests 
have been completed. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 

ADM2018 E ADMOPUT(a). ERROR IN INPUT PARAMETERS 
Explanallon: The input parameters for this Instance of 
ADMOPUT were wrongly specified. 
System action: The print utility is not Initialized, and the 
job step Is stopped. 
User response: Correct the input parameters and call 
ADMOPUT again. For details of the Input parameters for 
ADMOPUT, refer to the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference, Volume 2. 

ADM2019 I ADMOPUT(a). REPLV WAS ·STOPS·. TO STOP 
QUICKL V, REPL V ·STOPQ-

explanation: A reply of STOPS was received, and so 
ADMOPUT stops at the end of the current requests. 
However, If an Immediate stop Is required Instead, enter 
STOPQ. 
See also message ADM2000. 
System action: None. ADMOPUT continues to run until 
either a reply of STOPQ Is received, or until the current 
requests have completed. 
User response: To stop the utility Immediately, enter 
STOPQ. 

ADM2020 E UNABLE TO PERFORM MESSAGE PROCESSING 
explanation: An error occurred while trying to output a 
message: this is probably because of lack of storage. No 
more messages can be issued. 
System action: A user 2000 abend should occur after this 
message appears. 
User response: Allocate more storage and run the utility 
again. 

ADM2021 U UNABLE TO OPEN VTAM ACB. VTAM INACTIVE 
Explanation: ADMOPUJ cannot establish contact with 
VTAM. The OPEN ACe failed with an error code indicating 
that VTAM is not active. 
System action: ADMOPUJ Is terminated. 
User response: Start VTAM before issuing any calls to 
ADMOPUJ. 



ADM2022 U UNABLE TO PROCESS LOGON EXITS. 
SETLOGON FAILED 

explanation: A request to set logons failed, and this 
prevented the acquisition of printers. The application 
program may not be correctly defined In the VTAM 
definition. 
System action: ADMOPUJ Is terminated. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2023 W SUBTASK FAILED. RETRY LATER 
explanation: The subtask attached to ADMOPUJ failed 
because of a temporary problem. 
System acllon: ADMOPUJ Is terminated. 
User response: Invoke ADMOPUJ again later. If the 
problem persists, Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2024 U SUBTASK FAILED. DO NOT RETRY 
Explanation: The subtask attached to ADMOPUJ failed 
because of a permanent error. 
System action: ADMOPUJ Is terminated. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2040 E INSUFFICIENT PARAMETERS SPECIFIED 
explanation: ADMOPRT requires a filename and a printer 
name as Input parameters. These were not supplied. 
System action: The utility Is stopped. 
User response: Supply a valid filename and printer name. 

ADM2041 E INVALID FILENAME SPECIFIED 
Explanation: ADMOPRT detected an Invalid filename as 
one of Its Input parameters. For example, the filename 
supplied might have more than 44 characters, Invalid 
quotes, or Imbedded blanks. 
System action: The utility Is stopped. 
User response: Supply a valid filename. 

ADM2042 E INVALID PARAMETER(S) SPECIFIED 
explanation: ADMOPRT detected an Invalid parameter in 
Its parameter string. This Is usually an unrecognized 
keyword. 
System action: The utility Is stopped. 
User response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM2043 E 'ON' KEYWORD MISSING 
Explanation: ADMOPRT requires that the keyword ON 
must precede the printer name In Its Input parameter string. 
This keyword was not specified correctly. 
System action.: The utility Is stopped. 
User response: Ensure that the keyword ON precedes the 
printer name. 

ADM2099 I ADMOPUT(a) RUNNING 
Explanation: ADMOPUT Is active. It remains active until: 

• There Is no more work to be done, If ADMOPUT was 
started with the AUTO parameter specltled. 

• The system operator specifies: 
STOPQ, when printing Is stopped Immediately. 
(Current files are restarted when ADMOPUT Is next 
Initiated.) 
STOP or STOPS, when printing is stopped at the 
end of the current requests. 

• VT AM Is closed down. 
System action: ADMOPUT remains active. 

ADM2022 _. ADM2121 

User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM2104 S INVALID PARAMETER(S) SPECIFIED 
explanation: The VM/SP print utility requires that the 
keyword ON must precede the printer name (If speclfierj). 
This keyword was not specified correctly. 
System action: The utility Is stopped. 
User response: Call the utility again, ensuring that the 
keyword ON prececles the printer name. 

ADM210S S 'ON' KEYWORD MISSING 
explanation: The VM/SP print utility was called with more 
than one parameter, but the second parameter was not ON. 
System action: The utility Is stopped. 
User response: Call the utility again, specifying the correct 
parameters. 

ADM2106 S PRINT FILE NAME NOT SPECIFIED 
Explanation: The VM/SP print utility was called without the 
print file name. 
System action: The utility Is stopped. 
User response: Call the utility again, specifying the print 
file name as the first (or only) parameter. 

ADM2110 E ADMOPUI - UNEXPECTED DUI RETURN CODE n 
FROM a 

explanation: The IMSNS print utility received an 
unexpected return code n from OUI function a, Indicating an 
error In processing logic or IMSNS definition. The OUI 
operation did not complete. 
System action: The current function Is stopped. 
User response: Correct the OBD procopt values or system 
definition. For a list of manuals containing Information on 
SUbsystem return codes, see the Bibliography on page vII. 

ADM2111 E ADMOPUI - UNKNOWN PRINTER LTERM a1 
REQUESTED BY a2 

explanation: The IMSIVS print utility received a request 
from user a2 to print on unknown printer L TERM a1. 
System action: The request Is Ignored. 
User response: Specify a known printer L TERM and Issue 
the request again. 

ADM2120 E ADMOPUC - RETURN CODE n FROM RETRIEVE 
Explanation: The CICSNS print utility received an 
unexpected return code" from the EXEC CICS retrieve 
function, which was called to receive the Input data to the 
transaction. The Input dl'lta Identifies a temporary storage 
file containing a print request to be processed. 
System action: The utility Is stopped. 
User response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2121 U INCOMPATIBLE RELEASE OF CICSIDOSNS 
INSTALLED 

Explanation: An Incompatible release of CICS/DOSNS has 
been Installed on your YSE system. The CICS Print Job 
Utility requires Release 1.7 oi CICS/DOSNS. 
System action: The transaction Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Install the correct level of 
CICS/DOSNS and try running the transaction again. 
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ADM2122 - ADM2136 

ADM2122 U INCOMPATIBLE RELEASE OF VSE INSTALLED 
Explanation: An Incompatible release of VSE has been 
Installed. The CICS Print Job Utility requires Release 2.1 of 
VSE. 
System action: The transaction Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Install the correct level of VSE and 
try running the transaction again. 

ADM2123 U REPORT CONTROLLER NOT INSTALLED 
Explanation: The Report Controller feature of 
CICS/DOSNS has not been Installed. The CICS Print Job 
Utility requires Release 2.1 of VSE. 
System action: The transaction Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Install the correct level of VSE and 
try running the transaction again. 

ADM2124 U TRANSACTION CAN ONLY BE USED UNDER VSE 
Exptanatlon: The CICS Print Job Utility can only be run 
under the VSE operating system. 
System action: The transaction Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Rerun the transaction on a VSE 
system. 

ADM2126 U INCOMPATIBLE LEVEL OF GDDM INSTALLED 
Explanation: An Incompatible release of GDDMNSE has 
been Installed under VSE. The CICS Print Job Utility 
requires Version 2.1.1 of GDDM or later. 
System action: The transaction Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Install the correct level of 
GDDMNSE and try running the transaction again. 

ADM2126 U SUITABLE MAPGROUP COULD NOT BE FOUND 
Explanation: The mapgroup that contains the input panel 
map for the CICS Print Job Utility cannot be found. 
System action: The transaction Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the mapgroup that 
contains the Input panel map for the CICS Print Job Utility 
Is available for use, and try running the transaction again. 

ADM2127 E INVALID SKELETON JCL. REASON CODE n 
Explanation: The skeleton JCL selected Is not valid. The 
reason code n Indicates why the skeleton JCl was found to 
be in error. The reason codes are: 
1 The skeleton JCl you requested could not be found. 
2 An odd number of percent signs (%) were found in the 

skeleton. 
3 The name to be substituted Is not valid, or was not 

recognized. 
System action: The requested job Is not submitted. 
Programmer response: Correct the skeleton JCl, and 
submit the job again. 

ADM2128 E PLEASE ENTER A VALID JOBNAME 
Explanation: No jobname was specified on the Input panel, 
or the jobname contained Invalid characters. 
System action: The jobname you entered Is rejected, and 
highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a valid jobname. 
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ADM2129 E PLEASE ENTER NAME OF CHART DATA, GDF OR 
IMAGE 

explanation: The name of the chart data file, GDF, or 
Image was not entered on the Input panel. 
System action: None. 
User response: Enter the name of the chart data file, the 
name of the GDF, or the narne of the Image file. 

ADM2130 E PLEASE ENTER 1,2 OR 3 
Explanation: Only the values 1,2, or 3 can be specified for 
"What Is to be printed." 
System action: The value you entered Is rejected and 
highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter one of these options: 
1 To print a chart saved In the ICU 
2 To print a GDF (graphics data format) file 
3 To print an Image (ADMIMG) file. 

ADM2131 E PLEASE ENTER NAME OF CHART FORMAT 
Explanation: The name of the chart format file was not 
entered on the input panel. 
System action: None. 
User response: Enter the name of the chart format file or 
select 1 on the "What is to be printed" question to print a 
GDF file. 

ADM2132 E PLEASE ENTER A NICKNAME FOR THE DEVICE 
YOU WANT TO USE 

Explanation: A nickname or device token was not entered. 
System action: None. 
User response: Enter a nickname for the device you want 
to use. 

ADM2133 E PLEASE ENTER JOB TYPE 
Explanation: No job type was entered on the Input panel. 
System action: The cursor Is moved to the field in error. 
User response: Enter a valid job type. Possible choices 
Include 3800, 3820, and 4250. 

ADM2134 E PLEASE PRESS ENTER TO SUBMIT A PRtNT JOB 
OR PF3 TO QUIT 

explanation: Only the ENTER key or PF3 have any function 
In the CICS Print Job Utility. 
System action: None. 
User response: Either press ENTER to submit a print job 
or press PF3 to quit. If your terminal does not have PF3 
and you want to select It, position the cursor over the PF3 
in line 24 and press ENTER. 

ADM2136 E NO READER SPOOL SPACE AVAILABLE. TRY 
AGAIN LATER 

Explanation: There Is no spool space available to send 
your request to VSE Batch. 
System action: Your transaction request Is rejected. 
User response: Try running the transaction later when 
spool space Is available. 

ADM2136I JOB SUBMITTED 
Explanation: The job to print the file you have requested to 
be printed has been successfully submitted. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
information only. 



ADM2137 U GDDM COULD NOT BE INITIAUZED 
Explanation: GDDM could not be Initialized. 
System action: The transaction Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Produce a GDDM trace file and try 
to determine the problem with Invoking GDDM. If you 
cannot find the cause of the problem, Inform your systems 
programmer. 

ADM2138 E PLEASE ENTER A VAUD NUMBER OF SWATHES 
(1 THROUGH 99) 

Explanation: No value was entered for the number of 
swathes, or the value entered was not valid. 
System action: If an invalid number of swathes was 
entered, the field in error Is highlighted (in red on color 
terminals). 
User response: Enter a valid number of swathes. 

ADM2139 E PLEASE ENTER A VAUD NUMBER OF COPIES 
(1 THROUGH 99) 

Explanation: No value was entered for the number of 
copies, or the value entered was not valid. 
System action: If an Invalid number of copies was entered, 
the field In error Is highlighted (In red on color terminals). 
User response: Enter a valid number of copies. 

ADM2140 I PLEASE OVERTYPE A FIELD AND PRESS ENTER 
TO RESUBMIT THE JOB 

Explanation: The ENTER key was pressed, but no field had 
been changed since the last job was submitted. 
System action: No job is submitted. 
User response: Either press PF3 to leave the transaction, 
or overtype any field on the panel and then press ENTER. 

ADM2150 E TOO MANY PARAMETERS 
Explanation: The print utility ADMUCDSD has been 
Invoked with a parameter list that contains more 
parameters than are defined. 
System action: The print job Is canceled. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter list, and 
Issue the print job again. 

ADM2151 E NO LEFT PARENTHESIS FOUND FOR 
PROCESSING OPTIONS UST 

Explanation: The print utility ADMUCDSD was Invoked with 
an Invalid parameter list. There Is no default provided for 
the processing options list. A value must be provided and 
enclosed In parentheses. 
System action: The print job Is canceled. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter list, and 
issue the print job again. 

ADM2152 E NO LEFT PARENTHESIS FOUND FOR NAMES 
UST 

Explanation: The print utility ADMUCDSD was Invoked with 
an invalid parameter list. There Is no default provided for 
the printer names list. This list identifies the printer to be 
used; it may be a single name or a multipart name. 
System action: The print job is canceled. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter list, and 
Issue the print job again. 

ADM2137 - 'ADM2202 

ADM2153 E TOO MANY NAMES 
Explanation: The print utility ADMUCDSD was Invoked with 
an invalid parameter list. The printer names list given 
contains too many parts. This list Identifies the printer to 
be used; It may be a single name or a multipart name. 
System aclion: The print Job is canceled. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter list, and 
issue the print Job again. 

ADM2154 E TOO MANY PROCESSING OPTIONS 
Explanallon: The print utility ADMUCDSD was Invoked with 
an Invalid parameter list. The processing options list 
contains too many elements. For Information on processing 
options, refer to the description of the DSOPEN call In 
GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 1. 
System action: The print job Is canceled. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter list, and 
Issue the print Job again. 

ADM2155 E NUMERIC PARAMETER CONTAINS NONNUMERIC 
DATA 

Explanation: The print utility ADMUCDSD was Invoked with 
an Invalid parameter list. A parameter which must have a 
numeric value contains a character that is not a number in 
the range 0 through 9. Numeric parameters are the display 
code, the printer family, and the printer processing options. 
System action: The print job is canceled. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter list, and 
Issue the print job again. 

ADM2156 E PARAMETER TOO LONG 
ElCJIlanallon: The print utility ADMUCDSD was Invoked with 
an Invalid parameter list; valid parameters are from one 
through eight alphanumeric characters long; one of the 
parameters In the list was more than eight characters long. 
System action: The print job Is canceled. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter list, and 
Issue the print job again. 

ADM2200 S UNABLE TO OPEN SYSIN 
Explanation: An error was detected while tryillY to open 
the Input file SYSIN. 
System action: The utility stops processing. 
User response: Determine the cause of the error, which Is 
possibly In the JCt. and submit the job again. 

ADM2201 S 110 ERROR ON SYSIN 
Explanation: An InpuUOutput error was detected while 
reading input records. This message Is followed by 
another message giving the nature of the error. 
System action: The utility stops processing. 
User response: Determine the cause of the error and 
submit the job again. 

ADM2202 E INVAUD INPUT RECORD 
Explanation: The Input record format Is not recognized. 
System action: The Input record Is discarded and the 
utility continues proceSSing. 
User response: For Information on how to specify the Input 
record correctly, refer to the GDDM Installation and System 
Management for VSE manual, and submit the job again. 
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ADM2203 E UNEXPECTED DUI RETURN CODE n ON a CALL 
Explanation: An unexpected error was found during a data 
base operation. The call Issued Is a, and the status 
returned by DLI Is n. 
System action: The operation does not complete. 
User response: Determine the cause of the DLI error and 
submit the job again. For a list of manuals containing 
Information on subsystem return codes, see the 
Bibliography on page viI. 

ADM2204 I PAGE n GDDM SYSTEM DEFINITION UTILITY FOR 
IMSNS 

Explanation: This Is Issued as a heading used for each 
page of output n from the GDDM system definition utility for 
IMSNS. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM2205 I DATA BASE RECORD FOR LTERM a1 a2 
Explanation: This occurs In the output from the IMSNS 
utility for the data base record for logical terminal name a1. 
The name a2 can be either CREATED, UPDATED, or 
DELETED, and one such message Is Issued for each 
successful operation. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM2206 E DATA BASE RECORD FOR LTERM a NOT FOUND 
Explanation: This occurs In the output from the IMSNS 
utility when there Is no entry for the logical terminal name a 
In the data base. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: Correct the input and run the utility again. 

ADM2207 I n SYSIN RECORD(S) READ 
Explanation: This occurs In the output from the IMSNS 
utility and gives the total number of Input records read n. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM2208 I n DATABASE RECORD(S) a 
Explanation: This occurs in the output from the IMSNS 
utility. The name a can be either CREATED, UPDATED, 
DELETED, or NOT FOUND and the message gives the total 
number of data base records n In each category. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM22091 n DATABASE ERROR(S) 
Explanation: This occurs in the output from the IMSNS 
utility and gives the total number of errors n that occurred 
during access to the data base. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 
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ADM2210 I n INVALID SYSIN RECORD(S) 
explanation: This occurs in the output from the IMSNS 
utility and gives the total number of invalid input records n 
that were read. 
System acllon: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM2211 In OBJECT(S) SUCCESSFULLY a 
Explanation: This occurs In the output from the IMSNS 
utility. The name a can be either IMPORTED, EXPORTED, 
or DELETED and the message gives the total number of 
successful objects n In each category. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM2212 I n UNSUCCESSFUL OPERATION(S) 
Explanation: This occurs In the output from the IMSNS 
utility and gives the total number of unsuccessful 
operations n. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM2213 I OBJECT SUCCESSFULLY a 
Explanation: This occurs in the output from the IMSNS 
utility. The name a can be either IMPORTED, EXPORTED, 
or DELETED and one such message Is Issued for each 
successful operation. 
System action: The uWity continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM2214 E UNSUCCESSFUL OPERATION 
Explanation: This occurs in the output from the IMSNS 
utility when the attempted operation did not complete 
successfully. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: Refer to the accompanying message giving 
the cause of the failure. 

ADM2216I PAOE n GDDM OBJECT 
IMPORT/EXPORT UTILITY FOR IMSNS 

Explanation: This occurs as a heading for each page of 
output n from the GDDM object ImporVexport utility for 
IMSNS. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM2400 S UNABLE TO OPEN SYSPRINT 
Explanation: An error was detected while trying to open 
the output file SYSPRINT. 
System action: The utility stops processing. 
User response: Determine the cause of the error, which Is 
possibly in the JCL, and submit the job again. 

ADM2401 S I/O ERROR ON SYSPRINT 
explanation: An InpuVOutput error was detected while 
writing output records. This message Is followed by 
another message stating the kind of error. 
System aellon: The utility stops processing. 
User response: Determine the cause of the error and 
submit the job again. 
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ADM2402 I FOLLOWING MESSAGE RETURNED FROM GDDM 
(IMS):-

explanation: This occurs in the output from the IMSNS 
utility If an error was detected while processing the IMS 
file. It Is followed by another message stating the kind of 
error. 
System aclion: The utility continues processing. 
User response: Refer to the accompanying message. 

ADM2403 I FOLLOWING MESSAGE RETURNED FROM GDDM 
(OS) :-

explanation: This occurs In the output from the IMSNS 
utility if an error was detected while processing the OS file. 
It Is followed by another message stating the kind of error. 
System action: The utility continues processing. 
User response: Refer to the accompanying message. 

ADM2700 E MSL 'a' CANNOT BE FOUND. RC n FROM 
FSSTATE 

EJCplanalion: The MSL specified In the command does not 
exist or Is not available. 
System action: The command Is Ignored. 
User response: Determine the cause of the error, make the 
MSL available, and enter the command again. 
For a list of manuals containing Information on VM/SP 
FSSTATE macro return codes, see the Bibliography on 
page vII. 

ADM2701 E MSL '8' IS NOT ON A READIWRITE DISK 
EJCplanatlon: The MSL file Is on a read-only disk and 
cannot be compressed. 
System action: The command Is Ignored. 
User response: Reaccess the disk with read and write 
access, and enter the command again. 

ADM2702 E HEADER OF 'a' HAS INVAUD OR INCOMPATIBLE 
DATA 

Explanation: The MSL (map specification library) file a was 
corrupted, or was previously edited using a version of 
GDDM that Is more recent than the one you are using at 
the moment. The former error can be caused by editing the 
file using a VM/SP editor, which changes the data records 
In the file so that they do not match the file header. 
System aclion: The command Is Ignored. 
User response: Correct or recreate the MSL, and enter the 
command again. Use the version of GDDM that was 
previously used to edit the MSL file. 

ADM2703 I COMPRESSION OF MSL 'a' COMPLETE 
Explanation: The MSL (map specification library) a was 
successfully compressed. 
System action: The utility 'continues processing. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM2704 E UNABLE TO RENAME COMPRESSED MSL 'a' RC 
n 

explanation: The temporary file used during MSL (map 
specification library) compression cannot be renamed to the 
original MSL name. This can happen If the original MSL file 
was not successfully deleted. 
System action: The command Is abandoned. The 
compressed MSL stili has Its temporary name of MSLname 
CMSUT1. 

ADM2402 - ADM2752 

User response: If the original MSL has not been deleted, 
delete It and rename the temporary file. For a list of 
manuals containing information on subsystem return codes, 
see the Bibliography on page viI. 

ADM2705 E USE ADMMSL TO COMPRESS A GDDMIIMD MSL 
THUS: ADMMSL COMP MSLNAME 

Explanation: Either the syntax of the command is wrong or 
else help was requested. 
System action: The command is ignored. 
User response: Correct the command syntax, and enter the 
command again. 

ADM2708 E INVAUD PARAMETER(S) SPECIFIED 
Explanation: A parameter specified on the ADMMSL 
command Is wrong. 
System action: The command is Ignored. 
User response: Supply the correct parameter, and enter 
the command again. 

ADM2750 W INVAUD TEXT STRUCTURED FIELD FORMAT 
EJCplanatlon: An Invalid text structured field was found 
when scanning text data. 
This message can be Issued when printing a composite 
document presentation data stream that contains 
text-structured fields. 
System action: The structured field Is Ignored, and 
processing continues. The results may not· be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Check the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream. A trace of the 
composite document presentation data stream may be 
required. 
For Information on the format of the data stream, refer to 
the GDDM Installation and System Management manual for 
your subsystem. 

ADM2751 W FIELD TYPE a NOT RECOGNIZED, OR OUT OF 
CONTEXT 

explanation: A structured field with a field type of a was 
found. The structured field was not recognized, or It 
occurred In the wrong context. 

The error may occur when processing composite 
documents. 
System action: The structured field Is Ignored, and 
processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream, and run your program 
again. 

ADM2752 W INVALID DATA AT OFFSET, n 
EJCplanatlon: Invalid data was detected while processing 
text. Offset n is the offset within the structured field at 
which the error was detected. 
System action: Processing continues, Ignoring the Invalid 
data. The results may riot be as you expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream, and run your program 
again. 
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ADM2753 W ERROR IN TEXT CONTROLS, AT OFFSET n 
Explanation: An error was found In the text controls of a 
composed/presentation text data (CTXlPTX) structured field. 
Offset n Is the offset within the structured field at which the 
error was detected. 
System action: The text controls are Ignored, and 
processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream, and run your program 
again. 

ADM2754 W LOCAL OVERLAY n HAS BEEN LEFT 
UNRESOLVED 

Explanation: While processing a composite document, a 
reference to local overlay n was found. However, this 
overlay could not be resolved to match a corresponding 
external overlay name. 

Note: The composite document Interface file specifies that 
the local Identifier of the medium modification control 
(MMC) structured field must match the resource 
local Identifier In a map medium overlay (MMO) 
structured field. 

System action: The local overlay Is Ignored, and 
processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM2755 W UNRECOGNIZED PTD KEYWORDS IGNORED 
Explanation: While proceSSing a composite document, 
keywords were found that were not recognized in a 
presentation text descriptor (PTD) structured field. 
System acllon: The PTo Is ignored, and processing 
continues. The results may not be as you expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM2756 W DUPLICATE CODED FONT AT OFFSET n 
IGNORED 

Explanation: While processing a composite document, a 
reference was found to a map coded font (MCF). However, 
the Identifier used Is a duplicate of one that was used 
previously. Offset n Is the offset within the structured field 
at which the reference to the MCF occurred. 
System action: The duplicate MCF Is Ignored, and 
processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM2757 W EXCESS MMC IGNORED 
Explanation: While processing a composite document, the 
number of medium modification control (MMC) structured 
fields exceeded the limit of 2. 
System action: Any excess MMC structured fields are 
ignored. Processing continues. The results may not be as 
you expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream, and run your program 
again. 
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ADM2758 E COMPOSITE DOCUMENTS ARE NOT 
SUPPORTED FOR THIS DEVICE 

Explanation: You tried to print a composite document on a 
device that does not support composite documents. 

This message is Issued If the CompOSite Document Print 
Utility Is Invoked when the current primary device is one 
that does not support composite documents. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the program to use.a 
device that does support composite documents, and run 
your program again. 

ADM2759 W DOCUMENT PAGE DOES NOT MATCH DEVICE 
PAGE 

Explanation: The document page Is specified In the 
Composite Document Presentation Data Stream (COPDS). 
Its size Is specified in a page descriptor (PGD) structured 
field, and It may have an offset specified in a page position 
(PGP) structured field. The page thus given does not fit on 
the area defined for the output device. 
If the device size can not be determined directly, it Is 
defined In the device token. Alternatively, on famlly-4 
printers, the paper size may have been specified by a 
processing option. 
System action: Processing continues with a reduced size 
that does fit on the page. Some Information may not be 
printed as a result. 
Programmer response: Make the sizes match, and repeat 
the request. 

ADM2760 E FIELD NOT CONVERTED 
Explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility could 
not convert the specified structured field to Composite 
Document Presentation Data Stream format. 
System action: Processing continues. 
Programmer response: Ensure the field requested for 
conversion Is valid. 

ADM2761 W BAR CODE BLOCK POSITION IS OFF PAGE 
Explanation: The CompOSite Document Print Utility was 
unable to Imbed a bar code object In the composite 
document. This message Is issued when the specified 
position of the bar code block lies off the page. 
System action: The bar code object is not Imbedded, and 
processing continues. 
Programmer response: Reposition the bar code block onto 
the page. 

ADM2762 W ERROR IN BAR CODE DATA AT OFFSET n 
Explanation: Invalid data was found In a Bar Code Data 
(BOA) structured field. Offset n Is the offset within the 
structured field at which the error was detected. 
System action: The structured field Is Ignored and 
processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the data 
stream, and run the program again. A trace of the data 
stream may be required. 



ADM2763 W ERROR IN BAR CODE DESCRIPTOR AT OFFSET 
n 

Explanalion: Invalid data was found In a Bar Code Data 
Descriptor (BOD) structured field. Offset n Is the offset 
within the structured field at which the error was detected. 
System acllon: The structured field Is Ignored and 
processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the data 
stream, and run the program again. A trace of the data 
stream may be required. 

ADM2764 W BAR CODE DATA NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS 
DEVICE 

explanation: You tried to print a composite document 
containing bar codes on a device that does not support 
bar-code output. 

This message Is Issued If the Composite Document Print 
Utility encounters a Bar Code Data (BOA) structured field 
and the current primary device Is one that does not support 
bar-code output. 
System action: The bar-code data Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the program to use a 
device that does support bar-code output, and run your 
program again. 

ADM2775 E INVALID COMPOSITE DOCUMENT NAME COUNT, 
n 

Explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility was 
Invoked with a parameter list that contained an Invalid 
name count parameter. The message Indicates the Invalid 
name count, n from the call In error. This could result from 
an Incorrect Invocation of the supplied utilities. 
System action: Processing terminates. The document Is 
not printed. 
Programmer response: Either correct the Invalid name 
count value, and run the program again, or invoke the utility 
correctly. 

ADM2776 W INVALID NUMBER OF OPTIONS, n 
Explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility was 
Invoked with a parameter list that Included an Invalid 
number of options. n Is the number of options passed to 
the Composite Document Print Utility. 
System acllon: Processing continues, but some options 
may be Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter(s), and 
run the program again. 

AOM2777 W INVALID PARAMETER. COPY COUNT n IS 
NEGATIVE 

explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility was 
Invoked with a parameter list that Included an Invalid copy 
count. The copy count specified, n, must not be negative. 

Note: Further restrictions may be placed on the copy count 
by the program used to drive the printer; for 
example, PSF or VM3812, and these may also 
produce messages. 

System action: Processing continues, using the default 
value of 1. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter, and 
run the program again. 

ADM2763 - ADM2782 

ADM2778 W INVALID PARAMETER. DUPLEX CONTROL 
VALUE n IS INVALID 

Explanation: The CompOSite Document Print Utility was 
Invoked with a parameter list that Included an Invalid duplex 
control value. The duplex control value specified, n, must 
have a value In the range 0 through 3. 
System action: Processing continues, using the default 
value. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter, and 
run the program again. 

ADM2779 W COMPOSITE DOCUMENT CONTAINS ERRORS 
explanation: The CompoSite Document Print Utility found 
errors while processing the document. This message 
appears on the screen or console. 
System action: The utility prints what it can of the 
document, followed by a report of the errors noted. 
Programmer response: Look at the error report at the end 
of the document and check the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream passed to the 
CompOSite Document Print Utility. 
No error report Is produced when you are viewing the 
composite document on a display. To see the individual 
errors under these Circumstances, you must run your 
application program again, but with a GDDM FLOW trace; 
for detailS, refer to the GDDM Diagnosis and Problem 
Determination Guide. The error messages will appear 1'1-; 

entries In the resulting trace file. 

ADM2780 W INVALID ACTIVE ENVIRONMENT GROUP ON 
PAGEn 

Explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility found 
an Invalid active environment group structured field while 
processing page n. This message is issued when the 
format of the composite document presentation data stream 
Is not valid. 
System acllon: The active environment group Is Ignored, 
and processing continues. 
Programmer response: Correct the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream, and run the program 
again. 

ADM2781 W IMAGE POSITION IS OFF PAGE 
explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility was 
unable to Imbed an Image object in the composite 
document. This message Is Issued when the specified 
position of the Image is off the page. 
System action: The ImagA is not imhedded, and processing 
continues. 
Programmer response: Reposition the Image onto the 
page. 

ADM2782 W GRAPHIC POSITION IS OFF PAGE 
explanation: The CompoSite Document Print Utility was 
unable to Imbed a graphic object In the composite 
document. This message Is Issued when the specified 
position of the graphic object Is off the page. 
System action: The graphic object Is not Imbedded, and 
processing continues. 
Programmer response: Reposition the graphic object onto 
the page. 
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ADM2783 - ADM2801 

ADM2783 W STRUCTURED FIELD X')()(' WAS NOT FOUND 
WHEN EXPECTED 

Explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility 
expected to find the structured field X')()(' while processing 
the composite document. This message Is Issued when the 
format of the composite document presentation data stream 
Is not valid. 
System action: The expected structured field Is Ignored, 
and processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Check the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream. 

ADM2784 W INVALID STRUCTURED FIELD FORMAT 
Explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility 
detected an Invalid structured field format while processing 
the composite document. This message Is Issued when the 
format of the composite document presentation data stream 
is not valid. 

Note: This message is usually issued when the wrong type 
of file is used. 

System action: The structured field Is Ignored, and 
processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected .. 
Programmer response: Check the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream. 

ADM2785 W INVALID STRUCTURED FIELD TYPE 'a' 
Explanation: The Composite Document Print Utility 
detected an Invalid or unsupported structured field type a 
while processing the composite document. This message is 
issued when the format of the composite document 
presentation data stream Is Invalid. 
System action: The Invalid structured field Is ignored, and 
processing continues. The results may not be as you 
expected. 
Programmer response: Check the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream. The structured fields 
supported for AFPDS and COPOS documents are listed In 
the GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 2. 

ADM2786 W FILE ERROR DETECTED. EDT FIELD INSERTED 
Exptanatlon: The CompoSite Document Print Utility 
detected an error while reading the Input file. For example, 
an end of file may be encountered while stili expecting 
more structured fields. 
System action: An end document (EDT) structured field Is 
Inserted, and processing continues. The results may not be 
as you expected. 
Programmer response: Check the format of the composite 
document presentation data stream. 

ADM2788 W DOCUMENT HAS NO VALID PAGES 
Explanation: The CompOSite Document Print Utility did not 
find any valid pages. 
System action: Processing stops. 
Programmer response: Check that the document exists 
and Is valid. Print the document on a composite·document 
printer. It may then produce an error report that gives 
further Information. 
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ADM2791 E INVALID INPUT FILE FORMAT 
Explanation: The Input file Is in an invalid format. This 
may be because you are using the wrong file. 
System action: Processing stops. 
User response: Check that you are using the correct file. 
If It is the correct one, check Its format. 

ADM2792 E ONLY VIEW FUNCTION VALID FOR 4250 INPUT 
explanation: The input file Is In 4250 format. Only the 
CDPU view function is available for such files. There is no 
print support available for 4250 input. 
System aCllon: Processing stops. 
User response: Do not use CDPU to print 4250 format files. 

ADM2795 W DELETION CONTROL VALUE n IS INVALID - FILE 
NOT DELETED 

Explana~lon: The delete control value specified is not a 
number In the valid range. 
System action: Processing continues using the default 
value of O. 
User response: Correct the deletion control value. Run the 
program again If you Intended to delete the CDPU Input file. 

ADM2799 I 'a1' - RECORD n, MEG/PAGE 'a2' 
Explanation: This Indicates the position of the preceding 
error within the composite document presentation data 
stream. n is the number of the record In the AFPDS or 
CDPDS file where the error was detected. a2 is the name 
of the page or master file environment group (MEG) 
containing this error. The message Is prefixed with the 
structured field type, a1, if it Is recognizable. 

Note: This position Is where the error was detected; the 
actual error may be earlier in the Input. 

System action: Processing continues. 
Programmer response: Use this message to find the 
position In the document of the error noted on the previous 
line of the error report. 

ADM2800 I SUCCESSFUL MOVE SOURCE: a1, TO VSAM FILE: 
a2 

Explanation: The move from the source library member to 
the VSAM data set was successful. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: None required; the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM2801 E CONTROL RECORD ERROR. REASON n, a 
Explanation: An error was detected In the control record 
supplied to ADMUFD02. The record consists of two words; 
the first word is the filename of the DLBL card, which Is the 
name of the VSAM data set, and the second word Is the 
source statement subllbrary Identifier and the source 
library member, separated by a decimal point (e). The first 
word can begin in any column or the control card, and the 
first and second words must be separated by at least one 
blank character. 
System action: The program stops without trying to move 
the source member. 
Programmer response: Identify the error using these 
reason codes and texts, correct the control record, and 
submit the Job again: 
2 BLANK CONTROL RECORD 
No data was found within the control record, which contains 
only 80 blank bytes. 



4 VSAM RLENAME LONGER THAN 7 CHARACTERS 
The first word found In the control record, which Is the 
filename for the VSAM data set, Is longer than the 
maximum allowed length of 7 characters. 
8 NO SOURCE RELD FOUND IN CONTROL RECORD 
While scanning the control record, no second word was 
found. 
8 SOURCE FIELD LONGER THAN 10 CHARACTERS 
The second word, which describes the source subllbrary 
and the source member name, Is longer than the maximum 
allowed length of 10 characters. (The 10 characters 
comprise a 1-character subllbrary Identifier, a decimal point 
(e), and a member name of not more than 8 characters.) 
10 SOURCE RELD ERROR IN CONTROL RECORD 
There Is an error In the second word In the control record, 
concerned with the placing of the decimal point (e), or the 
length of the subllbrary Identifier, or else the source 
member name Is missing. The correct format Is a 
1-character subllbrary Identifier, a decimal point (e), and a 
member name of not more than 8 characters. 

ADM2802 E SOURCE LIBRARY MEMBER NOT FOUND 
explanation: The source library member name specified In 
the control record could not be round In the source library. 
System action: The program stops Without trying to move 
the source member. 
Programmer response: Check the LlBDEF statement and 
the source member name In the job stream: correct these 
as necessary and submit the job again. 

ADM2803 E MODCB RETURN CODE: n1, ERROR CODE: 112 
explanation: When the MOCCB macro was used for the 
VSAM cluster, a nonzero return code was given, Indicated 
in the message by n1. If the return code Is 4, 112 contains 
the error code from register zero; otherwise, It contains the 
word NONE. 
System action: The program stops without trying to move 
the source member. 
Programmer response: Check the codes returned In the 
message with the VSEIVSAM Messages and Codes manual. 

ADM2804 E OPEN ACB RETURN CODE: n1, ERROR CODE: 112 
Explanation: When trying to open the VSAM ACB 
(application control block), a nonzero return code was 
given, Indicated In the message by n1. The VSAM ACB 
error code is Indicated by 112. 
System acllon: The program stops without trying to move 
the source member. 
Programmer response: Check the codes returned In the 
message with the VSEIV'SAM Messages and Codes manual. 
Also check the possible preceding VSE error message. 

ADM2805 E SHOWCB RETURN CODE: n1, ERROR CODE: 112 
ExplanaHon: When SHOWCB was Issued for the VSAM 
data set, there was a nonzero return code, Indicated In the 
message by n1. If the return code is 4,112 contains the 
error code from register zero; otherwise, It contains the 
word NONE. 
System acOon: The program stops without trying to move 
the source member. 
Programmer response: Check the codes returned in the 
message with the VSEIVSAM Messages and Codes manual. 

* IBM Trademark. For a complete list of trademarks, see page 111. 

ADM2802 - ADM2862 

ADM2806 E GETSL EOF ERROR 
Explanation: While reading the source library member, a 
premature EOF occurred. The source library consists of a 
number of 400-byte records each of which Is split Into 5 
records of 80 bytes. GETSL detected a member where the 
EOF did not coincide with a 5-record boundary. 
System acllon: The program stops without trying to move 
the source member. 
Programmer response: Check and correct the source 
library member. 

ADM2807 E VSAM PUT RETURN CODE: n1, ERROR CODE: n2 
explanation: When using the PUT macro for the VSAM 
data set, there was a nonzero return code, indicated in the 
message by n1. The VSAM RPL feedback error code is 
indicated by 112. This error is most usually caused when 
the source member is larger than the free storage in the 
data set. 
System action: The program stops after trying to move the 
source member. 
Programmer response: Check the codes returned In the 
message with the VSEIVSAM Messages and Codes manual. 
Also check the possible preceding VSE error message. 
Delete and recreate the associated VSAM cluster, and 
submit all Installation jobs for this cluster again. 

ADM2808 E DTFSL ERROR 
explanation: An error was detected by the OTFSL macro 
expansion code. 
System acllon: fhe program stops. 
Programmer response: Contact the IBM VSE software 
service. 

ADM2850 W DBCS CHARACTERS IN AN SBCS FIELD ARE 
CONVERTED TO BLANKS 

Explanation: DBCS characters (used for Kanji or tiangeul) 
were Input to an SBCS field by using a character attribute. 
They are converted to SBCS blanks because OBCS 
characters are not allowed as input to an sees field. 
System action: The OBCS characters are converted to 
SBCS blanks. Processing continues. 
Programmer response: To prevent this condition occurring, 
do not use SBCS Input fields and mixed-wlthout-posltlon 
Input fields at the same time. 

ADM2862 S UNEXPECTED ERROR NUMBER n FROM 
GDDM/GRAPHIGS 

Explanation: A call was made to GDDM/graPHIGS* from 
GDDM/BASE to implement a graphics function on the IBM 
5080 Graphics System. An unexpected error response n 
was returned from GDDM/graPHIGS. 
System action: The program continues processing but the 
graphics function being attempted Is terminated. 
Programmer response: For an explanation of the error 
response, refer to Messages and Error Codes for graPH/GS. 
If the message perSists, Inform your systems programmer. 
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ADM2863 I UNEXPECTED ERROR NUMBER n FROM 
GDDM/GRAPHIGS 

explanation: A call was made to GDDM/graPHIGS from 
GDDM/BASE to Implement a graphics function on the IBM 
5080 Graphics System. An unexpected error response n 
was returned from GDDM/graPHIGS. 

If the error number Is 910, 5080 buffer overflow condition is 
assumed and GDDM tries to redraw the picture, after 
removing any redundant elements. 
System action: The program continues processing but the 
graphics function being attempted may produce unexpected 
results. 
Programmer response: For an explanation of the error 
response, refer to Messages and Error Codes for graPHIGS. 
If the message perSists, Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2864 W PICTURE IS TOO LARGE FOR 5080 DISPLAY 
LIST BUFFER 

explanation: A call was made to GDDM/graPHIGS from 
GDDM/BASE to send the picture to the IBM 5080 
workstation. An error number 910 was returned and this 
was assumed to Indicate that the 5080 buffer was full. The 
picture Is reconstructed and sent again, to eliminate storage 
fragmentation. Also, all data not contained In segments 
(temporary data) is deleted. If the error condition still 
exists after this second attempt, no further action Is taken 
by GDDM. 
System action: The program continues processing but the 
graphics function being attempted may produce unexpected 
results. . 
Programmer response: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM2865 E NO PAGES TO DISPLAY 
explanation: An output request was made but there were 
no pages to be displayed. This Is possibly because of a 
WSIO call that could not be performed as the operator 
windows did not contain any partition sets. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to delay the output request until there are pages to be 
displayed, and run It again. 

ADM2886 W ASCII GRAPHICS DEVICE INPUT ERROR n 
Explanation: The graphics input data returned by an ASCII 
graphics terminal was not as expected by GDDM. The 
error code n Is one of: 
1 No ASCII key code was received. 
2 The x coordinate received was Invalid. 
3 The y coordinate received was Invalid. 
4 There was a syntax error In the data received. 
System action: Default values are substituted for some or 
all of the Input data. 
Programmer response: Check that the ASCII device Is 
supported by GDDM and that It Is configured correctly In 
the 3174 Asynchronous Emulation Adapter. 

ADM2997 E USER CONTROL IS NOT ALLOWED 
Explanation: This attempt to force User Control has failed 
because the processing options are not suitable for this 
request. 
This message is issued when a DSCMF call Is made In an 
environment that does not support User Control. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: COrrect the processing option 
parameters (CTLMODE) and try again. 
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ADM3000 E CURRENT PAGE IS MAPPED OR HAS 
PROCEDURAL ALPHANUMERICS 

Explanation: You tried to define a field list, but the current 
page Is either mapped or has procedural alphanumerics on 
It. Field lists cannot be used on the same page as maps or 
procedural alphanumerics. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Either put your field list on another 
page, or remove the maps, or the procedural 
alphanumerics, or both of these from the current page 
before creating the field list. 

ADM3001 E FIELD LIST n ALREADY EXISTS 
Explanation: You tried to define a field list, with the 
Identifier of a field list n, that already exists on the current 
page. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct the identifier, or 
issue an APDEL call to delete the existing field list before 
using APDEF. 

ADM3002 E FIELD LIST IDENTIFIER n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a field list identifier n that is 
negative or zero. 
System acllon: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the field list identifier and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3003 E LENGTH (n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a length n that is not In the 
range allowed for the call being processed. 
System action: The cali is Ignored. 
Programmer response: For the range of values allowed, 
refer to the description of the call In the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 1. 

ADM3004 E FIELD LIST n1, ERROR n2 AT ARRAY ELEMENT 
(03,04) 

Explanation: The field-list is not valid for one of the 
reasons Indicated below: (n3,o4) Is the array element In 
error. 
301 The list status must be the logical-OR of all the field 

definition statuses. 
311 The used-depth must be greater than O. 
312 The used-depth must be less than or equal to the 

number of rows specified on the APDEF or APMOD 
call. 

313 When the used-depth is reduced it must not cause a 
field definition that was active to be omitted. 

321 The used-width must be In the range 6 through 10. 
322 The used-width must be less than or equal to the 

number of columns specified on the APDEF or APMOD 
call. 

331 The cursor row number must be greater than O. 
332 The cursor row number must be less than or equal to 

the depth of the page. 
333 When the field list Is not designated as the one to 

contain the cursor position, the cursor row number 
must be zero. 

341 The cursor column number must be greater than O. 
342 The cursor column number must be less than or equal 

to the width of the page. 
343 When the field list Is not deSignated as the one to 

contain the cursor pOSition, the cursor column number 
must be zero. 



391 Elements 6 through used-width in the header must be 
zero; they are not available for application use. 

401 Unused flags In the field status must not be set. 
402 All of the flags In the field status must be zero 

because the process flag is not set. 
403 The process flag in an active field definition may not 

be reset. 
404 The process flag must not be set because there was 

no bundle list specified on the APOEF call. 
406 The create flag must be set to activate a previously 

inactive field definition. 
407 The create flag must be set to activate a previously 

Inactive field definition added by Increasing the 
used-depth. 

408 The create flag must be set to activate a previously 
inactive (deleted) field definition. 

409 The create flag must not be set because the field 
definition Is already active. 

411 The delete and create flags must not both be set at 
the same time. 

412 The delete flag must not be set in a field list that has 
not yet been output. 

416 The output flag must be set when the used-width is 
changed. 

421 The output flag must be set when the bundle row is 
changed. 

422 The output flag must be set when the actual-length Is 
changed. 

423 The output flag must be set when the character Index 
Is changed. 

424 The output flag must be set when the character data 
Is changed. 

425 The output flag must be set when the color index is 
changed. 

426 The output flag must be set when the color data Is 
changed. 

427 The output flag must be set when the highlight index 
Is changed. 

428 The output flag must be set when the highlight data is 
changed. 

429 The output flag must be set when the symbol-set 
Index is changed. 

430 The output fiag must be set when the symbol-set data 
Is changed. 

441 The field row number must be greater than O. 
442 The field row number must be less than or equal to 

the depth of the page. 
443 lhe field row number must not be changed when the 

field definition is active. 
444 The field must not overlap another field on the same 

page. 
451 The field column number must be greater than O. 
452 The field column number must be less than or equal 

to the width of the of the page. 
453 The field column number may not be changed when 

the field definition is active. 
461 The field width must be greater than O. 
462 The field width must be less than the space remaining 

on the page. 
463 The field width must be a multiple of 2 when the field 

is a OBCS field. 
464 The field width must not be changed when the field 

definition Is active. 
471 The bundle-list row must be greater than 1. 
472 The bundle-list row must be less than or equal to the 

used-depth In the bundle-list header. 

ADM3005 - ADM3005 

481 The character index must be greater than or equal to 
O. 

482 The character Index must be less than or equal to the 
length of the data buffer. 

483 The character index and field width must not cause 
the character data area to extend beyond the end of 
the data buffer. 

484 The character index must be zero when there is no 
data bulfer specified on the APOEF call. 

485 The character index must be non-zero when the field 
is unprotected or has the MDT attribute. 

491 The actual-length must be greater than or equal to O. 
492 The actual-length must be a multiple of 2 when the 

field Is a OBCS field. 
501 The color Index must be greater than or equal to O. 
502 The color Index must be less than or equal to the 

length of the data buffer. 
503 The color index and field width must not cause the 

color data area to extend beyond the end of the data 
buffer. 

504 The color index must be zero when the character 
index Is zero. 

511 The highlight index must be greater than or equal to O. 
512 The highlight Index must be less than or equal to the 

length of the data buffer. 
513 The highlight Index and field width must not cause the 

highlight data area to extend beyond the end of the 
data buffer. 

514 The highlight Index must be zero when the character 
index Is zero. 

521 The symbol-set index must be greater than or equal 10 
O. 

522 The symbol-set index must be less than or equal to 
the length of the data buffer. 

523 The symbol-set index and field width must not cause 
the symbol-set data area to extend beyond the end of 
the data buffer. 

524 The symbol-set index must be zero when the 
character index is zero. 

525 The symbol·set Index must be zero when the field is a 
OBCS field. 

Svsteln acllon: The cali is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the field-list parameter and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3005 E DATA BUFFER 111, ERROR n2 AT INDEX 113 
Explanallon: The data buffer is not valid for one of these 
reasons (113 Is the index of the data in error): 
601 An SBCS substring in a mixed field must not contain a 

shift-in character. 
611 A OBCS character is not valid. 
612 A UBCS substring in a mixed field must not contain a 

shi It -out character. 
613 The length of a OBCS substring in a mixed field must 

be a multiple of 2. The index Is the position where the 
second byte of a OBCS character Is expected. 

614 The last OBCS substring in a mixed field is not 
terminated by a shift-In character. The Index Is the 
position where the shift-In character is expected. 

615 Truncation of the data to fit a mixed field results In an 
untermlnated OBCS substring. The Index Is the 
position of the first byte omitted. 

621 Color character attribute must be blank or in the 
range 1 through 7. 
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622 Color character attribute for the second byte of a 
DBCS character must be the same as the attribute for 
the first byte of the character. 

631 Highlight character attribute must be blank, 1, 2, or 4. 
632 Highlight character attribute for the second byte of a 

DBCS character must be the same as the attribute for 
the first byte of the character. 

641 Symbol-set character attribute must be In the range 
X'OO' through X'03', X'40' through X'DF', or X'F1'. 

642 Symbol-set character attribute for a DBCS character 
must be blank. 

System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the data buffer parameter 
and run your application program' again. 

ADM3006 E CURSOR POSITION ALREADY DEFINED IN 
, ANOTHER FIELD LIST 

Explanation: You specified In the mode parameter that this 
field list Is to be used to hold the cursor position. Another 
field list on the same page is already designated for this 
purpose, and only one field list per page can be used to 
hold the cursor poSition. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: You should either: 

• Correct the mode parameter so that this field list does 
not designate the cursor position and run your 
application again 

or 
• Modify the other field list so that It no longer deSignates 

the cursor position (use the APMOD call), then 
designate this field list to hold the cursor position. 

ADM3007 E CANNOT SWITCH BETWEEN LOCATE MODE AND 
MOVE MODE 

Explanation: You tried to change the mode of a field list 
either from locate mode to move mode. or from move mode 
to locate mode. This cannot be done. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the mode parameter on the 
APMOD call and run your application program again. 

ADM3008 E RELD LIST n DOES NOT EXIST 
EKplanatlon: You referred to field list n which does not 
eXist. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Identifier to refer to a 
field list that does exist and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3009 E DEPTH (n1) OR WIDTH (02) IS INVALID 
EKplanatlon: You specified a depth n1 or a width 02 that Is 
not in the range allowed for the call being processed. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: For the range of values allowed. 
refer to the description of the call in the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 1. 

ADM3010 E BUNDLE LIST n1, ERROR 02 AT ARRAY 
ELEMENT (03,04) 

Explanation: The bundle list is not valid for one of these 
reasons (n3,04 is the array element in error): 
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101 The list status must be the logical-OR of all the bundle 
definition statuses. 

111 The used-depth must be greater than O. 
112 The used-depth must be less than or equal to the 

number of rows specified on the APDEF or APMOD 
call. 

121 The used-width must be greater than 3. 
122 The used-width must be less than or equal to the 

number of columns specified on the APDEF or APMOD 
call. 

191 In the header row. elements 4 through used-width 
must be zero: they are not available for application 
use, 

201 Unused flags in the bundle status must not be set. 
202 The bundle changed flag must be set when an 

attribute value is changed. 
203 The bundle changed flag must be set when an 

attribute type is changed. 
204 The bundle changed flag must be set when the 

number of type/value pairs is changed. 
205 The bundle changed flag must be set for all new 

bundle definitions created by Increasing the used 
depth. 

211 The number of type/value pairs must be greater than 
or equal to zero. 

212 The number of typelvalue pairs must not cause the 
bundle definition to exceed the used-width. 

221 The attribute type must be a multiple of 8. 
222 The attribute type must be In the range 0 through 96. 
223 The attribute type must not duplicate a previous entry 

In the same bundle definition. 
231 The attribute value is not valid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the bundle list parameter 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3012 E CURRENT PAGE HAS HIGH PERFORMANCE 
ALPHANUMERICS 

EKplanation: You tried to define a map or a procedural 
alphanumerics field on a page thAt already contains 
high-performance alphanumerics. Neither maps nor 
procedural alphanumerics can be used on the same page 
as high-performance alphanumerics. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either put your maps or procedural 
alphanumerics on another page, or remove the 
high-performance alphanumerics from the current page 
before defining maps, or procedural alphanumeric fields, or 
both of these. 

ADM3013 E FIELD LIST n TOTAL STORAGE EXCEEDS 
SUBSYSTEM MAXIMUM 

EKplanation: The total storage for the specified field list, 
data buffer, and bundle list exceeds the subsystem 
maximum. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the depth, width. and 
length parameters are correct. Remember that the total 
storage for the field list. data buffer, and bundle list must 
not exceed 64K under the CICS-non-XA subsystem. Correct 
the parameters and run your application program again. 



ADM3080 E SYMBOL SET ID n (X'KlC') REQUIRED BY 
MAPGROUP 'a' IS IN USE 

Explanation: The symbol-set Identifier is defined in the 
mapgroup to have a use that Is not consistent with its 
existing use. This results from Its use by another 
mapgroup on another page. 
System action: The MSPCRT call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Use a different symbol-set 
identifier and run your application program again. 

ADM3081 E PS STORE 'a1' REQUIRED BY MAPGROUP 'a2' 
IS IN USE 

Explanation: The mapgroup allocates a specific PS store to 
have a use that is not consistent with its existing use. This 
results from its use by another mapgroup on another page, 
or from its use by graphics. 
System action: The MSPCRT call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Use a different PS store or reserve 
the PS store before using either graphics or a mapgroup 
that may allocate it. 

ADM3082 E PS STORE 'a1' REQUIRED BY MAPGROUP 'a2' 
DOES NOT EXIST 

Explanation: The mapgroup allocates a specific PS store, 
but the device does not have this store. 
System action: The MSPCRT call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Either use a different PS store, or 
use a device with more stores. 

ADM3083 W PS SET a1 (X'KlC') USED BY MAPPED FIELD a2 
NOT FOUND 

Explanation: The mapped field requires a specific PS set 
but the PS set is not loaded. 
System action: The PS set request is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the PS set is loaded. 

ADM3090 E ADS DESCRIPTOR FORMAT IDENTIFIER (n) 
MUST BE1 

Explanation: The only valid descriptor format identifier Is 
1. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the value and run your 
a'ppllcation program again. 

ADM3091 E DATA LENGTH (n) IS TOO SMALL FOR ADS 
DESCRIPTOR HEADER 

explanation: At least 12 bytes of storage must be provided 
for the ADS descriptor. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: 'Correct the value and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3092 W DATA LENGTH (n) IS TOO SMALL FOR ADS 
DESCRIPTOR. IT IS TRUNCATED 

Explanation: The amount of storage provided, n, is not 
enough for the descriptor. 
System action: The length field of the descriptor is 
completed, but the remainder is only partially completed. 
Programmer response: Assign at least the amount of 
storage indicated by the length field. 

Note: You can find out the length of the descriptor by 
calling the GDDM function MSQMAP, before calling 
the function MSQADS. 

ADM3080 - ADM3104 

ADM3093 E ARRAY ELEMENTS (n1 FOR n2) NOT IN RANGE 1 
THROUGH 6 

Explanation: The starting element and count specified, 
result in array elements outside the range 1 through 6 
being requested. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the values and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3095 S INTERNAL GDDM ERROR. REASON CODE n 
Explanation: An MSREAD call requires the Internal 
manipulation of partition sets, partitions, and pages. This 
manipulation failed. The reason code n, Is the number of 
another GDDM error message that is associated with the 
failure. 
System action: The MSREAD call is canceled. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to remove references to invalid storage. Refer to the 
message given in the reason code. 

ADM3100 E PARTITION SET n ALREADY EXISTS 
Explanation: You tried to create a partition set with the 
Identifier of a partition set that already exists. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct the Identifier, or 
issue a PTSDEL call to delete the existing partition before 
using PTSCRT. 

ADM3101 E PARTITION SET n DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: You tried to refer to a partition set that does 
not exist. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Identification to refer to 
a partition set that does exist and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3102 E PARTITION SET IDENTIFIER (n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a partition set identification that 
Is not a nonzero positive Integer. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the partition set 
identification and run your application program again. 

ADM3103 E PARTITION SET n1 GRID DEPTH (n2) IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a grid depth that Is not In the 
allowed range. The minimum depth is 1. The maximum 
deplh for real pallitlons is the depth of the usable area. 
For emulated partitions It Is the depth of the alternate 
screen In pixels. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the grid depth and I un 
your application program again. 

Note: You can find the maximum grid depth by calling the 
GDDM function FSQURY. 

ADM3104 E PARTITION SET n1 GRID WIDTH (n2) IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a grid width that is not In the 
allowed range. The minimum width Is 1. The maximum 
width for real partitions Is the width of the usable area. For 
emulated partitions It Is the width of the alternate screen In 
pixels. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the grid width and run your 
application program again. 
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Note: You can find the maximum grid wldlh by calling Ihe 
GDDM function FSQURY. 

ADM3105 E PARTITION SET n1 PARTITION CONTROL VALUE 
(02) IS INVALID 

ElCPlanatlon: You specified a partition control value 02 that 
is not 0,1, or 2. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the value and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3106 E PARTITION SET n1 OVERLAP CONTROL VALUE 
(02) IS INVALID 

ElCPlanalion: You specified an overlap control value 02 that 
is not 0 or 1. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the value and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3115 E TYPE (n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a type value n that is not In the 
allowed range for the call being processed. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: For the allowed range of values, 
refer to the description of the call in the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 1. 

ADM3118 E PARTITION n ALREADY PROCESSED 
ElCPlanalion: You referred to a partition n more than once 
in a viewing priority specification. 
System aclion: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the viewing priority 
specification and run your application program again. 

ADM3117 E TYPE (n) IS INVALID 
Elq)Ianation: You specified a type n that Is not in the 
allowed range for the call being processed. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: For the allowed range of values, 
refer to the description of the call In the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 1. 

ADM3118 E NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (n) IS INVALID 
ElCPlanatlon: You specified a number of elements n that is 
not in the allowed range for the call being processed. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: For the allowed range of values, 
refer to the description of the call in the GDDM Base 
Programming Reference, Volume 1. 

ADM3119 E ELEMENT NUMBER (n) IS INVALID 
ElCPlanatlon: You specified an element number n Ihal Is not 
in the allowed range for the call being processed. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: For the allowed range of values, 
refer to the description of the call In the GDDM Base 
ProgrammIng Reference, Volume 1. 

ADM3120 E PARTITION n ALREADY EXISTS 
Elq)lanation: You tried to create a partition with the 
Identifier of a partition n that already exists. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct the Identifier, or 
Issue a PTNDEL call to delete the existing partition before 
using PTNCRT. 
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ADM3121 E PARTITION n DOES NOT EXIST 
ElCPlanation: You referred to a partition n that does nol 
exist. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the identification to refer 10 
a partition that does exist, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3122 E PARTITION 10 (n) IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a partition Identification n thaI Is 
not a nonzero positive Integer. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the partition identification 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3123 E PARTITION n1 PARTITION SET GRID ROW 
NUMBER (02) IS INVALID 

Elq)lanatlon: You specified a grid row number n2 that is 
outside the current partition set grid. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the grid row number and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3124 E PARTITION n1 PARTITION SET GRID COLUMN 
NUMBER (02) IS INVALID 

Explanation: You specified a grid column number 02 that Is 
outside the current partition set grid. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the grid column number 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3125 E PARTITION n1 DEPTH ON PARTITION SET GRID 
(02) IS INVALID 

Explanation: You specified a depth that Is either zero, or Is 
too large to fit into the current partition set grid n2. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the depth and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3128 E PARTITION n1 WIDTH ON PARTITION SET GRID 
(n2) IS INVALID 

ElCPlanation: You specified a width that Is either zero, or is 
too large to fit into the current partllion set grid n2. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the width and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3127 E PARTITION n PARTITION SET GRID AREA IS 
NOT AVAILABLE 

Explanation: You specified all or part of the grid area that 
is already In use. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Use a part of the grid area that Is 
not in use and run your application program again. 

ADM3128 E PARTITION n1 DEVICE PARTITION ID (02) IS 
INVALID 

ElCPlanatlon: You specified a partition Identification n that Is 
not In the range zero through the number of real partitions 
supported by the device minus one. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the partition Identification 
and run your application program again. 



ADM3129 E PARTITION n1 DEVICE PARTITION ID (112) IS 
ALREADY IN USE 

Explanation: You specified a partition Identification 112 that 
is already In use. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the partition Identification 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3130 E PARTITION n1 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 
PARTITIONS (112) EXCEEDED 

Explanation: You created a partition that would exceed the 
maximum number of real or emulated partitions supported. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to remove this partition and run It again. 

Note: You can find the maximum number of partitions 
supported by calling the GDDM function FSQURY. 

ADM3131 E PARTITION n1 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 
CHARACTERS (112) EXCEEDED 

Explanation: You exceeded the amount of terminal storage 
available for partitions. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to use less storage by using smaller pages, fewer 
partitions, or emulated partitions, and run It again. 

Note: You can find the total amount of scroll buffer storage 
available by calling the GDDM function FSQURY. 

ADM3132 E THE DEFAULT PARTITION MAY NOT BE 
MODIFIED 

Explanation: You specified a partition Identification of zero; 
this Is the default partition, which cannot be modified. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the partition Identification 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3133 E PARTITION n IS TOO SMALL 
explanation: You specified a partition that Is too small, 
either vertically or horizontally, to contain even one 
alphanumeric character. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Increase the vertical or horizontal 
dimension of the partition and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3134 E PARTITION nl VISIBIUTY (112) IS INVAUD 
explanation: You specified a visibility value n2 that Is 
outside the valid range. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the visibility value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3135 E PARTITION n DEVICE PARTITION ID CANNOT BE 
CHANGED 

explanation: You specified a real partition Identification n 
that Is not the same as the one allocated when the partition 
was created. 
System acllon: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the partition Identification 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3129 - ADM3156 

ADM3150 E PAGE n WINDOW SIZE CANNOT BE ALTERED 
explanation: You tried to change the page window size that 
had already been determined. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run It again. 

Note: The page window size can only be altered before 
any page contents have been defined and before 
any use 01 the page on the device. 

ADM3151 E PAGE nl WINDOW DEPTH (n2) IS INVAUD 
Explanation: You specified a window depth n2 that is not in 
the allowed range. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the window depth to a 
value greater than zero, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3152 E PAGE nl WINDOW WIDTH (n2) IS INVAUD 
Explanation: You specified a window width n2 that is not In 
the allowed range. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the window width to a 
value not less than the page width, If using device scrolling 
when horizontal scrolling is not supported by the device, or 
greater than zero and run your application program again. 

ADM3153 E PAGE n1 WINDOW ROW (112) IS INVAUD 
Explanation: You specified a window row value 112 that is 
not in the allowed range. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the window row to a value 
between 1 and the page depth, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3154 E PAGE nl WINDOW COLUMN (112) IS INVAUD 
Explanation: You specified a window column value 112 that 
Is not In the allowed range. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the window column to a 
value 01 1 and run your application program again. 

ADM3155 E PAGE nl MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 
(112) EXCEEDED 

Explanation: You exceeded the amount of terminal storage 
available for partitions. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to use less storage by using smaller pages, fewer 
partitions, or emulated partitions, and run It again. 

Note: You can find out the total amount of scroll buffer 
storage available by calling the GDDM function 
FSQURY. 

ADM3156 I PAGE n1 WINDOW ROW ALTERED TO 112 AND 
COLUMN TO n3 

Explanation: The window of page nl was changed to row 
n2 and column n3 to allow for the movement of the 
alphanumeric cursor or to prevent leaving empty space at 
the bottom or at the right of the window, or at both of these 
positions. The Indicated row Is now displayed at the top of 
the window and the Indicated column at the left. 
System action: Processing continues as normal. 
Programmer response: None required; the message is for 
information only. 
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ADM3157 E SYMBOL SET IDENTIFIER n ALREADY IN USE 
Explanation: You specified a symbol-set identifier n that is 
already in use. Type-5 symbol set identifiers must be 
unique in relation to both PS and type-1 symbol set 
identifiers. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Choose a unique value for the 
symbol-set Identifier and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3158 E NO MATCH IN FONT FOR CODE PAGE INDEX 
ENTRY 

Explanation: An error occurred while building a 
relationship between the current (or default) code page and 
the selected font. A graphic character name, specified as 
an entry in a Code Page Index structured fleid, could not be 
found in any of the corresponding Font Index structured 
fields. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the format and content 
of the Code Page and Font structured fields are correct. If 
the cause is not obvious, consult your systems 
programmer. 

ADM3159 E INPUT TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an input-type n that Is not 
1 For alphanumeric, 
2 For graphic, or 
3 For image. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Input-type to one of 
these values and run your application program again. 

ADM3160 E CONTROL VALUE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a control vaiue n that Is neither 
o For disable the specified Input, or 
1 For enable the specified input. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the control value to a value 
that means disable or enable the specified input, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3170 E NO ENABLED INPUT DEVICES 
Explanation: You issued a GSREAD call that cannot be 
performed because there are no logical Input devices 
enabled. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to enable a logical input device with a GSENAB call before 
issuing a GSREAD call, and run It again. 
Logical Input devices are associated with the graphics field 
of the current page. The GSENAB calls must not, therefore, 
precede the GSFLD cail. 

ADM3172 E INVALID READ DELAY VALUE 
Explanation: You specified a value for the delay parameter 
on a GSREAD call that is not 0 or 1. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the delay parameter value 
and run your application program again. 
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ADM3173 W GRAPHICS CANNOT BE SHOWN. CELL WIDTH 
OR DEPTH EXCEEDS LOADABLE LIMIT 

Explanation: A page containing graphics is being output. 
The hardware cell size for the device, or the cell size in use 
for the partition that is to receive the page data, is larger 
than the maximum cell size that can be loaded by the 
device. 
Syslem action: The construction of the graphics picture is 

. suppressed, and the area of the display where the graphics 
shouid appear remains blank. 
Programmer response: Do one of the following, according 
to the type of display you have: 

o If your display has the partitions feature, use real 
partitions (with the PTSCRT call) and do not use the 
FSPWIN call. 

o If your display does not have the partitions feature, use 
"customer set up" to reduce the cell size for the 
alternate screen. 

For operator instructions, refer to the appropriate display 
component description. 

ADM3175 E UNEXPECTED ERROR FROM DEVICE. LOG 
ER ROR DATA: X' )()()()()()(X)()()()()(' 

explanation: You issued a GSREAD call and an error was 
returned by the device. The log returned contained the 
data defined In the message. This message can occur If 
you are using a 3270-PC/G, 3270-PC/GX, or 3179-G. 
System action: The GSREAD call is stopped. 
Programmer response: The format of the returned log and 
Its imbedded error code are shown in the Graphics Control 
Program Workstation Programmer's Reference manual, 
SC33-02B2. If the log entry type, the first two bytes of the 
returned log, is X '02', look up the error code In the manual. 
If the log entry type Is X '03', the graphics are not 
customized: Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM3176 W ECHO SEGMENT NOT STORED IN DEVICE. 
DEFAULT LOCATOR USED 

explanation: You specified a segment to be used as the 
echo for an enabled locator that was not stored In the 
device. The segment was not stored either because of 
device storage constraints or because multiple graphic 
fields are displayed on the screen (In different partitions or 
operator windows). 
System action: The default locator is used. 
Programmer response: If multiple graphic fields are not 
being used, increase the amount of segment storage 
available at the device and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3177 W INSUFFICIENT SEGMENT STORAGE. STROKE. 
ENTRIES REDUCED TO n 

Explanation: There was not enough segment storage 
available in the device to Implement the number of stroke 
entries you requested. 
Syslem action: The number of stroke entries Is reduced to 
allow the stroke to fit Into the device segment storage. 
Programmer response: Inform your systems programmer 
that your application program requires more segment 
storage In the device. 



ADM3178 W PATTERNS CANNOT BE SENT TO DEVICE. 
AREA SHADING MAY BE INCORRECT 

Explanallon: The user-defined pattern set cannot be sent 
to the current device. This set Is necessary to shade areas 
that refer to these patterns. The error can be caused by: 

• Too little storage configured for graphics In the device's 
host session, or 

• A pattern set with very large symbol definitions (larger 
than the transmission buffer size) being defined, or 

• The device does not have storage for user-defined 
pattern sets. 

System action: The areas that refer to these patterns are 
shaded by the device default patterns. Processing 
continues. 
Programmer response: If the device does not have storage 
for user-defined pattern sets, use a system-defined pattern 
set Instead. Otherwise, check that the device has enough 
storage configured for graphics and that the correct pattern 
set was defined on a GSLSS call. 

ADM3179 W IMAGE CANNOT BE SHOWN. REASON CODE n 
Explanation: An Image field is defined but Image cannot be 
shown for the reason indicated by the code, as follows: 
1 For this device, Image cannot be shown for a page that 

has both Image and graphics fields defined. 
2 Image Is not supported for famlly-3 devices. 
3 In GDDM 2.1.1 and later it Is reserved. 

In GDDM 2.1 It Indicated that image is not supported for 
famlly-4 devices. 

Reason-codes 4 and 5 only apply to GDDM 2.1.1 and later: 
4 Image Is not supported on famlly-4 devices when more 

than one color master separation Is specified. 
5 On famlly-4 devices, image and graphics cannot be 

displayed at the same time for this format of output. 
System action: The Image field Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: An Image field, or for reason-code 
1 a graphics field, may have been created Implicitly by 
GDDM. Consider changing your application program to 
delete any unwanted fields before the 110 call. 

ADM31BO E PRIMARY DEVICE NOT OPENED WITH THE 
WINDOW PROCOPT 

Explanation: You tried to call an operator window function, 
but operator window functions are only allowed If the 
primary device was opened with the WINDOW processing 
option. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify the WINDOW processing 
option on the DSOPEN call If you want to use operator 
windows. 

ADM3181 E OPERATOR WINDOW n ALREADY EXISTS 
Explanation: You tried to create an operator window, with 
the Identifier of an operator window n, that already exists. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct the Identifier, or 
Issue a WSDEL call to delete the existing operator window 
before using WSCRT. 

ADM3182 E OPERATOR WINDOW ID n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an operator window Identifier n 
that Is a negative Integer. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the operator window 
identifier and run your application program again. 

ADM3178 - ADM3190 

ADM3183 E OPERATOR WINDOW SCREEN ROW NUMBER n 
IS INVALID 

Explanation: You tried to position an operator window off 
the screen. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the operator window 
position and run your application program again. 

ADM3184 E OPERATOR WINDOW SCREEN COLUMN NUMBER 
n IS INVALID 

Explanation: You tried to position an operator window off 
the screen. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the operator window 
position and run your application program again. 

ADM3185 E OPERATOR WINDOW DEPTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specifl~ an operator window depth n 
that Is not In the allowed range. The minimum depth Is 1. 
The maximum depth Is the smaller of the real screen depth 
and the virtual screen depth. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the operator window depth 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3188 E OPERATOR WINDOW WIDTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an operator window wlrlth n that 
Is not In the allowed range. The minimum width Is 1. The 
maximum width Is the smaller of the real scrflen width or 
the virtual screen width. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the operator window width 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3187 E OPERATOR WINDOW VIRTUAL SCREEN ROW 
NUMBER n IS INVALID 

E.lanatlon: You tried to position an operator window off 
the virtual screen. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the operator window 
position and run your application program again. 

ADM3188 E OPERATOR WINDOW VIRTUAL SCREEN COLUMN 
NUMBER n IS INVALID 

Explanation: You tried to position an operator window off 
the virtual screen. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the operator window 
position and run your application program again. 

ADM3189 E VIRTUAL SCREEN DEPTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a virtual screen depth n that Is 
not In the allowed range. The IIlrtual screen depth must be 
in the range 1 through 255. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the IIlrtual screen depth 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3190 E VIRTUAL SCREEN WIDTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a virtual screen width n that Is 
not In the allowed range. The minimum width Is 1. The 
maximum width Is 255. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the virtual screen width 
and run your application program again. 
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ADM3191 - ADM3204 

ADM3191 E TITLE LENGTH n IS INVAUD 
Explanallon: You specified a title length n that Is not in the 
allowed range. The minimum value Is O. The maximum 
value Is 32, the virtual screen width, or the real screen 
width, whichever Is the smaller. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the title length and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3192 E OPERATOR WINDOW n DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: You referred to an operator window n that 
does not exist. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Identifier to refer to a 
operator window that does exist and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3193 E ORDER n IS INVAUD 
Explanation: You specified a viewing priority order n that 
is not 1 (for ascending priority), or -1 (for descending 
priority). 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the order to a value that 
means ascending or descending priority, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3194 E OPERATOR WINDOW n ALREADY PROCESSED 
Explanation: You referred to an operator window n more 
than once in a viewing priority specification. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the viewing priority 
specification to refer to the operator window only once and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3195 E THE PARENT OPERATOR WINDOW CANNOT BE 
DELETED 

explanation: You tried to delete the parent operator 
window. The parent operator window does not belong to 
the primary device, and so cannot be deleted. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: If you really want to delete the 
parent operator window, call DSUSE for the device that 
owns this operator window and then call WSDEL. 

ADM3196 E TYPE n IS INVAUD 
Explanation: You specified a category of operator window 
n that Is not 1 for all operator windows. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the type to a value that 
means all operator windows and run your application 
p'rogram again. 

ADM3200 E TAG n IS INVAUD 
Explanation: On a GSIPIK call, you specified a negative 
value n for the tag Identifier. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the value of the tag 
Identifier and run your application program again. 

ADM3201 E INPUT DEVICE TYPE n IS INVAUD 
Explanation: On a GSENAB, GSIDVI, GSIDVF, or GSFLSH 
call you specified a value n that Is not valid for the Input 
device type. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the value for the input 
device type and run your application program again. 
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ADM3202 E INPUT DEVICE IDENTIFIER n IS INVAUD 
Explanation: On a GSILOC, GSIPIK, GSENAB, GSIDVI, 
GSIDVF, GSFLSH, GSISTR, or GSISTK call you specified a 
value n for the Input device identifier call that Is either not 
valid, or else the display does not have that input device 
available. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct the value of the Input 
device Identifier and run your application program again, or 
else run your program on a display that has the required 
Input device defined. 

ADM3203 E ECHO TYPE n IS UNSUPPORTED 
explanation: On a GSILOC, GSIPIK, GSISTR, or GSISTK 
call you specified an echo type n that is not supported on 
the display your application program Is running on. 
This can occur on a GSISTK call when the echo type is not 
allowed for the particular sampling method selected. It can 
also occur if your application program tries to issue a 
GSILOC call with echo-type 6 and for some reason the 
display does not support stored segments. 
System aclion: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either use an echo type that Is 
supported on the display you are using and run your 
application program again, or else run your program on a 
display that supports the required echo type. Correct the 
configuration or the processing options to support stored 
segments. 

ADM3204 W ERROR NUMBER 'n' DETECTED IN PICTURE FILE 
Explanation: ADMUPC detected an error In the picture file 
being converted to GDDM GDF object format. The error Is 
in one of these areas: 

• The Picture Prolog order 
• A Symbol Set Mapping order 
• A Structured Field order 
• A picture window or scaling parameter value 
• The length of a GDF order. 

The error code n specifies which error was detected: 
o The Map Symbol Set Identifier PSC order appears 

before the Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order 
1 The End Symbol Set Mapping PSC order appears 

before the Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order 
2 The Set Drawing Default PSC order appears before the 

Begin Picture Prolog PSC order 
3 The End Picture Prolog PSC order appears before the 

Begin Picture Prolog PSC order 
4 The End Structured Field order appears before the 

Begin Structured Field order 
5 Not used 
6 Not used 
7 Not used 
8 Not used 
9 Not used 
10 The Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order appears 

within the Map Symbol Set Identifier PSC order 
11 The Begin Picture Prolog PSC order appears within the 

Map Symbol Set Identifier PSC order 



12 The Set Drawing Default PSC order appears within a 
Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order 

13 The End Picture Prolog PSC order appears within the 
Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order 

14 The Begin Structured Field order appears within the 
Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order 

15 The End Structured Field order appears within the 
Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order 

16 There is a duplicate Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC 
order 

17 There Is a duplicate Map Symbol Set Identifier PSC 
order 

18 There is a duplicate End Symbol Set Mapping PSC 
order 

19 The Set Drawing Default PSC order appears before the 
Begin Picture Prolog PSC order 

20 The End Picture Prolog PSC order appears before the 
Begin Picture Prolog PSC order 

21 Not used 
22 The Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order appears 

within the Picture Prolog PSC order 
23 The Map Symbol Set Identifier appears within a Picture 

Prolog PSC order 
24 The End Symbol Set Mapping PSC order appears within 

the Picture Prolog PSC order 
25 There Is a duplicate Begin Picture Prolog PSC order 
26 The Begin Structured Field order appears within the 

Picture Prolog PSC order 
27 The End Structured Field order appears within the 

Picture Prolog PSC order 
28 The End Structured Field order appears within GDF 

data 
29 The Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order appears 

within the Structured Field order 
30 The Map Symbol Set Identifier PSC order appears 

within the Structured Field order 
31 The End Symbol Set Mapping PSC order appears within 

the Structured Field order 
32 The Begin Picture Prolog PSC order appears within the 

Structured Field order 
33 The Set Drawing Default PSC order appears within the 

Structured Field order 
34 The End Picture Prolog PSC order appears within the 

Structured Field order 
35 There Is a duplicate Begin Structured Field order 
36 The Continue Structured Field order appears before the 

Begin Structured Field order 
37 Not used 
38 The Continue Structured Field order appears within the 

Begin Symbol Set Mapping PSC order 
39 Not used 
40 The Continue Structured Field order appears within the 

picture prolog 
41 The Continue Structured Field order appears within 

GDF data 
42 A drawing order appears within symbol set mapping 

data 
43 A drawing order appears within the picture prolog 
44 A drawing order appears within a Structured Field 

order 
45 Not used 
48 Not used 
47 Not used 

48 Not used 
49 Not used 
50 Not used 

ADM3205 - ADM3207 

51 An x coordinate picture-scaling value is not valid 
52 A Y coordinate picture-scaling value is not valid 
53 A zero window width was speCified 
54 A zero window depth was specified 
55 An unrecognized Process Specific Control order 

appears within symbol set mapping data 
56 An unrecognized Process Specific Control order 

appears within the picture prolog 
57 GDDM detected an unrecognized drawing order: the 

order is omitted 
56 GDDM detected an invalid drawing order parameter: 

the order is omitted 
59 GDDM detected an Invalid drawing order parameter: 

the default value is assumed 
60 GDDM detected an Invalid drawing order length: the 

order is shortened or omitted 
61 3D coordinates are not supported. 
System action: The conversion continues (except in the 
case of error number 61, when conversion Is stopped). 
Programmer response: Correct the program that 
generated the picture file In error. 

ADM3205 I DEFAULT USED IN GRAPHICS CURSOR 
POSITIONING 

Explanation: The locator or pick device to be enabled by a 
GSENAB call was not initialized with a GSILOC (locator), 
GSIPIK (pick device), or GSISTK (stroke) call. This 
message Is issued if a segmenUtag combination specified 
by GSIPIK does not exist, or If the segment Is Invisible or 
nondetectable. 
System action: The device is enabled and processing 
continues. The position of the graphics cursor when it Is 
displayed by a GSREAD call Is defaulted to the center of 
the graphics field. 
Programmer response: None if the default position Is 
satisfactory. Olllerwlse, use a GSILOC, or GSIPIK call, or 
GSISTK call to Initialize a locator, or pick device, or stroke 
accordingly before using a GSENAB call to enable it. 

ADM3206 E LOCATOR COORDINATE f OUTSIDE PICTURE 
SPACE 

EKplanation: You Issued either: 
• A GSILOC call In which the coordinates of the Initial 

position of a locator specify a position outside the 
current picture space, or 

• A GSENAB call in which the secondary coordinate 
Information provided by GSIDVF calls points outSide the 
.current picture space. 

System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid coordinate 
specification and run your application program again. 

ADM3207 E TAG n IS INVALID 
EKplanatlon: On a GSTAG call, you specified a tag 
identifier n that is not greater than or equal to zero. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: COrrect the tag identifier, and run 
your application program again. 
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ADM3208 - ADM3219 

ADM3208 E INPUT DEVICE TYPE n1 IDENTIFIER n2 IS 
ALREADY ENABLED 

Explanation: You specified a device on either: 
• A GSENAB call, that Is already enabled, or 
• A GSILOC, GSIPIK, GSISTR, or GSISTK call that Is 

enabled and cannot be Initialized. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the device is not 
enabled before trying to enable or initialize It, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3209 E ELEMENT NUMBER OR DATA VALUE n IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: You either: 
• On a GSIDVI or GSIDVF call, specified an Invalid 

element number, or 
• On a GSIDVI call, specified an Invalid Integer value for 

a string device. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the element number or 
data value, and run your application program again. 

ADM3210 E REQUIRED DATA NOT FOUND 
Explanation: On a GSQCHO, GSQLOC, GSQPIK, GSQSTR, 
or GSQSTK call the current record on the Input queue of 
graphic events, generated by GSREAD calls, was nof. 
generated by an Input device of the type associated with 
the call issued. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check the data returned by the 
previous GSREAD call for the type of device that generated 
the current record. Issue the call appropriate to this 
device. 

ADM3211 E ECHO SEGMENT IDENTIFIER n IS INVALID 
Ellplanatlon: On a GSENAB call, the segment identifier n 
for the echo for the locator must be specified In a GSIOVI 
call. Either the segment Identifier was not specified, or the 
value you specified Is less than or equal to zero. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that a GSIDVI call 
specifying a valid segment identifier is Issued before the 
GSENAB call enabling the'locator device. 

ADM3212 E DEVICE IS OUTPUT ONLY 
Explanation: You tried to Initialize or enable a logical Input 
device, but the current terminal does not have any input 
capability. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either run your application 
program from a terminal that has input capability, or correct 
the OSOPEN call In your program to specify a device token 
that defines a device with Input capability. 

ADM3213 E APERTURE f IS INVALID 
Explanation: On a GSIDVF call, the value you specified 
results in an aperture that exceeds either the width or 
depth of the graphics field. This message also occurs If the 
aperture specified Is less than or equal to zero. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either make the value specified 
positive, or reduce the value to reduce the size of the 
aperture, and run your application program again. 
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ADM3214 W ECHO SEGMENT NOT FOUND 
Explanation: The segment you specified to be used as the 
echo for an enabled locator was not found when a GSREAD 
call was processed and the locator was enabled. 
System action: Processing continues; the echo for the 
enabled locator Is defaulted to a cross-hair cursor. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the required segment 
exists when the GSREAO call Is issued, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3215 W ECHO SEGMENT IS NOT TRANSFORMABLE 
Explanation: The segment you specified to be used as the 
echo for an enabled locator does not have a segment 
attribute of transformable. 
System action: Processing continues; the echo for the 
enabled locator Is defaulted to a cross-hair cursor. 
Programmer response: Ensure that a GSSATI call, 
Indicating that transformable segments should be 
generated, is issued before building the segment to be lIsed 
as an echo segment. 

ADM3216 E INPUT DEVICE IDENTIFIER n1 TYPE n2 NOT 
AVAILABLE 

Explanation: You tried to InlUalize or enable a logical Input 
device that Is not supported on the current terminal 
configuration. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3217 E STRING DEVICE INITIAL POSITION f OUTSIDE 
PICTURE SPACE 

Explanation: On a GSISTR call, you specified coordinates 
of an Initial position f of a string that is outside of the 
current picture space. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3218 E INITIAL STRING LENGTH n IS INVALID 
Explanation: On a GSISTR call, you speCified a count value 
n that is either less than 1 or Is greater than the maximum 
allowed length of a string. 
For an IBM 5080 Graphics System, the maximum length 
allowed is 80 characters: for all other devices it is 128. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the count value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3219 E STROKE DEVICE INITIAL POSITION f OUTSIDE 
PICTURE SPACE 

Explanation: On a GSISTK call, the coordinates of the 
Initial position f or a stroke specify a position outside of Ihe 
current picture space. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the coordinate values and 
run your application program again. 



ADM3220 E MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTINGS n IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: On a GSISTK call, you specified a count value 
n that Is either less than 1 or greater than the maximum 
allowed number of stroke polntings. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the count value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3221 E SEGMENT n HAS NO PROLOG 
Explanation: You referred to another segment n within a 
segment prolog. The segment referred to has no prolog 
and, therefore, cannot be referred to from within a segment 
prolog .. 
System aclion: The reference is ignored. 
Programmer response: Provide a segment prolog In the 
segment referred to, or refer to the segment from the body 
of a segment, and run your application program again. 

ADM3222 E INVALID OCCURRENCE OF END SEGMENT 
PROLOG ORDER IN SEGMENT n 

Explanation: You referred to another segment within a 
segment prolog. The segment n referred to contains an 
End Segment Prolog order. This Is not valid. Segments 
referred to from within a segment prolog must not contain 
an End Segment Prolog order. 
System action: The End Segment Prolog order Is ignored. 
Pr~grammer response: Remove the End Segment Prolog 
order from the segment referred to or refer to the segment 
from the body of the segment, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3223 E NO SEGMENT PROLOG 
Explanation: You tried to create an End Segment Prolog 
order. Only one End Segment Prolog order is valid In a 
segment with a prolog, and no End Segment Prolog order Is 
valid In a segment without a prolog or In the stream of 
primitives outside segments. 
System action: The order Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the End Segment Prolog 
order, and run your application program again. 

ADM3224 E INVALID FUNCTION INSIDE SEGMENT PROLOG 
Explanation: You tried to Include an Invalid function Inside 
a segment prolog. Some functions are not valid Inside 
segment prologs; Set Attribute functions are valid, but 
drawing prlml&lves (for example, lines and markers) are not. 
System action: The function Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Issue an End Segment Prolog GDF 
order and run your application program again. 

ADM3225 W PRIMITIVE ATTRIBUTE STACK EMPTY 
explanation: You tried to restore the most recently 
requested primitive attribute, but the stack of primitive 
attributes is empty. The restore request was either issued 
from a GSPUT call, being part of the GDF being interpreted, 
or was issued by a GSPOP call. 
System action: The GDF order or GSPOP call will restore 
as many attributes as are stacked. 
Programmer response: If the error was within a GSPUT, 
correct the GDF Input stream by removing the extra request 
to restore the primitive attribute, and run your application 
program again. 
If the error was caused by a GSPOP call, remove the call 
or change It to restore only attributes that have been 
stacked, and run your application program again. 

ADM3220 - ADM3232 

ADM3226 E SEGMENT n IS UNKNOWN 
Explanation: You specified an Identifier n of a segment that 
is to be given a new priority that does not exist. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a valid segment Identifier 
in the GSSPRI call, and run your application program again. 

ADM3227 E REFERENCED SEGMENT n IS UNKNOWN 
Explanation: You referred to a segment identifier n that is 
not known. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify a valid segment identifier 
In the GSSPRI call, and run your application program again. 

ADM3228 E SEGMENT ORDERING n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified all ordering parameter n for 
segment priority that Is not 1 or -1. 
System action: The cali is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify 1 or -1 in the order 
parameter of GSSPRI, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3229 E SEGMENT IDENTIFIERS ARE BOTH n 
Explanation: The function you requested cannot be 
performed unless the segment identifiers n are different to 
each other. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Change one of the segment 
identifiers in the GSSPRI call, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3230 E MARKER BOX SIZE f IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a marker box width or depth f 
that was not In the range 0 through 1.0E16. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify the marker box width or 
depth correctly with the GSMB call and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3231 E PICTURE SCALE FACTOR TOO LARGE OR TOO 
SMALL TO BE REPRESENTED 

Explanation: The x or y picture scaling factor to be stored 
in the fixed·polnt Graphic Data Format (GDF) data is either 
too large or too small to fit Into an 6-blt integer or 6-blt 
fractional number. 
System action: The picture Is not saved and GDF data Is 
not retrieved. 
Programmer response: Use floating-point GDF (by using a 
GSGETS call with the second element of the array 
parameter set to 4 or the third element set to 0, or by using 
a GSSAVE call with the second element of the parm-array 
parameter omitted or set to 0) or change the size of the 
graphics field. 

ADM3232 W GDF ORDER X'lOC' INVALID IN MAP SYMBOL 
SETS 

Explanation: GDDM found an order that was out of place in 
the map symbol sets definition part of a GDF file. X'lOC' 
gives the order code's hexadecimal value. 
System action: Processing of the rest of the Map Symbol 
Set and Picture Prolog orders is stopped; the picture is then 
loaded. 
Programmer response: Correct the program that created 
the GDF object being loaded. Map symbOl-set orders 
should contain only load symbol-set orders and comments. 
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ADM3233 - ADM3247 

ADM3233 W GDF ORDER X'xx' INVALID IN PICTURE 
PROLOG 

Explanation: GDDM found an order that was out of place In 
the picture prolog part of a Graphics Data Format (GDF) 
file. X'xx' gives the order code's hexadecimal value. 
System action: Processing of the rest of the picture prolog 
Is stopped; the picture Is then loaded. 
Programmer response: Correct the program that created 
the GDF object being loaded. The picture prolog should 
contain only drawing default orders and comments. 

ADM3234 W PICTURE DEFINITION INCOMPLETE 
Explanation: GDDM found an Incomplete picture definition 
(for example, a map symbol sets or picture prolog definition 
was not ended by an end of definition GDF order). 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: Correct the program that created 
the GDF object being loaded. 

ADM3235 W PICTURE DEFINITION OUT OF SEQUENCE 
Explanation: GDDM recognized a picture definition order 
specified wrongly within the picture definition (for example, 
a Map Symbol Sets order specified after the map symbol 
sets definition has been ended). The Map Symbol Sets 
order Is ended either by an End Map Symbol Sets order or 
by a Begin Picture Prolog order. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: Correct the program that created 
the GDF object being loaded. 

ADM3236 W PICTURE BOUNDARY COORDINATE INVALID 
Explanation: A Set Picture Boundar.y order specified a 
picture with a zero depth or width. 
System action: The picture boundary definition Is left 
unchanged. 
Programmer response: Specify a valid depth or width for 
the picture. 

ADM3237 W PICTURE SCALE VALUE INVALID 
Explanation: A Set Picture Scale order specified a lero or 
negative scale. 
System action: The picture scale definition Is left 
unchanged. 
Programmer response: Specify a valid scale for the 
picture. 

ADM3238 E FILENAME OR DATA SET NAME MISSING 
Explanation: While running the GDF conversion program, 
the Input parameters did not Include a filename or data set 
name (depending on the user's SUbsystem). 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM3238 E INVALID PARAMETER. UNMATCHED ')' 
Explanation: While running the GDF conversion program, 
the Input parameters Included an unexpected closing 
parenthesis ")". 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 
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ADM3240 E INVALID PARAMETER. INVALID FILEMODE 
Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC. the CMS 
fIIemode Is not ofthe form letter II number. with a number In 
the range 0 through 5. 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM3241 E INVALID PARAMETER. A '(' IS ASSUMED TO BE 
MISSING BEFORE OPTIONS 

Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC, an 
opening parenthesis U(" Is required before optional 
parameters. 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM3242 E INVALID PARAMETER. AN EXTRA T IS 
DETECTED IN THE PARAMETER LIST 

Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC, an extra 
opening parenthesis U(" was detected: only one Is valid. 
System action: The application program is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM3243 E INVALID PARAMETER. THE 'GET' PARAMETER 
IS REQUIRED BEFORE RECFM 

Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC. you must 
specify the option GET with object name before giving a 
RECFM parameter. 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM3244 E INVALID PARAMETER. THE 'GET' PARAMETER 
IS REQUIRED BEFORE LRECL 

Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC, the 
option GET with object name must be specified before 
giving a LRECL parameter. 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM3245 E INVALID PARAMETER. THERE IS AN 
UNRECOGNIZED OPTION 

Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC, one of 
the options Is unrecognized. 
System action: The application program is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM3246 E INVALID PARAMETER. THERE IS A DUPLICATE 
OPTION 

Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC. one of 
the options Is duplicated. 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct tlie Invalid parameter. 

ADM3247 E INVALID PARAMETER. 'F' OR 'V' IS REQUIRED 
AFTER 'RECFM' 

Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC. after 
RECFM the file record mode must be specified as fixed F or 
variable V. 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid parameter. 



ADM3248 E INVALID PARAMETER. THE RECORD LENGTH IS 
SPECIFIED INCORRECTLY 

Explanation: In the parameters sent to ADMUPC, after 
RECFM the length of the file records must be specified as a 
number In the range 16 through 2000. For variable record 
length files this Is used as the maximum record length. 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid parameter. 

ADM3249 E INVALID PARAMETER. THERE IS AN INVALID 
CHARACTER IN THE PARAMETERS 

Explanation: The parameters sent to ADMUPC contain a 
character not in the ranges "A" through "Z", "a" through 
"z", "0" through "9", or not "S", "@", or " • ". These are 
the only characters valid in the parameter list, other than 
"(" and ")" delimiters. 
System action: The application program Is stopped. 
Programmer response: COrrect the invalid parameters. 

ADM3250 E CORRELATION TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The correlation type n you specified on a 
GSCORR call Is not valid. It must be: 
o or 1 correlation on visible and detectable segments only 
2 correlation on all segments. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the value In the call and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3251 E SAMPLING METHOD n IS INVALID 
Explanation: The value n you specified for the sampling 
method on a GSISTK call does not correspond to a 
sampling method that Is supported on this device. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the sampling method value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3252 W CHARACTER X'XK' REPLACED BY SHIFT-IN 
CHARACTER 

Explanation: A DBCS subfleld in a graphics mixed 
character string was opened but was not closed by the end 
of input data. 
System action: A shift-In character (X 'OF') is substituted 
for the character X'KX' following the last valid OBCS 
character position: the insertion Is In either the next-to-Iast 
or last position of the field. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM3253 W DBCS CHARACTER X'ICXKX' IS INVALID AND 
REPLACED BY A BLANK 

Explanation: A OBCS character X'ICXKX' In a graphics 
string has code points that are either not X '0000', X '0015', 
X'4040', X'6400' or else the first byte Is not in the range 
X '02' through X '3E' or the second byte Is not in the range 
X'41' through X'FE'. Alternatively, there was an odd 
number of bytes In a OBCS only string and the last byte 
X'OOXK' Is Invalid. 
System action: The character has been treated as a OBCS 
blank. 
Programmer response: Correct the character In error. 
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ADM3254 E ATTRIBUTE COUNT n IS INVALID 
Explanation: In a GSPOP call, the count of attributes to be 
restored is not valid. 
System aclion: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3255 E DATA BOUNDARY SPECIFICATION' IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified coordinates f that were not 
valid for a data boundary. This occurs if any of the 
(absolute) floating-point values exceed 1.0E18, or if the 
absolute values of the boundary width and depth are not in 
the range 1.0E-18 through 1.0E18. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the coordinate specification 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3256 E RIGHT DATA BOUNDARY f1 -, > LEFT f2 
Explanation: You tried to specify a data boundary with a 
left extent greater than the right extent, or such that the 
data boundary width is less than 1.0E -18. 
System aellon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the boundary values and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3257 E UPPER DATA BOUNDARY" -, > LOWER f2 
Explanation: You tried to specify a data boundary with a 
lower extent greater than the upper extent, or such that the 
data boundary height is less than 1.0E -18. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3258 E SEGMENT VIEWING LIMIT f1 NOT GREATER 
THAN f2 

Explanation: You tried to specify a segment viewing limit 
with a lower extent greater than the upper extent, or such 
that the viewing limit height is less than 1.0E-18. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3259 E SEGMENT VIEWING LIMIT" NOT GREATER 
THAN f2 

Explanation: You tried to specify a segment viewing limit 
with a left extent greater than the right extent, or such that 
the viewing limit width is less than 1.0E-18. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the viewing limit valu6.'l 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3260 E INVALID FUNCTION DURING DRAWING 
DEFAULTS DEFINITION 

Explanation: Following a call to GSOEFS, and before the 
corresponding end of drawing defaults definition is 
encountered (GSOEFE), only specific graphics calls are 
allowed. Refer to the description of the GSOEFS call In the 
GDDM Base Programming Reference, Volume 1. 
System action: The invalid call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Place the invalid function outside 
the drawing defaults definition and run your application 
program again. 
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ADM3261 E END DRAWING DEFAULTS DEFINITION IGNORED 
Explanation: A call to GSDEFE was encountered when no 
drawing defaults definition was in progress. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
and run it again. 

ADM3262 W CALL TO SEGMENT n PRODUCES RECURSIVE 
LOOP 

Explanation: The segment you called is already in the 
hierarchy. You cannot call a segment that Is already In the 
sequence of segments that called the current segment. 
System action: Processing of Segment Calls stops on the 
segment that closes the loop. 
Programmer response: Correct the call so that no loop is 
formed, and run your application program again. 

ADM3263 E SEGMENT n NOT ON DRAWING CHAIN 
Explanation: You specified the Identifier of a segment n 
whose chain attribute is set to nonchained. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify the Identifier of a segment 
that Is on the drawing chain and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3284 W DBCS CHARACTER STRING LENGTH n MUST BE 
EVEN 

Explanation: Although a shift-In character (X'OF') was 
found in a DBCS subfleld In a mixed character string the 
DBCS substring length n, (which Includes both the shift-in 
and shlft-out characters), did not have an even number of 
bytes. 
System action: The last byte of the DBCS substring before 
the shift-in character is ignored. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM3265 W CALLED SEGMENT n NOT FOUND 
Explanallon: A call was made to a segment n that does not 
exist. 
System action: The GSCALL order is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that all called segments 
exist before the picture is shown. 

ADM3266 W FOREGROUND MIX n1 BACKGROUND MIX n2 
COMBINATION INVAUD 

Explanation: You requested a combination of foreground 
and background mix that cannot be supported on this I 

device. 
System action: The background mix mode Is set to 
transparent until a valid combination is specified. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program. 
to use only valid combinations of mix modes, and run your 
program again. 

ADM3267 E MIXED STRING ATTRIBUTE n IS INVAUD 
Explanation: You specified an attribute value n other than 
0, 1, or 2 on a call to GSSEN. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the attribute value and run 
your application program again. 
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ADM3268 W CALLED SEGMENT IS CURRENT 
explanation: A call was made to the segment that Is 
currently open. 
System action: The GSCALL order Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that all called segments are 
closed before the picture Is shown. 

ADM3269 E INPUT FILE DOES NOT CONTAIN CORRECT 
CHART HEADER 

Explanation: While running the GDF conversion program 
with the CHART option specified, an Incorrect first record 
was found. Files transferred from the IBM 3270 PC/G or 
3270 PC/GX workstation Charting program contain a header 
to identify themselves. This Is not present In the file. 
System action: The application program is stopped. 
Programmer response: Use a correct file for this process. 

ADM3270 W MORE SYMBOL SETS THAN SYMBOL SET 
IDENTIFIERS 

Explanation: A call to GSLOAD caused symbol sets to be 
loaded and assigned unused Identifiers. There were not 
enough unused identifiers for all the symbol sets to be 
loaded. 
System action: Default symbol sets are used In place of 
those that could not be loaded. 
Programmer response: Change your application program 
to use fewer symbol sets. 

ADM3271 E UPDATE MODE n IS INVAUD 
explanation: The number n that you specified for the 
update mode Is Invalid. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the value and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3273 W CALLED SEGMENT n CONTAINS FUNCTIONS 
INVAUD INSIDE AN AREA 

explanation: The segment n, that you tried to call with 
GSCALL, contains functions that ate invalid while inside an 
area (GSCB for example). The GSCALL call occurs while 
an area Is active. For more Information, refer to the 
description of GSAREA in the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference, Volume 1. 
System action:. The call to GSCALL Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Either correct the calling segment 
to call only segments valid inside an area, or correct the 
called segment to contain only functions valid Inside an 
area. 

ADM3274 E THE TABLE n COULD NOT BE FOUND IN THE 
MODULE ADMDGTRN 

Explanation: The processing option PATTRAN specified a 
table n that could not be found In the module ADMDGTRN. 
System action: Processing stops. 
Programmer response: Change the module ADMDGTRN to 
Include the missing table, or change the table number 
specified on the processing option PATTRAN. 

ADM3275 E INVALID ELEMENT n1 VALUE n2 IN GSLOAD 
OPTION ARRAY 

Explanation: Element n1 of the option array specified In the 
GSLOAD call is out of range. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the element and run your 
application program again. 



ADM3276 W {PATTERNIMARKER} SET a1 ALREADY LOADED, 
a2 CANNOT BE LOADED 

Explanation: A call to GSLOAD would cause a symbol set 
to be loaded as a pattern set or a marker set, but a 
different loaded symbol set Is already In use as a pattern 
set or marker set. Only one loaded symbol set can be 
used as a pattern set, and only one loaded symbol set can 
be used as a marker set at anyone time. 
System action: The symbol set to be loaded as a pattern 
set or as a marker set is not loaded. 
Programmer response: Change your application program 
to use only one symbol set as a pattern set and one symbol 
set as a marker set. 

ADM3277 WAREA MAY NOT DISPLAY CORRECTLY 
Explanation: Some ASCII graphics displays cannot handle 
all types of complex and intersecting areas, or areas with a 
large number of vertexes. The GDDM device driver for 
ASCII displays may modify the area's boundaries to 
Improve Its appearance on the device. This message is 
Issued when such areas are Identified by the device driver. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM3278 W ERROR IN ASCII DEVICE INPUT TRANSLATION 
TABLE a 

EKplanatlon: An error was found In the ASCII graphics 
Input translation table a during Initialization. The error 
occurred while loading the table from module ADMDGAIT, 
because the specified table was missing or It has a pOinter 
out of range. 
System action: A default table for the ASCII terminal type 
Is used. 
Programmer response: Inform your systems programmer 
that the table entry in ADMDGAIT or the device token in 
ADMLSYSA for the specific ASCII terminal may be 
incorrect. 

ADM3280 E UNEXPECTED ACKNOWLEDGMENT TYPE X')()(' 
RECEIVED FROM DEVICE 

Explanation: An acknowledgment reply was received from 
the printer. The X')()(' field contains the acknowledgment 
type that was received. If the acknowledgement reply has 
a type of code of X'OO', no acknowledgment was expected 
by GDDM at the time It was received. An acknowledgment 
type code of anything other than X'OO' causes this 
message to be issued. 
Possible acknowledgment types for the Intelligent Printer 
Data Stream (IPDS) are: 
00 Positive acknowledgment, no data returned. 
01 Positive acknowledgment, data returned In response to 

an IPDS Sense Type and Model command. 
04 Positive acknowledgment, data returned in response to 

an IPDS Request Resource List subcommand. 
06 Positive acknowledgment, data returned In response to 

an IPDS Request Printer Information SUbcommand. 
System action: Processing of the call is terminated. 
Programmerresponse: The printer did not recognize the 
form of acknowledgment reply that was required. This 
indicates a printer failure. Consult your systems 
programmer. 
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ADM3281 W GRAPHICS MAY BE VISIBLE WITHIN OPAQUE 
ALPHANUMERIC FIELDS 

Explanation: The storage capacity of the printer Is not 
sufficient to hold the definitions of all areas within the 
graphics field that are overlapped by opaque alphanumeriC 
fields. Consequently, the opacity of some alphanumeric 
fields may not be honored. 
System action: Areas within the graphics field that are 
overlapped by opaque alphanumeric fields are processed In 
sequence down the page, until limited by the printer 
storage capacity. Areas still to be processed when this 
limit Is reached are Ignored. 
Programmer response: None required, but any of these 
steps may remove the error: 

• Reduce the number of opaque alphanumeric fields that 
overlap the graphics field. 

• Reduce the complexity of the graphics. 
• Reduce the number of loaded alphanumeric symbol sets 

to provide additional storage for graphics data. 
• Reduce the size of the graphics field. 

ADM3282 W AMOUNT OF DATA EXCEEDS THE STORAGE 
CAPACITY OF THE DEVICE 

EKplanatlon: There Is not enough storage capacity In the 
printer to hold all the alphanumerics, symbol sets, image, 
graphics data, PTOCA text data, and bar-code data that 
define the contents 01 the page. Consequently, the printed 
output may be incomplete in some way: for detailS, see 
below. 
System action: Alphanumeric field data Is sent to the 
printer in stages on a row-by-row basiS and Is processed 
completely, except that any references to loaded 
alphanumeric symbol sets are treated as references to the 
default resident symbol :oet. 
Any loadable alphanumeric symbol sets that are required in 
the formation of the page are not sent to the printer. Also, 
any load able alphanumeric symbol sets that are already 
loaded into the printer are deleted. These actions release 
further storage to hold additional graphics data. 
Image data Is sent to the printer on /I row-by-row basis and 
Is processed completely. 
Graphics, PTOCA text, and bar-code data is truncated at the 
point at which it is calculated that the printer storage will be 
filled. Data up to the truncation point is sent to the printer: 
the remaining graphics, PTOCA text, and bar-code data Is 
Ignored. 
Programmer response: None required, but any of these 
steps may prevent the error happening: 

• Reduce the complexity of the graphics 
• Reduce the amount of Mode-2 and Mode-3 graphics text 
• Consider using hardware symbols (Mode 1) instead of 

Mode 2 or Mode 3. 
• Reduce the number of load able alphanumeric symbol 

sets required 
• Consider prinllng the Image data on a separate page 
• Consider printing bar-code symbols unrotated. 

ADM3283 W DEVICE STORAGE CAPACITY EXCEEDED. 
GRAPHIC DATA WAS SWATHED 

EKplanallon: While processing the graphic data It was 
found that there was more data than the printer could store. 
As a result the graphic data was sent to the printer as a 
series of swathes. Swathing requires i1dditlonal computer 
power and generates a longer data stream, which means 
you may experience some picture quality and performance 
degradation. 
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System action: Printing Is completed. 
Programmer response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM3284 E INTERVENTION REQUIRED. RETURN CODE 
X'lOOOOOC' FROM DEVICE 

explanation: An Intelligent Printer Data Stream (IPDS) 
printer detected an error during printing and sent a 
negative acknowledgment to the host. The reason for the 
Intervention required Is Indicated by the 3-byte IPOS 
exception-reporting code X'IOOOOOC' returned by the printer. 
System action: Printing Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Using the returned exception code 
together with the more detailed description given In the 
printer's own manuals (see,"Blbliography" on page vII), 
correct the error and run your application program again. 
If the message Is repeated or the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM3285 E SPECIFICATIONIDATA CHECK. RETURN CODE 
X' XJOOOClC' FROM DEVICE 

Explanation: An Intelligent Printer Data Stream (IPOS) 
printer detected an error during printing and sent a 
negative acknowledgment to the host. The reason for the 
specification or data check Is Indicated by the 3-byte IPDS 
exception-reporting code X'IOOOOOC' returned by the printer. 
System action: Printing Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Using the returned exception code, 
together with the more detailed description given In the 
IPDS Reference manual, 5544-3417, or the printer's own 
manuals (see U Bibliography" on page vi!), correct the error 
and run your application program again. 
If the message is repeated or the remedy is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM3286 W TEXT PRINT QUALITY CHANGED TO 
'{NLQIDPTIDP}' FOR SYMBOL SETS 

Explanation: To download symbol sets to the printer, 
GDDM changed the specified text print quality. This was 
necessary to match the printer character cell size to the 
symbol set celi size. 
System action: The text print quality indicated In the 
message text was selected. 
Programmer response: Either change the selected text 
print quality to that indicated in the message text, or do not 
use symbol sets. 

ADM3290 E INVALID CGM ORDER X'JOe', LINE n1 OFFSET n2 
explanation: On a CGLOAO call, the input Computer 
Graphics Metafile (CGM) contained an Invalid CGM order at 
line number n1 and offset position n2 within the file. The 
X'JOe' ,field contains the CGM order that was Invalid. 
System action: Processing of the call Is terminated. 
Programmer response: Determine If the metafile could 
have been corrupted or If the application generating the file 
Is producing an Incorrect format. 

ADM3291 E INVALID VALUE n1 FOR ELEMENT n2 OF OPTION 
ARRAY 

Explanation: Element n2 of the opt-array parameter of the 
CGLOAD or CGSAVE call was supplied with a value of n1, 
that \Vas outside the valid range. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter and run tne 
application again. 
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ADM3292 E CGM FUNCTIONS ARE NOT SUPPORTED IN THIS 
ENVIRONMENT 

explanation: The GDDM API calls CGLOAD and CGSAVE, 
which Implement the Computer Graphics Metafile load and 
save functions, are only available In the VM, MVSITSO, or 
MVS/batch environments. 
sysiem action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: The application can only be run In 
one of the environments defined above. 

ADM3293 E ERROR AT ITEM n KEYWORD a1 IN FILE '82' 
Explanation: An error was found In the conversion prOfile 
82 that was used during a CGLOAD or CGSAVE call. The 
keyword at which the error was found Is a1 and the 
parameter to the keyword that Is In error Is n. If n Is zero, 
the keyword Itself Is In error; that Is, It Is an Invalid 
keyword. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the conversion profile 82, 
and run the program again. 

ADM3294 E CGM ERROR CODE abbcc AT LINE n1 OFFSET n2 
explanation: On a CGLOAD call, the Input Computer 
Graphics Metafile (CGM) contained a CGM order that was 
In error. The error was found at line number n1 and offset 
position n2 within the file. The error code abbcc specifies 
the type of error and Is broken down In the following way: 
a The CGM element class of the order being processed 
bb The CGM element Identifier of the order being 

processed 
cc The return code specifying the error condition, 

If the error code Is less than five digits, add sufficient 
leading zeros to enable It to be decoded. The return code 
and element Identifier combinations are listed below for 
each element class. Where a 'bb' Is used (for example, 
bb52 under Class 4), this Indlcates,that any element 
Identifier (bb) value may generate this error code value. 

Element class 0 
abbcc Explanation 
00123 CGM string data shorter than expected. 
00124 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00125 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00128 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00127 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00128 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00129 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00130 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00247 Required picture number not found. 
00323 CGM string data shorter than expected. 
00324 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00325 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00328 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00327 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00328 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00329 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00330 Error while reading CGM string data. 
00401 Error on GDDM call while setting background color 

mix. 
00403 Error on GDDM call while Initializing graphics. 
00502 Error on GDDM call while closing a segment. 
00800 Unexpected CGM element Identifier In this class. 
Bement class 1 
abbcc explanation 
10100 Unsupported metafile version. 
10138 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 



10223 CGM string data shorter than expected. 
10224 Error while reading CGM string data. 
10225 Error while reading CGM string data. 
10226 Error while reading CGM string data. 
10227 Error while reading CGM string data. 
10228 Error while reading CGM string data. 
10229 Error while reading CGM string data. 
10230 Error while reading CGM string data. 
10338 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
10438 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
10500 Invalid real precision type. 
10501 Invalid real precision parameter 2. 
10502 Invalid real precision parameter 3. 
10538 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
10600 Invalid Index precision. 
10838 Error while reading an integer CGM parameter. 
10700 Invalid color precision. 
10738 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
10800 Invalid color-index precision. 
10838 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
10935 Error while reading a CGM color index value. 
11000 Red color descriptor: low color extent not zero. 
11001 Green color descriptor: low color extent not zero. 
11002 Blue color descriptor: low color extent not zero. 
11003 Red color descriptor: upper extent not greater than 

zero. 
11004 Green color descriptor: upper extent not greater than 

zero. 
11005 Blue color descriptor: upper extent not greater than 

zero 
11034 Error while reading a CGM color descriptor. 
11137 Error while reading an integer CGM index value. 
11138 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
11600 Invalid element in this class. 

Element class 2 
abbcc explanation 
20100 Invalid scaling mode. 
20138 Error while reading an integer CGM parameter. 
20200 Invalid color-selection mode. 
20238 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
20300 Invalid line-width mode. 
20338 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
20400 Invalid marker-size mode. 
20438 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
20500 Invalid edge-width mode. 
20538 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
20644 Error while reading CGM VDC parameter pair. 
20731 Error while reading background color triple. 
20800 Invalid element in this class. 

Element class 3 
abbcc Explanation 
30100 Invalid VDC integer precision value: It Is not one of 1, 

2, 4, 8, 16, or 32. 
30136 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
30201 Invalid VDC real precision type; parameter 1 is not 0 

or 1. 
30202 Invalid real precision parameter 2; it Is not one of 9, 

12, 16, or 32. 
30203 Invalid real precision parameter 3; it is not one of 16, 

23, 52, or 64. 
30300 Invalid (negative) color-Index value 
30335 Error while reading a CGM color-Index value. 
30400 Invalid transparency mode; it is not 0 or 1. 
30438 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
30544 Error while reading CGM VDC parameter pair. 
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30500 Invalid clip indicator; not 0 or ( 
30638 Error while reading an integer CGM parameter. 
30700 Invalid element in this class. 
30935 Error while reading a CGM color-index value. 

Element class 4 
abbcc Explanation 
4bb01 Error on GDDM call while setting background color 

mix. 
4bb02 Error on GDDM call while closing a segment. 
4bb23 CGM text string data shorter than expected. 
4bb24 Error while reading CGM string data. 
4bb25 Error while reading CGM string data. 
4bb26 Error while reading CGM string data. 
4bb27 Error while reading CGM string data. 
4bb28 Error while reading CGM string data. 
4bb29 Error while reading CGM string data. 
4bb3O Error while reading CGM string data. 
4bb38 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
4bb44 Error while reading a CGM VDC parameter pair. 
4bbSO GDDM error while setting line attributes. 
4bb51 GDDM error while setting edge attributes. 
4bb53 GDDM error while setting fill attributes. 
4bb55 GSLSS error while trying to load the 64-color pattern 

set ADMCOLSD. 
4bb67 GDDM not Initialized; Begin Picture Body order not 

found. 
40100 Invalid VDC Integer precision. 
40353 GSLSS error while trying to load ADMDHIMJ 

ADMSYMBL marker vector symbol set. 
40454 GSLSS error while trying to load a default vector 

symbol set. 
42000 Invalid element In this class. 

Element class 5 
abbcc Explanation 
5bb31 Error while reading RGB color triple. 
6bb35 Error while reading a CGM color-Index value. 
5bb36 Error while reading an Integer CGM value. 
5bb37 Error while reading an integer CGM Index value. 
5bb38 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
5bb40 Unable to read a real floating-point value: parameter 

2 "" 9, or parameter 3 '" 23. 
6bb41 Error while reading a real floating-point value; less 

than 4 bytes. 
5bb42 Error while reading a fixed-point value; integer 

component. 
5bb43 Error while reading CGM VDC parameter. 
5bb44 Error while reading CGM VDC parameter coordinate 

pair. 
5bb46 Error while reading a real fixed-point value: 

parameter 2 oF 16. 
6bb47 Error while r~ading a real fixed-point value: 

parameter 3 .p 16. 
5bb48 Error while reading a real value: invalid mode Is not 

Oar 1. 
61056 GSLSS error while trying to load a vector symbol set 

font. 
61057 GSLSS error while trying to query the loaded symbol 

set information. 
51058 GSCS error while setting LCID (font index). 
52260 Invalid text-path parameter: not in the range 1 

through 4. 
53600 Invalid element In this class. 

Element class 6 
abbcc Explanation 
60123 CGM string data Is shorter than expected. 
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60124 Error while reading CGM string data. 
60125 Error while reading CGM string data. 
60128 Error while reading CGM string data. 
60127 Error while reading CGM string data. 
60128 Error while reading CGM string data. 
60129 Error while reading CGM string data. 
60130 Error While reading CGM string data. 
60138 Error while reading an integer CGM parameter. 
60161 Error while converting from string to numeric form. 
60162 Error while converting from string to numeric form. 
60163 Error while converting from string to numeric form. 
60164 Error while converting from string to numeric form. 
60165 Invalid CALS color-mode value; It Is not in the range 

o through 2. 
60200 Invalid element in this class. 

Element class 7 
abbcc Explanation 
70123 CGM string data Is shorter than expected. 
70124 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70125 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70126 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70127 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70128 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70129 Error While reading CGM string data. 
70130 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70138 Error while reading an Integer CGM parameter. 
70223 CGM string data shorter than expected. 
70224 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70225 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70228 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70227 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70228 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70229 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70230 Error while reading CGM string data. 
70238 Error while reading an integer CGM parameter. 
70300 Invalid element in this class. 
System action: Processing of the call is terminated. 
Programmer response: Determine if the metafile could 
have been corrupted, or If the application generating the file 
is producing an incorrect format. 

ADM3295 E INVALID OR UNSUPPORTED CGM ORDER X'xx' 
Explanation: On a CGLOAD call. the Input Computer 
Graphics Metafile (CGM) contained an Invalid or 
unsupported CGM order, X')()('. 
System action: Processing of the call is terminated. 
Programmer response: Determine if the metafile could 
have been corrupted or If the application generating the file 
Is producing an Incorrect format. 

ADM3350 E IMAGE n ALREADY EXISTS 
Explanation: You tried to create an Image using an 
identifier n that was already assigned to an existing image. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Image Identifier value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3351 E IMAGE IDENTIFIER n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an Image identifier n that was 
not In the valid range. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Image Identifier value 
and run your application program again. 
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ADM3352 E IMAGE n1 HORIZONTAL SIZE n2 IS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to create an image n1 using a 
horizontal size n2 (In pixels) that Is not in the valid range. 
System acllon: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the horizontal size value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3353 E IMAGE n1 VERTICAL SIZE n2 IS INVALID 
explanation: You tried to create an Image n1 using a 
vertical size n2 (In pixels) that Is not in the valid range. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the vertical size value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3354 E IMAGE n1 TYPE n2 IS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to create an image n1 using an 
Image type n2 that is not In the valid range. The allowed 
values are: 
o default (same as 1) 

binary. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Image type value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3355 E IMAGE n1 RESOLUTION FLAG n2 IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specined a resolution flag that was 
Invalid. The allowed values are: 
o undefined resolution, or 
1 defined resolution. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the resolution flag value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3356 E IMAGE n1 RESOLUTION UNIT n2 IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified a resolution unit that was 
invalid. The allowed values are: 
o Inches. or 
1 meters. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the resolution value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3357 E IMAGE n INVALID H-RES OR V-RES f FOR 
RES=1 

explanation: You specified a resolution value that was 
Invalid for an Image with the resolution flag set to defined. 
that is, res = 1. The values of h-res and v-res must be 
greater than 0 when res = 1. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the resolution value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3358 E IMAGE n DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: You speclrted an Image Identifier that does 
not correspond to a previously created Image. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image identifier value, 
or create an image using the specified Identifier (for 
example, by using IMACRT). and run your appllcatlol) 
program again. 



ADM3359 E IMAGE n HAS INVALID H-RESN-RES 
Explanation: You tried to set the resolution flag of an 
image to defined resolution, when the image had an invalid 
h-res or v-res value. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the horizontal or vertical 
size value, and run your application program again. 

ADM3360 E INVALID RESOLUTION/SCALING ALGORITHM 
Explanation: You specified an invalid algorithm for 
resolution conversion and scaling. The value must be in 
the range 0 through 3. 
System action: The caU Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the algorithm value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3361 E IMAGE NOT WRITEABLE 
Explanation: You specified an Image Identifier that 
corresponds to a nonwriteable Image (usually the input 
device Image Identifier -1). 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image identifier value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3362 E INVALID RECTANGLE COORDINATE VALUE 
Explanation: You specified a rectangle In which at least 
one of the coordinates was Invalid. The rules are: 

• left-edge and top-edge must be in the range 0 through 
229-2 

• right-edge and bollom-edge must be in the range -1 
through 229 - 2 

• The size of the resultant Image, that Is, 
(right-edge -left-edge) + 1 and 
(bottom-edge-top-edge)+1, must be greater than or 
equal to O. 

System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the coordinate value or 
values, and run your application program again. 

ADM3363 W RIGHT/BOTTOM EDGE EXCEEDS 
H-PIXELSN-PIXELS 

Explanation: You specified a rectangle in which the bottom 
or right edge was greater than the corresponding size of 
the Image to which the operation was applied. 
System action: The incorrect value(s) are clipped to the 
edge of the I mage. 
Programmer response: Correct the value or values if the 
clipping action Is not what was required, and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3385 E INVALID PROTECT-FLAG VALUE 
explanation: You specified a protect-flag value on a SAVE 
operation that was Invalid. The value must be: 
o Do not protect an existing file (allow overwriting), or 
1 Protect an existing file (do not allow overwriting). 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the protect-flag value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3366 E, INVALID SOURCE IMAGE IDENTIFIER 
explanation: You specified an image Identifier for the 
source Image operand that was not In the valid range. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image Identifier value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3359 - ADM3373 

ADM3367 E SOURCE IMAGE DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: YOll specified an Image identifier for the 
source-image operand that does not correspond to a 
previously created image. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Image identifier value, 
or create an Image using the speCified identifier (for 
example, by using IMACRT), and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3368 E SOURCE IMAGE NOT READABLE 
explanation: You specified an Image identifier that 
corresponds to a nonreadable Image. For example, a 
write-only output device was specified as the source of an 
IMXFER call. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Image identifier value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3369 E PROJECTION USES INCHES/METERS FOR 
SOURCE WITH NO RESOLUTION 

Explanation: In a transfer operation, a projection 
containing an IMREXR call specifying inches or mp.ters 
(coordinate types 0 or 1) was applied to a source Image 
with undefined resoilition. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection or define a 
resolution for the image, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3370 E INVALID TARGET IMAGE IDENTIFIER 
Explanation: You specified an Image identifier for the 
target image operand that was not in the valid range. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image Identifier value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3371 E TARGET IMAGE NOT WRITEABLE 
Explanation: YOLI specified an image identifier that 
corresponds to a nonwriteable Image (usually because of 
specifying the current Input identifier -1 as the target of a 
transfer operation). 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image identifier value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3372 E PROJECTION USES IMRPLR WITH FRACTIONAL 
COORDINATES. TARGET MUST EXIST 

Explanation: In a transfer operation, a projection 
containing an IMRPLR call using fractional coordinates was 
applied to an "Implicit target": that is, a target image 
Identifier that did not correspond to a previously created 
Image. An Implicit target Is not allowed with the IMRPLR 
call using fractional coordinates. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection or create a 
target image (for example, by using the IMACRT call), and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3373 E INVALID IMAGE FORMAT 
explanation: You specified an Image data format at the 
start of a GET or PUT sequence that Is invalid. The allowed 
values are: 
o Default (same as 2) 
1 Unformatted 
2 3193 data stream format 
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ADM3374 - ADM3385 

3 Composed-page printer format. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the format value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3374 E INVALID IMAGE COMPRESSION 
Explanation: You specified an image data compression at 
the start of a GET or PUT sequence that is invalid. The 
allowed values are: 
o Default 
1 Uncompressed 
2 MMR (IBM 8815) 
3 IBM 4250 
4 IBM 3800 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the compression value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3375 E COMPRESSION n1 IS NOT VALID FOR FORMAT 
n2 

Explanation: You specified a combination of format and 
compression that is invalid; only specific combinations are 
allowed and these are indicated by an "X" in this table: 

Unformatted 
X 

3193DSF CPPF 
X Uncompressed 

MMR (IBM 8815) 
IBM 4250 

X X X 

IBM 3800 

Notes: 
1. 3193DSF = 3193 data stream format 
2. CPPF = composed-page printer format. 

System action: The call'ls Ignored. 

X 
X 

Programmer response: Select an allowed combination of 
format and compression, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3376 E PROJECTION-ID MUST BE ZERO FOR 
UNFORMATTED DATA 

Explanation: If unformatted or uncompressed data is 
specified on the start of a PUT sequence, the transfer 
operation cannot be applied and so the projection Identifier 
speCified must be zero. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection Identifier or 
format value, and run your application program again. 

ADM3377 E IMAGE DOES NOT EXIST. FORMATTED DATA 
REQUIRED 

Explanation: If unformatted or uncompressed data is 
specified on the start of a PUT sequence, the PUT 
sequence is not a transfer operation and so the target 
image identifier must specify an image that was previously 
created. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Create an Image of the required 
size, type, and so on, using the specified image Identifier or 
else change the Image Identifier. Then run your application 
program again. 
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ADM3378 E IMAGE ENTRY OR RETRIEVAL ALREADY 
INITIALIZED FOR IMAGE n 

Explanation: The requested operation is invalid because a 
PUT or GET sequence is already in progress for the 
specified Image. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Issue a PUT-END or GET-END call 
(IMAPTE or IMAGTE) as appropriate for the specified 
image, and run your application program again. 

ADM3379 E INVALID BUFFER LENGTH 
Explanation: You specified a buffer length parameter for a 
buffer in a GET or PUT operation that was invalid. The 
length must be greater than O. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the buffer length value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3380 E INVALID DATA FOR SPECIFIED FORMAT OR 
COMPRESSION 

Explanation: You specified image data in the buffer 
parameter of an IMAPT call that was invalid for the format 
or compression that you speCified on the preceding IMAPTS 
call. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the supplied Image data on 
the IMAPT call, or correct the format or compression on the 
IMAPTS call, and run your application program again. 

ADM3381 E NO PRECEDING IMAPTS CALL 
Explanation: You Issued a IMAPT or IMAPTE call without a 
preceding IMAPTS call. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the order of the calls, and 
run your application program again. 

ADM33B2 W IMAGE IS FULL 
Explanation: You issued enough calls to IMAPT and the 
target Image is now full; you should not Issue any more. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Issue an IMAPTE call to end the 
PUT sequence and run your application program again. 

ADM3383 W IMAGE NOT FILLED 
Explanation: You Issued an IMAPTE call when the target 
Image was not filled. You can issue more IMAPT calls to fill 
the image. 
System action: The call is honored and the PUT sequence 
is ended. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM3384 E NO PRECEDING IMAGTS CALL 
Explanation: You issued an IMAGT or IMAGTE call without 
a preceding IMAGTS call. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct tile order of the calls, and 
run your application program again. 

ADM33B5 E BUFFER LENGTH TOO SMALL 
Explanation: You specified a buffer length parameter for a 
buffer In a GET operation that was invalid. The length must 
be at least 80 bytes, or 137 bytes for 3800 compression. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the buffer length value and 
run your application program again. 



ADM3388 E CALL NOT ALLOWED DURING GET/PUT 
SEQUENCE 

Explanation: The requested operation Is Invalid becaust: 
an Image PUT or GET sequence Is In progress. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Issue a PUT-END or GET-END call 
(IMAPTE or IMAGTE) as appropriate for the specified 
Image, or move the offending call, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3387 E PROJECTION USES INCHES/METERS FOR 
TARGET WITH NO RESOLUTION 

explanation: In a transfer operation, a projection 
containing an IMRPLR call specifying Inches or meters 
(coordinate types 0 or 1) was applied to a target Image with 
undefined resolution. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection or define a 
resolution for the image, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3388 E IMAGE NOT SUITABLE FOR GET SEQUENCE IN 
REQUESTED FORMAT 

Explanation: You specified an image as the source of a 
GET sequence that could not be returned in the requested 
data tormat, or, if you specified a nonzero projection, the 
Image after the projection was applied could not be 
returned. For example, 3193-data-stream tormat and 
composed-page-printer format cannot support images of 
zero size, or of size greater than 32 767. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image, or choose a 
different projection or format (for example, unformatted 
data), and run your application program again. 

ADM3389 E FORMATTED OR COMPRESSED DATA 
INCOMPLETE. PUT SEQUENCE CANCELED 

explanation: You Issued an IMAPTE call for a formatted 
PUT sequence (or an unformatted PUT sequence with MMR 
compression) before all the data had been put. The 
sequence was canceled and the PUT data discarded. If the 
target Image did not exist before the IMAPTS call, It will not 
be created. 
System action: The PUT sequence Is canceled, and the 
PUT data discarded. 
Programmer response: There was not enough data passed 
on the IMAPT calls; correct your application program and 
run It again. 

ADM3390 E IMAGE (AFTER PROJECTION APPLIED) 
UNSUITABLE FOR REQUESTED FORMAT 

explanation: You specified an Image as the source of a 
GET sequence which, after the projection you specified was 
applied to it, could not be supported In the requested data 
format. For example, 3193-data-stream format and 
composed-page-prlnter format cannot support Images of 
zero size, or ot size greater than 32767. 
System action: The call is ignored. 

ADM3386 - ADM3402 

Programmer response: Change the projection, or correct 
the image, or choose a different format (for example, 
unformatted) and run your application program again. 

ADM3391 W ONLY n1 OUT OF n2 TRANSFORMS WILL BE 
PROCESSED 

Explanation: You specified a projection containing more 
transforms than the device supports, and an ISCTl setting 
that allows the remaining transforms to be discarded. 
System action: The remaining transforms are Ignored 
Programmer response: Alter the ISCTl setting, or reduce 
the number of transforms In the projection and run your 
application program again. 

ADM3392 I OVERLAPPED TARGET RECTANGLES MAY GIVE 
INCORRECT RESULTS 

Explanation: The use of overlapped target rectangles may 
give incorrect results. 
System action: No action Is taken. 
Programmer response: Alter the ISCTL setting to disallow 
overlapped target rectangles, and run your application 
program again. 

ADM3393 I SCALE FACTOR n1 APPROXIMATED TO n2 
Explanation: A projection transform scale factor has been 
approximated to one supported by the display. 
System action: No action is taken. 
Programmer response: Alter the ISCTl setting In disallow 
approximation, and run your application program again. 

ADM3394 I SCALING ALGORITHM n1 APPROXIMATED TO n2 
explanation: A projection transform scaling algorithm has 
been approximated to one supported by the display. 
System action: No acti~n Is taken. 
Programmer response: None required; the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM3400 E PROJECTION ALREADY EXISTS 
Explanation: You tried to create an projection using an 
identifier that was already assigned to an existing 
projection. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection Identifier 
value and run your application program again. 

ADM3401 E INVALID PROJECTION IDENTIRER 
Explanation: You specified a projection identifier that was 
not in the valid range. 
System action: The call is ignoreo. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection Identifier 
value and run your application program again. 

ADM3402 E PROJECTION DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: You specified a projection Identifier that does 
not correspond to a previously created projection. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection Identifier 
value, or create a projection using the specified Identifier 
(for example, by means of the IMPCRT call), and run your 
application program again. 
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ADM3403 W NO IMAGE DATA TRANSFERRED 
Explanation: This message is issued on a transfer 
operation call (such as IMXFER, IMAGTS, or IMARST), 
when you specify a projection identifier that identifies a 
created projection that has no transforms added to it, or 
none of the transforms require data transfer. A transform 
will not require data transfer if: 

• The target image is of zero size, or 
• The source image is of zero size and there Is no 

explicit nonzero size extract, or 
• The place position in the projection falls outside the 

bounds of the target image, or 
• Scaling or resolution conversion reduces the image to 

zero size. 
All of these situations result in the transfer operation 
having no effect; that is, no Image data Is transferred. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the projection Identifier 
value, or use the IMRxxx calls to add some transforms to 
the projection, or choose another target Image Identifier 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3404 E TRANSFORM ALREADY CONTAINS A CALL TO 
THIS ROUTINE 

Explanation: You issued an IMRxxx call to add a transform 
element to the currentiy open transform of the projection 
specified as a parameter. This Is an error because the 
transform already contained a call to this routine and only 
one call for each transform element is allowed for each 
transform. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the extra IMRxxx call, and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3405 E IMREX, .wHEN CALLED, MUST BE FIRST CALL IN 
A TRANSFORM 

Explanation: You Issued an IMREX call out of sequence; 
unlike other transform element calls, the IMREX and 
IMREXR calls must be Issued as the first call In a 
transform, or not be called at all in the transform. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the order of the calls, and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3408 E IMREXR, WHEN CALLED, MUST BE FIRST CALL 
IN A TRANSFORM 

Explanation: You Issued an IMREXR call out of sequence; 
unlike other transform element calls, the IMREX and 
IMREXR calls must be issued as the first call In a 
transform, or not be called at all In the transform. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the order of the calls, and 
run yo'ur application program again. 

ADM3407 E INVALID COORD-TYPE VALUE 
Explanation: You specified a coordinate-type value that Is 
not In the valid range. The value must be one of: 
o Inches 
1 Meters 
2 Fractional 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the coordinate-type value 
and run your application program again. 
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ADM3408 E INVALID H-POS OR V-POS VALUE 
Explanation: You specified a place position (on a IMRPL or 
IMRPLR call) that was invalid. The values of the horizontai 
position and the vertical position mvst be In the range 0 
through 229 - 2. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Progl'ammer response: Correct the place position value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3409 E INVALID MIX OPTION VALUE 
Explanation: You specified a mix option (on a IMRPL or 
IMRPLR call) that was Invalid. The option must be one of: 
o The default value (same as 1) 
1 Overpalnt 
2 Merge 
3 Difference 
4 And 
5 Subtract 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the mix option value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3410 E INVALID H-SCALE OR V-SCALE VALUE 
Explanation: You specified a horizontal or vertical scaling 
factor that was Invalid. The value was either negative or so 
large that the resultant Image size would be greater than 
the upper limit of 229 -1. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the scaling factor value 
and run your application program again. 

ADM3411 E INVALID ORIENTATION VALUE 
Explanation: You specified an orientation value that was 
invalid. The value must be one of: 
o No rotation 
1 Rotation 90 degrees clockwise 
2 Rotation 180 degrees (clockwise or counterclockwise) 
3 Rotation 270 degrees ciockwise (90 degrees 

counterClockwise). 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the orientation value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3412 E INVALID REFLECTION VALUE 
Explanation: You specined a reflection value that was 
invalid. The value must be one of: 
1 Left-ta-rlght (horizontal) 
2 Top-to-bottom (vertical) 
3 Top-ta-Ieft (major diagonal) 
4 Right-to-top (minor diagonal). 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the reflection value and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3413 E INVALID ALGORITHM 
Explanation: You specified an invalid value for the 
"algorithm" parameter on an IMRCVe, IMRBRI, or IMRCON 
call. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the algorithm value, and 
run your application program again. 



ADM3414 E INVALID COUNT 
EKplanation: You specified an Invalid value for the "count" 
parameter on an IMRCVB, IMRBRI, or IMRCON call. 
System action: The cali is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the count value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3415 E INVALID ALGORITHM DATA VALUE 
EKplanation: You specified an Invalid value for the 
"alg-data" parameter on an IMRCVB, IMRBRI, or IMRCON 
cali. 
System action: The cali is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the "alg-data" value, and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3450 E IMAGE FIELD ALREADY DEFINED IN PARTITION 
n 

Explanation: You tried to define an Image field (in the 
current page of the current partition), but device (real) 
partitions are being used and there is already an image 
field defined in at least one page In partition n. When 
device partitions are being used, only one partition can hold 
Image data. 
Some calls (for example, Image scanner or cursor calls) 
require an Image field, and they create one If necessary. 
When using device partitions, these calls must be made 
when the current partition is the one containing the image 
field. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Either delete the image field from 
pages in the Indicated partition before defining an Image 
field in the current page, or change the PTSCRT call to 
specify emulated partitions. 

ADM3451 E IMAGE FIELD POSITION n IS INVALID 
EKplanation: The row or column parameter to define an 
Image field Is invalid. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3452 E IMAGE FIELD SIZE n IS INVALID 
EKplanatlon: The depth or width parameter to define an 
Image field Is invalid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3453 E CONTROL VALUE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You either specified an Invalid value for the 
"control" parameter on an ISENAB, ISESCA, or ISFLD call, 
or you specified an invalid value for the "h-ctl" or "v-ctl" 
parameters on an ISQRES call. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the control value, and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3414 - ADM3460 

ADM3454 E IMAGE FIELD OVERLAPS GRAPHICS FIELD 
EKplanatlon: The image field requested overlaps a 
graphics field. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Delete an unwanted graphics field, 
or query Its size or position to determine a nonoverlapping 
Image field - which must be explicitiy created by ISFLD. 
Run your application program again. 

Notes: 
1. Either the image field or the graphics field may be 

created by default. 
2. Default fields cover the whole page or screen. 

ADM3455 E DEVICE n IS INVALID 
EKplanatlon: The device parameter must be one of: 
o the current primary device (display, printer, or plotter) 

-1 an attached scanner. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3456 EQUALITY n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an invalid quality value-: It must 
be In the range 0 through 5. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3457 E COUNT n1 n2 IS INVALID 
explanation: The value for "count _1" was not In the range 
o through 4, or the value for "count _2" was not In the 
range 0 through 2. 
System action: The cali is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3458 E INVALID VALUE f FOR ARRAY _n1, ELEMENT n2 
Explanation: You specified an invalid value f for element n2 
of array n1. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid value and run 
your application program again. 

ADM3459 E COUNT n IS INVALID 
EKplanatlon: The count parameter n must not be negative, 
and must not be greater than the number of elements 
supported by the device. 
System action: The call Is Ignoreu. 
Programmer response: Use FSQURY to determine the 
maximum value allowed for the device, correct the 
parameter, and run your application program again. 

ADM3460 E RIGHT/BOTTOM EDGE LIES OUTSIDE THE 
MAXIMUM AREA AVAILABLE FOR IMAGE 

EKplanatlon: The right or bottom edge of the Image field 
lies outside the maximum available area for image 
presentation. These values are relative to the top-left of 
the page, and the entire image field must be contained 
within them. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the parameter(s), using 
FSQURY to determine the maximum value(s), and run your 
application program again. 
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ADM3461 E PUT SEQUENCE INTERRUPTED 
Explanation: An Image PUT sequence was Interrupted by a 
screen-refresh condition. 
System action: The PUT sequence Is terminated. 
Programmer response: The PUT sequence must be started 
again. 

ADM3462 E PAGE TOO LARGE FOR IMAGE. REASON CODE 
n1, LIMIT 112 

Explanation: The page Is too large to contain Image 
contents. Real partitions have been specified, but there is 
not enough device Image resource to create a partition 
containing Image data. The reason code n1 gives more 
details: 
1 The page width exceeds the maxlm'um Image 

presentation space width, which Is given In pixels by 
112. 

2 The page depth exceeds the maximum Image 
presentation space depth, which Is given In pixels by 
112. 

3 The total page size exceeds the maximum Image 
presentation space capacity, which Is given in bytes by 
112. 

System action: No Image field Is created. 
Programmer response: Reduce the page size, or use 
emulated partitions, and run your application program 
again. 

ADM3470 E SCANNER DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: A call was made that requires a scanner and 
there is no scanner available on the current primary device. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that: 

• The scanner is correctly connected to your display 
• The scanner is switched on 
• Your application Is running on the Logical Terminal that 

supports Image (LT-1). 
When you are satisfied that the scanner and device are 
correctly set up and ready for use, you must issue the 
OSOPEN caH for the primary (display) device again. This 
may Involve restarting your application program. 

ADM3471 E SCANNER DOES NOT SUPPORT AN IMAGE n 
PIXELS {DEEPIWIDE} 

explanation: You tried to set the resolution lIag of scanner 
device Image (Identifier = -1), but the Image Is too many 
pixels deep or wide for the scanner to support. The Image 
was created with an IMACRT call. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the values determining 
the Image size (resolution and number of pixels) are correct 
and Issue the call again. Or, Increase the resolution of the 
device by means of the IMRES call; that is, define a greater 
number of pixels to the Inch to make the real size of the 
Image smaller. The ISQRES call can be used to help 
determine suitable values for the resolution. 
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ADM3472 E SCANNER DOES NOT SUPPORT SPECIFIED 
H-RESN-RES 

Explanation: You tried to set the resolution of a device 
Image to a combination of horizontal and vertical resolution 
that the device does not support. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the horizontal and vertical 
resolution values and Issue the call again. The ISQRES call 
can be used to determine valid combinations of horizontal 
and vertical resolutions supported by Image devlces~ 

ADM3473 E ATTRIBUTE COUNT n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an Invalid value n for the 
attribute count on a ISQSCA call. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the altrlbute count value 
and Issue the call again. 

ADM3474 E SCANNER DOES NOT SUPPORT H-RESN-RES OF 
n/f'l 

Explanation: You specified a defined resolution that Is not 
supported by the device with which the Image Is associated. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Check the resolution requirements 
of the image. Supported resolutions can be queried by 
using the ISQRES call. Correct the resolution, or set 
RESOEF::::O (undefined resolution) and issue the call again. 

ADM3475 E IMAGE n1 UNSUPPORTED HORIZONTAL SIZE n2 
PIXELS 

Explanation: You tried to define or change a scanner 
Image n1 to be wider than the device can support. 
system action: The callis Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check the resolution and size of 
the Image, and issue the call again. 

ADM3476 E IMAGE n1 UNSUPPORTED VERTICAL SIZE n2 
PIXELS 

explanation: You tried to define or changF.' 1'1 scanner 
Image n1 to be deeper than the device can support. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Check the Image resolution and 
size, Issue the call again. 

ADM3477 E SCANNER NOT READY. MAY BE SWITCHED OFF 
Explanation: The scanner you tried to use Is not ready. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that the scanner Is switched 
on. Checi( that it Is connected correctly and there Is no 
paper jam or other fault. Then Issue the call again. 

ADM3478 E NO PAPER IN SCANNER 
explanation: You tried to load or scan a sheet of paper in 
a form-feed scanner and there Is no paper In the scanner. 
System acllon: The call is Ignored, or in the case of the 
ISLOE call, the next sheet of paper is not loaded into the 
scanner. 
Programmer response: Check the paper-feed mechanism. 
Replace the sheet in the scanner feeder and Issue the call 
again. 



ADM3479 E SCANNER LAMP INTENSITY IS TOO LOW 
Explanation: The scanner has detected that the lamp 
Intensity Is too low for reliable scanning. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Refer to the scanner hardware 
documentation and change the nuorescent lamp. 

ADM3480 E SCANNER PAPER JAM 
Explanalion: You scanned a sheet of paper and the 
scanner detected a paper jam. 
System aclion: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Remove the jammed paper from 
the scanner and ensure that the scanner Is now ready. 
Issue the call again. 

ADM3481 E UNRECOVERABLE SCANNER ERROR OCCURRED 
Explanation: An hardware or communications error was 
detected while the scanner was in use. 
System aclion: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Check the scanner connection and 
status. Check that the image display to which the scanner 
is connected is functioning correctly. Issue the call again. 

ADM3482 E PROJECTION WOULD REQUIRE SCANNER TO 
RE-SCAN 

Explanation: You tried to scan a second image from a 
single sheet of paper In a form-feed scanner. The 
projection specified requires data from a part of the paper 
that has already been scanned. It is not possible to re-scan 
sheets of paper in a form-feed scanner. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check the projection definition. 
Issue the call again, or use a nat-bed scanner. 

ADM3483 E SCANNER DISCONNECTED 
Explanalion: The Image scanner Is disconnected. This 
may be because the Image partition on the display has 
been destroyed, or changed. Typical reasons for this are: 

• A message from the operator 
• The appl!catlon caused non-GOOM 110 to the screen 
• Partitions were changed during a sequence of scanning 

operations. 

Note: Whenever GOOM can recover from this situation, it 
will reconnect and start the operation again, thus 
avoiding Issuing this message. However, there are 
some situations that GDDM cannot recover from, for 
instance, when using form-feed scanners and the 
paper is ejected: In situations such as these, this 
message is issued. 

System action: The scanner image (-1) is deleted. 
Programmer response: If the error is caused by the 
application, the application must be changed. For other 
causes, reload the paper in the scanner, and try again. 

ADM3484 W GRAY-SCALE TRANSFORMS MAY BE 
SIMPLIFIED TO MEET SCANNER CAPABILITIES 

Explanation: This message is issued on a transfer 
operation call (for example, IMXFER, IMAGTS, IMARST) 
when you specified a projection Identifier that identified a 
created projection that has more than one transform with 
different gray-scale reqUirements. 
The scanner can process different gray-scale transforms 
only when the extractions concerned do not overlap 
vertically. When the extracts do overlap vertically, the 
gray-scale transformations specified In the transform for 
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the extract that is nearest the top of the paper will be used 
for all the other extracts affected. 
The gray-scale transformations concerned are: 
IMRBRI brightness 
IMRCON contrast 
IMRCVB convert to binary. 
System action: The call is processed normally, perhaps 
with modified gray-scale transformations. 
Programmer response: None required. 

ADM3490 W IMAGE CURSOR IS ALREADY ENABLED 
Explanation: You tried to enable an image cursor using the 
ISENAB call: the Image cursor is already enabled. 
System action: None; the Image cursor remains enabled. 
Programmer response: None required. The ISQLOC and 
ISQBOX calls can be used to query the state of the iinage 
cursors if necessary. 

ADM3491 E ECHO TYPE n IS NOT SUPPORTED 
Explanation: You specified an echo type n, on a ISILOC or 
151 BOX call, that is not supported. 
Syslem action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the echo-type parameter 
value and Issue the call again. 

ADM3492 E RIGHT/BOTTOM EDGE n1 LESS THAN LEFT/TOP 
EDGE n2 

Explanation: You tried to initialize an image box cursor 
using the lSI BOX call, and the right edge is less than the 
leN edge, or the bottom edge Is less than the top edge. 
System aclion: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the box specification, and 
issue the call again. 

ADM3493 E RIGHT/BOTTOM EDGE n 15 INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to Initialize an image box cursor 
using the lSI BOX call, and the right or bottom edge Is less 
than zero, or greater than 229 -1. 
System aclion: Tl1e call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the right-edge or 
boUom-edge parameter values, and issue the call again. 

ADM3494 E LEFT/TOP EDGE n.lS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to Initialize an image box cursor 
using the ISIBOX call, and the left or top edge is less than 
zero or greater than 2 29 -1. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the leN-edge or top-edge 
parameter values, and Issue the< rail again. 

ADM3495 E IMAGE CURSOR TYPE n IS INVALID 
Explanation: You specified an invalid illlage cursor type n 
on an ISENAB call. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the image cursor type 
parameter value, and Issue the call again. 

ADM3497 E INITIAL CURSOR POSITION n1,n2IS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to Initialize an image locator cursor 
using the ISILOC call, and the position specified Is not 
within the image field on the current page. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the initial image locator 
position parameter values, and Issue the call again. 
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ADM3498 E IMAGE LOCATOR CURSOR IS NOT AVAILABLE 
Explanation: You tried to use an image locator cursor and 
one is not available on the current device. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: If an image locator cursor is 
essential, the application must be run on a different device, 
ideally, an image display such as the IBM 3193 Image 
display. Image locator cursors are not available on 
dual-screen devices. 

ADM3499 E IMAGE BOX CURSOR IS NOT AVAILABLE 
Explanation: You tried to use an image box cursor and one 
is not available on the current device. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: If an image box cursor is essential, 
the application must be run on an IBM 3193 Image display. 

ADM3500 I GKS ERROR n IN FUNCTION a 
Explanation: This message is the GKS indicator message 
referred to on page 5. It indicates that an error was 
detected during a call to a GKS function. 
n is the GKS number for the error, and 
a is the name of the GKS function in which the error was 

found. 
GDDM-GKS also provides two implementation-dependent 
error numbers, -1 and -2. 
-1 indicates that an internal inconsistency was detected 
-2 Indicates that an error outside the control of 

GDDM-GKS was detected by GDDM-Base. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: None required; the message is for 
information only. An accompanying message describes the 
detected error in more detail. 

• For error number -1, the number of the accompanying 
message is 3999. 

• For error number -2, the accompanying message is a 
GDDM-Base message; look up that message in this 
book, and see also message ADM3999 below. 

• For error numbers in the range 0001 through 0308, the 
number of the accompanying message is 3500 plus the 
value of n. 

• For error numbers in the range 2000 through 2003, the 
number of the accompanying message is 1900 plus the 
value of n. 

When the description of the accompanying message 
contains the name of a GKS call, look up the explanation of 
the call In the GDDM-GKS Programming Guide find 
Reference manual. 

ADM3501 E OKS NOT IN CORRECT STATE: (GKCL) 
Explanation: GKS is not in the correct state; it must be in 
the state GKCL. An OPEN GKS call was issued when GKS 
was already open. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that GKS is closed by using 
the Close GKS (GCLKS) or Emergency close GKS 
(GECLKS) calls before issuing the Open GKS (GOPKS) call. 

ADM3502 E GKS NOT IN CORRECT STATE: (GKOP) 
Explanation: GKS Is not in the correct state; it must be in 
the state GKOP. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that GKS is open by 
issuing the Open GKS (GOPKS) call, or the Close 
workstation (GCLWK) call. 
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ADM3S03 E OKS NOT IN CORRECT STATE: (WSAC) 
Explanation: GKS is not in the correct state; it must be in 
the state WSAC. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that a workstation is active 
by issuing the Activate workstation (GACWK) call, or the 
Close segment (GCLSG) call. 

ADM3504 E OKS NOT IN CORRECT STATE: (SOOP) 
Explanation: A call to a GKS function that requires GKS to 
be in state SGOP (Segment Open) was Issued, but GKS Is 
in one of the states GKCL, GKOP, WSOP, or WSAC. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that GKS is in the state 
SGOP by using the Create segment (GCRSG) call. 

ADM350S.E GKS NOT IN CORRECT STATE: (WSAC,SGOP) 
Explanation: A call to a GKS function tllat requires GKS to 
be In state WSAC (Workstation Active) was issued, but GKS 
is In one of the states GKCL, GKOP, or WSOP. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that GKS is in the state 
WSAC by using the Activate workstation (GACWK) call. 

ADM3506 E GKS NOT IN CORRECT STATE: (WSOP,WSAC) 
Explanation: A call to a GKS function that requires GKS to 
be in the state WSOP (Workstation Open) or WSAC 
(Workstation Active) was issued, but GKS is in one of the 
states GKCL, GKOP, or SGOP. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that GKS is in the state 
WSOP or WSAC by using the Activate workstation (GACWK) 
or Close segment (GCLSG) call. 

ADM3507 E GKS NOT IN CORRECT STATE: 
(WSOP,WSAC,SGOP) 

Explanation: A call to a GKS function that requires GKS to 
be in the state WSOP (Workstation Open) was issued, but 
GKS is In the state GKCL or GKOP. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that GKS is in the state 
WSOP by using the Open workstation (GOPWK) call. 

ADM3508 E GKS NOT IN CORRECT STATE: 
(OKOP,WSOP,WSAC,SOOP) 

Explanation: GKS is not in the correct state: it must be in 
one olthe states GKOP, WSOP, WSAC, or SGOP. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that GKS is in the slate 
GKOP by using the Open GKS (GOPKS) call. 

ADM3520 E WORKSTATION ID n IS INVALID 
explanation: A workstation identifier of less than zero was 

. specified in the function in which the error was detected. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3521 E CONNECTION ID n IS INVALID 
Explanallon: The connection identifier must be an integer 
in the range 0 through 9999. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 



ADM3522 E WORKSTATION TYPE n IS INVALID 
explanation: The workstation type must be an Integer in 
the range 1 through 13. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. Use 
the Inquire list element of available workstation types 
(GQEWK) call to list the valid workstation types. 

ADM3523 E WORKSTATION TYPE n DOES NOT EXIST 
explanation: The workstation-type n does not exist. By 
default, only workstation-types 1 through 5 are available. 
Workstation-types 6 through 13 can be defined as GDDM 
external defaults. A device token must be specified for 
each workstation type. 

This error message can be Issued If no device token was 
provided for one of the workstation-types 6 through 13 and 
the workstation type Is referred to in a call. 

This error message can also be Issued for workstation-type 
1 If the user console was opened with a GDDM device 
identifier other than zero, using a GDDM call, and was In 
use when the Open GKS (GOPKS) call was made. 
System aclion: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that any device token 
required for the workstation was correctly defined using the 
GKSWS external default, that the device token exists In the 
GDDM table ADM LSYS1, and that It defines a graphics 
device. If n=I, check the use of GDDM Base DSOPEN 
calls external to GDDM-GKS. 

ADM3524 E WORKSTATION n IS OPEN 
explanation: Workstation n Is already open, but it was 
specified on an Open workstation (GOPWK) cail. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3525 E WORKSTATION n IS NOT OPEN 
ElCplanatlon: Workstation n Is not open, but It was specified 
on a call that applies only to an open workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the workstation Is open 
by using the Open workstation (GOPWK) call. 

ADM3526 E WORKSTATION n CANNOT BE OPENED 
ElCplanalion: The specified workstation cannot be opened. 
This message can be Issued for a number of reasons 
depending on the workstation type: 
For workstation-type 1 

• When the console does not support graphics 
• When the user console cannot be used for graphics 

because of a communications failure 
• When the console has been opened using a GDDM 

DSOPEN call with a device Identifier other than that 
specified on the Open workstation (GOPWK) call, and 
no current primary device exists. 

For worlWtatlon-type 3 (metaftle output) 
• When an InpuUoutput error was detected while trying to 

open the output file 
• When a metafile output workstation with the same 

connection Identifier Is already open. 
For workstation-types 6 through 13 

• When the device to be used was already opened either 
with a different connection Identifier, or by a GDDM 
DSOPEN call with a device Identifier that Is not equal to 
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the connection Identifier specified in the Open 
workstation (GOPWK) call 

• When the device does not support graphics 
• When graphics cannot be shown at the device because 

Of a communications failure 
• When the device does not match the device token 

specified to define the workstation type 
• When no nickname entry matching the connection 

identifier specified on the Open workstation (GOPWK) 
call exists, and no device was opened with a device 
Identifier equal to the connection Identifier. 

For all workstation types, the message Is Issued when an 
attempt Is made to open a workstation with the same 
connection Identifier and workstation type as one that Is 
already open, or when an attempt Is made to open a single 
physical device as two or more GKS workstations at any 
one time. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Check that you have correctly 
specified the connection Identifier and any device tokens or 
nicknames. 

ADM3527 E WISS IS NOT OPEN 
ElCplanation: WISS (workstation Independent segment 
storage) is not open and you Issued a call to a GKS 
function that requires WISS to be open. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Before continuing processing, 
ensure that the WISS is open by using the Open 
workstation (GOPWK) call. 

ADM3528 E WISS IS ALREADY OPEN 
Explanation: You tried to open the WISS (workstation 
Independent segment storage) but It was already open. 
Only a single WISS Is allowed by GDDM-GKS. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: WISS can be closed by using the 
Close workstation (GCLWK) call, and then opened again. 

ADM3529 E WORKSTATION n IS ACTIVE 
Explanation: You tried to activate a workstation that Is 
already active. 
System action: None. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation Identifier, 
remove the call, or ensure that the workstation is not active 
by using the Deactivate workstation (GDAWK) call. 

ADM3530 E WORKSTATION n IS NOT ACTIVE 
Explanation: The specified workstation is not active, but it 
was specified in a function that applies only to active 
workstations. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure the workstation is activated 
by using the Activate workstation (GACWK) call. 

ADM3531 E WORKSTATION n IS OF CATEGORY MO 
ElCplanatlon: The speclfled workstation Is of category MO 
(metafile output) but It was specified to a function that does 
not apply to workstations of category MO. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation identifier 
specified on the call, or remove the call. 
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ADM3532 E WORKSTATION n IS NOT OF CATEGORY MO 
Explanation: The specified workstation is not of category 
MO (metafile output). but it was specified to a function that 
applies only to workstations of category MO. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation identifier 
specified on the call. or remove the call. 

ADM3533 E WORKSTATION n IS OF CATEGORY MI 
Explanation: The specified workstation is of category MI 
(metafile Input). but it was specified to a function that does 
not apply to workstations of category M I. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation identifier 
specified on the call. or remove the call. 

ADM3534 E WORKSTATION n IS NOT OF CATEGORY MI 
Explanation: The specified workstation is not of category 
MI (metafile Input). but it was specified to a function that 
applies only to workstations of category MI. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation identifier 
specified on the call. or remove the call. 

ADM3535 E WORKSTATION n IS OF CATEGORY INPUT 
Explanation: The specified workstation is of category 
INPUT. but it was specified to a function that does not apply 
to workstations of category INPUT. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation identifier 
specified on the call. or remove the call. 

ADM3538 E WORKSTATION n IS WISS 
Explanation: A call specifying the workstation Identifier for 
WISS (workstation independent segment storage) was 
Issued. but the required function does not apply to WISS. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation Identifier 
specified on the call. 

ADM3537 E WORKSTATION n IS NOT OF CATEGORY OUTIN 
~Kplanatlon: A call that Is valid only for workstations of 
category OUTIN was Issued. but the workstation specified 
is of a different category. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation identifier 
specified on the call. 

ADM3538 E WORKSTATION n IS NOT OF CATEGORY INPUT 
NOR OUTIN 

Explanation: A call that Is valid only for workstations of 
category INPUT or OUTIN was issued. but the workstation 
speclfled Is of some other category. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Workstation identifier 
specified on the call. 

ADM3539 E WORKSTATION n IS NOT OF CATEGORY 
OUTPUT NOR OUTIN 

Explanation: The workstation was specified to a function 
that applies only to workstations of category OUTPUT or 
OUTIN. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation identifier 
specified on the call. or remove the call. 
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ADM3542 E MAX NUMBER OF OPEN WORKSTATIONS 
WOULD BE EXCEEDED 

Explanation: An Open workstation (GOPWK) call was 
issued that would cause the maximum number of 
workstations that can be open at the same time to be 
exceeded. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that your application 
program does not try to have more than the maximum 
allowed number of workstations open at the same time. 
Use the Inquire workstation maximum numbers (GQWKM) 
call to find the maximum allowed. 

ADM3543 E MAX NUMBER OF ACTIVE WORKSTATIONS 
WOULD BE EXCEEDED 

Explanation: An Activate workstation (GACWK) call was 
issued that would cause the maximum number of 
workstations that can be active at the same time to be 
exceeded. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that your application 
program does not try to have more than the maximum 
allowed number of workstations active at the same time. 
Use the Inquire workstation maximum numbers (GQWKM) 
call to find the maximum allowed. 

ADM3550 E TRANSFORMATION NUMBER IS INVALID 
Explanation: The transformation number must be in the 
range 0 through 10. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the transformation number 
speclfled on the call. Use the Inquire maximum 
normalization transformation number (GQMNTN) call to get 
the highest valid number. 

ADM3551 E RECTANGLE DEFINITION IS INVALID 
Explanation: Either the right bound of the rectangle 
definition is less than or equal to the left bound, or the 
upper bound is less than or equal to the lower bound. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the rectangle definition 
specified on the call. 

ADM3552 E VIEWPORT IS NOT WITHIN THE NDC UNIT 
SQUARE 

Explanation: The normalization transformation viewport 
must be within the NDC (Normalized Device Coordinate) 
unit square: that is, (0,1) x (0,1). 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the NDC range specified 
by the call. 

ADM3553 E WORKSTATION n WINDOW IS NOT WITHIN THE 
NDC UNIT SQUARE 

Explanation: Invalid values were specified in a Set 
workstation window (GSWKWN) call for the given 
workstation. The workstation window must be within the 
NDC (Normalized Device Coordinate) unit square: that is, 
(0,1) x (0,1). 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the workstation window 
values. 



ADM3554 E WORKSTATION n VIEWPORT IS NOT WITHIN 
THE DISPLAY SPACE 

Explanation: The viewport specified for the given 
workstation is not within the display space (maximum 
display surface) of the workstation. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the definition of the 
workstation viewport. 

ADM3560 E POLYLINE INDEX IS INVALID 
Explanation: The polyline Index is less than 1 or greater 
than the maximum number of polyline bundle table entries 
allowed for the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the polyline index. Use the 
Inquire maximum length of workstation state tables 
(GQLWK) call to get the maximum number of entries at a 
workstation. 

ADM3561 E POLYLINE INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
DEFINED FOR WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified polyline 
Index was not defined on the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the Index to one that Is 
defined at the workstation, or define the representation for 
polyline Index n1. 

ADM3562 E POLYLINE INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
PREDEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified polyline 
index was not predefined on the wOrkstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the polyline index to one 
that Is predefined at this workstation. Use the Inquire 
polyline facilities (GQPLF) call to list the available 
predefined polyline representations. 

ADM3563 E L1NETYPE IS EQUAL TO ZERO 
Explanation: The IInetype Is zero. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter; 
IInetypes must be In the range -4 through -1, or in the 
range 1 through 4; 

ADM3564 E L1NETYPE n1 IS NOT SUPPORTED ON 
WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A Set polyline representation (GSPLR) call 
was issued that specifies a IInetype that is not available at 
the workstation. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the linetype requested to 
one that is available at the workstation. Use the Inquire 
polyline facilities (GQPLF) call to list the available IInetypes. 

ADM3565 E L1NEWIDTH SCALE FACTOR IS LESS THAN ZERO 
Explanation: The IInewldth scale factor must be zero or a 
positive number. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3554 - ADM3572 

ADM3566 E POLYMARKER INDEX IS INVALID 
Explanation: The polymarker Index is either less than 1 or 
greater than the maximum number of polymarker bundle 
table entries allowed for the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the polymarker index to 
one that Is available. Use the Inquire maximum length of 
workstation state tables (GQLWK) call to get the maximum 
number of entries at a workstation. 

ADM3567 E POLYMARKER INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
DEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified polymarker 
Index was not defined on the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the polymarker index to 
one that Is defined. 

ADM3568 E POLYMARKER INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
PREDEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified polymarker 
Index was not predefined on the workstation. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the polymarker Index to 
one that Is predefined at this workstation. Use the Inquire 
polymarker facilities (GQPMF) call to list the available 
predefined polymarker representations. 

ADM3569 E MARKER TYPE IS EQUAL TO ZERO 
Explanation: The marker type Is zero. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter; marker 
types must be In the range -6 through -1, or In the range 
1 through 5. 

ADM3570 E MARKER TYPE n1 IS NOT SUPPORTED ON 
WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: The specified marker type is not supported on 
the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the marker requested to 
one that is available at the workstation. Use the Inquire 
polymarker facilities (GQPMF) call to list the available 
marker types. 

ADM3571 E MARKER SIZE SCALE FACTOR IS LESS THAN 
ZERO 

Explanation: The marker size scale factor must be zero or 
a positive number. 
System action: TM call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3572 E TEXT INDEX IS INVALID 
Explanation: The text index Is either less than 1 or greater 
than the maximum number of text bundle entries allowed at 
the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the text index to one that is 
available. Use the Inquire maximum length of workstation 
state tables (GQLWK) call to get the maximum number of 
entries at a workstation. 
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ADM3573 - ADM3585 

ADM3573 E TEXT INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT DEFINED 
ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified text Index 
was not defined on the specified workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the text index to one that is 
defined at this workstation. Use the Inquire list element of 
text Indexes (GQETXI) call to get one that Is defined. 

ADM3574 E TEXT INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
PREDEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

explanation: A representation for the specified text Index 
was not predefined on the specified workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the text Index to one that Is 
predefined at this workstation. Use the Inquire text 
facilities (GQTXF) call to list the available predefined text 
Index representations. 

ADM3575 E TEXT FONT IS EQUAL TO ZERO 
Explanation: A text font of zero was specified on a Set text 
font and precision (GSTXFP) or Set text representation 
(GSTXR) call. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter: text 
fonts for GDDM-GKS must be 1, or a negative number 
Indicating one of the Implementation-dependent text fonts as 
described In the Set text font and precision (GSTXFP) call 
description In the GDDM-GKS Programming Guide and 
Reference manual. 

ADM3576 E TEXT FONT n1 AT PRECISION n2 NOT 
SUPPORTED ON WORKSTATION n3 

Explanation: A Set text font and precision (GSTXFP) or Set 
text representation (GSTXR) call was made that requested 
text fonts that are not supported for the specified precision 
at the workstation. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameters to 
specify a text font and precision that Is available at the 
workstation. Use the Inquire text facilities (GQTXF) call to 
determine these parameters. 

ADM3577 E CHARACTER EXPANSION FACTOR IS LESS 
THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO 

Explanation: The character expansion factor must be a 
positive number greater than zero. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3578 E CHARACTER HEIGHT IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL 
TO ZERO 

Exptanation: The character height must be a positive 
number greater than zero. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3579 E LENGTH OF CHARACTER UP VECTOR IS ZERO 
explanation: The length of the character up vector Is zero. 
The character up vector Is specified using x and y 
components, at least one of which must be nonzero. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameters. 
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ADM3580 E FILL AREA INDEX IS INVALID 
Explanation: The fill area Index Is either less than zero or 
greater than the maximum number of fill area bundle 
entries allowed for the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the fill area index to one 
that Is available at this workstation. Use the Inquire 
maximum length of workstation state tables (GQLWK) call to 
get the maximum number of entries for the workstation. 

ADM3581 E FILL AREA INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
DEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified fill area 
Index was not defined on the workstation. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the fill area Index to one 
that Is d.eflned at this workstation. Use the Inquire list 
element of fill area Indexes (GQEFAI) call to list the 
available fill area Indexes. 

ADM3582 E FILL AREA INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
PREDEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified fill area 
Index was not predefined on the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the fill alea index to one 
that Is predefined at this workstation. Use the Inquire fill 
area facilities (GQFAF) call to get the number of predefined 
fill area Index representations. 

ADM3583 E FILL AREA INTERIOR STYLE n1 IS NOT 
SUPPORTED ON WORKSTATION n2 

explanation: The specified fill area Interior style Is not 
supported on the workstation. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the fill area Interior style 
to one that Is supported at this workstation. Use the 
Inquire fill area facilities (GQFAF) call to list the available 
fill area Interior styles. 

ADM3584 E STYLE (PATTERN OR HATCH) INDEX IS EQUAL 
TO ZERO 

Explanation: The style (pattern or hatch) Is equal to zero. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: . Correct the call parameter; styles 
must be In the range - 6 through -1. Use the Set pattern 
representation (GSPAR) call to dertne patterns. 

ADM3585 E PATTERN INDEX IS INVALID 
Explanation: The pattern index Is either less than 1 or 
greater than the maximum number of pattern Indexes 
allowed for the workstation. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Cor rect the pattern Index. Use the 
Inquire maximum length of workstation state tables 
(GQLWK) call to get the maximum pattern Index that is 
available at the workstation. 



ADM3586 E HATCH STYLE n1 IS NOT SUPPORTED ON 
WORKSTATION n2 

EJcplanatlon: The specified hatch style Is not supported on 
the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the hatch style to one that 
Is available at the specified workstation. Use the Inquire fill 
area facilities (GQFAF) call to list the available hatch styles. 

ADM3587 E PATTERN SIZE VALUE IS NOT POSITIVE 
EJcplanatlon: Both x and y components of the pattern size 
must be a positive number greater than zero. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3588 E PATTERN INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
DERNED ON WORKSTATION n2 

EJcplanatlon: A representation for the specified pattern 
Index was not defined on the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the pattern Index to one 
that Is defined at the specified workstation. Use the Inquire 
list element of pattern Indexes (GQEPAI) call to list the 
available pattern Indexes. 

ADM3589 E PATTERN INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
PREDEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified pattern 
Index was not predefined on the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the pattern Index to one 
that Is predefined at the specified workstation. Use the 
Inquire pattern facilities (GQPAF) call to list the available 
predefined pattern Indexes. 

ADM3590 E INTERIOR STYLE PATTERN IS NOT SUPPORTED 
ON WORKSTATION n 

Explanation: The Interior style PATTERN Is not supported 
on the workstation. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the interior style to one 
that Is available on the specified workstation. Use the 
Inquire fill area facilities (GQFAF) call to list the available 
Interior fill area styles. 

ADM3591 E DIMENSIONS OF COLOR ARRAY ARE INVAUD 
EJcplanaUon: At least one of the dimensions of the color 
array passed on a Cell array (GCA) or Set pattern 
representation (GSPAR) call Is less than or equal to zero. 
System acllon: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the dimensions of the color 
array. 

Note that the color array Is determined from the start row 
and column specified within a color index array. Check the 
start row and column and the number of rows and columns, 
and define a color array with positive dimensions contained 
in the color Index array. 

ADM3592 E COLOR INDEX IS LESS THAN ZERO 
Explanation: The color Index must be zero or a positive 
number. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3586 - ADM3601 

ADM3593 E COLOR INDEX IS INVAUD 
Explanation: The color index is greaterlhan the maximum 
number of color indexes allowed for the workstation. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the cplor index to one that 
is available at the specified workstation. Use the Inquire 
maximum length of workstation state tables (GQLWK) call to 
get the maximum color index for the workstation. 

ADM3594 E COLOR INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
DEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified color Index 
was not defined on the workstation. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the color Index to one that 
Is defined on'the specified workstation. Use the Inquire list 
element of color Indexes (GQECI) call to list the available 
color Indexes. 

ADM3595 E COLOR INDEX n1 REPRESENTATION NOT 
PREDEFINED ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: A representation for the specified color Index 
was not predefined on the workstation. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the color index to one that 
Is predefined for the specified workstation. Use the Inquire 
color facilities (GQCF) call to list the available predefined 
color indexes. 

ADM3598 E COLOR IS OUTSIDE RANGE (0,1) 
Explanation: At least one of the red, blue, or green values 
on a Set color representation (GSCR) call Is outside the 
range (0,1). 
System action: The cail Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3597 E PICK IDENTIFIER IS INVAUD 
explanation: The pick identifier specified on a Set pi(:k 
identifier (GSPKID) call Is less than zero: II nl'Jst be zero or 
a positive number. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3600 E NUMBER OF POINTS IS INVALID 
Explanation: The number of points specified when passing 
an array of pOints is less than 1, or Is less than the 
minimum required for the function. For example, for 
Polyline (GPL). at least two points are required. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3601 E INVALID CODE IN STRING 
EJcplanation: There is a code in a string parameter that 
cannot be decoded. This message can be Issued by the 
Text (GTXS) or Text (VS FORTRAN only) (GTX) call when a 
code in the string parameter is Invalid on at least one 
active workstation. 

It can also be issued when a string that was stored on a 
WISS (workstation independent segment storage) or 
metafile workstation Is to be displayed, but contains a code 
that is invalid at one of the workstations. 
System action: The string Is displayed on all active 
workstations at which it Is valid. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 
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ADM3602 - ADM3642 

ADM3802 E GDP IDENTIRER IS INVALID 
Explanation: The GOP (generalized drawing primitive) 
Identifier is invalid; GOOM-GKS does not support GOPs. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter, or 
remove the call. 

ADM3603 E CONTENT OF GDP DATA RECORD IS INVALID 
Explanallon: The content of the GOP (generalized drawing 
primitive) data record Is Invalid for the GOP Identifier 
specified. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the GOP data record for 
the GOP specified on the call. 

ADM3604 E AT LEAST ONE ACTIVE WORKSTATION CANNOT 
GENERATE GDP n 

Explanation: At least one active workstation cannot 
generate the specified GOP (generalized drawing primitive): 
GOOM-GKS does not support GOPs. 
System action: The GOP Is generated only on active 
workstations that provide support for it. 
Programmer response: Use the Inquire generalized 
drawing primitive (GQGOP) call to identify workstations that 
cannot generate a given GOP. 

ADM3805 E A WORKSTATtON CANNOT GENERATE GDP IN 
CURRENT TRANSFORM AND CUPPING 

Explanation: At least one active workstation cannot 
generate the GOP (generalized drawing primitive) under the 
current transformation and Clipping rectangle. 
System action: The GOP Is generated only on active 
workstations that provide support for it. 
Programmer response: Correct the application program, or 
Ignore this message, as appropriate. 

ADM3620 E SEGMENT NAME IS INVALID 
Explanallon: The segment name specified on a call Is 
outside the range 0 through 65535. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3621 E SEGMENT NAME IS ALREADY IN USE 
Explanation: Either a Create segment (GCRSG) call 
specified the name of a segment that already exists, or a 
Rename segment (GRENSG) call specified a new name that 
is the same as an existing segment. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the segment name to one 
that Is not being used. Use the Inquire set member of 
segment names In use (GQSGUS) call to list the segment 
names already In use. 

ADM3822 E SEGMENT DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: You specified a segment that does not exist. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
either to create the missing segment, or to specify the 
name of an existing segment. 
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ADM3823 E SEGMENT DOES NOT EXIST ON WORKSTATION 
n 

Explanation: A segment that does not exist on the 
specified workstation was specified either on a Delete 
segment from workstation (GOSGWK) call, or to a Request 
locator (GRQLC) call for prompt and echo-type -1 
(segment dragging). 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to specify either a segment that exists at workstation n or a 
workstation on which the segment exists, or ensure tI,at the 
workstation Is active when the segment Is created. 

ADM3624 E SEGMENT DOES NOT EXIST ON WISS 
Explanation: A segment specified on an Insert segment 
(GINSG) or Copy segment to workstation (GCSGWK) call 
does not exist on workstation independent segment storage 
(WISS). 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
to ensure that WISS Is active wilen the segment Is created. 

ADM3625 E SEGMENT IS OPEN 
Explanation: You tried to delete a segmf'!nl that Is open. 
System action: The cali is ignored. 
Programmer response: Use the Close segment (GCLSG) 
cali to ensure that the segment is closed. 

ADM3826 E PRIORITY IS OUTSIDE RANGE (0,1) 
Explanation: A segment priority outside the range 0 
through 1 was specified on a Set segment priority (GSSGP) 
cali. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the priority so that it Is 
within the range 0 through 1. 

ADM3640 E INPUT DEVICE IS NOT PRESENT ON 
WORKSTATION n 

Explanation: The input device is not present on til" 
speCified workstation. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that your application 
program checks which input devices are available nt the 
workstation before initializing, or before requestillg II1PUt 
from the Input device, by using the Inquire number of 
available logical Input devices (GQLI) call. 

ADM3641 E INPUT DEVICE IS NOT IN REQUEST MODE 
Explanallon: The Input device Is not In REQUEST mode. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Progralnlner response: This error does not apply to GKS 
at level 2b. 

ADM3642 E INPUT DEVICE IS NOT IN SAMPLE MODE 
Explanallon: The Input device Is not In SAMPLE mode. 
System acllon: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: This errol does not apply to GKS 
at level 2b. 



ADM3643 E EVENT AND SAMPLE INPUT MODE ARE NOT 
AVAILABLE AT THIS LEVEL OF OKS 

Explanation: EVENT and SAMPLE input mode are not 
available at this level of GKS. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Change your application program 
so that REQUEST Input mode Is used. 

ADM3644 E PROMPT AND ECHO TYPE n1 NOT SUPPORTED 
ON WORKSTATION n2 

Explanation: The specified prompt and echo type is not 
supported on workstation n2. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameters. Use 
the appropriate Inquire default *** device data call (where 
"***,, represents an Input class of choice, locator, pick, 
string, stroke, or valuatOr), to list the available prompt and 
echo types. 

ADM3645 E ECHO AREA IS OUTSIDE DISPLAY SPACE 
Explanation: The echo area specified on an Initialize *** 
call (where "***,, represents an input class of choice, 
locator, piCk, string, stroke, or valuator), is outside the 
display space. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Specify the echo area so that it is 
within the display space of the workstation. 

ADM3646 E CONTENTS OF INPUT DATA RECORD ARE 
INVALID 

Explanation: The contents of the data record specified 
when initializing an input device are not valid. 

This message can also be Issued If the data record should 
specify a mandatory value but no data record was supplied; 
for example, the segment name when using locators with 
segment dragging echo. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the data record supplied 
on the Initialize *** call, where "***" represents an 
input class of chOice, locator, pick, string, stroke, or 
valuator. 

ADM3647 E INPUT QUEUE HAS OVERFLOWED 
Explanation: The input queue overflowed. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: This error does not apply to GKS 
at level 2b. 

ADM3648 E INPUT QUEUE HAS NOT OVERFLOWED 
Explanation: The input queue has not overflowed since 
GKS was opened, or since the last Invocation of the Inquire 
input queue overflow (GQIQOV) call. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: This error does not apply to GKS 
at level 2b. 

ADM3849 E INPUT QUEUE HAS OVERFLOWED BUT 
WORKSTATION WAS CLOSED 

Explanation: The input queue overflowed, but the 
aSSOCiated workstation was closed. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: This error does not apply to GKS 
at level 2b. 

ADM3643 - ADM3661 

ADM3650 E NO INPUT VALUE OF CORRECT CLASS IN 
CURRENT EVENT REPORT 

Explanation: There is no input value of the correct class In 
the current event report. 
System acllon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: This error does not apply to GKS 
at level 2b. 

ADM3851 E TIMEOUT IS INVALID 
Explanation: The timeout value is invalid. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: This error does not apply to GKS 
at level 2b. 

ADM3852 E INITIAL VALUE IS INVALID 
Explanation: The initial value given wl1en Initializing an 
Input device Is Invalid. The value is considered Invalid if it 
would not be accepted when input by the operator: for 
example, when an initial locator position Is specified that, 
when transformed to Normalized Device Coordinates (NDC), 
Is outside the NDC unit square. 
This message Is also issued when: 

• The Initial status on the Initialize pick (GINPK) and 
Initialize choice (GINCH) calls is invalid. 

• The initial cursor position specified on an Initialize 
string (GINSTS), or Initialize string (FORTRAN only) 
(GINST) call Is not valid. 

System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3653 E POINTS IN INITIAL STROKE EXCEED BUFFER 
SIZE 

Explanation: The number of pOints In the initial stroke is 
greater than the buffer size. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the number of pOints In the 
initial stroke, or Increase the buffer size. 

ADM3654 E LENGTH OF THE INITIAL STRING IS GREATER 
THAN THE BUFFER SIZE 

Explanation: The length of the Initial string given for a 
string Input device is greater than the buffer size. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3660 E ITEM TYPE IS NOT ALLOWED FOR USER ITEMS 
Explanation: Write item to GKSM (GWITM) was called with 
an item type that is not allowed for user Items. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. For 
user items, the Itf.lm type must be greater than 100. 

ADM3661 E ITEM LENGTH IS INVALID 
Explanation: The lIem length given for a metafile lIem on 
an Interpret item (GIITM) or Write Item to GKSM (GWITM) 
call Is less than zero, or greater than the size of the data 
record array. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. Use 
the Item length returned by the Get item type from GKSM 
(GGTITM) calls when interpreting items, and ensure that the 
data record array Is large enough for the item. 
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ADM3662 - ADM3700 

ADM3662 E NO ITEM IS LEFT IN GKS METAFILE INPUT 
Explanation:. There are no more Items In the GKS metafile 
input. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that you do not use the 
Read item from GKSM (GRDlTM) call after the END ITEM 
(0) has been returned by the Get item type from GKSM 
(GGTITM) call. 

ADM3663 E METAFILE ITEM IS INVALID 
Explanation: The metafile Item passed to or processed by 
a Get Item type from GKSM (GGTlTM), Read Item from 
GKSM (GRDITM), or Interpret Item (GIITM) call Is Invalid. 
System action: If the error Is detected while reading an 
input metafile, the item becomes the current item, and 
should be skipped. 
Programmer response: Either correct the Item, or do not 
process the item using the Interpret Item (GIITM) call. See 
also messages ADM3664 and ADM3665. 

ADM3664 E ITEM TYPE IS NOT A VALID GKS ITEM 
Explanation: The item type Is not a valid GKS Item. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
so that only valid GKS Items are specified on the Interpret 
item (GIITM) call. 

ADM3665 E ITEM DATA RECORD IS INVALID FOR THE ITEM 
TYPE 

Explanation: The item data record contents for a metafile 
item do not have the structure required for the Item type. 
This can be for one of the following reasons: 

• The maximum Item data record length specified on the 
Read Item from GKSM (GRDITM) call that returned the 
data record was less than the length needed for the 
data record, causing part of the Item to be lost. 

• The Input metafile was corrupted, or is In a format that 
is not supported by GDDM-GKS. 

• A Read Item from GKSM (GRDITM) call was not made 
before calling Interpret Item (GIITM), or Items that were 
not read from a GDDM-GK'S Input metafile, and may 
have an incorrect format, are Interpreted. 

System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that, If the length of a 
metafile Item Is too large for the data record array you 
have defined In your program, you use the Read Item from 
GKSM (GRDITM) call with a maximum Item data length 
record of zero to skip the Input metafile Item. 
Check that the structure of the Items you are Interpreting or 
of the metaflles you are using are valid. The structure of 
metafile Items Is described In the GDDM-GKS Programming 
Guide and Reference manual. 

ADM3666 E MAX ITEM DATA RECORD LENGTH IS INVALID 
explanation: The maximum length of the Item data record 
is less than zero. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. You 
can use the Get Item type from GKSM (GGTITM) call to 
determine the lengths of Item data records before using the 
Read item from GKSM (GRDITM) call. 
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ADM3667 E USER ITEM CANNOT BE INTERPRETED 
Explanation: The interpret Item function was called, 
specifying a user item. but user items cannot be 
interpreted. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
so that user items are not specified on Interpret Item 
(GIITM) calls. 

ADM3666 E FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED IN THIS LEVEL 
OFGKS 

Explanation: An Interpret Item (GIITM) call was made with 
an item for a function that is not supported at this level of 
GKS. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct your application program 
so that the Item is not passed to the Interpret Item (GIITM) 
call. Use the Inquire level of GKS (GQLVKS) call to get the 
current level of GKS. 

ADM36BO E ESCAPE FUNCTION n IS NOT SUPPORTED 
Explanation: The specified escape function Is not 
supported. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameters or 
remove the call altogether. 

ADM3681 E SPECIFIED ESCAPE FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION 
IS INVALID 

Explanation: The escape function Identification Is invalid. 
System action: The call is ignored. . 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3682 E CONTENTS OF ESCAPE DATA RECORD ARE 
INVALID 

Explanation: The contents of the Input escape data record 
are Invalid. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the dimension of the 
input escape data record is zero, or that IIle data record 
contents are correct for the escape function requested. 

ADM3700 E ERROR RLE IS INVALID 
Explanation: You tried to define an error file, but the 
number you provided was out of range, or the error file you 
specified could not be created because there was not 
enough disk space, or, under TSO only, the ADMERLOG 
ddname was not correctly defined. 
System action: The callis Ignored: GKS is left In the state 
GKCL. When this message is Issued, It, and any other 
messages, are displayed at the user console until GKS Is 
correctly opened. 
Programmer response: Correct the error file number to be 
within the range 1 through 9 999, or ensure that there Is 
enough disk space to contain the error file, or, on T50 only, 
ensure that the ADMERLOG ddname is correctly defined. 



ADM3800 E STORAGE OVERFLOW HAS OCCURRED IN GKS 
Elcplanallon: GDDM-GKS cannot get enough storage for 
GKS data structures. This message can be issued when 
very large segments, or a large number of segments, have 
been created and there is not enough space to open more 
workstations or to process primitives and attributes. 
If this message is issued during Open GKS (GOPKS) or 
Open workstation (GOPWK) calls when only a small number 
of segments have been created, It means that there is not 
enough room to run the application. 
System action: The call has no effect; an attempt Is made 
to recover any storage already allocated during the call. 
Programmer response: Try to recover storage by deleting 
segments, clearing or closing workstations not in use, or by 
ensuring that GKS Is ciosed as soon as possible by using 
the Emergency close GKS (GECLKS) call. 

ADM3801 E STORAGE OVERFLOW OCCURRED IN SEGMENT 
STORAGE 

Elcplanatlon: GDDM-GKS cannot get enough storage for 
segment data. 
System action: The call has no effect: an attempt is made 
to recover any storage already allocated during the call. 
Programmer response: Try to get enough storage to 
continue processing, by deleting segments, clearing or 
closing workstations not in use, or by ensuring that GKS Is 
closed as soon as possible by using the Emergency close 
GKS (GECLKS) call. 

ADM3B02 E I/O ERROR OCCURR!ED WHILE READING 
Explanation: An InpuUOutput error occurred while reading 
an input metafile. 
System action: The call has no effect; an attempt Is made 
to clean up any changes already made during the call. The 
workstation Is closed. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the metafile has not 
been opened as an output metafile while It Is stili open as 
an Input metafile, either within the same program, or by 
another application or non-GDDM-GKS function. 
If the remedy is not apparent, inform your systems 
programmer. 

ADM3803 E I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE WRITING 
Explanation: An InpuUOutput error occurred while writing 
to an output metafile. 
System action: The call has no effect: an attempt Is made 
to clean up any changes made during the call. 
Programmer response: Ensure that there Is enough 
storage available to continue writing Items to output 
metanles and that the metafile was not concurrently opened 
by another program, or by a non-GDDM-GKS function. 
If the remedy Is not apparent, Inform your systems 
programmer. 

ADM3804 E 110 ERROR OCCURRED WHILE SENDING DATA 
TO A WORKSTATION 

Explanation: The physical device opened does not have 
the characteristics expected by GDDM-GKS, either because 
a device other than the user console was opened as a 
workstation-type 1, or the device does not match that 
speclned by the device token defined for the workstation 
type. 
On Text (VS FORTRAN only) (GTX) and Text (GTXS) calls, 

ADM3800 - ADM3807 

invalid use of DBCS code points (used for Kanji and 
Hangeul) in the character string can cause this message to 
be Issued. 
This message can also be Issued for a simple reason, such 
as a communications failure or the w~rkstatlon being 
switched off. 
System action: The call has no effect: an attempt is made 
to clean up any changes made during the call. 
Programmer response: If the remedy is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM3805 E I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE RECEIVING DATA 
FROM A WORKSTATION 

Explanation: An InpuUoutput error occurred during an input 
operation at a workstation for one of the following reasons: 

• The physical device opened does not have the 
characteristics expected by GDDM-GKS, either because 
a device other than the user console was opened as a 
workstation-type 1, or the device does not match that 
specified by the device token defined for the 
workstation type. 
In particular, you should ensure that a mouse or tablet 
puck or stylus is connected to the workstation if one 
should be configured, according to the workstation type. 

• The echo area used by the Input function overlaps a 
field defined using GDDM alphanumerics or other 
GDDM functions, or the echo area is not large enough 
for the type of Input device prompt and echo requested. 

This message can also be Issued for a simple reason, such 
as the workstation being switched off or because of a 
communications failure. 
System action: The call has no enect: an attempt is made 
to clean up any changes made during the call. The status 
parameter relating to the Input function In which the error 
was detected Is set to zero (NONE). 
Programmer response: If the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM3806 E I/O ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROGRAM 
LIBRARY MANAGEMENT 

Explanation: GDDM-GKS dynamically loads code '10m the 
GDDM-GKS libraries when the Open GKS (GOPKS) ancl 
Open workstation (GOPWK) calls are Invoked. Thts 
message Is Issued If an Input/Output error occurred during 
program library management. 
System acllon: The call has no enect: an attempt Is made 
to clean up any changes made during the call. 
Programmer response: If the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 

ADM3807 E I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE READING 
WORKSTATION DESCRIPTION TABLE 

Explanation: The workstation description tables are made 
available by the Open GKS (GOPKS) call. This message Is 
Issued If an error Is detected while reading the tables from 
the GDDM-GKS libraries. 
System action: The call has no effect; GKS Is left In the 
state GKCL. 
Programmer response: If the remedy Is not apparent, 
Inform your systems programmer. 
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ADM3808 - ADM4003 

ADM3808 E ARITHMETIC ERROR OCCURRED 
ExplanaUon: A normalization, workstation, or segment 
transformation Is either Invalid or would cause an 
accumulated transformation to be Invalid. All elements of 
these transforms must either be zero or have an absolute 
value In the range 1.OE-18 through 1.0E18. 
This message can also be Issued when coordinates of 
primitives have an absolute value that Is outside the above 
range, either when passed to GKS or as a result of 
applying a transformation. 
System action: The call has no effect; an attempt Is made 
to clean up any changes made during the call. 
Programmer response: Correct the values In the call and 
run your application program again. 

ADM3900 E ENUMERATION TYPE OUT OF RANGE 
Explanation: The INTEGER passed as a GKS enumerated 
type Is not within the range of valid values. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: COrrect the call parameter. 

ADM3901 E OUTPUT PARAMETER SIZE INSUFFICIENT 
Explanation: An array or string being passed as an output 
parameter Is too small to contain the returned Information, 
or a string length of less than zero was specified on the 
call. 
Note that this message can be Issued If the length of a 
string passed to GDDM-GKS on a Text (GTXS) or Message 
(GMSGS) call Is negative. 
System acUon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3902 E UST ELEMENT OR SET MEMBER NOT 
AVAILABLE 

ExplanaUon: For a nonempty list or set, a value less than 
zero or greater than the size of a list or set was passed as 
the requested list element or set member In an Inquiry 
routine. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the call parameter. 

ADM3903 E INVAUD DATA RECORD 
Explanation: The data record passed to a GKS function 
cannot be decoded, or a problem was encountered when 
GKS was creating a data record that made the result 
invalid. 
System acUon: The call Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct or recreate the data 
record. Use the Pack data record (GPRECS) or Pack data 
record (FORTRAN only) (GPREC) call to create a data 
record from a list of parameters. 

ADM3999 E AN INTERNAL INCONSISTENCY WAS DETECTED 
WITHIN GDDM-GKS 

Explanation: While processing a call, an Internal 
inconsistency within GDDM-GKS was detected. The error 
could have been caused by your application program if It 
Issues calls to both GDDM-GKS and other GDDM graphics 
functions on the same page at a device, or by calls to 
GDDM functions that affect a page on which GDDM-GKS Is 
being used. 
System action: The call has no effect. An attempt Is made 
to clean up any changes made during the call. 
Programmer response: When you are using both 
GDDM-GKS and other GDDM calls In the same application 
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program, check that the GDDM calls you use do not affect 
any pages being used by GDDM-GKS: note that some 
functions can be mixed safely, as described In the 
GDDM-GKS Programming Guide and Reference manual. 
It you are not using a mixture of GDDM-GKS and other 
GDDM calls, you may have to report the problem to IBM: 
consult your systems programmer. 

ADM4000 W CHANGING TERMINAL SETUP CAN IMPROVE 
GDDM-IVU PERFORMANCE 

explanation: Your 3193 terminal Is not set up In the best 
way possible for running GDDM-IVU. 
System action: System response time Is Increased. 
User response: Check that your 3193 terminal Is 
configured correctly for optimum GDDM-IVU performance. 
You can do this as follows: 

• Ensure that the number of partitions Is set to 2. 
• Ensure that all the EAB options In setup mode are set 

to" "'EAB." 
More Information Is given In the GDDM Image View Utility 
manual. 

ADM4001 E TERMINAL IS NOT SUITABLE FOR RUNNING 
GDDM·IVU. REASON CODE n 

explanation: You are using a terminal that Is not sullable 
for running GDDM-IVU. This might be because It cannot 
display image data. Possible reasons are Indicated by the 
reason-code n: 
1 The primary device Is not a famlly-1 device. 
2 The primary device does not support both input and 

output operations. 
3 The number of rows available on the device is less 

than 24. 
4 The number of columns available on the device Is less 

than 80. 
5 The number of partitions that can be aliocated is less 

than 2. 
6 The device does not support Interactive operations 

using the cursor. 
System acllon: For reason-codes 1 through 5, GDDM-IVU 
Is terminated. 
For reason-code 6, interactive operations lIslng the cursor 
(Projection Create and Edit), are not available. 
User response: Start again on a terminal that Is suitable 
for running GDDM-IVU. If you are not SlIle which terminals 
are suitable, consult your computer support personnel. 

ADM4002 E PF KEY n DOES NOTHING ON THIS PANEL 
Explanation: You pressed PF (program function) key n on 
the keyboard, but It has no corresponding function on this 
panel. 
System action: None. 
User response: Look at the PF key descriptions displayed 
at the bottom of the menu for Information on which PF keys 
Initiate which functions. 

ADM4003 E THE SELECTION NUMBER IS INVALID 
explanation: The number of the function you selected Is 
not valid for this panel. 
System action: The number you entered is rejected and 
highlighted (In red on color displays). 
User response: Enter a valid selection number from those 
listed on the menu panel. 



ADM4004 E SUITABLE MAP GROUPS COULD NOT BE FOUND 
Explanation: Neither the map groups In your chosen 
national language (if specified), nor the default US-English 
map groups, could be found. 
System action: GDDM-IVU Is terminated. 
User response: Consult your computer support personnel. 

ADM400S I SELECT ANOTHER ACTION, OR PRESS 'EXIT' 
AGAIN TO END GDDM-IVU 

Explanation: You pressed the EXIT key once, to end 
GDDM-IVU. 
System action: None. 
User response: If you really want to exit GDDM-IVU, 
confirm by pressing the EXIT key again and GDDM-IVU will 
be terminated. If you do not want to exit GDDM-IVU, enter 
a selection number or press a PF (program function) key to 
call the function you want to use. 

ADM4006 E INVALID VALUES ENTERED IN HIGHLIGHTED 
FIELDS 

Explanation: You entered an Invalid value In one or more 
fields on a panel. An error was found by data validation In 
the highlighted field(s). 
System action: The value you entered Is rejected and 
highlighted (in red on color displays). 
User response: Check that they really are the values you 
want to enter and try again. If the error perSists, look at 
the help panel or the GDDM Image View Utility manual for 
Information on the valid parameter values for the field or 
fields in question. 

ADM4007 E THE SCALE FACTOR MUST BE IN THE RANGE 
0.001 THROUGH 99999 

Explanation: The scale factor you entered was not in the 
range 0.001 through 99 999. 
System action: The value you entered is rejected and 
highlighted (In red on color displays). 
User response: Enter a scale factor that is greater than 
0.001 and less than 99 999. 

ADM4oo8 I EXTRACT SOURCE DEFINITION COMPLETED 
Explanation: Your definition of an Image extract source 
area was completed successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM4009 E INVALID EXTRACT EDGE 
Explanation: You entered a position of the extract edge 
that was not valid for the units chosen. 
System action: The value you entered is rejected and 
highlighted (in red on color displays). 
User response: Enter a value that falls within the 
appropriate range for the given units and the position that 
Is In error. 

• For the horizontal position enter a value of 
a through 209 millimeters 
0.0 through 8.25 Inches. 

• For the vertical position enter a value of 
o through 298 millimeters 
0.0 through 11.7Slnches. 

Note: The right-hand edge value must be greater than the 
left-hand, and the bottom edge value must be 
greater than the top. 

ADM4004 - ADM4022 

ADM4010 E DATA SET ALREADY EXISTS, OR CANNOT BE 
ALLOCATED 

Explanation: Either 
• You tried to write to a data set without replacing any 

existing data set of the same nam!! and a data set with 
tile name specified already eXists, or 

• You were prevented by the system from writing to this 
data set. 

System action: The existing data set is unchanged. 
User response: 

• If you want to overwrite the existing data set, change 
the protect field on the menu panel to allow ovelwI ite. 
Otherwise, choose another name for the data set. 

• Consult your computer support personnel. 

ADM4018 E GDDM COULD NOT ALLOCATE AN IDENTIFIER. 
OPERATION CANCELED 

Explanation: You tried to create a GDDM Image or 
projection but GDDM has run out of Identifiers. The image 
or projection cannot be r.reated, and therefore the operation 
cannot be performed. 
System action: The function you requested is not 
performed. 
User response: Release some GDDM identifiers either by 
discarding some images or projections, or some of both 
from GDDM-IVU, or by deleting some Identifiers from 
GDDM, and try again. 

ADM4019 E NO IMAGE WITH THE SPECIFIED NAME IN 
GDDM-IVU. CORRECT THE NAME 

Explanation: GDDM-IVU tried to process the specified 
image but could not find an entry for It In the name table. 
System action: The function you requested Is not 
performed. 
User response: Correct the Image name and try again. 

ADM4020 W IMPORTED IMAGE IS TOO LARGE FOR THE 
SPECIFIED RESOLUTION 

Explanation: The image you were Impolting to GDDM-IVU 
was deeper than the maximum possible for unformatted 
Images (355 millimeters or 14 inches). 
System action: Tile import operation WAS completed, but 
the Image was truncated at the maximum depth. 
User response: To make the Image smaller, use a higher 
resolution value. 

ADM4021 E INVALID PROJECTION. FRACTIONAL 
COORDINATES CANNOT BE USED 

Explanation: Tile projection that you speCified used 
fractional coordinates to define the target area. Fracliollnl 
coordinates ale not valid lor this operation. 
System action: The operation was not carried out. 
User response: Redefine the projection so that the target 
area is specified in millimeters or Inches. 

ADM4022 I PUT PAPER IN SCANNER. PRESS ENTER TO 
START, OR RETURN TO CANCEL 

Explanation: You requested a scan. The scan will start 
when you confirm that the document has been placed in the 
scanner. 
System action: None. 
User response: If you want to proceed with the scan, 
ensure that the document is in the scanner and press 
ENTER. If you do not want to proceed with the scan, press 
RETURN to cancel it. 
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ADM4023 - ADM4036 

ADM4023 I SCAN STARTED. PRESS THE KEYBOARD CLEAR 
KEY TO CANCEL 

Explanation: The scan you requested has started. 
System action: GDDM-IVU starts scanning the document 
you have placed In the scanner. 
User response: If you want to cancel the scan, press the 
key marked CLEAR on your keyboard. 

Note: This key Is not the program-function key that clears 
the GDDM-IVU image field. 

If you want the scan to continue, do nothing, and walt for 
the DOCUMENT SCANNED message to appear. 

ADM4024 I DOCUMENT SCANNED 
Explanation: The scan you requested Vias completed 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM4025 I IMAGE LOADED 
Explanation: The Image you specified was loaded 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM4026 I IMAGE IMPORTED 
Explanation: The Image you specified was Imported 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM4027 I IMAGE SAVED 
Explanation: The Image you specified was saved 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 

ADM4028 I IMAGE PRINTED 
Explanation: The image you specified was printed 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM4029 I IMAGE EXPORTED 
Explanation: The Image you specified was exported 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
information only. 

ADM4030 I IMAGE DISCARD COMPLETED 
Explanation: The image or images you specified were 
discarded successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
information only. 
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ADM4031 W THE DEFAULT LANGUAGE MAP GROUPS HAVE 
BEEN SELECTED 

Explanation: The US-English map groups have been used 
Instead of the map groups for your chosen national 
language. This may be because: 

• Map groups in your chosen national language could not 
be found, or 

• The map groups lor your cllosen national language 
require support for mixed EBCDIC/DBCS characters 
and the display you are using cannot provide it. 

System action: The GDDM National Language leller is set 
to "A". 
User response: GDDM-IVU will operate correctly using 
US-English map groups, but inform your computer support 
personnel of this situation. 

ADM4032 E TERMINAL HAS NO SCANNER, OR THE 
SCANNER IS SWITCHED OFF 

Explanation: You requested a scan, but there is no scanner 
attached to your terminal, or there is a scanner attached 
but it is not switched on. 
System action: The scan Is not performed. 
User response: Exit from GDDM-IVU and then either attach 
a scanner to your terminal and switch it on, or if there is 
already a scanner attached, check that it is switched on and 
connected properly. Re-run GDDM-IVU and try the scan 
again. if this message perSists, consult your computer 
support per sonnel. 

ADM4033 I SCAN CANCELED 
Explanation: You canceled a scanning operation. 
System action: The scan is terminated. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 

ADM4034 E INVALID COMBINATION OF HORIZONTAL AND 
VERTICAL RESOLUTION 

Explanation: You entered a combination of horizontal and 
vertical resolution values that is not supported by GDDM. 
System action: The values you entered are lE"jected. 
User response: Enter another com hi nation of values And 
try again. 

ADM4035 E INVALID RCP CODE 
Explanation: You entered an invalid RCP (request control 
parameter) code, which resulted in an unknown API call 
being received by GDDM-IVU. 
System acllon: The call is ignored. 
User response: Inform your comruter suprort personnel. 

ADM4036 E INVALID CONTROL VALUE 
Explanation: You entered an invalid control value as an 
API call parameter. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Correct the control value and run your 
application program again. To find out the valid range for 
the control parameter, refer to the description of the API 
call in error in the GDDM Image View Utility manual. 



ADM4037 E INVALID IMAGE NAME 
Explanation: You entered an Invalid image name as an API 
call parameter. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the Image name and run your 
application program again. Image names must be 
alphanumeric and start with an alpha character, and must 
not contain imbedded blanks. 

ADM4038 E INVALID IMAGE IDENTIFIER 
Explanation: You entered an Invalid Image Identifier as an 
API call parameter. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Correct the image identifier and run your 
application program again. Image identifiers must be 
numeric and in the range 1 through 65 535. 

ADM4039 E INVALID PROJECTION NAME 
Explanation: You entered an invalid proJection name as an 
API call parameter. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the projection name and run your 
application program again. Projection names must be 
alphanumeric and start with an alpha character, and must 
not contain Imbedded blanks. 

If you were using the IUIVU API call, the projection name is 
optional (that is, it may be blank) ·except when the control 
vaiue Is 9, when a projection name must be specified. 

ADM4040 E INVALID PROJECTION IDENTIFIER 
Explanation: You entered an Invalid projection identifier as 
an API call parameter. 
System action: The call Is ignored. 
User response: Correct the projection Identifier and run 
your application program again. Projection identifiers must 
be numeric and In the range 1 through 65 535. 

ADM4041 E INVALID PF KEY NUMBER 
Explanation: You entered an Invalid PF (program function) 
key number as an API call parameter. 
System action: The call is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the key number and run your 
application program again. PF key numbers must be In the 
range 1 through 32. 

ADM4042 E INVALID PF KEY DEFINITION VALUE 
Explanation: You entered an Invalid PF (program function) 
key definition value as an API call parameter. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Correct the key definition value and run 
your application program again. PF key definition values 
must be In the range -1 through 12. 

ADM4043 E INVALID COUNT 
Explanation: You entered an Invalid count value as an API 
call parameter. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the count value and run your 
application program again. To find out the valid range for 
the count parameter, see the description of the API call In 
error in the GDDM Image View Utility manual. 

ADM4037 - ADM4049 

ADM4044 E INVALID TYPE 
Explanation: You entered an Invalid type value as an API 
call parameter. 
System action: The call Is Ignored. 
User response: Correct the type value and run your 
application program again. To find out the valid range for 
the type parameter, refer to the description of the APi call 
In error in the GDDM Image View Utility manual. 

ADM4045 I PROJECTION CREATED 
Explanation: TI)e projection you have been defining is now 
stored In lis completed form witl)ln GOOM-IVU. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 

ADM4046 W NO MATCH FOUND FOR THE SPECIFIED NAME 
AND IDENTIFIER 

Explanation: You tried to °delete an image or projection 
entry from the name table, but no entry contained the name 
and Identifier specified. 
System aclion: None. 
User response: Correct the lIame and Identifier and run 
your application program again. 

ADM4047 E IMAGE WITH THE SPECIFIED IDENTIFIER 
ALREADY EXISTS 

Explanalion: You tried to add an entry to the name table 
but the specified Image Identifier is already in use In the 
table. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Change the Image identifier and run your 
application program again. 

ADM4048 E IMAGE WITH THE SPECIFIED IDENTIFIER DOES 
NOT EXIST 

Explanation: You either 
• Tried to add an entry to the name table, but there is no 

image in GOOM storage that corresponds to the 
identHler you specified, or 

• You asked for the Image name associated with an 
image identifier, but there is no image In GDDM storage 
that corresponds to the identifier you specified. 

System action: For an IUAIMG call, the call is ignored. 
For an IUQINM call, the returned image name is set to 
blanks. 
User response: 

• Load the image into storage first, or correct the image 
identifier and run your application program again. 

• Correct the Image Identifier and rlln your application 
program again. 

ADM4049 E PROJECTION WITH THE SPECIFIED NAME 
ALREADY EXISTS 

Explanation: You tried to store a projection In GOOM-IVU 
that was generated either by creating a new projection, or 
by obtaining a projection from an external file. 
GOOM-IVU cannot accommodate the projection because tile 
projection name is aiready used In the name table. 
System action: The function you requested Is not 
performed. 
User response: Change the name of the new projection, or 
overwrite the existing projection, or discard the existing 
projection and try again. 
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ADM4050 - ADM4061 

ADM4050 E PROJECTION WITH THE SPECIFIED IDENTIFIER 
ALREADY EXISTS 

Explanation: You tried to add an entry to the name table, 
but the specified projection identifier Is already in use In 
the table. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Change the projection identifier and run 
your application program again. 

ADM4051 E PROJECTION WITH THE SPECIFIED IDENTIFIER 
DOES NOT EXIST 

Explanation: You either 
• Tried to add an entry to the name table, but there Is no 

projection In GDDM storage that corresponds to the 
Identifier you specified, 

• Or you asked for the projection name associated with a 
projection identifier, but there is no projection In GDDM 
storage that corresponds to the identifier you specified. 

System action: For a IUAPRJ call, the call is Ignored. 
For a IUQPNM call, the returned projection name is set to 
blanks. 
User response: 

• Load the projection Into storage first, or correct the 
projection Identifier and run your application program 
again. 

• Correct the projection identifier and run your 
application program again. 

ADM4052 I SCROLLING LIMIT HAS BEEN REACHED 
Explanation: You caused the window containing an image 
or a help panel to reach the top or bottom of the page, or 
you were already at the top or bottom of the page and you 
tried to scroll the window past that'limit. 
System action: If already at the top or bottom of the page, 
the window is not moved. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 

ADM4053 E PAPER WIDTH IS INVALID 
Explanation: During a request for a scan, you entered a 
paper width value that is either larger than the maximum 
width for the scanner, or Is less than 1 millimeter (0.05 
Inches). 
System action: The value you entered is rejected. 
User response: Correct the paper width and try <lgain. 
The maximum width for scanning is 21n millimeters (8.5 
Inches). 

ADM4054 E PAPER HEIGHT IS tNVAlID 
Explanation: During a request for a scan, you entered a 
paper height value that is either larger than the maximum 
height for the scanner, or is less than 1 millimeter or 0.05 
Inches. 
System action: The value you entered Is rejected. 
User response: Correct the paper height and try again. 
The maximum height for scanning is: 
IBM 3117 (flat·bed): 297 millimeters (11.69 inches) 
IBM 3118 (sheet·feed): 355 millimeters (14.0 Inches). 

ADM4055 I PROJECTION LOADED 
Explanation: The projection you specified was loaded 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 
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ADM4056 I PROJECTION SAVED 
explanation: The projection you $pecified was saved 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM4057 I USE CURSOR TO DEFINE TOP LEFT CORNER OF 
TARGET AND PRESS ENTER 

E!Cplanation: Within an edit process, yOIJ are being asked 
to specify a location on the current image, either for the top 
lett corner of the fetched image to be placed, or as part of a 
copy, move, or transform operation. 
System action: None. 
User response: When you are satisfied that the position of 
the cursor Is correct, press the ENTF.R key to fix its 
pOSition. 

ADM4058 I POSITION CURSOR TO DEFINE SOURCE AREA 
AND PRESS ENTER 

Explanation: You are being asked to define part of an 
image by using the alphanumeric cursor. Place the cursor 
at one corner of the area you are defining. 
System action: None. 
User response: When you are satisfied that the position of 
the cursor is correct, press the F.NTER key to fix its 
position. 

ADM4059I POSITION CURSOR TO DEFINE TARGET AREA 
AND PRESS ENTER 

Explanation: You are being asked to specify the new 
position for part of an Image that you previously defined. 
Position the cursor at one of the corners of the area Into 
which the previously defined extract is to be placed. 
System action: None. 
User response: When you are satisfied thaI the pOSition of 
the cursor Is correct, press the ENTER key 10 fix its 
position. 

ADM4060 I NOW POSITION CURSOR AT TUF. OPPOSITE 
CORNER AND PRESS ENTER 

Explanation: You are being asked to specify part of an 
Image by defining two opposite corners. The first of trlese 
has already been <:Iefinen. 
System action: None. 
User response: Wilen you have p03itioned Ihe cursor, 
press the ENTER key to fix its pOSition as the second of the 
two corn",rs. 

ADM4061 E INVALID KEY. PRESS ENTER TO RESTART, OR 
RETURN TO CANCEL 

Explanation: You were asl<:ed to position the CUI sor and 
then pless the ENTER key, but you pressed some other key 
instead. 
System action: The current operation is canceled. 
User response: Press ENTER to restart the operation, or 
RETURN to exit from the operation. 



ADM4062 I POSITION THE BOX CURSOR TO DEFINE THE 
SOURCE AREA 

Explanation: You are being asked to specify part of an 
Image by using the box cursor. 
System acllon: None. 
User response: Activate the box cursor by pressing AL T 
and PF24 at the same time. Move the box cursor using the 
cursor-move keys. The size of the box can be varied by 
pressing the SHIFT key and a cursor-move key at the same 
time. When you are satisfied that the position and size of 
the box cursor are correct, press the ENTER key to fix its 
position and size. 

ADM4063 E IMPROPER USE OF ONE OR MORE COMMANDS 
Explanation: The set of COPY, MOVE, AFTER, and BEFORE 
commands that you entered In the "Commands" line of the 
Create Projection panel cannot be executed in an 
unambiguous way. 
System action: The command(s) are not executed. 
User response: Re-enter the commands as a series of 
steps, performing one action at each stage. Note these 
guidelines: 

• Only one COpy or MOVE command can be entered at 
each step. 

• Only one AFTER or BEFORE command can be entered 
at each step. 

• A COpy or MOVE command requires one AFTER or 
BEFORE command. 

ADM4064 E IMPORT IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THE CICS 
ENVIRONMENT 

Explanation: The process for importing external format 
flies cannot be used when GDDM-IVU Is running In the 
CICS environment. 
System action: The function you requested is not 
performed. 
User response: None. 

ADM4065 E EXPORT IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THE CICS 
ENVIRONMENT 

Explanation: The process for exporting external format 
flies cannot be used when GDDM-IVU Is running In the 
CICS environment. 
System action: The function you requested is not 
performed. 
User response: None. 

ADM4066 Ii GDDM-IVU CANNOT RUN IN THIS SUB-SYSTEM 
ENVIRONMENT 

Explanation: You tried to run GDDM-IVU in a subsystem 
environment that does not support It. GDDM-IVU cannot be 
run In the IMS environment or in the MVS and TSO Batch 
environments. 
System action: GDDM-IVU Is terminated. 
User response: Check with your computer support 
personnel that you are running GDDM-IVU In a supported 
environment. 

ADM4062 - ADM4071 

ADM4067 E KEY PRESSED WHEN CURSOR IS OUTSIDE THE 
MENU. PRESS THE KEY AGAIN 

Explanation: You pressed a function key on the keyboard, 
such as a PF (program function) key, the ENTER key, or the 
CLEAR key, when the cursor was positioned In the image 
part of the screen. 

Normally, the cursor must be positioned in the menu part of 
the screen when you press a function key. 
System action: The cursor has been moved to the menu 
part of the screen. 
User response: Leave the cursor positioned where It is 
now, and press the function key again. 

ADM4068 W LOADED IMAGE HAS NO RESOLUTION. CHOOSE 
A RESOLUTION FOR IT 

Explanation: You loaded an Image that has no resolution 
defined. GDDM-IVU requires all images II processes to 
have a defined resolution. 
System action: A menu is displayed that lets YOll select a 
resolution value for the Image. 
User response: Choose a resolution for the image so that 
the load process can be completed. 

ADM4069 E THE SPECIFIED IMAGE CANNOT BE USED. IT 
HAS UNDEFINED RESOLUTION 

Explanation: GDDM-IVU found an entry In the name table 
for an Image that has no defined resolution. 
GDDM-IVU cannot process Images with undefined 
resolUtion and so It checks each Image before It is use(1 to 
ensure that It has a defined resolution. 
System action: The function you requested is not 
performed. . 
User response: Provide a resolution value for the Image 
and try again. 

ADM4070 W EXTRACT OVERLAPS IMAGE AREA BOUNDARY. 
USE OF CURSOR NOT POSSIBLE 

Explanation: The extract that you want to reposition has 
previously been positioned such that one or more edges of 
the extract lie outside the image area. When this is so, it is 
not possible to reposilion the extract by using the cursor. 
System action: Use of a cursor to define the extract 
position Is disallowed. 
User response: Define the new horizontal and vertical 
offsets from the top left corner of the screen to the top left 
corner of the extract by entering suitable values in the 
Extract Target menu. 

ADM4071 I NEW IMAGE CREATED 
Explanation: The Image you specified for an edit operatloll 
was not loaded. GDDM-IVU has, therefore, created a new 
Image for you and has assigned the name you entered to it. 
System action: A new image Is created, of A4 size; that Is, 
210 millimeters (8.27 Inches) wide by 297 millimeters (11.69 
Inches) deep. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 
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ADM4072 - ADM4084 

ADM4072 E KEY PRESSED WHEN CURSOR IS OUTSIDE THE 
IMAGE. OPERATION CANCELED 

Explanation: While defining the corners of an extract, you 
pressed the ENTER key when the cursor was positioned in 
the menu part of the screen. The cursor must be 
positioned in the Image part of the screen when you are 
defining an extract. 
System action: The operation Is canceled. 
User response: You can now begin to define the corners of 
the extract again. 

ADM4073 E INVALID FILE IDENTIFIER 
Explanation: You entered an invalid file identifier. For 
example, under CMS the maximum length of a Iilename is 8 
characters; you may have exceeded this. 
System action: The function you requested is not 
performed. 
User response: Correct the file identifier and try again. 

ADM4074 E INVALID ATTEMPT TO SET THE PF KEYS 
Explanation: The definition values you specified for PF 
(program function) keys 1 through 12 did not include a key 
that was set to the Return function. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Correct the key definition values so that at 
least one PF key in the range 1 through 12 is set to the 
Return function (value = 3) and run your application 
program again. 

ADM4075 I PRINT CANCELED 
Explanation: You canceled a printing operation. 
System action: The print is terminated. 
User response: None required; the message is for 
information only. 

ADM4076 I PROJECTION DISCARD COMPLETED 
Explanation: The projection or projections you specified 
were discarded successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

ADM40n E IMAGE WITH THE SPECIFIED NAME DOES NOT 
EXIST 

explanation: You tried to add an entry to the name table 
but there is no image in GDDM storage that corresponds to 
the name you specified. 
System action: The call is ignored. 
User response: Load the image into storage first, or 
correct the Image name and run your application program 
again. 

ADM4078 E COMPOSED PAGE PRINTING IS NOT AVAILABLE 
IN THE CICS ENVIRONMENT 

Explanation: The process for printing on composed-page 
printers such as the IBM 4250 and IBM 3800-3 cannot be 
used when GDDM-IVU is running In the CICS environment. 
System aclion: The function you requested is not 
performed. 
User response: Check that no GDDM nickname entries are 
causing your output to be sent to a GDDM family-4 printer. 
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ADM4079 W THERE IS NOTHING TO SCROLL 
Explanation: You pressed one of the PF (program function) 
keys that scrolls an image or the help information, but 
neither an Image nor any help information are currenlly 
displayed. 
System action: None. 
User response: None. 

ADM4080 I EXTRACT TARGET DEFINITION COMPLETED 
Explanation: Your definition of an Image extract target area 
was completed successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. However, if you want to re-position the 
extract, then type In values on the Extract Target panel or 
press the MENU PF key to allow interactive positioning. 

ADM4081 E PROJECTION LIMIT HAS BEEN REACHED. 
PROJECTION CANNOT BE CREATED 

Explanation: You tried to create a new projection in 
GDDM-IVlJ. 
GDDM-IVU cannot accommodate the projection because the 
maximum allowed number of proJections are already stored 
In GDDM-IVU. 
System action: The function you requested Is not 
performed. 
User response: Either overwrite an existing projection, or 
discard a projection and try again. 

ADM4082 I USE LOCATOR CURSOR TO DEFINE TOP LEFT 
CORNER OF TARGET 

Explanation: Within an edit process, you are being asked 
to specify a location on the current image, either for the top 
left corner of the fetched image to be placed, or as part of a 
copy, move, or transform operation. 
System action: None. 
User response: Activate the LOCATOR cursor by pressing 
the ALT and PF24 keys at the same lime. Position the 
LOCATOR cursor using the cursor-move keys. When you 
are satisfied that the position of lI.e cursor Is correct, press 
the ENTER key to fix its position. 

ADM4083 E IMAGES CANNOT BE PRINTED ON THE 
SPECIFIED DEVICE 

Explanation: You tried to print an image on a plluter that 
does not support image printing. 
System action: The function you req •• ested is not 
performed. 
User response: Ask your computer support personnel to 
tell you which printers can be used to print images. 

ADM4084 W IMAGES CANNOT BE DISPLAYED ON THIS 
DEVICE 

Explanation: You tried to display an image but the display 
device you are using cannot show Images. 
System action: The Image Is not displayed, but other 
Image operations are performed. 
User response: Ask your computer support personnel to 
tell you which devices can be used to show Images. 



ADM4085 W PARTS OF THE IMAGE MAY NOT BE 
DISPLAYED CORRECTL V 

Explanation: You tried to display an image that was too 
complex or too large for the device to show. Some parts of 
the Image may have been replaced with a standard 
character, usually an asterisk (*). 
If you were using the 5080 Graphics System to display the 
Image, the problem may be that there Is Insufficient storage 
in the device to hold the Image. 

Notes: 
1. The image can be displayed In full on devices that do 

not use programmed symbol (PS) stores as a means of 
holding the image data. 

2. The Image can be printed In full on printers that accept 
Image data. 

System action: The image was displayed with some parts 
replaced by a standard character or left blank. 
User response: None required, but any of the following 
steps may allow the Image to be displayed correctly: 

o Reduce the size of the Image, in any of these ways: 
Trim the image In Edit. 
Apply a projection to remove unwanted data. 
If the Image has just been scanned, scan it again 
after reducing the values entered for the paper size 
In the Scan Control panel. 

o Reduce the compfexlty of the Image by applying a 
projection to remove unwanted data. 

o . Release any PS stores that were reserved or loaded 
with a symbol set that Is not needed. 

For more details, refer to the description of message 
ADM0273, or message ADM2884 If you were using the 5080 
Graphics System. 

ADM40B8 W NO HELP INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR THIS 
. PANEL. REASON CODE n 

Explanation: You pressed the Help PF (program function) 
key to get help Information displayed, but GDDM-IVU could 
not display any help for this panel. Possible reasons are 
indicated by the reason code n: 
1 The map groups containing the help panels are not 

available. 
2 There Is not enough buffer space In the device. 
System action: The help Information is not displayed, but 
you can continue using GDDM-IVU. 
User response: 
1 Ask your computer support personnel to check that you 

have the correct map groups available to you when you 
start GDDM-IVU. 

2 If you are using an IBM 3193 display, ensure that all 
the EAB options In setup mode are set to " ~ EAB." 

For more Information, see the GDDM Image View Utility 
manual. 

ADM4087 E INVALID COMMAND(S) 
Explanation: One or more of the commands that you 
entered In the "Commands" line of the Create Projection 
panel are not valid. 
System action: The command(s) are not executed. 
User response: Choose your commands from the list 
shown on the panel and try again. 

ADM4085 - ADM4093 

ADM40B8 I 'UNDO' OPERATION COMPLETED 
Explanation: The effect of the last edit operation performed 
on the Image has been removed. 
System action: The image, as it appeared before the last 
edit operation, is reinstated as the current image. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

ADM4089 E FILE NOT FOUND 
Explanation: GDDM-IVU could not find the file that you 
requested. This Is either because the file did not Poxist or 
there was an error detected by the subsystem. 
System action: The function you requested is not 
performed. 
User response: Choose another file, or correct the name of 
the file and try again. 

ADM4090 W THERE ARE N~ CHANGES WHICH CAN BE 
'UNDONE' 

Explanation: You requested an UNDO operation for an 
image. This cannot be performed either because the image 
has not been edited at all or because UNDO has already 
been performed to remove the effect of your last change. 
There are no further changes to the Image that can be 
removed. 
System action: The UNDO operation is not performed. 
User response: None required. 

ADM4091 W NO FURTHER HELP INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS PANEL 

Explanation: You pressed the Help PF (program function) 
key but there is no more help information to display for this 
function. 
System action: None. 
User response: For more help with this function, either 
refer to the GDDM Image View Utility manual or consult 
your computer support personnel. 

ADM4092 W THE IMAGE YOU WERE EDITING HAS BEEN 
DISCARDED 

Explanation: The image you were previously editing cannot 
now be ·found; you Illllst have discarded it. 
System acUon: Edit Is terminated. 
User response: Press ENTER to create a new image, or 
press the Inpul PF (program function) key to get the image 
you want to edit. 

ADM4093 W PARTS OF THE IMAGE HAVE NOT BEEN 
PRINTED 

Explanation: The Image you specified was too large to be 
printed on the chosen printer. It was either too wide, or the 
product of its depth and width exceeded the maximum 
possible for the printer. 
System action: The print operation was completed, but you 
may find thai parts of the Image down the right-hand side 
and across the bottom have not been printed. 
User response: To ensure that the whole image Is printed, 
It must be made smaller. Use a proJection or the Edit 
function to scale the Image down, and try again. 
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ADM4094 - ADM5015 

ADM4094 I POSITION THE BOX CURSOR TO DEFINE THE 
TARGET AREA 

Explanation: You are being asked to specify the area on 
the Image where you want the edited extract to be placed 
using the box cursor. 
System acllon: None. 
User response: Activate the box cursor by pressing AL T 
and PF24 at the same time. Move the box cursor using the 
cursor-move keys. The size of the box can be varied by 
pressing the SHIFT key and a cursor-move key at the same 
time. When you are satisfied that the position and size of 
the box cursor are correct, press the ENTER key to fix Its 
position and size. 

ADM5000 E ERROR n DETECTED 'a1,a2,a3' 
Explariatlon: The error message number n was detected 
with parameters a1, a2, and a3 but no text can be found for 
the error message. 
System action: Execution of the macro Is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Contact your system programmer. 

ADM5001 E DEVICE PARAMETER OMITTED 
Explanation: The parameter specifying the type of device 
is ·omitted. 
System action: No data is generated for the device token. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5002 E DEVICE PARAMETER 'a' IS INVALID 
Explanation: The string a Is not recognized as a valid 
device parameter. 
System acllon: No data is generated for the device token. 
Progra .... mer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADMSOO3 E THE NAME PARAMETER IS REQUIRED 
Explanation: The NAME field of the macro invocation is 
blank. This parameter is the name of the token being 
defined and cannot be omitted. 
System action: Execution of the macro invocation is 
suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5004 E USER NAMES MUST NOT START WITH 'ADM' 
Explanation: Device characteristics tokens must not start 
with the character group "ADM" as this is reserved for 
GDDM use. 
System action: Execution of the macro invocation is 
suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5005 E CODE 'n' IS INVALID FOR DEVICE 'a' 
Explanation: The value n is not 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, or else is 
not in the range allowed for device a. 
System action: Execution of the macro invocation is 
suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5008 E A VALUE FOR KEYWORD 'a) IS REQUIRED 
Explanation: A required parameter a is omitted on the 
macro invocation. 
System action: Execution of the macro invocation is 
suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 
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ADM5007 E 'at = a2' IS INVALID FOR GENERIC DEVICES 
Explanation: The value a2 coded for the keyword a1 on the 
macro invocation cannot be specified for devices of type 
PRINTER or DISPLAY. 
System action: Execution of the macro invocation is 
suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5008 E 'a1' MAY NOT BE CODED FOR a2 DEVICES 
Explanation: The keyword a1 on the macro invocation 
cannot be specified for devices of the type indicated by a2. 
System action: Execution of the macro invocation is 
suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct tl1e macro invocation. 

ADM5009 E THE VALUE a2 FOR KEYWORD 'a1' IS INVALID 
Explanation: The value coded for the keyword a1 on the 
macro invocation cannot be specified for devices of the type 
specirled by a2. 
System action: Execution of the macro invocation is 
suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5010 E MAIN CONTROL SECTION NAME 'a' INVALID 
Explanation: The control section names for device 
characteristics tables must be ADMLSYS1 or ADMLSYSA 
for family-1 devices, ADMLSYS3 for family-3 devices and 
ADMLSYS4 for family-4 devices. 
System action: Execution of the macro continues. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADMS011 E TOO MANY LCIDS ARE SPECIFIED 
EKplanation: The number of parameters in the sublist of 
the LCID keyword exceeds the value specified for the PS 
keyword. 
System action: The excess values are ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5012 E GENERIC DEVICES MUST NOT BE SPECIFIED AS 
BASE 

Explanation: Devices of type PRINTER or BASE mtlst be of 
type EXTENDED. 
System action: TIle execution of the macro Is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5013 W NO DATA GENERATED FOR THIS DEVICE 
Explanation: Errors occurred during processing of the 
macro invocation. 
System action: No data is generated for the given device 
characteristics token. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5014 E END PROCESSING HAS ALREADY OCCURRED 
Explanation: The END parameter was encountered on a 
previous macro invocation. 
System action: Execution of the macro is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Remove the previous macro 
invocation containing END. 

ADM5015 E TOO MANY POSITIONAL OPERANDS 
Explanation: The number of positional operands exceeds 
the number expected by the macro. 
System action: The excess parameters are ignored. 
Programmer response: Check the syntax of the macro and 
correct it. 



ADM5018 E INVALID DEVICE TYPE a 
Explanation: The type parameter a Is not recognized. 
System action: Execution of the macro Is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5017 E UNEXPECTED POSITIONAL OPERAND 'a' 
Explanallon: When declaring a pattern symbol set, only the 
PATTERN, SETIO, COLORS, and MASTERS keywords are 
expected. 
System action: If the positional operand Is ENO, the 
definition of the color table Is terminated, otherwise the 
positional operand Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5018 W USING DEFAULT PATTERN SET 'a' 
Explanation: The PATIERN parameter Is optional. 
System action: Execution of the macro continues, using the 
GOOM-supplled default pattern symbol set a. 
Programmer response: None. 

ADM5019 W A COLOR PATIERN LIST EXPECTED HERE 
Explanation: A list of pattern Identifiers was expected here, 
because not all of the colors specified for the current 
pattern symbol set have been processed. This could mean 
that the COLORS parameter from an earlier invocation of 
this macro was wrong. 
System action: Assume this macro Invocation is Intending 
to qeclare a new pattern set. 
Programmer response: Ensure that the number of color 
pattern lists used matches the number of colors specified 
for the pattern symbol set. 

ADM5020 E NUMBER OF LIST ITEMS 'n1' SHOULD BE n2 
explanation: The current pattern symbol set was declared 
with n2 masters per color, but the pattern Identifier list 
supplied contains a different number (n1) of patterns. 
System action: Excess pattern Identifiers are Ignored, and 
miSSing Identifiers are undefined. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5021 E INVALID PATTERN IDENTIFIER 'n' 
Explanation: A pattern-identifier list must be a sequence of 
2-dlglt hexadecimal codes, separated by commas and 
enclosed within parentheses: for example: (ab,cd,ef). 
System acllon: Substitutes a paltern-Identifier code of 
"00." 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5022 W END STATEMENT EXPECTED HERE 
explanation: The correct number of color pattern sets have 
been processed. Definition of the color master table must 
be terminated by invoking the macro with the "ENO" code 
as the sole parameter. 
System action: Termination of the color master table Is 
forced. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5016 - ADM5030 

ADM5023 E INVALID USE OF START/END CODES 
explanation: Definition of the color master table was either 
not started, or was terminated. Tile first macro Invocation 
requires a "START" code, so that the number of pattern 
sets can be declared. When all paltern sets have been 
processed, the definition must be terminated by a final 
Invocation of the macro that requires only an "ENO" code. 
System action: Execution of the macro is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct or terminate the sequence 
of macro calls. 

ADM5024 E KEYWORD 'a1' IS REQUIRED WITH 'a2' 
Explanation: Keyword GSSETnn (where "nn" Is In the 
range 0 through 19) or keyword GSSPSK was specified 
without the corresponding keyword GSSHOR. 
System acllon: Execution of the macro is suppressed. 
Programlner response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5025 E KEYWORD 'a' M'UST HAVE 2 VALUES 
Explanation: The keyword a must be specified with two 
values separated by commas and enclosed In parentheses: 
for example: BUFFER=(32,80). 
System action: Execution of the macro is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5028 E THE 'a' AREA (n) EXCEEDS 16000 
Explanation: For BUFFER and MAXPAGE keywords, the 
product n of the two values (rows And columns) must not 
exceed 16 000. 
System action: Execution of the macro Is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5027 E 'a1' MAY NOT BE CODED WITH 
'a2 = REPLY-FIELD' 

explanation: Keyword a1 is only used to qualify 
characteristics of "nongeneric devices. Where these 
characteristics are speCified (or overridden) by the 
reply-field form of keyword 82, they cannot be chanql'lc1 by 
keyword 81. 
System acllon: Execution of the macro Is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Omit the keyword at and chango 
the reply-field values of keyword a2 as necp~sary. 

ADM5028 E KEYWORD 'a' IS ONLY VALID FOR PRINTER 
DEVICES 

explanation: The keyword a can only be specified In 
generic PRINTER device tokens. 
System action: No data Is generated for the device token. 
Programmer response: Con eet the macro invocation. 

ADM5029 E KEYWORD 'a' IS ONLY VALID FOR IPDS 
DEVICES 

Explanation: Keyword a has been specified without the 
corresponding IPOS keyword. 
System action: Keyword a Is Ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5030 E INVALID LU-MODE SPECIFICATION 
explanation: The DSTXBL keyword Is LU-O mode only. and 
cannot be specified with SCS=YES. 
System action: The DSTXBL keyword Is Ignored and LU-1 
mode Is assumed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 
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ADM5031 - ADM5199 

ADM5031 E LEVEL n IS NOT VALID FOR KEYWORD 'a' 
Explanation: The level number n is not a value thaI is 
supported by the IPOS Function Set Oefinitions. 
System action: The a keyword is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5032 E KEYWORD 'a' DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: The keyword a does not exist. 
System action: The keyword is ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5033 E INVALID VALUE SYNTAX FOR KEYWORD 'a' 
E><planatlon: The syntax of the (list of) values for the 
specified IPOS keyword is invalid. 
System action: Some or all of the data values are ignored. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5101 E INVALID POSITIONAL OPERAND(S) 'a1,a2' 
Explanation: The string(s) a1, a2 are not recognized as 
valid positional operands. 
System action: Execution of the macro invocation is 
suppressed. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5102 E INVALID VALUE SYNTAX IN 'a' 
E><planation: The string a contains a keyword value ·that is 
invalid for the keyword on which it occurs. 
System action: Execution of the macro continues but any 
data generated may be invalid. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5103 E WRONG NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS IN 'a' 
Explanation: The string a contains a keyword value that 
has the wrong number of arguments for the keyword on 
which it occurs. 
System action: Execution of the macro continues but any 
data generated may be Invalid. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5104 E BRACKET SYNTAX ERROR IN 'a' 
Explanation: The string a contains a keyword value IIlat 
has a wrong usage of parentheses. 
System action: Execution of the macro continues but any 
data generated may be Invalid. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5105 E UNKNOWN PROCOPT KEYWORD IN 'a' 
E><planatlon: The string a contains an unknown procopt 
keyword. 
System action: Execution of the macro continues but any 
data generated may be Invalid. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5120 E LABEL 'a' MUST BE IN THE RANGE ADMOOOO1 
THROUGH ADM99999 

E><planatlon: The label a, that was aSSigned to a table 
within the module AOMOGTRN, was not eight characters 
long. The first three characters must be "ADM" and the 
last five characters must be a number in the range 00001 
through 99999. The label AOMOOOOO Is not allowed. 
System action: The macro statement is not executed. 
Programmer response: Rename the Invalid label in the 
module AOMOGTRN to be in the range defined above. 
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ADM5121 E TARGET COLOR 'n' MUST BE NULL OR IN THE 
RANGE ·2 THROUGH 32767 

Explanation: The third parameter, the target color n, 
passed on a call to the macro AOMMTRAN from the module 
AOMOGTRN, was not valid. It must be in the range -2 
through 32 767. 
System action: A default value of zero replaces the value 
n specified on the call. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid tat get color to 
a value In the range given above. 

ADM5122 E TARGET PATTERN 'n' MUST BE IN THE RANGE 0 
THROUGH 16 

E><planatlon: The second parameter, the target pattern n, 
passed on a call to the macro AOMMTRAN from the module 
AOMDGTRN, was not a number In the range 0 through 16. 
System action: A default value of zero replaces the vl'llue 
n specified on the call. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid target pattern 
to a value In the range given above. 

ADM5123 E USER PATTERN 'n' MUST BE IN THE RANGE 65 
THROUGH 254 

Explanation: The first parameter, the user paUf'lrn n, 
passed on a call to the macro AOMMTRAN from the module 
AOMDGTRN, was not valid. It must be a number in the 
range 65 through 254. 
System action: The default value of zero replaces the 
invalid value n. 
Programmer response: Correct the invalid IIser patlern to 
a value in the range given above. 

ADM5111 E POSITIONAL PARAMETER OTHER THAN END 
EKplanatlon: AOMMOFTX was Invoked with a positional 
parameter other than "ENO". The only valid parameters 
for,AOMMOFTX are "ENO", "ME=", "TYPE=", or 
"DATA=". 
System action: Execution of the macro stops, without 
generating any code. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro invocation. 

ADM5112 E NO NAME OR DATA KEYWORDS GIVEN 
Explanation: AOMMOFTX was Invoked without the "END" 
keyword, and neither "OATA=" nor "NAME=" was given. 
System action: Execution of the macro stops, without 
generating any code. 
Programmer response: Correct the macro Invocation. 

ADM5199 S MACRO PROCESSING ERROR 'a1,a2,a3' 
Explanation: An internal error in the macro was detected 
while processing the string(s) a1, a2, a3. 
System action: Execution of the macro is suppressed. 
Programmer response: Contact your systems programmer. 



AEM00011 A - AEM00031 A 

AEM-prefix messages 

These messages can be issued during the use of the Interactive Map Definition (GDDM-IMD) utility 
program. For more information about GDDM-IMD, refer to the GDDM Interactive Map Definition 
manual. 

AEMOOO11A MSL RECORD LENGTH IS nnn. THE MINIMUM 
ALLOWABLE IS 220 

Explanation: Access to the map specification library (MSL) 
failed because the record length was too small. 
System action: GDDM-IMD displays the MSL Selection 
frame (0.2) with the name of the MSL that could not be 
accessed flagged with 'ERROR'. MSLs after this one in the 
selection order may not have been accessed. In some 
cases GDDM-IMD terminates. 
User response: For OS/TSO and CICSNS only: Redefine 
the MSL with the correct record size. For VM/SP only: 
Restart GDDM-IMD either specifying the name of an MSL 
defined with the correct record size, or specifying the name 
of a new MSL which GDDM-IMD will format correctly. 

AEMOOO12A INVALID SELECTION 
Explanation: A number or character used to select an 
option, a function, or a step within a function, was Invalid. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the invalid 
character and the keyboard is unlocked, 
User response: Make a valid selection. The subprocess 
selection options are displayed in the Initial Selection frame 
(0.0). The step selection options are displayed in the 
appropriate subprocess's step selection frame. You can 
Invoke utilities steps directly from Initial selection; a period 
must separate the subprocess selection number from the 
step selection number. 

AEMOOO14A DATA MUST BE ENTERED IN THE FIELD 
INDICATED BY THE CURSOR 

Explanation: You must enter data into this field. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter the required data. 

AEMOOO191 NO APPLICATION DATA STRUCTURES TO 
GENERATE IN THIS MAPGROUP 

Explanation: The mapgroup being generated did not 
contain any maps: therefore no application data structures 
could be generated, 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Continue with generation, If required. 

AEM00022A ONLY YES (Y) OR NO (N) MAY BE ENTERED 
Explanation: The only options allowed are YES, NO, or 
their valid abbreviations. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter YES or NO: overtyping the first letter 
with Y or N Is sufficient. 

AEM00023A INVALID NAME 
Explanation: The group or member name contained one or 
more invalid characters, or was not specified. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the fielr! in error 
and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the name. The first character must 
be alphabetic, @, #, or $: the remaining characters can be 
as above, plus 0 through 9. 

AEMOO025A STORAGE REQUEST nnnnn EXCEEDS 
MAXIMUM PERMITTED SIZE 32000 

Explanation: A request for dynamiC storage indicated a 
length that exceeded the maximum storage size allowable 
(32000 bytes). 
System action: The step that detected the error may be 
terminated. 
User response: It is usually advisable to use the Cancel 
key (PF6) to cancel the subprocess you are using. Correct 
the error by reducing the number of fields within MSL 
objects referenced in the subprocess. For example, the 
message may appear when generating a mapgroup 
containing a map that includes a large number of 
component fields. Correct the error by dividing this map 
into two or more component maps to reduce the number of 
fields on each map. 

AEMOOO29A OBJECT DOES NOT EXIST IN MSL 
EKplanation: The object specified was not founr! In the map 
specification library (MSL). 
System aclion: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter the nalne of an object that Is in the 
MSl. Use the Directory list frame (0.1) 10 discover Ihe 
contents of the currently accessed MSls. 

AEMOOO30A MSL NAME ALREADY USED 
Explanation: You requested more than one access to the 
same MSL, which is not permitted. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the second 
occurrence of the MSL name. 
User response: ChOose another MSL, or omit the second 
access by blanking out the MSL name or Its access order 
number. 

AEMOOO31A INVALID DATA ON INPUT FILE: RECORD NO. = 
nnnnn,OFFSET = nnn 

Explanation: The import utility did not recognize the input 
data and could nol proceed. The message identifies the 
point in the input file at which the scan failed. The file must 
have the format In which It was exported by GDDM-IMD. 
System action: The ~:eyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Ensure that the Input data is a file 
produced by the export utility. 
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AEM00032A - AEM000441 

AEMOOO32A INVALID PROGRAM LANGUAGE 
Explanation: GDDM-IMD did not recognize the 
programming language name you entered. In map 
characteristics, valid language entries are ASM, COBOl, 
PLDS, PLI or PUI, and nothing (put blanks In the PROGRAM 
LANGUAGE field). In the mapgroup generator, valid entries 
are ASM, COBOl, PLDS, and PLI or PUI. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a valid language. 

AEMOOO33A NO MSL ACCESSED. PRESS PF1 IF YOU NEED 
HELP 

Explanation: You have not given the name of a map 
specification library (MSL) to be accessed. 
System action: GDDM-IMD displays the MSL Selection 
frame (0.2), where you can specify the MSL(s) you want to 
access. 
User response: Specify the names and order of MSLs to 
be accessed, or press PF1 (as Indicated In the message) 
for advice on what to do. 
If you press ENTER or the Cancel key (PF6), you are taken 
to the GDDM-IMD Initial Selection frame (0.0). 
If you are using GDDM-IMD for the first time, you are 
recommended to use the tutorial to learn about GDDM-IMD. 
You can do this by selecting option T In frame 0.0. 

AEMOOO34A INVALID OR DUPLICATE MSL ACCESS ORDER 
Explanation: You entered an MSL access order number 
which was outside the range 1 through 6, or which 
duplicated another order number. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the Invalid number 
and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a 'valld access order number, or 
blank out the number to remove the MSL from the access 
order. 

AEMOOO35A NO SELECTIONS MADE 
Explanation: You pressed the ENTER key when all the 
selector fields were empty. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Use the End key (PF3) or Cancel key (PF6) 
to exit, or make some selections. 

AEMOOO37A SPECIFY JUSTIFY (L OR R) IF PAD VALUE 
GIVEN 

explanation: You specified a pad value without a Justify 
(left or right) value. 
System action: The cursor is pOSitioned under the Justify 
column. 
User response: Supply a Justify vallie or delete the 
padding value. 

AEMOOO38A ERROR(S) HAVE BEEN FOUND DURING 
GENERATION 

Explanation: Errors have been found during generation. A 
list of messages describing the errors In detail Is displayed. 
System action: The actions taken for different errors vary, 
and are described with the relevant detailed error message. 
Generation of the remaining requested Items Is not 
precluded. 
User response: Correct the errors, and regenerate the 
mapgroup(s). 
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AEMOOO39A STRING MUST BE A MULTIPLE OF n 
HEXADECIMAL DtGITS 

explanation: You entered the HEX command with a string 
that was not a multiple of two hexadecimal digits (for a 
non-Kanji-Chinese field) or not a multiple of tour 
hexadecimal digits (for a Kanji-Chinese field). 
System action: The cursor Is moved to the start of the 
Invalid string. 
User response: Enter a valid hexadecimal string. 

AEM00040A PRINT DESTINATION VALUE MUST BE EITHER 1 
OR 2. REENTER 

Explanation: Only print destination values of 1 or 2 are 
allowed. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a valid destination value. 

AEM00041A ERROR IN TUTORIAL 
Explanation: An error has disabled the tutorial. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Check that the tutorial has been Installed 
correctly and that sufficient storage Is availa!>le. If the 
problem persists, contact your IBM Support Center. 

AEM00042A TUTORIAL PAGE 'cc' COULD NOT BE 
RETRIEVED 

Explanation: Tutorial page cc could not be retrieved. The 
message that precedes AEM00042 describes the cause of 
the error. If you entered a @nn command (where nn Is the 
page identifier of a tutorial topic) you may have specified 
an Invalid page Identifier. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Check that the tutorial library has been 
Installed correctly and that suffiCient storage is available. If 
you entered a @nn "ommand you should specify a valid 
selection. If the problem perSists, contact your IBM 
Support Center. 

AEM00043A INVALID TUTORIAL COMMAND OR SELECTION 
explanation: The command or selection you entered was 
Invalid In the tutorial. Valid commands are BACK, DEBUG, 
INDEX, NEXT, QUICK, NOQUICK, SKIP, TOP, UP, or @.nn 
(where nn Is the page Identifier of a tutorial topic). 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a valid command or selection. To 
find the commands or selp-ctlons available, use the Help 
key (PF1). 

AEM000441 PRINT REQUEST ACCEPTED 
Explanation: The GDDM-IMD print utility has created a 
print file that contains the MSL object(s) you requested. 
System acllon: GDDM·IMD has queued this file for printing 
(by the GDDM print utility for a queued printer or by the 
operating subsystem for a system printer) at the destination 
Indicated In your GDDM-IMD print utility request. 
User response: None in GDDM-IMD, but you should check 
your Installation's procedures for printing queued-printer 
and system-printer files. See the Information on the GDDM 
output print utility In the GDDM Base Programming 
Reference manual. 



AEM00048A PRINT DESTINATION NAME MUST BE ENTERED 
FOR QUEUED PRINTER 

explanation: A request to submit printing to a queued 
printer has been made without specifying a corresponding 
destination name. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a valid destination name. 
Alternatively, submit your printing to a system printer for 
which a destination name Is not mandatory. 

AEM00049A GRAPHIC AREA MAY CONTAIN ONLY BLANKS 
Explanation: You have either created a graphic area that 
overlaps some non-blank characters, or you have entered 
some non-blank characters Into a graphic area. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the first 
non-blank character In the graphic area. 
User response: Blank the non-blank characters or move 
the graphic area. 

AEMOOOSOA VARIABLE FIELD MAY NOT OVERLAP GRAPHIC 
AREA 

Explanation: You have either created a graphic area that 
overlaps part of a variable field, or created a variable field 
that runs into a graphic area. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the starter 
character of the variable field that overlaps the graphic 
area. You will not be allowed to file the map In this 
condition. 
User response: Blank the variable field's starter character, 
terminate the variable field short of the graphic area, or 
move the graphic area. 

AEMOOO52A INVALID NUMERICAL VALUE 
Explanallon: The data entered in a numeric field was 
Invalid. 
System acllon: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a valid number: use the Help key 
(PF1) to learn what range 01 values Is acceptable. 

AEM00053A VALUE 'cccccccccccccccccccccccccc' INVALID 
Explanation: The value Indicated In the message was 
entered into the OPERANDS field of the Directory List 
frame, but that value was not valid for the process Invoked. 
System action: The value Is Ignored, and the cursor placed 
In the field concerned. 
User response: Enter a correct value Into the field, or 
press the Cancel I-:ey (PF6) to terminate the step. 

AEM00055A INVALID USE OF GRAPHIC AREA DISPLAY 
CHARACTER 

Explanation: The character, specified by the CODES 
command as the graphic area display character, was 
entered In the text of the map. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the first 
occurrence of the character and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error by removing the 
occurrences or the character from the text. If you want to 
use the character In the text of the map, you must then use 
the CODES command to assign a different character as the 
graphic area display character. 

AEM00048A - AEM00066A 

AEMOOO57A MAP CONTAINS GRAPHIC AREA AND MAY NOT 
BE COMPRESSED 

explanation: You tried to compress either explicitly (In the 
map characteristics frame) or implicitly (by basing a 
specification Jor a small device on that for a larger) a map 
containing a graphic area. This is not allowed. 
System action: The request Is refused. 
User response: Delete the area II you want to compress 
the map. 

AEMOOO58A GRAPHIC AREA WILL NOT FIT INTO THE MAP 
Exptanation: You requested a graphic area Ihat would not 
fit Into the map. The graphic area was either too large or 
wrongly positioned. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at tile start of the 
Invalid area dimension and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Change the size and/or position of the 
graphic area so that It Iits Into the map. 

AEM00059A GRAPHIC AREA MUST BE AT LEAST TWO 
COLUMNS WIDE 

Explanation: You tried to create a graphlt: arAa that was 
less than two columns wide. 
System action: The cursor is placed under the invalid 
width value. 
User response: Define a larger graphic area by using the 
AREA command. 

AEMOOO83A OPERAND INVALID IN THIS SITUATION 
Explanation: You used a command that was valid for the 
current step, but with one or more operands that were not 
valid In the current situation. The operand(s) may be valid 
only In steps other than the current one, or they may be 
valid In the current step, but only under different 
circumstances. 
System action: The cursor Is moved to the first Invalid 
operand. 
User response: Remove the Invalid operand(s). 

AEM00065A THIS ATTRIBUTE COMBINATION DUPLICATES 
EQUATE CODE 'c' 

Explanation: You tried to associate an equate code with a 
set of attributes that was already associated with the 
existing equate code c. You are not allowed 10 duplicate 
equate codes. 
System action: The ~eyboard Is unlocl':ed. 
User response: To chauge an equate code, use the 
command EQUATE NULL to cancel it: then assign thl" 
attributes If) Illp. new code. 

AEMOOO66A BMS OUTBOARD MAPS CANNOT RE 
PROCESSED 

Explanation: A map you were trying to process is a BMS 
outboard map. This sort of map cannot be edited or 
generated on GDDM-IMD. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: You have Imported BMS outboard maps 
from DPS/GDOM-IMD Version 2 or CICS/SDF. You should 
repeat the transfer of maps from DPS/GOOM-IMO Version 2 
or CICS/SOF but first ensure that no maps are defined for 
outboard formatting. 
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AEM00068A - AEM00087A 

AEMOOO88A PRESENTATION AREA TOO SMALL FOR MAP 
SIZE 

Explanation: You tried to add a device class to a 
specification that already supported a map that was larger 
than the size of the presentation area for the new device 
class. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field, and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Specify S, or create an entirely new 
speCification by pressing the End key (PF3) or the ENTER 
key. 

AEMOOO69I SPECIFICATION DELETED BECAUSE ALL 
DEVICE CLASSES DELETED 

Explanation: All device classes In the specification were 
deleted, so that the specification no longer existed. If the 
specification was the only one defined for that member, the 
member will no longer exist. 
System action: The editor is terminated. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 

AEMOOO791 NO MAPS FOR CURRENT DEVICE CLASS 
Explanation: There were no maps (that support the current 
device class) in the mapgroup. The name of the current 
device class is displayed at the top-right corner of the 
screen. 
System acllon: The map list frame (1.2) Is not entered. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

AEMOOOSOA ERROR ACCESSING 'cccccccc cccccccc· IN 
MSLnnn . 

Explanation: An error occurred while attempting to access 
the MSL object named in the message. If the error Is not 
associated with any particular object, the member name. or 
member name and group name, may be displayed as 
question marks. The message that precedes AEM00080 
describes the cause of the error. 
System action: The object Is not accessed. 
User response: Retry the operation In case the error is 
transitory. 

AEM00081A ERROR OPENING 'cccccccc cccccccc' IN MSL 
nnn 

Explanation: An error occurred while attempting to open 
'the MSL object named In the message. If the error Is not 
associated with any particular object, the member name, or 
member name and group name, may be displayed as 
question marks. The message that precedes AEM00081 
describes the cause of the error. 
System action: The object is not opened. 
User response: Retry the operation In case the error Is 
transitory. 

AEMOOO82I ERROR CLOSING 'cccccccc cccccccc' IN MSL 
Mn 

Explanation: An error occurred whilst attempting to close 
the MSL object named In the message. The message that 
precedes AEMOO082 describes the cause of the error. 
System action: The object Is closed and execution 
continues. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 
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AEMOOO83A ERROR READING 'cccccccc cccccccc' IN MSL 
nnn 

Explanation: An error occurred while records In the MSL 
object named were being read from the MSL. The message 
that precedes AEM00083 describes the cause of the error. 
System action: The records are not read. 
User response: Press the End key (PF3) repeatedly to 
terminate the process. GDDM-IMD will preserve any 
changes that you have made, and will attempt to recover 
them when you next edit the object. 

AEM00084A ERROR WRITING 'cccccccc cccccccc· IN MSL 
nnn 

Explanation: An error occurred while records In the MSL 
object named were being updated In the MSL. The 
message that precedes AEM00084 describes the cause of 
the error. 
System action: The records are not updated. 
User response: Press the End key (PF3) repeatedly to 
terminate the process. GDDM-IMD will preserve any 
changes that you have made, and will attempt to recover 
them when you next edit the object. 

AEM00085A PRIOR FAILURE ON 'cccccccc cccccccc· 
PREVENTS PROCESSING 

Explanation: You were attempting to perform an opertlllon 
on the MSL object named, but a failure had already 
occurred on Ihat object during the current editing session. 
No more updates may be made to the object. 
System action: The operation Is rejected. 
User response: Press the End key (PF3) repeatedly to 
terminate the editor. GDDM-IMD will preserve any changes 
that you have made, and will attempt to recover them when 
you next edit the object. 

AEMOOO86A BLOCK WITH ID )(I()()OOOO( NOT FOUND IN MSL 
Explanation: GDDM-IMD could not retrieve the block It 
expected to find using Information In blocks previously 
accessed from the MSL. The block·ld XXIOO(l()(l( represents 
bytes 17 through 20 of the key of the block which could not 
be found (bytes 1 through 8 of the key are the group name 
of the MSL object, and bytes 9 through 16 are the member 
name). 
The error might be due to another user having read/write 
access to the MSL that contains the object, the MSL data 
set might have become damaged, or there might have been 
an GDDM-IMD or system error. 
System action: The step is canceled. 
User response: Retry the step you were trying to execute. 
If the problem perSists, it is likely that the MSL object has 
become permanently corrupted. You will have to delete the 
object and use backup facilities available at your 
Installation to retrieve an earlier version. 

AEM00087A MSL OBJECT DOES NOT CONTAIN REQUIRED 
RECORD(S) 

Explanation: The MSL object being processed did not 
contain the records that were necessary for the current 
step, and yet the object does not appear to be corrup,ted. 
The error might be because of another user having 
read/write access to the MSL that contains the object, the 
MSL data set might have become damaged, or there might 
have been an GDDM-IMD or system error. 
System action: The step Is canceled. 
User response: Retry the step you were trying to execule. 
If the error perSists, It Is likely that the MSL object has 



become permanently corrupted. You will have to delete the 
object and use backup facilities available at your 
Installation to retrieve an earlier version. 

AEMOOO88A CONVERSION FROM LEVEL nnn TO LEVEL nnn 
IS NOT SUPPORTED 

Explanation: The process that you were using requested 
that an MSL object be converted to the level Indicated, but 
the version of MSL services In use does not support such a 
conversion. 
System action: Access to the MSL object is denied. 
User response: None. 

AEMOOO89A RECORD LENGTH OF IMPORTED DATA IS NOT 
VALID 

Explanation: The data Identified as Input to the Import 
utility did not contain records of length 80 or 256 bytes. 
Note that, In CICSNS, Import or export data Is held In a 
VSAM ~staglng~ data set, which has a VSAM RECORDSIZE 
of (400 400), Independent Of the apparent length of the data 
records referred to above. 
System action: None. The Import request Is refused. 
User response: Provide the name of an existing data set 
that contains data that Is valid for Importing. Alternatively, 
terminate the Import utility by pressing the Cancel key 
(PF6). 

AEMOOO9OA FUNCTION KEY NOT SUPPORTED 
Explanation: You used a program function key that was not 
supported In the current step. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Use a program function key that Is valid 
for the current step. The Help key (PF1) invokes the 
tutorial, which will describe the operation that Is being 
performed and the program function keys that are 
available. 

AEMOOO91A UNEXPECTED INPUT RECEIVED 
Explanation: GDDM·IMD received some Input that It was 
not expecting. 
If you were using TSO, this may have been because you 
pressed the CLEAR key, typed In some data, and then 
pressed ENTER. 
System action: The unexpected Input Is discarded, and the 
current step terminated. 
User response: Retry the step In case the error Is 
tranSitory. If the problem perSists, contact your IBM 
Support Center. 

AEMOOO95A 'cccccccc cccccccc' IS TOO ADVANCED FOR 
THE MSL SERVICES IN USE 

Explanation: The MSL object named has been updated by 
a level of GDDM·IMD MSL services that Is more recent 
than the level currently In use. This prevents the current 
level from accessing the MSL object. 
System action: Access to the MSL object Is denied. 
User response: Terminate GDDM-IMD by repeatedly 
pressing the End key (PF3) or the Cancel key (PF6). Invoke 
the new level of GDDM·IMD. 

AEM00088A - AEM00099A 

AEM00097A INVALID INVOCATION OF SERVICE 'cccccccc' 
(GDDM·IMD ERROR CODE: )C)()C)() 

Explanation: The product you were using Invoked the 
GDDM·IMD system service Indicated, but the parameters of 
the Invocation were not valid. The GDDM·IMD error codes 
()C)()C)() that can be issued are given In this table: 
Error Explanation 
Code 
0300 Invalid MSL·copy, next, or status speCified. 
0301 MSL Information block has Invalid version number. 
0302 Edit·level has reached maximum value possible 

(X' FFFF'). Object must be exported and relmported. 
0303 Level·O specified when opening a new object. 
0304 No object-type specified when opening a new object 

for update. 
0308 Conversion control block has Invalid length or Invalid 

version number. 
0309 Conversion table has Invalid version number. 
0310 No object·type specified on close of an object 

opened for copy. 
0311 Object Is too large: requires more than 255 

dlrectory·extenslon blocks. 
0330 Logical-record length Is less than logical·record 

header. 
0331 Invalid logical-record operation-code. 
0332 Spanned logical-record Is too long: requires more 

than 255 blocks. 
0333 Directory cannot be expanded: Its length will exceed 

X' FFFF' bytes. 
0340 Invalid recovery-block type specified. 
0360 Primary and secondary record·types both generic. 
0361 Generic base·record·type without a corresponding 

generiC allas-record-type (or conversely). 
0362 Base record·tYPfil does not exist in object. 
0383 Alias record-type already exists in object. 
0370 No MSL exists with the specified concatenation 

number. 
03FO Object contains record(s) whose version numbers 

are not consistent with the level of tile object. 
03F1 Aliasing of record types Is not consistent with the 

level of the object. 
0500 Command to be unparsed not found In parse table. 
System action: Tile service request Is denied. 
User response: Retry the step you were trying to execute. 
If the problem perSists, contact your IBM Support Center. 

AEM00098A UNEXP.ECTED IMD ERROR 
Explanation: GDDM·IMD detected an error in execution. 
System action: The step is canceled. 
User response: Check for other subsystem messages that 
may also have been received as a result of this error. 
Continue, but If the problem perSists, contact your IBM 
Support Center. 

AEM00099A UNKNOWN DEVICE CLASS. CHECK OCT 
explanation: GDDM·IMD could not find a particular 
devlce·class name In the device characteristics table (OCT). 
System action: Asterisks are displayed In place of names 
for those device classes not found In the OCT. 
User response: Check that the OCT (AEMOCTOO) has not 
been corrupted. Contact your IBM Support Center If the 
problem perSists. 
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AEMOO102A INVALID DEVICE CLASS 
Explanation: The symbolic name of the device class was 
invalid. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the- start of the 
Invalid field and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the device class name; for 
information about device classes, refer to tutorial topic DV. 
If the problem perSists, contact your IBM Support Center. 

AEMOO103A DEVICE CLASS REQUIRED FOR NEW MSL 
OBJECT 

Explanation: You did not specify a deVice class when you 
tried to create a map or mapgroup. A map or mapgroup 
must be associated with a device class, because different 
presentation formats can be specified for different device 
classes. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
device class field, and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: To create a new map or mapgroup, enter a 
device class. To edit an existing map or mapgroup, correct 
the map name or the mapgroup name. Use the End key 
(PF3) to return to the Initial Selection frame (0.0) or to the 
Directory List frame (0.1). 

AEMOO1041 UNFILED CHANGES HAVE BEEN RECOVERED. 
TEST MODE IGNORED 

explanation: The object you are testing contains unfiled 
changes which GDDM-IMD has been able to recover. 
These unflled changes may have been caused by a system 
failure when the object was last edited, or may be caused 
by another user having read/write access to the MSL 
containing the object. 
If there was a system failure, any changes that were made 
before the failure, but which were not passed to GDDM-IMD 
by pressing the ENTER key, have been lost: other changes 
have been recovered. 
If the object resides In a read-only MSL, the unflled 
changes may be caused by a user with read/write access 
to that MSL updating the object. If this Is the case, the 
object plus the updates that existed when the object was 
accessed have been copied to your read/write MSL. Note, 
however, that changes made subsequently by the other 
user will not affect your copy of the object. 
System action: Although you requested the test function in 
frame 0.1, In these circumstances the request is Ignored, 
and the full functions of the map editor are available. 
Depending on what device class (if any) was specified, this 
message Is displayed on frame 2.S, 2.X, or 2.Y, after which 
the normal map editor sequence applies. Frame 2.T (test) 
Is not entered automatically. 
User response: Continue editing the object. When you 
leave ~he editor, if you press the End key (PF3) the 
recovered changes and any additional ones that you have 
made will be flied. If you press the Cancel key (PF6), all 
changes will be deleted. 

AEMOO1051 NEW MSL OBJECT BEING CREATED 
Explanation: The object did not previously exist In the map 
speCification library. 
System action: The appropriate GDDM-IMD frame Is 
displayed. 
User response: If the MSL object or member names were 
wrongly typed In the Directory List frame (0.1) or In the 
Initial frame of the editor, use the Cancel key (PF6) to 
terminate the editor. Use the directory list to find the 
correct name of the MSL object required. 
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AEMOO1061 UNFILED CHANGES IN MSL OBJECT HAVE 
BEEN RECOVERED 

Explanation: The object you are editing contains unWed 
changes that GDDM-IMD has been able to recover. These 
unWed changes may have been caused by a system failure 
when the object was last edited, or may be caused by 
another user having read/write access to the MSL 
containing the object. 
If there was a system failure, any changes that were made 
before the failure, but which were not passed to GDDM-IMD 
by pressing the ENTER key, have been lost: olher changes 
have been recovered. 
If the object resides in a read-only MSL, the unfiled 
changes may be caused by a user with read/write access 
to that MSL updating the object. If this Is the case, the 
object plus the updates that existed when the object was 
accessed have been copied to your read/write MSL. Note, 
however, that changes made subsequently by the other 
user will not affect your copy of the Object. 
System action: The currellt frame Is dIsplayed. 
User response: Continue editing the object. When you 
leave the editor, If you press the End key (PF3) the 
recovered changes and any additional ones that you have 
made will be flied. If you press the Cancel key (PF6), all 
changes will be deleted. 

AEMOO1071 STEP CANCELED. PRESS CANCEL AGAIN TO 
DELETE ALL CHANGES 

Explanallon: You pressed the Cancel key (PF6) when you 
were editing an MSL object. Any changes you have made 
since you last pressed ENTER have been lost. This 
message Is issued to prevent you inadvertently deleting the 
changes you have made. 
System action: The Step Selection frame (2.S) is 
displayed. 
User response: Press the Cancel key (PF6) to cancel the 
editor and to delete any changes that have been made, or 
select a step If you want to continue editing. Return to the 
step whm e you pressed the Cancel key to examine which 
changes have been lost. 

AEMOO109A DEVICE FOR IMD MUST HAVE AT LEAST 24 
ROWS AND 80 COLUMNS 

explanation: You tried to invoke GDDM-IMD on a device 
whose screen· size was too small for GDDM-IMD to use. 
System action: GDDM-IMD is terminated. 
User response: Use a larger device for running 
GDDM-IMD. It must be at least 24 rows deer and 80 
columns wide. 

AEMOO110A PRESENTATION AREA RESTRICTS THIS 
DIMENSION TO nnn 

Explanation: You entered a value that was too large for the 
current presentation area size. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Reduce the value that was too large, or 
enter the mapgroup editor to change the presentation area 
size. 



AEMOO111A FIELD NAME(S) INVALID FOR NEW LANGUAGE 
Explanation: Some of the field names in the application 
data structure for this map were invalid for the new 
language specified. They may be too long, have invalid 
characters, or be duplicates of other names in conjunction 
with the new adjunct suffixes. 
System action: None. The language is changed, but the 
names are not corrected. 
User response: Go to the Field Naming frame (2.4) or the 
Application Data Structure Review frame (2.5) to correct the 
names. A full report of the errors in the names can be 
obtained by generating an application data structure for the 
map with the new language. 

AEMOO1131 MAP 'cccccccc' HAS RECORD LEVEL 1 SO 
CANNOT BE PROCESSED 

Explanation: You tried to process the map named in the 
message, but that map was at record-level 1. The process 
you were using is unable to handle level-1 maps. 
System action: The map Is Ignored by the process. 
User response: Use the Level Conversion utility (frame 
U.7) to change the map to a later level of GDDM-IMD. 

AEMOO1151 CANCEL KEY PRESSED. PRESS CANCEL AGAIN 
TO DELETE ALL CHANGES 

Explanation: You pressed the Cancel key (PF6) when you 
were editing an MSL object. Any changes you have made 
since you last pressed ENTER have not been lost. This 
message is issued to prevent you inadvertently deleting the 
changes you have made. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Do one of the following: 

• Press the Cancel key (PF6) again to leave the editor 
and delete all changes. 

• Press the End key (PF3) to file the changes. 
• Continue editing. 

AEMOO116A DELETION IS NOT ALLOWED IN TEST MODE 
Explanation: You used the T (test) command in the 
directory-list frame against a multi specification map, which 
resulted in the Device Class Selection frame (2.x) being 
displayed. You tried to delete a device class from the list of 
specifications. This is not allowed in test mode. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Use the S selector to indicate the 
speCification you want to test. 

AEM00117A VARIABLE FIELD(S) EXPANDED 
Explanation: You increased the width of the map, and this 
resulted in an increase in the length of a variable field. 
This increase may lead to conflict with other specifications 
in the same map. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Verify that any application program that 
refers to the map conforms to the new field length. 

AEMOO118A SYNTAX INVALID IN CONTEXT COMMAND LIST 
Explanation: You entered an invalid context command list. 
The context command list followed a field starter character, 
and was identified by a comma immediately following the 
field starter character. 
System action: The cursor is placed under the invalid 
character and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the context command liSt. A 
context command list can consist of a number of field 
lengths separated by commas. It can be terminated by any 
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character with the exception of a comma or a number. If 
literal text that starts with a comma is required after a field 
starter character, the field should be defined first and then 
the literal text added. 

AEMOO119A UNABLE TO EXPAND FIELDS 
Explanation: You entered a command list to construct one 
or more fields, but there were insufficient blanks left in the 
line to construct the fields. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the line 
in error, and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error by reducing either the 
size of the fields or the number of fields. 

AEMOO120A UNDEFINED EQUATE CHARACTER 
Explanation: You used an equate character, in a field 
attribute pOSition, that had not been defined by an EQUATE 
command. 
System action: The cursor is placed under the invalid 
char acter and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Either specify an equate character that has 
been defined, or use the EQUATE command to define a new 
one. 

AEM001211 STEP NOT ENTERED. NO FIELDS FOR 
ATTRIBUTE ALLOCATION 

ElCplanalion: You invoked the Field Attribute Definition 
frame (2.3) to allocate attributes to fields in the map 
specification. The specification did not contain any fields, 
so the step was terminated. 
System action: The editor returns to the Step Selection 
frame (2.S). 
User response: If attributes are required in tile map, 
invoke the Field Definitipn frame (2.2) to define fields. 

AEMOO1221 STEP NOT ENTERED. MAP CONSISTS ONLY OF 
ATTRIBUTES 

Explanation: The specification for the map consisted only 
of attributes (that is, there were no blanks 01 characters). 
Field attribute definition could not edit this specificatloll. 
System aclion: The editor returns to the Step Selection 
frame (2.S). 
User response: Invoke the rield Definition frame (2.2) to 
correct the error. 

AEMOO1231 STEP NOT ENTERED. NO VARIABLE FIELDS IN 
MAP 

Explanation: The specification for the map contained no 
variable fields. The field naming step was terminated 
because no application data structure was required. 
System action: The editor returns to the Step Selection 
frame (2.S). 
User response: Invoke the Field Definition frame (2.2) if 
variable fields are required. 

AEMOO124A UNABLE TO DECREASE MAP DEPTH 
Explanation: The depth of the map could not be decreased 
because the map did not contain enough blank lines. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: If the message occurs in the Basis 
Selection frame (2.Y), press the ENTER key to create an 
entirely new map specification. 
" the message occurs in the Map Characteristics frame 
(2.1), press the Cancel key (PF6) and go to the Field 
Definition frame (2.2) to blank lines in the map and allow it 
to be compressed. 
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AEMOO125A UNABLE TO DECREASE MAP WIDTH 
Explanation: The width of the map could not be decreased 
because the map did not contain enough blank columns. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: II the message occurs In the Basis 
Selection frame (2.Y), press the ENTER key to create an 
entirely new map specification. 
If the message occurs in the Map Characteristics trame 
(2.1), press the Cancel key (PF6) and go to the Field 
Definition frame (2.2) to blank columns In the map and allow 
it to be compressed. 

AEMOO126A FIELD STARTERS CANNOT BE MOVED IF THEIR 
ORDER IS CHANGED 

Explanation: You tried to move field starter characters and 
change their order. You can move field starter .characters 
along a line, provided you do not delete or add any, and 
provided you maintain the same order of attributes. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Press the Help key (PF1) for detailS on 
how fields should be rearranged. 

AEMOO127A FIELD STARTERS CANNOT BE ADDED OR 
ERASED IF OTHERS ARE MOVED 

E)(planation: You tried to remove and add field starter 
characters simultaneously. You can add field starter 
characters to a line, provided you leave all the field starter 
characters originally present unchanged. Similarly, If you 
delete a field starter character, you can only delete In that 
operation and you must not change any other field starter 
characters. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Pertorni the operation in two stages, 
preSSing the ENTER key between them. Use the Help key 
(PF1) to clarify how you can rearrange fields. 

AEMOO128A EQUATE CODE REQUIRES AT LEAST ONE 
ATTRIBUTE WITH ADD OR '+' 

Explanation: An EQUATE command that used the + or 
ADD operand did not have any attributes. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Specify one or more attributes with the + 
or ADD operand. 

AEMOO130A STRUCTURE 'cccccccccccccccc' IS TOO LARGE 
Explanation: The length of the specified structure 
exceeded 32 767 bytes. As a result, the generated 
application data structure would not compile (or assemble) 
successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: Enter the Application Data Structure 
Review frame (2.5) or the Field Naming frame (2.4) and 
specify the lengths of the fields again. Note that, for use on 
GDDM, the length at the application data structure as a 
whole must not exceed 32 000 bytes. 

AEMOO131A FIELD NAME 'cccccccccccccccc' CONTAINS 
INVALID CHARACTER(S) 

Explanation: The field name 'cccccccccccccccc' contained 
characters that were Invalid for the programming language 
specified for this map. 
System action: In the map editor, the cursor Is placed 
under the first invalid character and the keyboard is 
unlocked. In the mapgroup generator, a declaration Is 
generated with the Invalid name: the resulting application 
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data structure will thus not compile (or assemble) 
successfully. 
User response: Change the name so that It satisfies the 
rules for the programming language being used. 

AEM00132A AELD NAME 'cccccccccccccccc' IS NOT 
UNIQUE 

Explanation: Field name 'cccccccccccccccc' for an 
application data structure member was unacceptable 
because it duplicated a name that was already in the 
structure. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. In the 
mapgroup generator, a declaration Is generated with the 
Invalid name: the resulting application data structure will 
thus not compile (or assemble) successfully. 
User response: Change the names so that there are no 
duplicates. 

AEMOO133A FIELD NAME 'cccccccccccccccc' IS TOO LONG 
Explanation: Tile field name cccccccccccccccc was too 
long for the language specified. COBOL and PUI names 
must be 16 characters or less. Assembler-language and 
PUDS names must be eight characters or less, or six 
characters or less if adjuncts or data-level l'lrrays are 
included. 
System action: In the map editor, the keyboard is 
unlocked. In the mapgroup generator, a declaration is 
generated with the name truncated to the maximum 
acceptable length: even so, the resulting application data 
structure may stili not compile (or assemble) successfully. 
User response: Change the name so that it satisfies the 
rules for the programming language being used. 

AEMOO134A FIELD NAME 'cccccccccccccccc' IS TOO LONG 
WITH ADJUNCT SUFFIX 

Explanation: You entered a name for an application data 
structure item which, while being short enough for the 
language specified, was too long to enable adjunct or 
data-level array sutfixes to be added. Assembler-language 
and PUDS names must be six characters or less if adjuncts 
or data-level arrays are included. 
System action: In the map editor, the keyboard is 
unlocked. In the mapgroup generator, a declaration is 
generated with the name truncated to the maximum 
acceptable length: even so, the resulting application data 
structure may still not compile (or assemble) successfully. 
User response: Use a shorter name, or do not use 
adjuncts. 

AEMOO135A FIELD NAME MUST BE SPECIFIED 
Explanation: You tried to define a structure entry in tile 
current application data structure, but you did not specify a 
name tor the entry. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a name, or use the ERASE EOF key 
or the space bar to blank all the fields you have entered in 
this line. 



AEMOO138A PICTURE 'cccccccccccccccc' IS INVALID 
Explanation: You entered a picture that Included an Invalid 
character, or had Invalid syntax for the language specified. 
System acllon: The keyboard Is unlocked. In the 
application data structure review step, the cursor Is placed 
under the first invalid character. In the mapgroup 
generator, a declaration Is generated with the Invalid 
picture: the resulting application data structure will thus nol 
compile successfully. 
User response: Correct the picture. 

AEMOO137A PICTURE 'cccccccccccccccc' LENGTH 
INCOMPATIBLE WITH FIELD LENGTH 

ElCplanallon: You entered a picture for Input or output that 
had an Implied data length not equal to the specified 
application data structure (ADS) length for this field. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. In the 
mapgroup generator, a declaration Is generated with the 
Invalid plt;ture: the resulting application data structure will 
thus not compile successfully. 
User response: Change the picture andlor the ADS field 
length. 

AEMOO1381 nnn NEW MSL OBJECTS IMPORTED, nnn MSL 
OBJECTS REPLACED 

ElCplanallon: This message tells you how many new 
objects were created in the MSL as a result of the import 
operation, and how many existing MSL objects were 
replaced. 
GDDM-IMD Issues this message when you specify 
REPLACE=YES In the Import utility frame. (Message 
AEMOO139 Is Issued when when you specify 
REPLACE=NO.) 
System acllon: Processing continues. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

AEMOO1391 nnn NEW MSL OBJECTS IMPORTED, nnn MSL 
OBJECTS NOT IMPORTED 

Explanallon: This message tells you how many new 
objects were created In the MSL as a result of the import 
operation, and how many objects In the Imported file were 
ignored because objects with the same name already 
existed In the MSL. 
GDDM-IMD issues this message when you specify 
REPLACE= NO In the Import utility frame. (Message 
AEM00138 is issued when you specify REPLACE=YES.) 
System action: Processing continues. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 

AEMOO141A UNKNOWN COMMAND 
Explanation: The input entered in the command line was 
not a valid command. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
Invalid text and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Press the Help key (PF1) to learn which 
commands are valid, and enter a valid command or blank 
out the Input. 
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AEMOO142A INVALID OPERAND(S) 
Explanation: You entered a command in tile command line, 
but one or more of the operands specified was Invalid. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid 
operand and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Press the Help key (PF1) to find out which 
operands are valid, and then correct the error or blank the 
command. 

AEMOO143A FIELD AT LINE nnn COLUMN nnn HAS INDEX 
TOO HIGH 

Explanallon: The specified field was linked to an array 
element whose Index exceeded the array dimensions. This 
Is because you were using multiple map specifications. The 
dimension was set In one specification but another 
specification required a larger dimension. 
System action: The field will be treated as an unlinked 
field. 
User response: If necessary, update the map specification. 

AEMOO144A OPERAND(S) MISSING 
Explanation: You entered a command in the command line, 
but one or more required operands were missing. 
System action: The cursor is positioned after the last 
operand and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Press the Help key (PF1) to find out which 
operands are required, and then add the missing operands 
or blank the command. 

AEMOO145A FROM AND TO VALUES INVALID. REENTER 
VALUES AND RETRY 

ElCplanallon: The FROM value was not set, tile TO value 
was less than the FROM value, or the current position was 
within the range of the TO and FROM values. 
System acllon: The cursor Is positioned at tile start of the 
command area and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Use the FROM and TO commands to 
ensure that the limits for the requested command are 
correctly defined. Ensure that the cursor Is correctly 
positioned wilen you enter the COPY and MOVE command!!. 

AEMOO146A INSUFFICIENT BLANK LINES AT BOTTOM OF 
MAP 

ElCplanallon: There were Insufficient blank JInes at the end 
of the map to Insert the new lines or to receive the 
repeated or copied lines. 
System action: The cursor Is positioned to allow the 
operator to correct the error, and the keyboard is unloc.:ed. 
User response: Correct the error by blanking lines at the 
end of the map, deleting blank lines In the middle or the 
map, or changing the repeat or insert number. Thpn retry 
the command. 

AEMOO147A OPERANDS CONFLICT 
Explanation: You entered a command In the command line 
with two or more operands that cannot be specified 
together (for example, you might have specified EQUATE 
with NULL and another operand). 
System action: The cursor Is posltfoned under one or the 
conrllctlng operands and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Press the Help key (PF1) to learn which 
operands may be specified together, and then correct the 
error or blank the command. 
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AEMOO149A NULLS PRESENT. PRESS ENTER TO CONFIRM 
INPUT OR PRESS CANCEL 

Explanation: Field definition detected that the editing area 
contained nulls. The nulls may not have achieved the 
desired effect. For this reason, the previous alterations 
have not yet been processed. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Press the ENTER key to process the Input, 
or use the Delete key or the Insert Mode key to correct the 
display before pressing the ENTER key, or cancel and 
reselect the step so that the alterations that were made will 
be removed. 

AEMOO1501 DATA NOT FOUND 
Explanation: YOu entered the LOCATE or CHANGE 
command, but the text specified could not be found. 
System action: The cursor Is positioned at the start of the 
text In the command Input area, and the keyboard Is 
unlocked. 
User response: If the NEXT operand was used or Implied 
(It Is the default), ensure that the cursor Is placed In the 
editing area before the text to be located or changed. Use 
the SET command without any operands to determine 
whether Input data Is being folded to uppercase. If SET 
FOLD Is in"effect, you will not be able to locate or change 
lowercase values. If SET NOFOLD Is In effect, the text must 
be typed In uppercase If uppercase values are to be located 
or changed. 

AEMOO151A FIELD STARTER CHARACTERS NOT ALLOWED 
IN TEXT OF COMMAND 

Explanation: The text In a LOCATE or CHANGE command 
contained field starter characters or a graphlc-area-dlsplay 
character. GDDM-IMD does not allow this. 
System action: The cursor Is positioned under the first 
field starter character or graphlc-area-display character In 
the text, and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Erase the command or Identify new text. 

AEMOO152A INVALID OPERAND VALUE 
explanation: You entered a command In the command line 
with an operand whose value was not valid. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Press the Help key (PF1) to learn which 
values are valid, and then correct the error or blank the 
command. 

AEMOO153A CONFLICTING OR INVALID CODES. REENTER 
Explanation: You tried to assign an Invalid character to a 
field starter character, the spacer character, or the 
graphic-area-display character, or to assign the same 
character to two of these. The characters 0 through 9, 
comma, semicolon, blank, and the 3270 fieldmark character 
are all Invalid; so Is any character that folds Into another or 
Is folded Into by another. For most terminals, this means 
all the alphabetic characters. 
The message might have been Issued the first time a 
Kanji-Chinese map was edited If the specification was 
Imported from CICS/SDF or was generated from a 
non-KanJI-Chlnese specification. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error: ensure that the field 
starter characters are valid, unique, and are not contained 
as constant characters In the map. If the message occurs 
when you begin to use the field definition step of the map 
editor, correct the error before making any other changes. 
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AEMOO154A NEW FIELD STARTER CHARACTER CODE 
PRESENT IN TEXT 

Explanation: A character, specified by the CODES 
command to become a field starter character or a character 
to display a graphic area, already existed within the text of 
the map. 
The message may have been Issued the first time a 
Kanji-Chinese map was edited ifthe specification was 
Imported from CICS/SDF, or if It was generated from a 
non-Kanjl-Chinese specification. 
System action: The cursor Is moved to under the first 
occurrence of the character and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error by assigning a different 
character or by removing the occurrences of the character 
from the text. If the message occurs when you begin to use 
the field definition step of the map editor, correct the error 
before making any other changes. 

AEMOO155A AN MSL OBJECT OF DIFFERENT TYPE 
ALREADY EXISTS WITH THIS NAME 

explanation: An object already existed In the map 
specification library (MSL) with the name Indicated, but lis 
type was not compatible with that required by the current 
step. 
System action: The cursor Is positioned under the name 
and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a new name. 

AEMOO1561 MAP POSITION HAS BEEN CHANGED 
Explanation: You used a map specification as a basis for a 
new specification. The new specification was smaller and 
the position was changed to accommodate the new 
specification within the bounds of the presentation area for 
the new device type. 
System action: None. 
User response: Restore the map's position by reducing the 
map size of the new specification and resetting the position 
In the Map Characteristics frame (2.1). 

AEMOO157A CURSOR OFFSET IS GREATER THAN FIELD 
LENGTH. IT IS ACCEPTED 

explanation: The ATTRIBUTE commanri contained a 
CURSOR attribute that applied to a field whose length was 
less than the cursor offset. This would have meant that, at 
execution time, the cursor might have been placed off the 
end of the field, the end of the map, or even off the end 01 
the device. In the last case, this would have caused a 
device error. Because the check was only made when you 
entered the ATTRIBUTE command and you may have 
Intended to edit the map so that the cursor offset fell within 
the field, GDDM-IMD accepts the value. 
System action: The command is cleared and the cursor Is 
placed in the field. 
User response: Ensure that the cursor value Is what you 
Intended for the Indicated field. 

AEMOO1581 COMMAND NOT EXECUTED. NO ATTRIBUTE 
FIELDS IN MAP 

Explanation: You used the ATTRIBUTE command to display 
or set the attributes of a field. However, the map did not 
contain any field starter characters, so no attributes could 
be allocated or displayed. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter field starter characters If you require 
attributes. 



AEMOO159A CHANGE NOT MADE. CAUSES LINE OR FIELD 
TO OVERFLOW 

Explanation: You used the CHANGE command to change 
text. The replacement text was longer than the text to be 
located. There were not enough blanks at the end of the 
field or the Une to accommodate the new text. 
System action: The cursor Is positioned at the start of the 
field that could not be changed and the keyboard Is 
unlocked. 
User response: Remove the command or identify new text. 

AEMOO1601 nnnnn CHANGES MADE 
Explanation: You used the CHANGE command to change 
text, and nnnnn changes were made. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

AEMOO161I SAVED 
Explanation: You Issued a SAVE command to save 
changes made to an MSL object. The message tells you 
that GDDM-IMD has successfully saved the object. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
Information only. 

AEMOO162A KANJI-CHINESE FIELD AT LINE nnn COLUMN 
nnn HAS TRANSFORMS 

Explanation: The specified field was a Kanji-Chinese field 
for which you specified folding, justification, or 
AID-translation. GDDM-IMD Ignores these options for a 
Kanji-Chinese field. 
System action: The field Is generated without the invalid 
specifications. 
User response: If necessary, update the map specification 
to set FOLD= NO, JUST= NO, and remove the AID TABLE 
name. 

AEMOO163A EDITOR CANCELED. UNABLE TO REACCESS 
MSLOBJECT 

Explanation: You used the SAVE command to save the 
MSL object, but an unexpected error occurred and the 
object could not be reopened. 
System action: The editor Is canceled. 
User response: Try to edit the Object. Check for other 
subsystem messages that may also have been received as 
a result of this error. If this message perSists, contact your 
IBM Support Center. 

AEMOO164A UNDEFINED EQUATE CODE 
Explanation: The code specified with an EQUATE NULL 
command or with an EQUATE command without further 
operands was not a currently defined EQUATE code. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the Invalid 
code, and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Change the code to one currently defined. 

AEMOO165A TABS NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER 
Explanation: You did not specify tab positions in ascending 
order In the TABS command. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the first tab 
number In error, and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error. Use the Help key (PF1) 
to acquire more Information about the TABS command. 

AEM00159A - AEM00173A 

AEM00167A MAPGROUP CONTAINS NO MAPS 
Explanation: The mapgroup you tried to generate or test 
contained no maps or rnapgroup objects, although other 
objects (such as AID translation tables) may have been 
present. There was, therefore, nothing to generate or test. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Define the necessary maps for the 
mapgroup. 

AEMOO168A AID TRANSLATE TABLE 'cccccccc' DOES NOT 
EXIST 

Explanation: A map specified an AID translation table that 
did not exist in the mapgroup. The message will only be 
Issued once during mapgroup generation for a given device 
class, even if there are several references to the same 
non-existent table. 
System action: An AID translation table is generated that 
performs no action. 
User response: Define the necessary AID translation 
tables, or correct the references in the maps. 

AEMOO170A INVALID SCROLL VALUE. USE MAX, PAGE, 
HALF, OR NUMBER 

Explanation: One of the operands (indicated by the cursor) 
had an Invalid value. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct tile error. Use the Help key (PF1) 
to acquire more Information aboul the SCROLL command. 

AEMOO171A COLUMN AND LINE CANNOT BOTH BE 'NEXT' 
OR 'SAME' 

Explanation: If you selected NEXT for the map line 
pOSition, it may not be selected for the map column, and 
conversely. If you selected SAME for the map Une poSition, 
It may not be selected for the map column, and conversely. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error. Use the Help I<:ey (PF11 
to get Information about tile restrictions on map position. 

AEMOO172A COMMAND INVALID IN THIS STEP 
Explanation: The command you selected was not per milled 
In the current step. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error. Use the Help key (PF11 
to get Information about the comrl1l'ltlds available In this 
step. 

AEMOO173A FLOATING AREA RESTRICTS THIS DIMENSION 
TO nnn 

Explanation: The map size was larger than that defined for 
tile floating area (nnn), wllich Is defined in tile mapgroup 
editor. Different floating area sizes may apply to the 
various device classes supported by the current 
specification for the map, according to the specifications 
used for the mapgroup. The map size must satisfy the 
minimum of these floating area sizes. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Use the mapgroup editor to check the 
current floating area size and change either this or the 
floating map size or position accordingly. 
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AEM00174A - AEM00188A 

AEMOO174A NEXT CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH ABSOLUTE 
LINE OR COLUMN NUMBER 

Explanation: You must not use NEXT as a map position 
when you specify an absolute line or column. These 
combinations are valid: (NEXT,SAME), (SAME,NEXT), 
(SAME,nnn), (nnn,SAME). 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error. Use the Help key (PF1) 
to get further information. 

AEMOO175A INSUFFICIENT TARGET LINES FOR AMOUNT TO 
BE REPEATED 

Explanation: There were Insufficient target lines left In the 
map for the attributes or field names to be repeated. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error and reenter the 
command. 

AEMOO176A SOURCE AND TARGET ATTRIBUTE COLUMNS 
ARE DIFFERENT 

Explanation: The attribute positions In the target lines 
were different from those In the source lines. A REPEAT 
command can be used only if the target lines have field 
attributes In the same columns as those In the source lines. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error and reenter the 
command. 

AEMOO177A NO OBJECTS ON MSL MEET SUBSET 
SPECIFICATION 

Explanation: There were no objects in the map 
specification library (MSL) that satisfied the specified 
search criteria. 
System acllon: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the TYPE, GROUP, or MEMBER 
value that Is In error In the DIRECTORY SUBSET field. By 
specifying TYPE=*, GROUP=*, and MEMBER=*, you 
wi" see a complete list of the contents of the MSL, from 
which you can select the object you want to process. 

AEMOO1781 NEW SPECIFICATION HAS BEEN CREATED 
Explanation: You entered S or nothing in the basis 
selection frame and a new specification was created in the 
map specification library. 
System action: None 
User response: Press the Cancel key (PF6) If you do not 
require a new specification. 

AEMOO179A FIELD NAME MAY NOT DUPLICATE MAP NAME 
Explanation: The name specified for this field must not be 
the same as the name of the current map. 
System acllon: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Choose a name different from the map 
name. 

AEMOO1BOA A NAME MAY NOT BEGIN WITH 'FILLER' 
explanation: A name may not begin with the characters 
FILLER. This ensures that the generated application data 
structure does not contain duplicate names, because 
GDDM-IMD may generate such names. 
System actton: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Choose a name that does not begin with 
FILLER. 
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AEMOO1831 SPECIFICATION CONTAINS UNLINKED 
VARIABLE FIELDS 

Explanation: The map you were editing contained variable 
fields that were not linked to application data structure 
entries. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter the field definition step to delete the 
unlinked fields, or enter the field naming step to name 
them. 

AEMOO184A INSUFFICIENT BLANKS FOR SHIFT 
Explanation: You requested a right or left shift that could 
not be carried out. A right shift may !lave failed because 
there were Insufficient blanks at the right extremity of the 
IIne(s). A left shift may have failed because there were 
insufficient blanks at the left extremity of the line(s) or at 
the cursor column. 
System action: The cursor Is placed In the current cursor 
column in the first line that could not be shifted, and the 
keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Either shiH the line by a smaller amollnt, 
or ensure that there are enough blanks at appropriate 
places to permit the shift. 

AEMOO186A SHIFT VALUE GREATER THAN WIDTH OF MAP 
explanation: You requested a right-shift or left-shift value 
that was larger than the width of the map. 
System actton: The cursor Is placed under the shift 
number, and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Select a smaller shift value. 

AEMOO187A LAST FIELD NOT TERMINATED. ERRORS MAY 
OCCUR 

Explanation: The last field in the map was a variable or 
Kanji-Chinese field, but the field was not terminated by the 
constant field starter character. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Either terminate the field with the constant 
field starter character, or press the End key (PF3) again to 
leave the Field Definition frame with the field untermlnaled. 
However, be advised that If you leave the field 
untermlnated, errors may occur when the Illap Is used 
(because positions on the screen that do not belong to the 
map may be treated as parI of the unterminated field). 

AEMOO188A UNTERMINATED FIELDS PRESENT. ERRORS 
MAY OCCUR 

Explanation: The map contained a variable or 
Kanji-Chinese field that spanned two or more lines in the 
map, but the map was narrower than the presentation width 
for one of the device classes In the specification. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Either terminate the field by placing a 
constant field starter character at the end of the line that 
contains the variable or Kanji-Chinese field starter 
character, or press the End key (PF3) again to leave the 
Field Definition frame with the field untermlnated. 
However, be advised that If you leave the field spanning 
two or more lines, errors may occur when the map Is used 
(because positions on the screen which do not belong to the 
map may be treated as part of the untermlnated field). 



AEMOO189A INVALID EQUATE CHARACTER 
Explanallon: You tried to use an invalid symbol to equate 
an attribute combination. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a symbol other than a semicolon, 
blank, or 3270 fieldmark character. 

AEMOO190A TEST MAY BE USED ONLY ON EXISTING 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Explanation: You tried to test either a new object or a 
non-existent specification for an existing object by using T 
in the Directory List frame (0.1). 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter the Directory Ust frame (0.1). For 
the first situation, create an object of that name (if required) 
using E (edit) rather than T (test). For the second case, 
select an existing specification. 

AEMOO191A MAP LIES OUTSIDE FLOATING AREA 
(nnn TO nnn) 

Explanation: The combination of values for the depth and 
line or the width and column of a floating map conflicted 
with the floating area defined for the mapgroup. The values 
nnn are the minimum and maximum line or column 
positions allowed. Different floating area sizes and 
positions may apply to the various device classes 
supported by the current specification for the map, 
according to the specifications used for the mapgroup. The 
map must satisfy all of these floating area sizes and 
positions. 
If this message was displayed on the first appearance of 
the map characteristics frame, It means that an Import 
utility operation was used to create a mapgroup that was 
inconsistent with its members, or conversely. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Use the mapgroup editor to check the 
current floating area size and change either this or the 
floating map size or position accordingly. 

AEMOO192A PRESENTATION AREA RESTRICTS WIDTH + 
COLUMN TO nnn 

Explanation: The combination of values for width and 
column (of a map or floating area) conflicts with the current 
presentation area' size defined for the mapgroup. 
If this message was displayed on the first appearance of 
the map characteristics frame, it means that a directory list 
or an import utility operation was used, which created a 
mapgroup that was inconsistent with its members, or 
conversely. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Reduce the combination to a value less 
than or equal to nnn, or change the presentation area size 
in the mapgroup editor. 

AEMOO193A INVALID ADJUNCT 
explanation: The adjunct abbreviation you entered was 
Invalid, or you specified the same adjunct twice. 
System action: The corresponding status field is set to 
ERROR, the cursor Is placed under the first adjunct in error, 
and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a valid adjunct abbreviation (see the 
tutorial for these) or blank out the invalid adjunct. 

AEM00189A - AEM00200A 

AEMOO194A PRESENTATION AREA RESTRICTS DEPTH + 
LINE TO nnn 

Explanation: The combination of values for depth and line 
(of the map or floating area) conflicts with the current 
presentation area size defined for the mapgroup. 
If this message was displayed on the first appearance of 
the map characteristics frame, it means that a directory list 
or an import utility operation was used, which created a 
mapgroup that was Inconsistent with its members, or 
conversely. 
System aclion: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Reduce the combination to a value less 
than or equal to nnn, or change the presentation area size 
in the mapgroup editor. 

AEMOO195A AT LEAST ONE EQUATE VALUE MUST BE LEFT 
Explanation: You tried to remove the last defined equate 
code from the equate table, thereby deleting it. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Define another equate code and then 
remove the present one. 

AEMOO196A 'FILLER' MAY NOT HAVE ADJUNCTS OR 
PICTURES 

Explanation: You used FILLER to Indicate an application 
data structure item that did not need to have a name (as 
might be appropriate for a field used for padding purposes, 
for example), but such an item contained adjuncts or 
pictures. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter another name, or do not use 
adjuncts or pictures. 

AEM00199A PRESENTATION AREA CONFLICTS WITH MAP 
WIDTH nnn 

EKplanatlon: There is a map In the mapgroup whose width 
is nnn, which is too large for the presentation area size 
specified. This may be caused by having entered a change 
to the presentation area si7.p. or as a result of a utility 
operation. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the field. 
in error, and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Define a larger presentation area size. 
Alternatively, go to the Directory List frame (0.1) or the 
Delete Utility frame (U.6) to delete the map, or go to the 
map editor to change the map. The offending map(s) can 
be determined by entering the Map List frame (1.2). 

AEMOO200A PRESENTATION AREA CONFLICTS WITH MAP 
DEPTH nnn 

Explanation: There Is a map in the mapgroup whose deplh 
is nnn, which is too large for the presentation area size 
specified. This may be caused by having entered a change 
to the presentation area size, or as a result of a utility 
operation. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the field 
in error, and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Define a larger presentation area size. 
Alternatively, go to the Directory List frame (0.1) or the 
Delete Utility frame (U.6) to delete the map, or go to the 
map editor to change the map. The offending map(s) can 
be determined by entering the Map List frame (1.2). 
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AEM00201A - AEM00213A 

AEM00201A PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE, OR CANCEL 
ElCplanation: GDDM-IMD issues this message because of 
two conditions: 

1. When it has more than one message to display. 
2. During diagnostic trace output, when the screen Is filled 

or when the trace data Is ended. It permits you to read 
the data before the screen is cleared to present more 
trace data or the next GDDM-IMD frame. 

System action: GDDM-IMD walts for a response from you. 
User response: Do one of the following: 

1. If more than one message is displayed, press the 
ENTER key to return to the GDDM-IMD frame you were 
using. 

2. Press the ENTER key to clear the screen ready for 
more trace output or the next GDDM-IMD frame. Press 
the Cancel key (PF6) to proceed straight to the next 
GDDM-IMD frame, suppressing any further trace 
output; tracing will be resumed after the next 
GDDM-IMD frame. 

AEMOO202A UNFILED CHANGES IN 'cccccccc cccccccc' 
PREVENT PROCESSING 

Explanation: The MSL object named In the message 
contains unflled changes. These may have been caused by 
a system failure when the object was last edited, or may be 
caused by another user having read/write access to the 
MSL containing the object. Processing cannot proceed until 
you have flied or discarded the un filed changes. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter the appropriate editor and use the 
End key (PF3) to file the changes, or press the Cancel key 
(PF6) to delete them. 

AEMOO203A MSL OBJECT ALREADY EXISTS WITH NEW 
NAME 

Explanation: The target object of a Copy or Rename 
request already existed In the map specification library 
(MSL). 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter another target object name, or use 
the Directory List frame (0.1) or the Delete Utility frame 
(U.6) to delete the object. 

AEMOO204I NO OBJECTS IN MSL. PRESS PF1 IF YOU 
NEED HELP 

Explanation: The map speCification library (MSL) to be 
edited was empty. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
~ser response: If you are using GDDM-IMD for the first 
time, you are recommended to use the tutorial to learn 
about GDDM-IMD. You can do this by pressing PF1 (as 
indicated In the message), or by typing T in the frame 
currently being displayed, and pressing ENTER. 

AEMOO2OSI NO OBJECTS IN MSL 
Explanation: The map specification library (MSL) to be 
edited was empty. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Use the input line (which Is flagged 
**INPUT LlNE**) to edit (create) a new object or to 
Import some objects. Alternatively, you may prefer to 
press the End key (PF3) to return to the Initial Selection 
frame (0.0), and work from there. 
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AEMOO206A OPERATION· MISSING OR INVALID 
Explanation: You used an invalid or blank processing 
operation code. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Specify one of the valid processing 
operation codes that are given at the top of the Directory 
List frame (0.1). 

AEM002071 TEXT IS BLANK FROM CURSOR POSITION TO 
END OF FIELD OR LINE 

ElCplanation: You used the HEX command without any 
operands to display the hexadecimal cl1aracter codes of 
constant text in the editing area, but the constant text from 
the current position to the end of the field or line was all 
blank. 
System action: The cursor is moved to the cllrrent pOSition 
In the eqlting area. 
User response: Reposition the cursor so that It precedes 
the constant text whose hexadecimal character (;odes are to 
be displayed, and press ENTER. 

AEMOO208A MEMBER NAMES MUST BOTH BE BLANK OR 
NON-BLANK 

Explanation: You can use the rename and copy requests to 
produce a map specification library (MSL) object with a 
member name only if the original objf"~t had a member 
name. If the original object had a blank member name, the 
rename and copy requests may be used only to produce an 
MSL object with a blank member name. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocl<ed. The field In 
error is flagged. 
User response: Supply a non-blank member name or 
erase the member name, as appropriate. 

AEMOO2101 MSL OBJECT 'cccccccc cccccccc' DELETED 
Explanation: Notification of the sllccessful completion of a 
delete request. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message is for 
information only. 

AEMOO2111 MSL OBJECT 'cccccccc cccccccc' COPIED TO 
'cccccccc cccccccc' 

Explanation: Notification of the successful completion of a 
copy request. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the mC!'lsage Is for 
information only. 

AEMOO2121 MSL OBJECT 'cccccccc cccccccc' RENAMED 
'cccccccc cccccccc' 

Explanation: Notification of the successful completion of a 
rename request. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
information only. 

AEM00213A OBJECT IS IN A READ-ONLY MSL 
Explanation: You tried to rename or delete an object that 
was in a map speCification library (MSL) to which you have 
read-only access. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Use the MSL Selection frame (0.2) to 
access the MSL in read/write mode. The Directory List 
frame (0.1) will tell you which MSL contains the object. 



AEM00214A INVALID HEXADECIMAL VALUE 
EKplanation: The vaiue entered was not a valid 
hexadecimal number. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter valid hexadecimal digits. 

AEM002151 STORAGE HAS BEEN UPDATED 
EKplanation: You have made changes to storage using the 
GDDM-IMD Diagnostics frame. It Is your responsibility to 
ensure that these changes do not affect GDDM-IMD or your 
MSLs. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: None required; the message Is for 
Information only. 

AEM00216A CONFLICTING OPERATIONS. ERASE CHANGED 
ADDRESS OR DATA 

Explanation: You tried to modify storage at the same time 
as displaying another area of storage. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter only one of the requests. 

AEMOO217A INVALID INDIRECT ADDRESSING 
EKplanation: The expression to the left of the % operator 
In the display address was not the address of storage to 
which GDDM·IMD has read access. It could not, therefore, 
be used to pOint to an address, so the result of the % 
operator could not be found. 
System action: The display address Is not changed. 
User response: Enter a valid address expression. 

AEM00218A ATTEMPT TO DISPLAY NEGATIVE ADDRESS 
Explanation: The display address, which contained a minus 
sign, produced a location below·zero. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a· new address. 

AEM00219A INVALID USE OF ASTERISK 
EKplanation: The asterisk abbreviation of the current 
position was not the first argument In the display address. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a new address, checking that the 
asterisk, If used, appears In the first position. 

AEMOO22OA MAPGROUP HAS NO SUPPORT DEFINED FOR 
DEVICE CLASS 

Explanation: The device class you selected in the DEVICE 
CLASS FOR TEST field Is not supported by any of the maps 
in the mapgroup. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter S to generate and test one of the 
supported device classes shown in frame 3.1. 

AEMOO224A NO GENERATION WORK REQUESTED 
EKplanation: Your generation options were such that there 
was no generation work requested: that is, the 
APPLICATION DATA STRUCTURE, GENERATED 
MAPGROUP, and MAPGROUP TEST fields were all set to 
NO. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Specify YES for at least one of the above 
options, or use the End key (PF3) to terminate the 
mapgroup generator. 

AEM00214A - AEM00258A 

AEMOO243A NAME CONFLICTS WITH ANOTHER ENTRY IN 
APPLICATION DATA STRUCTURE 

EKptanatlon: You gave a field a name that already existed 
in the application data structure. The existing name was 
either that of an element that was not a data item (that Is, a 
structure or a subfield) or it was an array and the name 
was given without an index value. 
System action: The cUrsor is positioned under the newly 
named field. 
User response: Correct the name or add an index value, if 
appropriate. Enter the Application Data Structure Review 
frame (2.5) if you are not sure of all the names in the 
structure. 

AEM00244A NAME AND INDEX ARE INVALID OR DUPLICATE 
ANOTHER 

EKplanation: You gave a field the same name as another 
field. Either the Index values were the same or one of the 
indexes was zero (that is, one field was a scalar (a COBOL 
elementary item)). 
System action: The cursor Is positioned under the newly 
named field if it is a scalar: otherwise, it is positioned under 
the Index value. 
User response: Correct the name or the index (or both), as 
appropriate. Enter the Application Data Structure Review 
frame (2.5) if you are not sure of all the names in the 
structure. 

AEM00253A OBJECT·TYPE OF THIS MSL OBJECT IS 
INVALID FOR CURRENT STEP 

EKplanation: The name indicated was the name of an 
object in the map specification library (MSL) whose type did 
not correspond to that required by the current step. 
System action: The cursor Is positioned under the name of 
the object and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter the name of an object that is valid 
for the current step. 

AEMOO255A VALUE MUST BE IN THE RANGE X'41' TO X'DF' 
Explanation: You entered a value that was outside the 
Indicated range. 
System action: The cursor is moved to the data In error. 
User response: Enter a value that lies within the indicated 
range. 

AEMOO256A VALUE MUST BE IN THE RANGE X'40' TO X'FE' 
Explanation: You entered a value that was outside the 
indicated range. 
System action: The cursor is moved to the data in error. 
User response: Enter a value that lies within the indicated 
range. 

AEM0025BA VALUE MUST BE IN THE RANGE 'A' TO 'F' 
Explanation: You entered a value that was outside the 
Indicated range. 
System action: The cursor Is moved to the data in error. 
User response: Enter ~ value that lies within the Indicated 
range. 
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AEM00259A - AEM002811 

AEM00259A VALUE MUST BE IN THE RANGE X'41' TO X'DF', 
OR X'F8' 

Explanation: You entered a value that was outside the 
indicated range. 
System aellon: The cursor is moved to the data in error. 
User response: Enter a value that lies within the indicated 
range. 

AEMOO260A VALUE MUST BE IN THE RANGE X'01' TO X'EF' 
Explanation: You entered a value that was outside the 
Indicated range. 
System action: The cursor Is moved to the data in error. 
User response: Enter a value that lies within the Indicated 
range. 

AEM00263A SPECIFICATIONS CANNOT MIX KANJI-CHINESE 
AND OTHER DEVICE CLASSES 

Explanation: You tried to add a Kanji-Chinese device class 
to a specification that consisted of non-Kanjl-Chlnese device 
classes, or conversely_ A specification cannot contain both 
types of device class. 
System aclion: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter S to create a new specification 
based on the existing one, or press the ENTER key to 
create a new specification. 

AEM00271A SHIFT VALUE MUST BE EVEN ON 
KANJI-CHINESE MAP 

Explanation: The alignment of fields as required by 
Kanji-Chinese devices might have been altered If data had 
been shifted an odd number of columns on a Kanji-Chinese 
map. 
System action: The cursor Is positioned under the shift 
value. 
User response: Make the shift value even or remove the 
command and shift the data by using the Delete and Insert 
Mode keys_ 

AEM00272A HORIZONTAL SCROLL VALUES MUST BE EVEN 
ON KANJI-CHINESE DEVICE 

Explanallon: When you edited a map on a Kanji-Chinese 
device, a left or right scroll value was set to an odd value. 
Scroll values must be even so that those GDDM-IMD 
frames that support Kanji-Chinese attributes can be 
scrolled properly_ 
System action: The cursor Is positioned under the value in 
error_ 
User response: Set the scroll value to an even value or 
use one of the special values (MAX, HALF, or PAGE). 

AEM00275A GENERATED MAPGROUP IS TOO LARGE 
Explanation: The generated mapgroup would have 
exceeded the size limit of 32 000 bytes. 
System action: Generation is terminated for the current 
device class and any subsequent device classes. 
User response: Reduce the number or size of maps, or 
both, and their application data structures. 
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AEM00276A CURSOR MUST BE AT ODD COLUMN TO SIUFT 
KANJI-CHINESE FIELD 

Explanation: You tried to use a shift (right or left) 
command on a Kanji-Chinese field and the cursor WAS 

positioned In an even-numbered column. To maintain 1I1e 
2-byte values of Kanji-Chinese characters, the shift column 
must be an odd-numbered column. 
System action: The cursor is positioned under the 
Kanji-Chinese field. 
User response: Move the cursor into an odd-numbered 
column and repeat the shift command. 

AEMOO277A PRODUCT THAT CREATED IMPORT FILE NOT 
VALID 

Explanation: The Import utility did not recognize the 
product that created the file to be imported. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Ensure that the input file has been 
exported by GDDM-IMD, CICS/SDF, or by DPS/GDDM-IMD. 

AEM002791 PRESENTATION AREA DEPTH IS LARGER THAN 
DEVICE 

EKplanation: The presentation area associated with the 
mapgroup specification had a greater depth than that 
associated with the device class for which you were editing. 
This means that part of the presentation area may not be 
displayable on such devices within the given device class. 
System action: The keyl)oard Is unlocJ.:ed. 
User response: This message Is merely a warning. 
However, if It Is unacceptable, change the size of the 
presentation area (using frame 1.1). For information about 
device sizes associated with device classe'>, refer to tutorial 
topic DV. 

AEMOO2801 PRESENTATION AREA WIDTH IS LARGER THAN 
DEVICE 

Explanation: The presentation area associated with the 
mapgroup specification had a greater width than that 
associated with tile device class for which you were editing. 
This means that part of the presentation area may not be 
displayable on such devices within the given device cl<'lss. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocl<ed. 
User response: 1hls message is merely a warning. 
However, if It is unacceptable, change the size of the 
presentation area (using frame 1_1). For information about 
device sizes associated with device classes, refer to tutorial 
topic DV. 

AEMOO2811 PRESENTATION AREA DEPTH AND WIDTH ARE 
LARGER THAN DEVICE 

Explanation: The presentation area associated with the 
mapgroup specification had a greater depth and width than 
those associated with the device class for which you were 
editing. This means that part of the presentation area may 
not be displayable on such devices within the given device 
class. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: This message is merely a warning. 
However, If it is unacceptable, change the size of the 
presentation area (using frame 1.1). For Information about 
device sizes associated with device classes, refer to tutorial 
topic DV_ 



AEMOO282A HEX STRING OVERFLOWS FIELD 
Explanation: You tried to initialize a field with a 
hexadecimal string that was too long for the part of the field 
following the current position. 
System action: The cursor is positioned In the hexadecimal 
string under the first character that cannot be inserted into 
the field. 
User response: Enter a shorter hexadecimal string, or 
place the cursor In a different position in the field. 

AEM00285A ABSOLUTE COLUMN NUMBER NOT ALLOWED 
BY FLOATING AREAS 

Explanation: Different floating area sizes and positions 
apply to the various device classes supported by the 
current specification for the map, according to the 
specifications used for the mapgroup. A floating map must 
satisfy all of these floating area sizes and positions. 
However, the floating areas are such that a map with an 
absolute column number cannot be allowed. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Use the mapgroup editor to check the 
current floating area size and change either this or the 
floating map size or position accordingly. 

AEMOO286A ABSOLUTE LINE NUMBER NOT ALLOWED BY 
FLOATING AREAS 

Explanation: Different floating area sizes and positions 
apply to the various device classes supported by the 
current specification for the map, according to the 
specifications used for the mapgroup. A floating map must 
satisfy all of these floating area sizes and positions. 
However, the floating areas are such that a map with an 
absolute line number cannot be allowed. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Use the mapgroup editor to check the 
current floating area size and change either this or the 
floating map size or position accordingly. 

AEM00287A FLOATING MAP BEGINS IN COLUMN nnn 
Explanation: A floating area position that did not include 
column non was entered or occurred through a utility 
operation, and at least one floating map began in this 
column. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the 
invalid field and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error in this step. 
Alternatively, delete the map in the Directory List frame 
(0.1) or Delete Utility frame (U.S), or change it in the map 
editor. The offending map(s) can be determined by 
entering the Map List frame (1.2). 

AEM00288A FLOATING MAP BEGtNS IN LINE nnn 
Explanation: A floating area position that did not include 
line non was entered or occurred through a utility 
operation, and at least one floating map began in this line. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
invalid field and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error in this step. 
Alternatively, delete the map in the Directory List frame 
(0.1) or Delete Utility frame (U.S), or change it In the map 
editor. The offending map(s) can be determined by 
entering the Map List frame (1.2). 

AEM00282A - AEM00296A 

AEMOO289A FLOATING MAP EXTENDS TO COLUMN nnn 
Explanation: A floating area position that did not include 
column nnn was entered or occurred through a utility 
operation, and at least one floating map extended into this 
column. 
System action: The cursor is placed 'at the start of the 
invalid field and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error in this step. 
Alternatively, delete the map in the Directory list" ame 
(0.1) or Delete Utility frame (U,6), or change it in the map 
editor. The offending map(s) can be determined by 
entering the Map list frame (1.2). 

AEMOO290A FLOATING MAP EXTENDS TO LINE nnn 
Explanation: A floating area position that did not include 
line nnn was entered or occurred througll a utility 
operation, and at least one floating map extended Into this 
line. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the 
invalid field and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error in this step. 
Alternatively, delete the map In the Directory list frame 
(0.1) or Delete Utility frame (U.S), or change it in the map 
editor. The offending map(s) can be determined by 
entering the Map list frame (1.2). 

AEM00291A FLOATING MAP IS nnn WIDE 
Explanation: A floating area size that was too small for a 
floating map nnn wide was entered or achieved tllrough a 
utility operation. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the 
invalid field and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error in this step. 
Alternatively, delete the map In the Directory List frame 
(0.1) or Delete Utility frame (U.S), or change it in the map 
editor. The offending map(s) can be determined by 
entering the Map List frame (1.2). 

AEMOO292A FLOATING MAP IS nnn DEEP 
Explanation: A flonting area size that was too sillall for a 
floating Illap nnn deep was entered or achieved through a 
utility operation. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Corr ect the error in this step. 
Alternatively, delete the map in tile Directory List (0.1) or 
Delete Utility frame (1.1.6), or change it in the map editor. 
The offending map(s) can be determined by entering the 
Map lisl frame (1.2). 

AEM00295A FIELD 'cccccccccccccccc' HAS LENGTH ZERO 
Explanation: The length of the specified field was zelO but 
the programming language was ~OBOL, which does not 
accept zero-length fields. 
System action: No declaration is generated for the field. 
User response: If necessary, update the map speCification. 

AEMOO296A OPTION INVALID OR NOT SET 
Explanation: An option to describe the translation of an 
attention identifier (AID) was either invalid or was omitted. 
System action: The cursor is moved to the field containing 
the Incorrect option and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the entry with a valid option, as 
shown at the top of frame 4.1. 
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AEM002971 - AEM00309A 

AEM002971 TRANSLATION VALUE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH 
REQUESTED OPTION 

Explanation: You gave a translation value in the AID Table 
Definition frame (4.1), but the option requested was N (do 
not translate) or D (use value of default). 
System action: The AID Table Definition frame is 
redlsplayed. The cursor Is placed under the translation 
value In error. 
User response: Make the translation value consistent with 
the requested option. You must n t enter a translation 
value for an AID entry if you request N or D. 

AEMOO299A VARIABLE RELD LENGTH MAY NOT EXCEED 
32767 

Explanation: The length of a field In the application data 
structure exceeded the maximum of 32 767 bytes. 
System acllon: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Set the length to less than 32 768. Note 
that, for use on GDDM, the length of the application data 
structure as a whole must not exceed 32 000 bytes. 

AEMOO3OOA DEVICE CLASS ALREADY SUPPORTS A MAP 
THAT IS TOO LARGE 

Explanation: You tried to add a device class to a mapgroup 
specification when that device class already supported a 
map that was too large or wrongly positioned. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field, and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Make one of these changes: 

• Increase the presentation area size. 
o Increase the floating area size or change its position. 
o Reduce the size of the map. 
o Change the position of the map. 
o Specify S to create a new specification, based on the 

specification you have just selected. 
o Create a new speCification. 

AEMOO302I PRESENTATION AREA SIZE EXCEEDS DEVICE 
SIZE 

Explanation: The presentation area associated with the 
mapgroup speCification had a greater depth or width than 
that of a device In one of the device classes that you have 
just added, but it was fully accommodated by the device 
classes that were previously supported. This means that 
part of the presentation area may not be displayable on 
such a device. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: This message Is merely a warning. 
However, If It Is unacceptable, delete the newly-added 
device classes. Alternatively, change the size of the 
presentation area using frame 1.1. For Information about 
device sizes, refer to tutorial topic DV. 

AEMOO303A MAP WILL NOT FIT WITHIN MAPGROUP 
FLOATING AREA 

explanation: GDDM-IMD could not add the device class to 
the specification because the position or size of the floating 
area In the mapgroup record associated with that device 
class conflicted with the size or position of the map. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field, and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Create a new speCification, or modify the 
map or mapgroup Information to avoid the conflict. 
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AEMOO304A THIS VALUE MAY NOT EXCEED nnnnn 
Explanation: The value you entered in the PRESENTATION 
AREA SIZE field exceeded the limit nnnnn. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the invalid 
value, and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Specify an appropriate value. 

AEM00305A NEW SPECIFICATION REPOSITIONED TO FIT 
INTO FLOATING AREA 

Explanation: You specified S when there was a mismatch 
between the floating area size or position and the floating 
map size or position. 
System acllon: The position of the floating map Is adjusted 
to fit within the floating area, the map belnlJ compressed If 
necessary. 
User response: Check that the results are satisfactory. If 
not, create a new specification. 

AEMOO306A MAPGROUP DOES NOT ALLOW FLOATING 
MAPS 

Explanation: You tried to add a device class to a 
specification In which the map was floating, but the 
mapgroup object for the device class Indicated no floating 
area. 
System acllon: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
invalid field, and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Define a floating area, specify S, or press 
the ENTER key. 

AEMOO307A WIDTH MULTIPLIED BY DEPTH MUST NOT 
EXCEED nnnnn 

Explanation: You specified a value that required an 
Impossibly large device buffer. The limit Imposed by 
GDDM-IMD is nnnnn. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error. For details of the device 
buffer size, refer to the appropriate component description 
manual. 

AEMOO308A FLOATING AREA HAS BEEN REMOVED. NO 
FLOATING MAPS ALLOWED 

Explanation: You tried to create a lIoating map, but the 
current mapgroup had no floating area In which to put it. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error, or define a noating area 
in the mapgrollp editor. 

AEMOO309A FLOATING AREA MAY NOT BE REMOVED. 
FLOATING MAPS ARE P,RESENT 

Explanation: The current mapgroup contained floating 
maps, and you tried to remove the lIoating area. 
System action: The cursor Is placed at the start of the 
Invalid field and the keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error (enter a large enough 
number), or delete the noatlng maps In the map editor. The 
lIoating map{s) can be determined by entering the Map List 
frame (1.2). 



AEM00315A MAP 'cccccccc' IS LARGER THAN THE 
PRESENTATION OR FLOATING AREA 

Explanation: The specified map was too large to be 
generated. If It was a floating map. it would not fit into the 
floating area for the device class (or there was no floating 
area). If it was a fixed map. it would not fit into the 
presentation area for the device class. 
System action: No generated mapgroup Is produced for 
the device class. 
User response: If necessary, correct the map or mapgroup 
~peciflcatlon. 

AEMOO316A CURSOR NOT IN RELD 
Explanation: The map was narrower than the presentation 
area width for the device class for which it was being 
defined. Untermlnated fields on a line are therefore 
presumed not to wrap to the next line. 
GDDM-IMD cannot predict the attributes that will control the 
screen pOSition where the cursor was left because this will 
depend on the nature of adjacent maps at execution time. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Use the ATTRIBUTE command again with 
the cursor placed at or to the right of and on the same line 
of the map as the field attribute position you want to 
display. 

AEM00319A INCOMPLETE SET OF LINE COMMANDS 
Explanation: You specified an unmatched block command 
(MM.CC.DD.RR). or a move or copy request did not specify 
the target (alter/before) location. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct or complete the line command 
request. 

AEM00320A ONLY ONE MOVE OR COPY OPERATION 
ALLOWED 

Explanation: You specified more than one move or copy 
request. 
System action: The cursor Is placed In the line command 
area under the second request. The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error. If several move or copy 
operations are required. request them with separate 
commands. 

AEM00321A ONLY ONE AFTER OR BEFORE POINT MAY BE 
DEFINED 

Explanation: You specified more than one after or before 
target point In a MOVE or COpy command. 
System action: The cursor is placed in the line command 
area under the second occurrence. The keyboard is 
unlocked. 
User response: Correct the error. If several move or copy 
operations are required. request them with separate 
commands. 

AEMOO322A VALUE AT START OF BLOCK COMMAND WAS 
n 

Explanation: You specified a value in the line command 
area of the last line of a block command request that was 
not consistent with the value n specified In the first line of 
the block. 
System action: The cursor is placed under the Invalid 
value specified In the line command area of the last line of 
the block request. The keyboard Is unlocked. 

AEM00315A - AEM00327 A 

User response: Correct the error by specifying the value 
you require In the first line and omitting the value In the 
last line of the block. 

AEM00323A CONFLICTING LINE COMMANDS 
Explanation: You specified an invalid 'line command 
request. This may have occurred when ti)e after/before 
target point was between the first and last source lines of a 
move/copy request. Alternatively. you specified multiple 
conflicting line command requests. 
This message Is also produced by a move or copy request 
(Mn or Cn). where n was greater than the number of lines 
that followed the line request. 
System action: The cursor is placed In the line command 
area under the first occurrence of a conflicting request. 
User response: Correct the line command request. If 
several line command operations are required. rf!qlJest 
them with separate commands. 

AEMOO325A KANJI-CHINESE FIELDS CANNOT BE ALIGNED 
PROPERLY 

Explanation: When you created Kanji-Chinese fields In a 
Kanji-Chinese map. the field starter character was not In an 
even column and the field did not have an even length. 
GDDM-IMD attempted to adjust the positions of the field 
starter character so that the requirements of the device 
were satisfied: this was not possible without radically 
changing the map. 
System acllon: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Align the Kanji-Chinese field starter 
characters correctly or press ENTER: this will cause 
GDDM-IMD to apply a secondary alignment algorithm. 

AEMOO326A KANJI-CHINESE FIELDS MUST BE FILLED 
USING HEX COMMAND 

Explanation: You tried to Initialize a Kanji-Chinese field on 
a device that did not support the Kanji-Chinese character 
set. Kanji-Chinese characters cannot be created by 
entering EBCDIC characters, 
System action: The Input is discarded and the previous 
value for the field is restored. 
User response: Use the HEX command to change a 
Kanji-Chinese field. 

AEMOO327A INITIAL VALUES MAY NOT CONTAIN A FIELD 
STARTER CHARACTER 

Explanation: You used initial values that contained field 
starter characters or the graphic-area-display character 
when you entered initial values in the Field Initialization 
frame (2.V) or when you used the HEX command. 
System acllon: The cursor is pOSitioned under the in"alid 
character. 
User response: Modify the field starter character or the 
character. If you require the character In a constant value. 
leave field initialization (if you are In that step) and use the 
CODES command In the Field Definition frame (2.2) to 
change the field starter characters or the 
graphic-area-display character. 
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AEM00328A - AEM003431 

AEMOO328A THIS KANJI-CHINESE CHARACTER IS NOT 
SUPPORTED 

explanation: You tried to Initialize a Kanji-Chlnese field 
(either by using a Kanji-Chinese device and keying In 
directly In Field Initialization, or by using the HEX command 
In Field Definition or Field Initialization), but the character 
or character code entered was not supported for 
KanJI-Chlnese fields. 
System action: The cursor Is moved to the character or 
character code In error. 
User response: Change the character or character code 
Indicated to correspond to X' 4040' or a value In the range 
X'xx41 , through X'xxFE', where 'xx' represents a 
hexadecimal value In the range X'41' through X'7F'. 

AEM00330A APPLICATION DATA STRUCTURE IS TOO 
LARGE 

Explanation: The total size 0' the application data structure 
exceeded 32 000 bytes, which Is greater than the maximum 
amount of storage that can be acquired at execution time. 
System action: The generation of the structure Is 
completed. If GDDM or your application program attempts 
to access fields at the end of the application data structure, 
an error occurs. 
User response: Enter the Application Data Structure 
Review frame (2.5) or the Field Naming frame (2.4) and 
specify the lengths 0' the fields again. 

AEM00332A FIELD NAME 'cccccccccccccccc' WITH SUFFIX 
'cccccccccc' NOT UNIQUE 

explanation: The name specified In an application data 
structure member was Invalid because, In the programming 
language specified 'or this map, the name duplicated 
another name plus one Of Its adjuncts, or because the name 
plus one of Its adjuncts duplicated another name. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. In the 
mapgroup generator I a declaration Is generated with the 
Invalid name: the resulting application data structure will 
thus not compile (or assemble) successfully. 
User response: Change the names so that there are no 
duplicates. . 

AEM00333A OPERATION NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS 
OBJECT TYPE 

Explanation: You entered an Invalid operation code for a 
particular object type In the Directory List frame (0.1). For 
example, you might have tried to request an editing step 
that does not exist (for example, E6 for a mapgroup). 
Syslem action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Enter a valid operation code against the 
object that you want to process. 

AEM003351 APPLICATION DATA STRUCTURE 'cccccccc' 
GENERATED 

explanation: The specified application data structure was 
generated successfully. 
System action: None. 
User response: None required: the message Is for 
Information only. 
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AEMOO336A APPLICATION DATA STRUCTURE 'cccccccc' 
GENERATED. ERROR(S) FOUND 

Explanation: The specified application data structure was 
generated. GDDM-IMD detected errors during generation 
(as reported In the messages that preceded this one In 
frame 3.2), and corrected them whenever It COUld. 
System action: None. 
User response: Despite the corrections, the generated 
application data structure may not compile (or assemble) 
successfully, and It Is probably not what you Intended to 
produce. Use the Application Data Structure Review frame 
(2.5) to correct the application data structure. 

AEM00337A INVALID MSL OBJECT· TYPE 
explanation: You specified an Invalid MSL object type In 
the Input line In the Directory List frame (0.1). 
System acllon: The keyboard Is unlocked. The cursor Is 
set at the Invalid data. 
User response: Correct the object type. Ensure that the 
TYPE field Is blank If you are using an operation other than 
E (edit), T (test), or G (generate). 

AEMOO338A INVALID PADDING CHARACTER 
explanation: You specified an Invalid value for the padding 
character. The padding character can be specified as a 
Single non-blank character, or as two hexadecimal digits (0 
through 9 and A through F). 
A hexadecimal value must be '00' or In the range '40' 
through 'FE'. A character value must not be entered by 
using the FIELDMARK or DUP key, or by using the Error 
Override key on an 8775 device. 
A blank value means that no padding character Is 
generated. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the value for the padding 
character. Use X'40' to pad with blanks. 

AEM00339A ONLY LEFT (L) OR RIGHT (R) JUSTIFICATION 
MAY BE SPECIFIED . 

Explanation: You specified an Invalid justification value. A 
justification value may be blank or N (no justification), L, or 
R (for left- or right-Justification, respectively). Any other 
value Is invalid. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the justification value. 

AEMOO342A DUPLICATE cccccccc INVALID 
Explanation: An entry In an 10 or PS STORE field 
duplicated an existing entry. cccccccc Identlfle~ the entry 
as a symbol set Id or a PS store. 
System action: The cursor Is moved to the field containing 
the duplicate entry. 
User response: Change one of the entries to avoid the 
conflict. 

AEMOO3431 MAP 'cccccccc'INCLUDED IN GENERATED 
MAPGROUP FOR DEVICE CLASS 

explanation: The specified map was generated 
successfully for the requested device class. If you 
specified MAPGROUP TEST=YES In frame 3.0, the 
generated map Is Included In an In-storage version of the 
generated mapgroup. If you accepted the default of 
MAPGROUP TEST = NO, the generated version of the map 
Is held on disk. 
System action: None. 



User response: None required; the message is for 
Information only. 

AEMOO344A MAP 'cccccccc' INCLUDED IN GENERATED 
MAPGROUP. ERROR(S) FOUND 

Explanation: The specified map was generated for the 
requested device class. GOOM-IMO detected errors during 
generation (as reported In the messages that preceded this 
one In frame 3.3), and corrected whenever It could. 
System action: None. 
User response: Despite the corrections, the generated 
mapgroup may not be what you expected to produce. Use 
the map editor to correct the map. 

AEMOO345A NO MORE THAN 6 ENTRIES MAY BE LINKED 
OR RESERVED 

Explanation: You tried to link too many symbol-set 
Identifiers or reserve too many PS stores. The maximum 
number that may be linked or reserved, or both, Is six. 
System action: The cursor is moved to the seventh linked 
entry. 
User response: You must remove one of the entries so that 
the number of linked and reserved entries does not exceed 
six. If the entry that you want to remove references a 
symbol-set identifier used In one of the maps In the 
mapgroup, erase or blank the PS SET and PS STORE fields, 
and edit the relevant map(s) to remove all references to 
that symbol-set Identifier. In other cases simply erase or 
blank the 10 field In addition to the PS SET and PS STORE 
fields. 

AEMOO346A PS MANAGEMENT TABLE CONTAINS INVALID 
ENTRIES 

Explanation: The programmed symbol set management 
table contained entries which were not valid. These entries 
are Indicated by the word 'ERROR' in the STATUS field. 
System action: Execution continues. 
User response: Make the entry valid, or remove It from the 
table. 
To make an entry valid, do one of the following: 

• Enter data Into the 10 and PS SET fields (and optionally 
the PS STORE field). 

• Enter data Into the PS STORE field and ensure that the 
10 and PS SET fields are blank. 

To remove an Invalid entry from the table, use the space 
bar or the ERASE EOF key to blank the 10, PS SET, and PS 
STORE fields. If the entry that you want to remove 
references a symbol-set Identifier used In one of the maps 
in the mapgroup, you will not be able to blank the 10 field. 
Instead, you must edit the relevant map(s) to remove all 
references to that symbol-set Identifier. 

AEM003471 MAP 'cccccccc' HAS NO SUPPORT DEFINED 
FOR DEVICE CLASS 

Explanation: The specified map has not been defined to 
support the requested device class. 
System action: The map Is not Included In the generated 
mapgroup for the requested device class. 
User response: Use the map editor to define support for 
the device class. 

AEM00344A - AEM00356A 

AEMOO348A MAPGROUP NAMES MUST BE SIX 
CHARACTERS OR LESS 

Explanation: You specified a mapgroup name with sevEfn 
characters. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Choose a shorter name for the group. 

AEMOO351A RELD MUST BE NAMED IF AN INDEX VALUE IS 
SUPPLIED 

Explanation: You entered a non-blank INDEX value without 
a NAME value for the field. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Delete the INDEX value or provide a value 
for NAME. 

AEMOO352A NO VARtABLE EXISTS IN PREVIOUS ROW AT 
SAME COLUMN 

Explanation: You specified the name of a variable as *, 
which indicated that the name was to be added to the array 
containing the variable starling in the previous row and 
same column. The designated variable was either In the 
first row or did not have a variable Immediately above it. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the value in the NAME field. 

AEMOO353A THE NAME 'FILLER' IS NOT ALLOWED ON A 
LINKED FIELD 

Explanation: You used FILLER to name a field in the 
application data structure, but the field so named was 
linked to a variable field In a map. You can only use 
FILLER to name fields that pad the application data 
structure, and not fields that are linked to variable fields In 
maps. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Enter another name, or remove the link to 
the variable field in the map. 

AEMOO354A INVALID REFERENCE. RELD IS UNNAMED OR 
DOES NOT EXIST 

Explanation: You specified a name as "" n and either n was 
greater than the number of variable fields In the map 01 the 
nth field was not named. 
System acllon: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Change the special value for the name or 
provide a name for the field that Is referred to. 

AEM00355A INDEX VALUE MUST NOT EXCEED 9999 
Explanation: You gave a field a special value for NAME or 
INDEX that would have made the INDEX value exceed 
9999. GDDM-IMD restricts arrays to less than 10000 
elements. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Provide a new NAME and INDEX value for 
the field. 

AEMOO356A INVALID SUBSET SPECIFICATION 
Explanation: The specification of the DIRECTORY SUBSET 
search field Indicated by the cursor was invalid. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the value that Is in error in the 
DIRECTORY SUBSET field. The value specified In the 
TYPE, GROUP, or MEMBER field must not contain 
embedded asterisks. For example, *A* or *A is valid, 
whereas A*A Is not. 
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AEM00358A ,.... AEM00367 A 

AEMOO358A LEVEL NUMBER MUST BE IN RANGE 2-49 
Explanation: You speclned an Invalid level number. You 
can assign a level number to an element of the structure to 
Indicate the structuring of the array and the declared level 
number. This must be In the range 2 through 49. 
Moreover, level 49 Is only permitted for subfields: see 
message AEM00359 for further explanation. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the level number. 

AEMOO359A DATA-LEVEL ITEMS AND STRUCTURES 
CANNOT HAVE LEVEL NUMBER 49 

Explanation: You assigned the maximum permitted level 
number to a data-level Item or structure. GDDM-IMD 
declares data aSSOCiated with arrays (for example, 
adjuncts) with a level number greater than that of the array. 
GDDM-IMD does not allow level numbers greater than 49, 
so the level number of an array must be less than or equal 
to 48. To ensure this, all data-level items (and structures) 
must have a level less than or equal to 48, In case they are, 
or are subsequently changed to be, arrays. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the level number of the Item. 

AEMOO36OA A LINKED FIELD CANNOT BE A SUBFIELD OF A 
DATA LEVEL ITEM 

Explanation: You assigned level numbers to elements of 
the structure so that'a linked field would be a subfleld of 
(that Is, contained within) a data level item. A data level 
item Is a linked field or a user field that Is not a subfield of 
a linked field and has a nonzero length specified. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the level numbers of the linked 
fields to remove the condition causing the error. 

AEMOO361A SUBFIELD LEVEL MUST BE AT LEAST 2 
GREATER THAN LEVEL OF BASE 

Explanation: You aSSigned a level number to the subfield 
that was only one greater than its aSSOCiated linked field 
(base). GDDM-IMD declares data associated with the 
linked field (for example, adjuncts) using a level number 
greater than that of the array, but less than any of Its 
subflelds. A level number must be available to be assigned 
to this data. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the level numbers of the linked 
field or subfleld, or both, to remove the condition causing 
the error. 

AEMOO362A SUM OF LENGTHS OF SUBFIELDS IS GREATER 
THAN LENGTH OF BASE 

Explanation: You assigned level numbers to elements of 
the structure so that a linked field contained one or more 
subflelds. The total length of the subfield(s) must not 
exceed the length of the linked neld. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the lengths of the subflelds or the 
the length of the linked field (base). 
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AEMOO363A A DATA ARRAY CAN ONLY HAVE ONE 
DIMENSION 

Explanation: You assigned OCCU RS values to elements of 
the structure so that a data field (linked or user) would 
have been an array with more than one dimension. 
System acllon: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the OCCURS values or LVL NO. 
fields of the structure members to remove the condition that 
caused the error. 

AEMOO364A A SUBFIELD ARRAY CAN ONLY HAVE ONE 
DIMENSION 

Explanation: You assigned OCCURS values to elements of 
the structure so that a subfleld would have been an array 
with more than one dimension. 
Note that a subfleld array can define a data array. This Is 
the only case where GDDM-IMD supports arrays of two 
dimensions. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the OCCURS values of the 
subfields to remove the condition that caused the error. 

AEMOO365A THE ARRAY HAS LINKED INDEX VALUE 
GREATER THAN OCCURS VALUE 

Explanation: You assigned an OCCURS value to an array 
that was less than an INDEX value for a linked variable 
field In a map. When the generated rnapgroup is produced, 
the variable field In the map will not be linked to the array: 
that Is, data Is not moved between the fields during 
execution. 
System acllon: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Press the Cancel key (PF6) in frame 2.5 to 
take you into frame 2.4. Then rename the fields that are 
not to be part of the array. Press the End key (PF3.) to 
return to frame 2.5. and reduce the OCCURS value to the 
value you require. Press ENTER to process the change. 

AEMOO366A STRUCTURE HAS LENGTH, ADJUNCTS, 
TRANSFORMS, OR PICTURES 

Explanation: You assigned level numbers to create a 
structure (a COBOL group). Certain properties that relate 
to data fields are Invalid for structures. These are ali input 
fields except LVL NO., NAME, OCCURS, and COMMENT. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Clear all fields except those that are valid 
for structures or change the level numbers so that the field 
Is not a structure. 

AEMOO367A SUBFIELD HAS ADJUNCTS OR TRANSFORMS 
Explanation: You assigned level numbers to create a 
subfleld of a linked field. Certain properties that relate to 
data fields are Invalid for subflelds. These are all input 
fields except LVL NO., NAME, ADS LENGTH, OCCURS, 
PICTURE IN, PICTURE OUT, and COMMENT. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Clear all fields except those that are valid 
for subflelds. 



AEMOO368A CURSOR MUST BE PLACED IN EDITING AREA 
Explanation: You entered a FROM, TO, or MOVE command 
and the cursor position for the dynamic area did not Identify 
a real line (that is, the position was before the first line or 
after the last). 
System aclion: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Position the cursor in the appropriate line 
and reenter the command. 

AEMOO369A GENERATION TERMINATED. TOO MANY 
ERRORS 

Explanation: GDDM-IMD detected more than 64 errors 
when you produced an application data structure or a 
generated mapgroup. 
System action: The error report so far is displayed, and 
generation Is terminated. 
User response: Correct the errors. 

AEM00370A NO PS SET MANAGEMENT DATA FOR ID KX 
('c') 

Explanalion: You used a symbol set 10 on a field, but there 
was no programmed symbol set management information 
for It. The symbol set 10 Is KX (In hexadecimal); the text of 
the message gives Its character form c If it is displayable. 
System action: The symbol set ID is Included In the 
generated mapgroup. 
User response: Programmed symbol set management 
information should be supplied for all symbol set IDs that 
are to be used by a map, even If you intend to load PS sets 
explicitly yourself. OtherWise, at execution time, Incorrect 
PS sets may be used or your mapgroup may fail 
completely. 

AEMOO377A ONLY ONE SELECTOR MAY BE ENTERED 
Explanation: You entered more than one device selector 
after specifying MAPGROUP TEST=YES in frame 3.0. 
System action: The cursor Is placed under the selector in 
error. 
User response: Remove the selector In error. 

AEM003781 GENERATED MAPGROUP 'cccccccc' 
COMPLETED, SIZE = nnnnn BYTES 

Explanation: Generation of the specified mapgroup was 
completed for the requested device class. Its size is given 
in bytes. If any errors were found during generation, they 
will be reporled in preceding messages. 
System action: None. 
User response: None. 

AEMOO379A GENERATED MAPGROUP NOT PRODUCED FOR 
DEVICE CLASS 

Explanation: Because of errors reported in tile preceding 
messages, no generated mapgroup was produced for the 
requested device classes. 
System action: None. 
User response: Correct the errors and regenerate the 
mapgroup. 

AEM00368A - AEM00385A 

AEMOO381A ATTRIBUTE MAY NOT ADD OR REMOVE 
KANJI-CHINESE OR PS(8) 

Explanation: You tried to add or remove the 
KANJI-CHINESE or PS(8) attribute from a field by using the 
ATTRIBUTE command in the Field Definition frame (2.2). 
This function is provided by the special Kanji-Chinese field 
starter characters. Note that the Field Attribute Definition 
frame (2.3) does not have this restriction. 
System action: The cursor is positioned in the ATTRIBUTE 
command. 
User response: Use a special field starter character to 
change the KANJI-CHINESE attribute if this is what you 
intended. 

AEMOO382A KANJI-CHINESE MAPS MUST BE EVEN WIDTH 
AT ODD COLUMN POSITION 

Explanation: You tried to position a map for a 
Kanji-Chinese specification in an even· numbered column or 
to give it a width of an odd number of columns. This was 
either because invalid data was entered in the Map 
Characteristics frame (2.1) or because a specification that 
violated these restrictions was chosen as a basis for a new 
Kanji-Chinese specification in the Basis Selection frame 
(2.Y). 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
User response: Position the map correctly. Use another 
specification as the basis or change the one you chose. 

AEMOO383A KANJI-CHINESE REQUIRES EVEN-WIDTtt 
FLOATING AREA AT ODD COLUMN 

Explanation: You tried to position the floating area for a 
Kanji-Chinese specification in an even-numbered column or 
to give it a width of an odd number of columns. This was 
either because invalid data was entered in the Mapgroup 
Characteristics frame (1.1), or because a specification that 
violated these restrictions was chosen as the basis for a 
new Kanji-Chinese specification In the Basis Selection 
frame (1.Y). 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Position the floating area correctly. Use 
another srecificatlon as the basis or change Ihe one you 
chose. 

AEM00384A KANJI-CHINESEfPS(B) VALID ONLY ON 
KANJI-CHINESE SPECIFICATION 

Explanation: You tried to include PS(8) 01 KI\NJI-CHINESE 
in an EQUATE or ATTRIBUTE command for a map that was 
defined for a non-Kanji·Chinese specification. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Remove or COllect the PS value in the 
EQUATE or ATTRIBUTE command. 

AEMOO385A KANJI-CHINESE FIELDS MUST HAVE ODD 
ALIGNMENT AND EVEN LENGTH 

Explanation: You tried (by using an EQUATE or 
ATTRIBUTE command involving PS(8) or KANJI-CHINESE) 
to convert a misaligned EBCDIC field Into a Kanji-Chinese 
field. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocked. The field in 
error is flagged. 
User response: Enter the Field Definition frame (2.2) and 
realign the field If it is a field In a Kanji-Chinese map, or 
use a different EQUATE code or ATTRIBUTE command 
value if Kanji-Chinese allributes are not to apply to this 
field. 
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AEM00386A - AEM00395A 

AEMOO386A MSL OBJECT TYPE NOT ALLOWED WITH THIS 
OPERATION 

Explanation: You entered an MSl object type In the Input 
line (nagged (**INPUT LlNE**) of the Directory List 
frame (0.1), but the processing operation you used (C, 0, I, 
P, R, X, M, or l) was one that Is not allowed to have an 
object type. 
System action: The keyboard Is unlocked. 
Usel' response: Blank·out or delete the TYPE field for the 
object In the Input line. 

AEM00387A POSITIONS OF SOURCE AND TARGET FIELDS 
FOR REPEAT DO NOT MATCH 

Explanation: There are two possible causes for this 
message being Issued: 

1. When you used the REPEAT command, the positions of 
variable fields in the repeated blocks of lines (target) 
did not match the positions of variables in the block 
given by the FROM and TO values (source). That is, 
within each target block, the column and relative row 
position of variables did not match a variable In the 
source block. 

2. You used the FROM and TO commands (With the 
REPEAT command) to Indicate fields In the top part of 
frame 2.4 instead of in the bottom part (below the line 
marked liNES xxx TO yyy •••••••• -----.----- COlS xxx TO 
yyy). 

System action: The REPEAT command is left in the 
command line and is not executed. 
User response: Reenter the REPEAT command, reset the 
FROM and TO values, or do both. 

AEMOO388A SOURCE FIELDS FOR REPEAT MUST BE 
NAMED 

Explanation: There are two possible causes for this 
message being issued: 

1. When you used the REPEAT command, you did not 
name one or more variable fields within the repeated 
line or block of lines given by the FROM and TO values 
(source). All such variable fleids must be named so 
that GDDM-IMD can add the variables in the repeated 
(target) lines to the named arrays. Note that all 
Indexes for the source variables must be equal, or must 
all be 0 or 1, and that all variables in the target must 
not be named. 

2. You used the FROM and TO commands (with the 
REPEAT command) to Indicate fields in the top part of 
frame 2.4 Instead of In the bottom part (below the line 
marked liNES xxx TO yyy --------------.• --- COlS xxx TO 
yyy). 

System action: The REPEAT command Is left In the 
command line and Is not executed. 
User response: Name the variables and respeclfy the 
REPEAT command. 

AEMOO388A INDEX VALUES FOR SOURCE FIELDS MUST BE 
EQUAL OR ALL 0 OR 1 

Explanation: There are two possible causes for this 
message being Issued: 
1. When you used the REPEAT command, the variables In 

the block given by the FROM and TO values (source) 
did not have equal Index values so that the variables In 
the repeated (target) lines could be assigned the next 
Index values. If the Index values of source variables 
are 0 or 1, they are all set to 1 (that is, the first array 
element). 
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2. You used the FROM and TO commands (with the 
REPEAT command) to Indicate fields in the top part of 
frame 2.4 Instead of In the bottom part (below the line 
marked LINES xxx TO yyy ------------------- COlS xxx TO 
yyy). 

System action: The REPEAT command is left In the 
command line I'Ind Is not executed. 
User response: Reenter the REPEAT command, reset the 
NAME and INDEX values, or do both. 

AEMOO390A REPEAT COMMAND WILL CREATE AMBIGUOUS 
NAME AND INDEX 

Explanation: There are two possible causes for this 
message being issued: 

1. The REPEAT command would have created an array 
element that was both linked to a target field and to a 
field that was unaffected by the REPEAT command. 

2. You used the FROM and TO commands (with the 
REPEAT command) to indicate fields In the top part of 
frame 2.4 Instead of In the bottom part (below the line 
marked LINES xxx TO yyy .------------------ COlS xxx TO 
yyy). 

System action: The REPEAT command is left In the 
command line and Is not executed. 
User response: Rename or reassign the indexes of 
variables that conflict with the REPEAT command. 

AEMOO391A TARGET FIELDS FOR REPEAT MUST NOT BE 
NAMED 

Explanation: There are two possible causes for this 
message being issued: 
1. When you used the REPEAT command, the variable 

fields In the repeated blocks of lines (target) were 
named, which Is not allowed. This Is to avoid 
aCCidentally rellnklng fields. 

2. You used the FROM and TO commands (with the 
REPEAT command) to Indicate fields In the top part of 
frame 2.4 instead of in the bottom part (below the line 
marked LINES xxx TO yyy -------.-.--.------ COLS xxx TO 
yyy). 

System action: The REPEA r command Is left In the 
command line and is not executed. 
User response: Blank out the NAME and INDEX values of 
all the target fields, or respeclfy the REPEAT command. 

AEM00393A SYMBOL SET ID xx ('c') IS INVALID 
explanation: You used a symbol set 10 on a field or in a 
programmed symbol set management speCification, which 
was Invalid for use with GDDM. The symbol set 10 is 'xx' 
(In hexadecimal): the text of the message gives Its 
character lorm if It Is displayable. 
System action: The symbol set 10 Is included In the 
generated mapgroup. 
User response: Change the 10 to one that is valid for use 
with GDDM: IDs for GDOM must be In the range X'41' 
through X' OF' . 

AEMOO395A KANJI-CHINESE FIELD AT LINE nnn COLUMN 
nnn HAS CHATIN/OUT 

Explanation: The indicated field was a Kanji-Chinese field 
for which CUATIN or CHATOUT was specified when the 
map was defined using OPS/GDOM·IMO Version 2. 
System action: The field Is generated without the Invalid 
specifications. 
User response: If necessary, update the map specification. 



AEMOO400A NO MSLS ACCESSED 
Explanation: You were trying to perform an operation IIlat 
required an MSL to be accessed, but there was no MSL 
accessed. 
System action: The operation is rejected. 
User response: Use the MSL Selection frame (0.2) to 
access an MSL. 

AEM00401A NO READIWRITE MSL ACCESSED 
Explanation: You were trying to perform an operation that 
required an MSL to be accessed read/write, but there was 
no read/write MSL accessed. 
System action: The operation is rejected. 
User response: Us~ the MSL Selection frame (0.2) to 
access an MSL in read/write mode. 

AEMOO402A MSL nnn IS NOT ACCESSED 
Explanation: You were trying to perform an operation that 
required an MSL with the Indicated number to be accessed, 
but there was no MSL accessed with that number. 
System action: The operation Is rejected. 
User response: Use the MSL Selection frame (0.2) to 
access an MSL with the number indicated. 

AEMOO403A MSL nnn IS NOT READIWRITE 
Exptanation: You were trying to perfot m an operation that 
required the MSL with the indicated number to be accessed 
In r.ead/wrlte mode, but the MSL accessed with that number 
was read-only. 
System aclion: The operation is rejected. 
User response: Access the indicated MSL in read/write 
mode. 

AEMOO404A MSL OBJECT 'cccccccc cccccccc' ALREADY 
EXISTS IN REAOIWRITE MSL 

Explanation: You were trying to perform an operation that 
required the object named to be copied to a read/write 
MSL, but the object already existed in the read/write MSL. 
System action: The operation is rejected. 
User response: Use the MSL Selection frame (0.2) to 
access a different MSL in read/write mode. 

AEMOO410A INVALID MAP SELECTOR 
Explanation: You specified an invalid selector for a map. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the first invalid 
character in the selector and keyboard is unlocked. If there 
is no specific invalid character, the cursor is placed at the 
start of the selector. 
User response: Correct the selector. A selector must be a 
number In the range 1 through 99, which defines the 
sequence in which maps are to be sent. A repetition count 
may be spee-ilied for the selector by entering the count 

AEM00400A - AEM00416A 

(also in the range 1 through 99) in parentheses immediately 
following the selector number. Multiple selectors for the 
same map must be separated by blanks or commas. 

AEM00411A DUPLICATE MAP SEND SELECTOR 
Explanation: You specified a send selector for a map that 
was a duplicate of another. 
System action: The cursor is placed at the start of the 
duplicate selector and keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the selector. A send selector must 
be a number in the range 1 tllrough 99, optionally followed 
by a repetition cOllnt. The selector number defines the 
sequence in which maps are to be sent. Thus, each 
selector mllst be unique over the whole set of maps. 

AEMOO412A MAPGROUP 'cccccccc' CANNOT BE TESTED: 
AN ADS IS TOO BIG 

Explanation: You were trying to test the mapgroup 
Indicated in the message, but that mapgroup had an 
application nata structure (1\05) which was bigger than the 
maximum ~ize possible (32 000 bytes). This prevented the 
mapgroup being tested. 
System action: The mapgroup test is terminated. 
User response: Enter the Application Data Structure 
Review frame (2.5) or the Field Naming frame (2.4) and 
specify the lengths of the fields again. 

AEM00414A KANJI-CHINESE GRAPHIC AREA MUST HAVE 
ODD COLUMN AND EVEN WIDTH 

Explanation: You tried to create an improperly aligned 
graphic area in a Kanji-Chinese map. 
System action: The cursor is placed under the field in 
error, and the keyboard is unlocked. 
User response: Correct the alignment or width of the map. 

AEM004151 NO EXISTING GRAPHIC AREA 
Explanation: You entered the AREA command without 
operands when no graphic area was defined for this m<'lp. 
System action: The keyboard is unlocl<ed. 
User response: Enter the line, column, width, and depth 
operands for the AREA commanrt and press ENTER. 

AEM00416A GRAPHIC AREA CONFLICTS WITII DErtNITION 
OF MAP 

Explanation: In a previous editing session that ended 
abnormally, you created a graphic area that conflicted 
either with non-blanl< c;haracters or with a variable field. 
System action: The J.:eyboard is unlocJ.:ed. 
User response: Go to the Field Definition frame (2.2) and 
redefine the 91 aphic area, or press the Cancel key (PF6) ttl 
remove the invalid challges (a lid possibly other other. willn, 
changes at the same time). 
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EAKB001 - EAKB030 

EAK-prefix messages 

These messages can be issued during the use of GOOM-CSPF. For more information about 
GOOM-CSPF, refer to the GDDM-CSPF User's Guide. 

EAKBOO1 I GDDM-CSPF HAS BEEN INITIALIZED 
Explanation: The GDDM-CSPF system has started 
processing requests. 

EAKBOO3 I TO TERMINATE GDDM-CSPF ENTER 'STOP a' 
EKPlanatlon: Information to the console operator. The 
system continues until this stop command Is Issued from 
the system console. (This message is only issued on MVS 
systems.) 

EAKB004 W SVC99 ERROR 'x' FOR DATASET 
EAKB004 Wa 

Explanation: The dynamic allocation failed for data set a 
and the request has been deleted from the queue. The 
error codes are described In the OSIVS2 Job Management 
manual, GC28-0627. The most common error code Is 1708, 
which means that the file was not found and probably is 
already deleted. Inform your system programmer. The file 
should be deleted and uncataloged. (This message is only 
Issued on MVS systems.) 

EAKBOO5 E GETMAIN ERROR 
Explanation: The GETMAIN call has failed and the system 
terminates. Decrease the space request or run the 
program in a larger MVS region or VM machine. 

EAKBOO7 E {EAKTINITIEAKVINIT} OUT OF STORAGE FOR 
GDF LOAD 

EKP,anatlon: There Is not enough storage for the module 
EAKTINIT (on MVS) or EAKVINIT (on VM) to plot the 
request. Increase the work area space allocation request. 

EAKB008 E INPUT FILE NOT FOUND 
Explanation: The input (ADM PRINT) file to EAKVINIT 
cannot be found. Check whether the file exists. (This 
message Is only Issued on VM systems.) 

EAKB009 E NO DEVICES DEFINED 
EKPlanation: There are no devices defined In the module 
EAKDEFSB. Generate the module EAKDEFSB with suitable 
EAKDEV macros. 

EAKB010 W DEVICE DEFINITION NOT FOUND 
Explanation: The device specified as the BY operand of the 
EAKVINIT command Is not found. The first device name In 
EAKDEFSB Is used Instead. 

EAKB013 I REQUEST FOR USER a1 ON DEVICE a2 
EKplanatlon: The processing of a print request has started. 

EAKB014 E PARAMETER ERROR 
EKplanation: An invalid parameter is specified on the EXEC 
card (TSO). Correct the parameter. The valid parameters 
are TRACE, UPDATE, and BUFFER=nnnn. 

EAKB015 W SYMBOL SET 'a' NOT FOUND 
explanation: The symbol set was not found. Check that 
the symbol set has been copied into the library that Is used 
by the background task. 

EAKB017 W VECTOR SYMBOL SET 'a' IS NOT SUPPORTED 
Explanation: The named symbol set Is not a type-1. type-2. 
or type-3 symbol set. This may be because the 
ADMSYMBL library has afllncorrect blockslze, or because 
the symbol set has been modified incorrectly. Use the 
GDDM-PGF Vector Symbol Editor to verify the contents of 
the symbol set, and SAVE it, to ensure the correct Internal 
format. For more information about symbol-set formats, 
refer to the GDDM Base Programming Reference. 

EAKB018 E SVC99 ERROR 'x' a 
Explanation: The dynamic allocation for the output data set 
failed. The error codes are described in the OSIVS2 Job 
Management manual, GC28·0627. If you receive error code 
4704, the data set a already exists and YOIl should delete it 
before restarting GDDM-CSPF. The system terminates with 
a user code 1623. (This message is only issued on MVS 
systems.) 

EAKB023 I 'a' ADDED TO PRINT QUEUE 
Explanation: The DEVLNAM from the module EAKDEFSB 
has been added to the GDDM print queue. (This message 
Is only Issued on MVS systems.) 

EAKB024 W NO FREE SPACE IN PRINT QUEUE INDEX 
explanation: There Is no free space In the GDDM Print 
Queue destination index. Reformat the print queue with 
more space In the Index and restart GDDM-CSPF. (This 
message is only issued on MVS systems.) 

EAKB025 E UNSUPPORTED GDDM RELEASE 
Explanation: GDDM-CSPF requires ADMPRINT flies that 
were produced using GDDM Version 1 Release 4 or later. 

EAKB027 E WRONG RELEASE OF EAKDEFSB MODULE USED 
Explanation: The included generation module EAKDEFSB 
has not been set up correctly. Assemble the EAKDEFSB 
module and link the GDDM-CSPF module again. 

EAKB029 W REQUEST CANNOT BE PROCESSED FOR 
DATASET 

EAKB029Wa 
EKplanation: The data set Is allocated to another job. (This 
message Is only Issued on MVS systems.) 

EAKB030 E EAKTLVSS OUT OF STORAGE FOR VSS LOAD 
explanation: There Is not enough storage available to load 
a vector symbol set. Increase the work area size. 
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EAKB031 - EAKF021 

EAKB031 W EAKAELLI OUT OF STORAGE 
Explanation: There Is not enough storage available for 
GOOM-CSPF operations. Increase the work-area size. 

EAKB032 E EAKAHATC OUT OF STORAGE 
Explanation: There Is not enough storage available for 
GOOM-CSPF operations. Increase the work-area size. 

EAKB033 E EAKAINTP OUT OF STORAGE 
Explanation: There Is not enough storage available for 
GDOM-CSPF operations. Increase the work-area size. 

EAKB034 E SVC99 ERROR 'x' FOR SPOOL SYSTEM FILE 
Explanation: A dynamic allocation error occurred In the 
JES/328X Interface module. For a description of the error 
code, x, refer to the OSIVS2 Job Management manual, 
GC28-0627. 

EAKB100 I GDDM-CSPF ENDED 
Explanation: On MVS, the GDDM-CSPF background task 
has received the STOP command and has begun the 
termination process. 
On VM, the EAKVINIT background routine Is about to finish 
pfocesslng. 

EAKFOOO E ERROR MESSAGE IS NOT DEFINED 
explanation: An Internal error has occurred In 
GDDM-CSPF. Inform your system programmer. 

EAKFOO1 I SLIDE LAYOUT SUCCESSFULLY RESTORED 
Explanation: The layout you selected In the Slide Directory 
has been successfully restored. 

EAKF002 I SLIDE LAYOUT SUCCESSFULLY SAVED 
explanation: The save (5) command you Issued In the 
Slide Directory executed successfully. 

EAKF0031 n SLIDE LAYOUT(S) SUCCESSFULLY DELETED 
Explanation: The delete (0) command(s) you Issued In the 
Slide Directory executed successfully. 

EAKF004 E SLIDE LAYOUT 'a' NOT FOUND 
explanation: The layout you tried to restore does not exist. 
Check your list of layouts for the correct layout name. 

EAKF005 E SLIDE LAYOUT 'a' ALREADY EXISTS 
explanation: You tried to save a layout under a name that 
already exists. Save the layout under a different name, or 
type U for update If that Is what you wanted In the first 
place. 

EAKF006 I OUTPUT FILE READY FOR SPOOLING 
explanation: On MVS, GOOM-CSPF has sent your output to 
the film recorder. On VM, GOOM-CSPF has created an 
ADMPRINT file on your A-disk; this file may have been sent 
to the film recorder, If your system Is set up to do this. 

EAKF008 W PF KEY n DOES NOTHING ON THIS PANEL 
Explanation: You pressed a PF key that has no effect on 
the current panel. 
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EAKF009 E UNABLE TO OPEN 'EAKSLlDE'. FILE MISSING OR 
INVALID 

Explanation: Because of an Incorrect setup (an allocation 
error) GDOM-CSPF is unable to access the slide layout 
library. Contact your system programmer. (This message 
is only Issued on TSO systems.) 

EAKF010 E REQUESTED PANEL DOES NOT EXIST 
Explanation: The panel you requested from the Home 
panel does not exist. Enter a number In the range 1 
through 6. 

EAKF011 W ROWS HAVE BEEN ARRANGED IN DESCENDING 
ORDER 

Explanation: In the Background panel, the system 
arranges the colors according to tile percentage values 
assigned to them. 

EAKF012 E PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER 
Explanation: The system requires that you enter a number 
In the red field. Enter a number. 

EAKF013 E VALUE MUST BE IN THE RANGE 0 THROUGH 100 
explanation: Percentage values must lie In the range 0 
through 100. Enter a whole number In this range. 

EAKF014 E RGB VALUE MUST BE IN THE RANGE 0 
THROUGH 1000 

Explanation: RGB (red-green-blue) values must lie In the 
range 0 through .1000. Enter a number In this range. 

EAKF015 E MAXIMUM NUMBER OF n ROWS IS REACHED 
explanation: The Background function only supports n 
rows. 

EAKF016 E COLOR 'a' IS NOT DEFINED 
Explanation: The color name you entered Is not defined In 
the Color Library. Define the color or enter a new name. 

EAKF017 E SUM OF TOP AND BOTTOM MARGINS IS 
INVALID 

Explanation: The sum of the top and bottom margins mu<;t 
not exceed 99% of the depth of the slide. Insert numbers 
whose sum does not exceed 99%. 

EAKF018 E SUM OF LEFT AND RIGHT MARGINS IS INVALID 
Explanation: The sum of the left and right margins must 
not exceed 99% of the width of the slide. Insert numbers 
whose sum does not exceed 99%. 

EAKF019I n SLIDE LAYOUTS(S) LISTED 
explanation: There are n layouts listed from the Slide 
Directory. 

EAKF020 E NO SPACE LEFT IN THE DIRECTORY 
explanation: The layout directory Is full. Compress It or 
delete some of the layouts listed. (This message Is only 
Issued on TSO systems.) 

EAKF021 I YOU HAVE REACHED THE LIMIT OF SCROLLING 
UP 

explanation: You have reached the top of the panel or list. 



EAKF022 I YOU HAVE REACHED THE LIMIT OF SCROLLING 
DOWN 

Explanation: You have reached the bottom of the panel or 
list. 

EAKF023 E 'a' COMMAND MUST NOT BE ENTERED WITH 
OTHER COMMANDS 

Explanallon: The command in question must not be issued 
together with other commands. Remove the other 
commands, or the command In question. 

EAKF024 E COMMAND 'a' IS INVALID EXCEPT ON '.".' LINE 
Explanation: The command you Issued is only valid on the 
command line. Delete the command and enter It on the 
command line. 

EAKF025 E COMMAND 'a' IS NOT LISTED 
Explanation: You Issued a command that Is not recognized 
by GDDM·CSPF. Check for typing errors and enter It 
again. 

EAKF026 E ONLY ONE 'a' COMMAND IS ALLOWED 
Explanation: You can only Issue one 8 command at a time. 
Delete all instances of the command except one. 

EAKF027 E '8' COMMAND IS INVALID ON ,,, ... ' LINE 
Explanation: This message Is Issued from panels 3, 5, or 
6. !he command you issued is not valid on the .. • .. line. 
Correct the command or enter it on the correct line. 

EAKF028 E PLEASE ENTER THE SLIDE LAYOUT NAME 
Explanation: When you save a format, you must give it a 
name. Enter this name In the red field. 

EAKF029 I COLOR NAMES SUCCESSFULLY SAVED 
Explanation: GDDM·CSPF has saved your color definition. 

EAKF030 I n COLOR(S) SUCCESSFULLY DELETED 
Explanation: The delete (D) command(s) you Issued 
executed successfully. 

EAKF032 E COLOR 'a' ALREADY EXISTS 
explanation: You tried to assign a color definition to a 
name that already exists. Assign a new name to the color. 

EAKF033 I n COLOR(S) LISTED 
Explanation: There are n colors in the Color library. 

EAKF034 E UNABLE TO OPEN 'EAKCOLOR'. FILE MISSING 
OR INVALID 

Explanation: Because of an Incorrect setup (dataset 
allocation) GDDM·CSPF cannot access the color library. 
Contact your system programmer. (This message Is only 
Issued on TSO systems.) 

EAKF035 E PLEASE ENTER THE COLOR NAME 
explanation: When you save or update a color, you must 
enter a name. Enter a name. 

EAKF036 E 'a' COMMAND IS INVALID ON 'U", LINE 
explanation: This message Is Issued from panel 1. The 
command you Issued Is not valid on the .. • .. line. Remove 
the command and enter it again on the correct line. 

EAKF022 - EAKF049 

EAKF037 I n PRINT FILE(S) LISTED 
Explanallon: The system has listed n ADMPRINT flies. 

EAKF038 E SVC 99 RETURN CODE 'x' 
Explanation: The dynamic allocation for the file failed. The 
error codes are described In the OSIVS2 Job Managemellt 
manual, GC28-0627. Contact your system programmer. 
(This message Is only issued on TSO systems.) 

EAKF039 I II PRINT FILE(S) DELETED 
Explanation: The delete (D) command(s) you Issued 
executed successfully. 

EAKF040 I FILE SUCCESSFULLY LOADED 
Explanation: The print file you selected has been 
successfully loaded. 

EAKFOit2 I PREVIEW IS NOW SET ON 
Explanation: The graphics preview window has been set 
on by pressing PF6. It is set off by pressing PF6 again. 

EAKF043 I PREVIEW IS NOW SET OFF 
Explanation: Tile graphics preview window has been set 
off by pressing PF6. It is set on by pressing PF6 again. 

EAKF044 E UNABLE TO OPEN 'ADMPRNTQ'. FILE MISSING 
OR INVALID 

Explanation: Because of an Incorrect setup (dataset 
allocation) GDDM·CSPF Is unable to access the ADM PRINT 
queue. Contact your system programmer. (This message 
is only Issued on T50 systems.) 

EAKF045 E PRINT FILE NO LONGER EXISTS. ENTER '0' TO 
DELETE IT FROM LIST 

Explanation: The file you tried to select has been deleted 
from the system, leaving only its name In the File Selection 
panel. Delete the name by entering 0 against it. (This 
message is only issued on T50 systems.) 

EAKF046 E PRINT QUEUE UPDATED. TYPE 'L' TO GET A NEW 
LIST 

Explanation: The system has been very busy, thu5 causing 
a large number of changes In tile print queue. Redisplay 
the list by entering l on the command line. (This message 
Is only issued on TSO systems.) 

EAKF047 I SAMPLE SLIDE LAYOUT AND PICTURE 
SUCCESSFULLY RESTORED 

Explanation: The sample graphics you selected have been 
successfully restored. 

EAKF048 E INSUFFICIENT STORAGE. GDDM-CSPF WILL 
TERMINATE 

Explanation: There is not enough storage for GDDM·CSPF 
to function. Make more storage available, and Invoke 
GDDM·C5PF again. 

EAKF049 E UNABLE TO OPEN PRINT FILE FOR SECURITY 
REASONS 

Explanation: The file you tried to select is protected by the 
security system. Contact your system programmer. (This 
message is only issued on TSO systems.) 
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EAKFOSO - EAKVOOS 

EAKF050 W NO GRAPHICS SUPPORTED BY THE DEVICE 
Explanation: The terminal you are using does not support 
graphics. Use a graphics terminal. 

EAKF051 E DISK 110 ERROR ON WRITE 
EJCplanation: GDDM-CSPF detected an error during a save 
or update operation. The most likely causes are: 

• Your CMS disk Is full; free some space. 
• Your CMS disk Is linked read-only: link It In read/write 

mode. 

EAKVOO1 E RLETYPE IS NOT ADMPRINT 
Explanation: The EAKVIEW program was called with an 
Incorrect filetype. The fIIetype must be ADMPRINT. (This 
message Is only issued on VM systems.) 
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EAKV002 E FILE 'a ADMPRINT w' NOT FOUND 
Explanation: The EAKVI EW program could not locate the 
specified file. (This message Is only Issued on VM 
systems.) 

EAKV003 I NO RLENAME SPECIFIED 
Explanation: The EAKVIEW program requires you to 
specify a filename. 

EAKV004 E GETMAIN FAILED 
Explanation: There was not enough storage available for 
the EAKVIEW program to process the file. Run the program 
In a larger virtual machine. 

EAKVOOS E FILE IS TOO LARGE 
Explanation: An Internal storage limit was reached In the 
EAKVIEW program. The file Is too large to process. 



ERXOOOO - ERX0011 

ERX-prefix messages 

These messages can be issued during the use of GOOM-REXX. For more information about 
GODM-REXX, refer to the GDDM-REXX Guide. 

ERXOOOO I' .... user statement...: 
ERXOOOO I TIME STAMP: • ... .timlng Information ... : 
ERXOOOO I Var fetch: • .... vamame ... : = • .... value ... : 
ERXOOOO I Var set: • .... vamame ... : = • .... value ... : 

Explanation: This message Is issued when 'GXSET TRACE 
ON' has been executed. The user statement form is 
produced when a GDDM error occurs, and is normally 
accompanied by a message starting ADM. The time stamp 
form Is generated when 'GXSET TRACE ON TIME' is 
specified. "Var fetch" means that a variable has been 
fetched from REXX and has the value shown. "Var set" 
means that a variable has been given the value shown and 
passed to REXX. 

ERXOOO1 E Unknown GDDM function call 
Explanation: Follows a REXX message that displays the 
call. The call may be a mistyping of a GDDM call, or it may 
be a command that should have been passed to another 
environment, or it may be an error caused by REXX 
substitution. For example, the call 'GSCLP' 1 = 1 will send 
to GDDM-REXX the character string '0'. (This is because 
concatenation has higher priority than comparison In REXX, 
and the comparison between 'GSCLP l' and '1' yields '0'.) 
It will also occur If you attempt to use the CHART or SPINIT 
call. 
This message will also occur If you are not using a 
dlscontiguous saved segment (DCSS) for GDDM, and have 
not Issued the appropriate GLOBAL TXTUB command. 

ERXOOO2 E Too few parameters 
Explanation: The number of parameters In the call is too 
small. In particular check that array parameters are 
correctly coded. See the summary of calls and description 
of parameters In the GDDM Base Programming Reference 
Summary and the GDDM-PGF Programming Reference 
Summary. 

ERXOOO3 E Too many parameters: ' ... : 
Explanation: The number of parameters In the call Is too 
large. In particular check that array parameters are 
correctly coded. This error is often caused by a bad 
parenthesis count. 

ERXOOO4 E Invalid parameter type: .... : 
Explanation: A string parameter was unquoted and began 
with a "(" or ")": correct it. 

ERXOOO5 E Invalid Integer value: .... : 
Explanation: The item passed was not an integer. It could 
have been an uninltlalized REXX variable, a character 
string, or a number that was not an integer. 

ERXOOO6 E Invalid real value: .... : 
Explanation: The item passed was not a number. It could 
have been an unlnitlalized REXX variable or a character 
string. 

ERXOOO7 E Invalid parameter: .... : 
Explanation: In a GXSET subcommand, the cause could 
have been: 

1. Token parameter longer than eight characters 
2. Value coded for return parameter (missing the "0") 
3. Invalid keyword given (too long, misspelled) 
4. Invalid subverb (MSG, LASTMSG, etc.) 
5> Incorrect integer syntax 
6. Invalid AAB token (for GXSET AAB). 

In a GXGET SUbcommand, the cause could have been: 
1. Token parameter longer than eight characters . 
2. Value coded for return parameter (missing the "0") 
3. Inv(Jlid keyword given (too long, misspelled) 
4. Invalid subverb (MSG, LASTMSG, etc.). 

ERXoooa E Parameter rank too large: .... : 
Explanation: Array parameter rank (number of dimensions) 
greater than that expected. For example, a 
two-dimensional array passed when a one-dimensional 
array was needed. Either the array was coded with correct 
syntax, but the rank was too large, or it was coded 
incorrectly, and GDDM-REXX interpreted it as having the 
wrong rank. 

ERXOOO9 E Invalid parameter syntax: .... : 
Explanation: Check array parameters for the following: 

1. To~en encountered at higher than innermost rank 
2. Too many right parenlheses 
3. Array pre-scan failed because: 

o Array began with rlghl parenthesis 
o Found "(" when processing values In a row 
o Found a value after a")". 

ERXOO10 E Missing parameter(s) 
Explanation: If the parameter is one thaI is set by or 
passed to GDDM the calise could have been: 

o . Fewer than minimum required number of parameters 
o Subverb missing. 

ERXOO11 W REXX variable had no value: .... : 
Explanation: If the variable Is in a parameter that will be 
passed to GDDM-REXX: 

1. For a string parameter, processing continues with Ihe 
name being used as the value. 

2, For a numeric parameter, processing continues unlil the 
number conversion falls, producing ERXOOOS or 
ERX0006. 

If the variable is In a parameter that will be returned to 
REXX, the statement is nol executed. 
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ERX0012 - ERX0105 

ERXOO12 W REXX variable •... : truncated 
Explanation: If the variable Is In a parameter that must be 
passed to GDDM, the truncated string Is passed for a 
character string, and the process is stopped for a numerical 
parameter. If the variable Is In a parameter that has been 
returned by GDDM, processing continues. One of the 
following has happened: 
1. A numeric parameter was longer than 18 characters 
2. A token parameter was longer than 8 characters 
3. A keyword parameter (e.g. "ON") was longer than 18 

characters 
4. A string parameter was longer than required by GDDM. 

ERXOO13 E Variable name required for return parameter: 

ElCplanatlon: Check for: 
1. Missing returned-by-GDDM parameter, 
2. Value specified for returned-by-GDDM parameter 

(leading "." missing). 

ERXOO14 E Length must be specified for return parameter: 

ElCplanatlon: Lengths must be specified for returned 
parameters, for example in 'ASCGET Id length string'. This 
usually occurs when a user has coded a single dot for the 
length (Indicating omitted length). (A dot coded for the 
length of a returned numeric array parameter will be 
treated as a length of 1.) 

ERXOO15 S Insufficient free storage 
Explanation: This message Is issued when any request 'or 
free storage falls. The user may have defined the virtual 
machine to be too small to accommodate the data in the 
application. A CMS message will precede the ERXOO15 
message: 
DliSFREl59T IIISUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE TO SATISFY 
DHSFREE REQUEST FRO~t 'addr' 
The request is conditional and proceSSing continues, 
however the particular user request which created the error 
condition will not be executed. 

ERXOO16 E Return code •... : from EXECCOMM: •... : 
ERXOO16 E Return code •... : from EXECCOMM: 

.********. 
ElCplanatlon: The return code will normally be 8, indicating 
a bad name for a REXX variable. The second Insert Is the 
name In question. If the second Insert is all *, then the 
return code Is from register 15 upon exit from the 
EXECCOMM call (EXECCOMM is the means by which 
non EXEC programs can set or fetch EXEC variables). 
Details of other return codes can be found in the 
VM/System Product Interpreter Reference manual. 

ERXOO17 E Unknown GDDM-REXX subcommand 
ElCplanation: Invalid subverb discovered. 

ERXOO18 E Right parenthesis missing 
Explanation: An unmatched parentheses In an array 
parameter has been found (either a numeric array or a list 
of strings). 

ERXOO19 E Matching SI character not found In DBCS string 
Explanation: SO character found in quoted string 
parameter, but end-o'-statement encountered before finding 
matching SI character. 
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ERX0020 E Ending string delimiter missing 
ElCplanatlon: In a string starting with either' or ", the 
end-o'-slatement was encountered before finding the 
matching string delimiter. 

ERXOO98 E Error in descriptor· ... : reason· ... : 
Explanation: Part of GDDM's calling mechanism has been 
corrupted or unexpectedly changed. This error will occur If 
the GDDM COT changes format, or Is somehow destroyed 
or altered In storage. The first substitution Is the 
parameter number of the entry in the COT. The second is 
the type of the error: 

1. Accumulator rank greater than 3 
2. Invalid parameter type 
3. No matching variant 'ound 
4. Number of accumulators greater than ten 
5. Number of parameters greater than 32. 

ERXOO99 E Unknown message number' ... : 
Explanation: The GDDM-REXX error handler has been 
called with an Invalid message number. This is a system or 
GDDM error. 

ERX0100 E Invalid parameter: •... : 
Explanation: The parameter shown In the message is not 
recognized by the GDDMREXX command. 

ERX0101 E Invalid option: •... : 
Explanallon: The option shown In the message Is not 
recognized by the GDDMREXX command. 

ERX0102 E No funcllon specified 
Explanation: No function was speCified on tile GDDMREXX 
command. 

ERX0103 W GDDM-REXX has not been Inlllalized 
Explanation: 'GDDMREXX TERM' or 'GDDMREXX TERM 
(ALL)" has been requested, but GnDM-REXX Is not 
operational. 

ERX0104 E Return code •... : from •... : 
Explanation: GDDM-REXX calls some other CMS 
commands and functions. The command shown In the 
message gave the reported unexpected return code. Refer 
to the CMS HELP information for the command In error fOI 
more details about the meaning of the return code. 
Variants are: 
Error occurs In: While: 
NUCXLOAD Loading the ERXASCOM nucleus extension. 
NUCEXT Querying the ERXI\SCOM nucleus 

NUCXDROP 
SUBCOM 
AnN 

extension that has just been loaded. 
Deleting the ERXASCOM nucleus extension. 
Defining the GDDM SUBCOM environment. 
Stacking the result of the GDDMREXX 
VERSION command. 

ERX0105 E 'NODCSS' option Is Invalid. DCSS Is already in 
use 

Explanation: The NODCSS option has been specified on 
the GDDMREXX command, but GDDM-REXX Is already 
Initialized using the DeSS. The request for the NODCSS 
option Is ignored. 



ERX0106 S GDDM·REXX DCSS Is no longer loaded 
Explanation: A subcommand has been Issued to the GOOM 
environment, but the GOOM·REXX OCSS which should 
process the subcommand has somehow been unloaded 
from the virtual machine. 

ERX0107 E ERXASCOM must not be called as a command 
Explanation: A user has Issued ERXASCOM as a command 
from the terminal. This is not permitted. 

ERX0108 E GDDM·REXX could not locate SUBCOM 'GDDM' 
Explanation: 'GOOMREXX TERM' has been issued, and 
ERXASCOM nucleus extension exists. However, there Is no 
matching GDOM SUBCOM, so there Is nothing to terminate. 

ERX0109 5 GDDM·REXX is not supported on this level of 
CMS 

Explanation: While processing a 'GDOMREXX INIT' 
command, GODM-REXX found that the level of CMS on the 
system is not VM/CMS SP-4 or later. 

ERX0110 5 Recursive entry to GDDM·REXX. Request 
rejected 

Explanation: Entry was made into the GDDM-REXX nucleus 
extension program while a GOOM-REXX request is still 
outstanding. This would occur, for example, if an ASREAO 
was issued, PA2 pressed to go into CMS SUBSET, and any 
GDDM-REXX request made. 

ERX0106 - ERX0113 

ERX0111 5 NUCXDROP of GDDM-REXX is about to require 
re-IPL of CMS 

Explanation: The nucleus extension program has been 
entered on a service call from CMS NUCXOROP and a 
GDDM-REXX request Is outstanding. This could occur, for 
example, if an ASREAO was Issued, PA2 pressed to go Into 
CMS SlJBSET, and the CMS NUCXOROP command Issued, 
Subsequent return from CMS SUBSET will find the support 
code for GOOM-REXX missing (thus causing a program 
check). 

ERX0112 W Invalid language selection. Default assumed 
Explanation: The language selecllonopllon was misspelled 
or is not one of the supported languages. 

ERX0113 5 Unable to locate language module. COlnmand 
terminated 

Explanation: The GDDMREXX TXTLIB file was either not 
available on any accessed disk, or the language module for 
the selected language was WIt round within the TXTLIB. 
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GQF0002 - GQF0016 

GQF-prefix messages 

These messages can be issued during the use of GOOM-OS/2 Link. 

GQF0002 Automatic system update 
"Host graphics service application is in progress. 
To tenninate, use ESC." 
Bytes transferred: nn 
Current file transferring 'Rlename.EXT' 
Push buttons let you continue, cancel the update, 
or get help. 

Explanation: Any service updates that need to be applied 
to the GDDM·OS/2 link automatically come from your host 
(mainframe) system. 

If the host system has a more recent copy of a file that the 
terminal emulator requires, that file Is transferred 
automatically from the host system. 

If you do not need host graphics support, you can cancel 
the update and continue using the terminal emulator. The 
update is attempted again the next time a host graphics 
application starts. 

As each file loads into your workstation, the display shows 
the liIe name and a count of the number ot bytes 
trans terred. 

The update does not take effect until the Communications 
Manager is stopped and then restarted. 
User response: A dialog lets you cancel the automatic 
system update. 

GQFOO10 Incorrect level of GOOM. 
The host system does not support the GDDM-OSI2 
Link program that Is on your workstation. 
Host graphics support is not available. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: The wrong level of GDDM is Installed on your 
host system: it does not support the GDDM-OS/2 link 
program that Is on your workstation. GDDM graphics 
cannot be shown. 
User response: Ask your system administrator to make a 
suitable release of GDDM available to you. You may 
require a service tape to be Installed. 

GQFOO11 Communications error detected during transfer of 
data (rom the host. 
Data transfer 6topped. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: A communications error was detected while 
transferring host graphicS data from the host. Data transfer 
has been stopped. 
The reason code Is the error returned from the terminal 
emulator. It may be COMM, PROG, or MACH and is also 
displayed in the Operator Indicator Area at the bottom of 
your host session. 
User response: For more information, refer to "Appendix C 
- Communication Manager Messages" in the OS/2 
Extended Edition User's Guide. 

GQFOO12 Update complete. 
Update files for GDDM-OSI2 Link have been 
downloaded. 
Changes will not take effect until the 3270 Emulator 
Is restarted. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: Flies have been loaded from the host system 
to update GDDM-OS/2 Link. They take effect when you 
next start up the terminal emulator. 
User response: To do this, stop all the applications in your 
host sessions, and stop and restart the Communications 
Manager. 

GQFOO13 Unable to open output device n1. 
Check the device setup in the Print Manager. 
Push buttons let you cancel or get help. 

Explanation: The system cannot open the specified output 
device. 
User response: Check that the device is set up and 
connected correctly for use by OS/2 Presentation Manager. 
Choose a different host name, or select 'Setup' from the 
Print Manager main window and check the output device 
connections. 

GQFOO14 Rle error. 
An error occurred when attempting to access IIle 
n1. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: An error occurred when attempting to access 
a file. 
User response: You may be able to take action to correct 
this. The 'reason code' provided by OS/2 may help. The 
most common reason codes are: 
4 Too many open files 
5 Access denied 
26 Invalid disk format 
32 Sharing violation 
112 Dlsl< full. 

GQFOO15 Insufficient disk space. 
There is insufficient space on the disk selected to 
save the data file. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: There is not enough space on the disk 
selected to save the data file. 
User response: Use the File Manager to delete some files, 
or cancel the operation. 

GQFOO16 Subdirectory not found. 
Change the subdirectory specified or use the File 
Manager to create a new one. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: The subdirectory you specified does not exist. 
User response: If you want to create a new directory, first 
cancel this help window and Its associated message box, 
and then use the File Manager to create the new directory. 
Alternatively, change the subdirectory specified to one that 
does exist. 
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GQF0017 - GQF0027 

GQFOO17 The IIle already exists. 
Change the file name or select option to replace 
the elClstlng tile. 
Push buttons let you conlinue or get help. 

Explanation: The file name you specified already exists. 
User response: If you want to keep the existing file, 
change the file name to a new one. If you want to replace 
the existing file, select the box marked 'Replace ... '. When 
you have made the change, select 'Create' again. 

GQFOO18 Mulilple files found. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: More than one name may match the file name 
given. A unique file name must be specified. 
User response: Remove any'" or '?' symbols from the file 
name. When you have made the change, select 'Continue' 
again. 

GQFU019 Host graphics error. 
An error occurred In the host graphics support. 
Contact your System Administrator for assistance. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: An error that was not anticipated has 
occurred. There may be something unusual about your 
system. Check your system and any parameters you have 
entered. 
User response: If this problem prevents further progress, 
contact your service adm!nlstrator. If you can work round 
the problem, but think the product should respond In a more 
helpful way, report the problem through your system 
administrator or use the comments form that came with the 
product. 

GQF0020 An error occurred during the Inllianzallon of host 
graphics support. Host graphics support may not 
be available. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: An error occurred while the code that 
supports host graphics was being initialized. You may not 
be able to use host graphics. 
User response: To recover, restart the 3270 emulator. If 
the problem perSists, contact your system administrator. 

GQF0021 Graphics update error. 
An error occurred during the update of host 
graphics support. 
Host graphics support may not be available. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: An error occurred during the automatic 
updating of GODM-OS/2 Link. Host graphics support may 
be disabled. 
User response: To recover from this Situation, restart your 
host graphics application. The automatic update should 
then complete. 

GQF0022 Insufficient memory. 
The system failed to provide enough memory for 
host graphics support. 
Host graphics support may not be available. 
Push buttons let you continue or get help. 

Explanation: The system failed to provide enough memory 
for the application. The 'MEMMAN' parameter In the 
CONFIG·SYS file may cause this. If this parameter Is set to 
NOSWAP or NOMOVE, It restricts the freedom of OS/2 to 
use disk space as virtual memory. 
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User response: Set MEMMAN=SWAP,MOVE In your 
CONFIG·SYS file and restart the system by holding down 
the 'ctrl' key and pressing the 'Alt' and 'Del' keys at the 
same time. 

GQF0023 Do you wish to cancel the update of the host 
graphics support? 
Push buttons let you select yes, no, or get help. 
You may continue with the update by selecllng 
'No'. 

Explanallon: Cancel host graphics update. 
User response: You requested that the GOOM-OS/2 Link 
update be canceled. If you select 'Yes', the update Is 
canceled. The update does not take effect until the 
Communications Manager and the host-graphics application 
Is stopped and then restarted. If you select 'No' the update 
continues. 

GQFU024 Cancel picture tile. 
Do you wish to cancel this picture file? 
Push buttons let you select yes, no, or get help. 

Explanation: You requested the host system to stop 
transferring data. Confirm that you want the data transfer 
to be canceled. 
User response: Selecting 'Yes' stops this process. No 
picture file Is created on your disk. If you select 'No', the 
data transfer continues. 

GQF0025 The file name given Is too long. 
Please change the file name. 
Push buttons let you conllnue or get help. 

Explanation: The file name you specified Is too long. The 
file name must be no more than eight characters, optionally 
followed by an extension of up to three characters. If an 
extension Is used, It must be separated from the file name 
by a dot (.). For example: FILENAME or FILENAME· EXT. 
User response: Change the file name. 

GQF0028 Cancel printing. 
Do you wish to stop the print Job? 
Push buttons let you select yes, no, or get help. 
You may continue with the print IIle transfer by 
selecting 'No'. 

Explanation: You requested the system to stop printing. 
The print Job currently being transferred from the host Is 
stopped. 
User response: Confirm your Intention by answering eyes' 
to stop the print Job. If your cancellation request was 
aCCidental, answer 'No'. 

GQF0027 Area 100 complex. 
An area Is too complex for the workstation to 
shade. 
Push butlons let you conllnue or get help. 

Explanation: An area defined In the picture Is too complex 
to be shaded correctly on this workstation. No more than 
1500 lines can bound any area that Is to be shaded. 
Although the area Is not shaded, Its outline may appear. 
User response: To avoid this error, simplify the picture. 



GQF0028 System resource shortage. 
OSI2 system resources exceeded. 
Host graphics support Is not avaHable. 
Push buttons lei you continue or gel help. 

Explanation: Host graphics support cannot be provided for 
this emulator session. 
User response: If host graphics are required on this 
session, resources may be released by clOSing other 
sesSions, and then restarting your host graphics 
application. 

GQF0028 - GQF0029 

GQF0029 Unable to create metalile. 
Check Ihat 'Retained Graphics' Is selected, and 
that graphics has been drawn. 
Push buttons lei you continue or get help. 

explanation: A melafile can only be created from graphics 
that has been drawn while 'Retained Graphics' Is selected. 
'Retained Graphics' can be selected from the 'Host 
Graphics Options' menu. This menu Is available from the 
'Emulator Operations' menu, which Is selected from the 
'System Menu' for the terminal emUlator window. The 
graphics must then be redrawn by the host program before 
a metafile can be created. 
User response: Redraw the graphics while 'Retained 
Graphics' Is selected. How the graphics Is redrawn by the 
host program depends upon your application, but with many 
applications, such as GDDM, the graphics Is redrawn by 
pressing the 'Clear' key. 
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abbreviations 

Abbreviations used in this book 

This list spells out in full the abbreviations used in the Explanation, System action, and User/Programmer 
response text that accompanies each message, and in the messages themselves. More detailed information may 
be found in IBM Dictionary of Computing, SC20-1699. 

AAB Application anchor block IMS Information Management System 
ACB Application control block IMSNS Information Management SystemNirtual 
ADS Application data structure Storage 
AEA Asynchronous emulation adapter IPDS Intelligent printer data stream 
AFPOS Advanced Function Printing Data Stream ISO International Organization for 
AID Attention identifier Standardization 
ANSI American National Standards Institute ISS Image Symbol Set 
ASCII American National Standard Code for IVU Image View Utility 

Information Interchange 
JCL Job Control Language 

BMS Basic Mapping Support (CICSNS) JES Job Entry Subsystem 

CDPDS Composed document presentation data K 1024 decimal 
stream 

CDPF Composed Document Print Facility LCID Local character set identifier 
CDPU Composite Document Print Utility 
CGM Computer graphics metafile MCF Map coded font 
CICS Customer Information Control System MEG Master environment group 
CMS Conversational Monitoring System MI Metafile input 
CP Control Program (VM/370) MMC Medium modification control 
CSPF Central Slide and Plot Facility MMO Map mediul'!' overlay 

MMR Modified-modified read 
DBCS Double-byte character set MO· Metafile output 
DBD Data base definition MSL Map specification library 
DCB Data control block MVS Multiple virtual storage 
DCT Device characteristics table MVS/XA Multiple virtual storage/extended 
DO Data definition architecture 
DLI Data Language 1 (DU1) 

NCP Network control program 
EAB Extended attribute byte NDC Normalized device coordinates 
EBCDIC Extended binary-coded decimal interchange 

code OEM Original equipment manufacturer 
EOF External definitions file OS Operating System 
EDM External definitions module 
EDT End document PA Program Application 
EOF End of field PCB Page control block 

Process control block 
FSM Full screen mode Program communication block 

PF Program Function 
GDDM Graphical Data Display Manager PGD Page descriptor 
GDF Graphics data format PGF Presentation Graphics Facility 
GDP Generalized drawing primitive PGP Page position 
GKS Graphical Kernel System PHIGS Programmer·s Hierarchical Interactive 
GKSM GKS metafile Graphics System 

PS Programmable Symbols 
HEX Hexadecimal (base 16) PSB Program specification block 

pse Process-specific control 
IBM International Business Machines PSF Print Services Facility 
leu Interactive Chart Utility PTD Presentation text descriptor 
IMD Interactive Map Definition PTX Presentation text data 
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abbreviations 

VDC Virtual device coordinates 
RGB Red-green-blue VM Virtual machine 
RPL Request parameter list VM/SP Virtual machine/system product 

VSAM Virtual storage accesS method 
SPA Scratch pad area VSE Virtual Storage Extended 
SPI Systems-programmer interface VSS Vector symbol set 

VSSE Vector symbol set editor 
TSO Time Sharing Option VTAM Virtual telecommunications access method 
TWA Transaction work area 

WlSS Workstation independent segment storage 
UDS User default specification 

X Hexadecimal (base 16) 
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